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Lauenburg, October 2018

Dear friends,
we welcome you to discover our new DAN PIPE 2019 catalogue, again filled will appealing colourful images and interesting novelties that will may well make a pipe and tobacco lover‘s heart beat a little faster. To get you into the right
mood, let us draw your kind attention to some highlights in
this year‘s catalogue assortment.
On our title page, three handmade M. A. pipes proudly stand
upright to greet you for your catalogue excursion. They were
designed by Michael Apitz and they are individualley carved
by Holmer Knudsen. You will find them on page 29 shown
in their original size. Our friedn Olda Jirsa has contributed
two new models to our TORBEN DANSK pipe range (pages
4, 7 and 10), and he has also created a nice light-weighted
new shape for his own Jirsa range (see pages 144, 145).
Our choice of VAUEN pipes shown on pages 38 - 49 has
again been „freshened up“ with a number of attractive new
designs and finishes, and there are new entries (page 51) to
our assortment of Rattray‘s pipes (112- 113). On pages 120
and 121 you will find our new choice of individually carved
handmade pipes by the Italian pipe artist Damiano Rovera,
who will also be the star at our 2018 X-Mas Pipe Show. Our
attractive range of the popular Brebbia pipes from Italy can
be viewed on pages 127 - 131, and you will find a choice of
appealing shapes by Girodano/Italy (pages 132, 133).
In the tobacco sector, there is only one new entry among the
DTM Dan Tobacco blends: „The Untouchables“ on page
29, created by Michael Apitz of DAN PIPE in cooperation
with Hans Wiedemann, whose HU Tobaccos have gained
great approval among German and also international pipe
smokers. On page 107, you will find a choice of HU blends
from the DTM Dan Tobacco production. And on page 106,
you will now see the whole range of Davidoff pipe blends.

For cigar lovers, we have again prepared our cigar assortment in the separate catalogue Cigar & Company 2019.

INVITATION

Pipe tobacco prices have generally been raised in the course
of 2018, and DTM Dan Tobacco will have to raise their retail prices. For organisational reasons, we have mutually
decided to keep our DAN PIPE private blends prices on the
current 2018 level until the end of the year and only carry
out the due price raise in spring 2019.

DAN PIPE’s X-MAS PIPE SHOW
featuring

DAMIANO ROVERA

At our traditional annual Pipemakers Show in the
Advent season, Italian pipemaker Damiano Rovera
will be our guest and present a choice of pipes from his
artistic production also including shapes beyond our
annual l2019 catalogue assortment.

Unfortunately, a geat loss must be put up with in the world
of international tobacco brands: the production of Dunhill
pipe tobaccos was discontinued. Attempting to replace that
range, a new line of pipe tobaccos ws introduced under the
name of „Heritage“ by Robert McConnell - too late to be
presented in this printed catalogue, but now available from
DAN PIPE‘s Online Shop www.danpipe.de

Friday, Nov. 30th 2018 : 10 a. m. - 18 p. m.
Saturday, Dec. 1st 2018 : 10 a. m. - 16 p. m.
How to find your way to DAN PIPE:

For more than fourty years, Holger Frickert has been our
creative brain in charge of the composition of our annual
catalogues and creating all of the DAN PIPE tobacco label
designs and has also contributed a number of pipe shapes
to our assortment. But as no one is spared by the ravages of
time, he must now for health reasons reduce his activities.
So this will be the last DAN PIPE catalogue from his hands.
But he will remain available as a consultant and we still be
able to benefit from his many skills and his profound pool of
experience in the future.
And now, as in all the years, let us invite you to leaf through
our colourful DAN PIPE 2018 catalogue which will certainly bring you lots of news and inspiration and also joy at
the prospects of your smoking pleasures.
Yours sincerely

Heiko Behrens
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Coming from Hamburg (or Berlin) on the B 5, turn right (left) into
the B 209 to Lüneburg before (behind) the canal bridge. Coming
from the South travel via Lüneburg (B 209). A train station is appr.
10 minutes walk away, the ZOB bus station (Line 31 from Hamburg
via Bergedorf) appr. 20 minutes, here taxis are usually available.

This PDF version is meant as an „appetizer“ for our printed
catalogues. You can, for a start, order from this PDF catalogue
and will then, by request, receive your copies of our full colour
printed catalogue free of charge along with the goods ordered.
To order, you can enter our online shop www.danpipe.de or send
your order in a simple e-mail, you can also send a fax using the
printed form at the end of this PDF catalogue, or send us a letter
or even order by phone. In any case, please give your full name
and postal adress including national post code numbers.

Visitors to Germany are always welcome in our shop in the DTM
tobacco factory in Lauenburg by the river Elbe east of Hamburg.
DAN PIPE Hafenstrasse 30 D-21453 Lauenburg

Cigar, tobacco and pipe shop opening hours:

Payment is preferred by credit card, please give your credit card
number, holder’s name, expiry date and the additional security
number printed on the back of your credit card.

Monday to Friday from 10.00 a.m. till 6.00 p.m. (CET)
Saturdays from 10.00 a.m. till 2.00 p.m. (CET)

-
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Welcome to DAN PIPE - Cigar & Company

Our sales room in Lauenburg

in the DTM Tobacco Manufactory. Its historic mahogany furniture was originally made in the 1920s for a pharmacy shop in
the City of Hamburg, and with its row of glass-fronted cabinets
and numerous drawers it really is an ideal surrounding for the
presentation of our assortment of pipes. Here some of our crew
members have assembled to welcome you in our catalogue.

Our pipe workshop

fully equipped with pipemakers machinery and tools assembled and in parts
constructed to our special demands. It is the realm of Kai Tomkowitz and Ulrich
Burmeister, both in charge of all pipe repairs, and also Holmer Knudsen who
temporarily uses some of the machines when carving his handmade pipes.

RATTRAY’s „Joy“ Starter Sets - not only for pipe smoking beginners...

SMOKELESS
TOBACCO
The discreet smokeless alternative
in many everyday situations when
smoking is not possible:
in a restaurant or café, at work,
when travelling...

OLIVER TWIST tobacco pastilles
(mini rolls) are made of American
Burley leaf of outstanding quality.
All varieties packed by 7 g = ca. 30 pastilles.
OLIVER TWIST »ORIGINAL«
With full intense tobacco taste.
Best.Nr. 9015-241 (100g  61,43)  4,30

OLIVER TWIST »TROPICAL«
With bright tobacco, flavoured with aniseed.
Best.Nr. 9015-242 (100g  61,43)  4,30
OLIVER TWIST »SUNBERRY«
With bright tobacco, Black Currant flavour.
Best.Nr. 9015-243 (100g  61,43)  4,30

OLIVER TWIST »ROYAL«
With bright tobacco and English Liquorice.
Best.Nr. 9015-244 (100g  61,43)  4,30

These practical and stylish light-weighted cases each hold a quality briar
pipe made by RATTRAY’s and include a 3-part pipe tool plus a bunch
of pipe cleaners and a bar of 9mm filters. You can choose between two
versions of classical style pipes: the straight „Billiard“ or the dynamically
curved „Bent“. The pipes with a reddish brown finished sandblasted
relief are equipped with a black acrylic mouthpiece decorated with a thin
aluminium band. Both pipes, made for the use of 9mm filters, provide a
medium size filling capacity.

OLIVER TWIST »ARCTIC«
Extra fresh variety favoured with Menthol.
Best.Nr. 9015-245 (100g  61,43)  4,30

RATTRAY’s „Joy“ Starter Set straight Best.Nr. 0701-03 € 65,00
RATTRAY’s „Joy“ Starter Set bent

Best.Nr. 0701-04 € 65,00
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How to use:
Place a pastille between cheek and jaw, let
it slowly release its taste and nicotine. Do
not chew too hard and do not swallow!

TORBEN DANSK BLACK Velvet

Velvety smooth and at the same time spicy with a
“sparkling” sweet touch, that’s what this blend really
is. Sweet matured Ready Rubbed Virginia with a fresh
fruit flavour and the same amount of our smoothest
and richest Latakia are again matured together under
pressure to ensure a complete and harmonious fusion
of the different flavour characters. Slow and evenly
burning with a cool smoke and consistently smooth
and fullbodied aromatic taste. Its bouquet is pleasantly
discreet and mostly also accepted by non-smokers.

Best.Nr. 8025-50
Best.Nr. 8025-250

ALL D
stabTM TOBA
tilL le in p CCOS
r
spr
ing ice
2019

50g Dose
250g Pack

( 185,00/kg)
( 150,40/kg)

 9,25
 37,60

„Bragi“ rustic
A large dynamically curved Halfbent with a
tall and slender Dublin bowl on a long and slender
stem with an equally long saddle mouthpiece. The bowl
has fairly thick walls and provides a larger filling capacity
ideal for Loose Cuts and Mixed Cuts.
Best.Nr. 0111-33
€ 64,50

NE

W

„Aeble“ polished
Although the classical Apple shape has
definitely been the inspiring example, this handy
pipe with its almost spherical thick-walled bowl clearly
shows Danish design influences. The lang mouthpiece with
its short saddle makes its appearance pleasantly light. Medium
to good medium filling capacity. Best.Nr. 0110-36 € 74,50
All pipes with
a black polished
resin mouthpiece.
Shown in the
original size
NE

W

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

„Snaps“
polished

„Snaps“ polished
An elegant Brandy shape with the
typical rather flat and expansive really thickwalled bowl, but yet light in both appearance and
weight. Its flat oval stem is slightly cut in on both sides
right behind the bowl. Long gently curved fishtail mouthpiece
decorated with an amber coloured band of resin. A nicely sporty
pipe of smaller filling capacity, recommended to flake tobacco lovers.
Best.Nr. 0110-37 € 74,50

„Trekant“ rustic
A very handy pipe of gently sweeping
shape with a thick-walled bowl of rounded triangular cross-section (see front page). Stem and
fishtail mouthpiece repeat the bowl’s triangular shape.
Medium to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0111-22 € 54,50

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Edda“ rustic
A vividly curved Halfbent with a thick-walled conical
bowl. With its sharp edge dividing the top from the bottom
and also running across the oval stem, it will nicely nestle
into your hand for a really comfortable grip. Waisted
saddle mouthpiece. Good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0111-24
€ 54,50

„Thrud“ polished
A fairly small Rhodesian Halfbent
in the Lovat style with an egg-shaped thickwalled bowl, a slightly longer diamond-shaped stem
and a short saddle mouthpiece. A spitited variation of
the all-time pipe classic. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0110-25 € 74,50
Shown in the
original size

„Modi“ polished
The shape of this fairly large Rhodesian Halfbent with
a tall egg-shaped bowl on a curved flat rhombic stem and
saddle mouthpiece is inspired by a Danish style model made
for Tsuge/Japan in the 1980s. A very handy and well-balanced
thick-walled pipe with a large filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0110-26
€ 84,50

TORBEN DANSK PIPES
have always been an integral part of our catalogue assortment.
Their designs have always featured very individual characteristics,
and they have always been up-to-date and at the same time also timeless
examples of Danish pipe design. The following pages display shapes from
the „Valhalla Series“, first presented in the1970s and created by famous artists
like Jes Chonowitsch and Jørn Mikke, and new shapes created by
Holger Frickert and our former repair specialist Jens Eltner,
both of them skilled pipemakers since many decades.
All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

TORBEN DANSK
40 Jubilee „Danish Blend“

ALL D
stabTM TOBA
tilL le in p CCOS
r
spr
ing ice
2019

Torben Dansk Briar Pipes - 40 years exclusive to DAN PIPE.
This jubilee was celebrated in 2013, and it called for a special
pipe tobacco composition. To serve both main taste preferences,
we have decided to create two different mixtures for you.
With this „Danish Blend“ we address ourselves to all friends
of deliciously flavoured tobaccos. A well-balanced mixture of
Black Cavendish, Ready Rubbed Virginia Flake and golden
Broad Cut Virgina, seasoned with a flavour composition of
chocolate, vanilla and, as a special note, a whiff of sweet fruity
mandarin aroma. A smooth palate teaser, evenly burning with
cool smoke and a pleasantly fragrant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 8150-50
Best.Nr. 8150-250

50g Dose
250g Spar-Pack

( 200,00/kg)
( 154,40/kg)

 10,00
 38,60

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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TORBEN DANSK
40 Jubilee „Latakia Blend“

ALL D
stabTM TOBA
tilL le in p CCOS
r
spr
ing ice
2019

Torben Dansk Briar Pipes - 40 years exclusive to DAN PIPE.
This jubilee was celebrated in 2013, and it called for a special
pipe tobacco composition. To serve both main taste preferences,
we have decided to create two different mixtures for you.
„Latakia Blend“ - the name says it all. This dark coloured
blend was created for all those who prefer the „English Type“
tobaccos with their typical smoky taste, but do fancy a milder version from time to time. This mixture is based on a rich
and soft un-flavoured Black Cavendish and was blended with
a 10 percent amount of Latakia. Slow burning with a cool and
gentle smoke, it comes out with a complex discreetely smoketinted taste with pleasantly sweet notes in the background.
Best.Nr. 8151-50
Best.Nr. 8151-250

50g Dose
250g Spar-Pack

( 200,00/kg)
( 154,40/kg)

 10,00
 38,60

When in 1973, Heiko Behrens first presented the Danish
TORBEN DANSK briar pipes in the 2nd edition of his humbly small
catalogue, he will certainly not have dreamt of their continuous success
over four decades. Since then, they have regularly come up with new interesting
shapes, and they have been reliable companions to ourselves and to our customers.
To celebrate their 40th anniversary, Holger Frickert created these three attractive
shapes that are now produced in the Czech Republic by our friend Olda Jirsa.
„Edda“ polished
A vividly curved Halfbent with a thick-walled conical bowl. With its sharp
edge dividing the top from the bottom and also running across the oval
stem, it will nicely nestle into your hand for a really comfortable grip.
Waisted saddle mouthpiece. Good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0110-24
€ 74,50

Shown in the
original size

„Thrud“ rustic
A fairly small Rhodesian Halfbent
in the Lovat style with an egg-shaped thickwalled bowl, a slightly longer diamond-shaped stem
and a short saddle mouthpiece. A spitited variation of
the all-time pipe classic. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0111-25
€ 54,50

„Modi“ rustic
The shape of this fairly large Rhodesian Halfbent with
a tall egg-shaped bowl on a curved flat rhombic stem and saddle
mouthpiece is inspired by a Danish style model made for Tsuge/Japan
in the 1980s. A very handy and well-balanced thickwalled pipe with a large filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0111-26
€ 64,50

All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
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Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

„Knold“
polished

„Knold“ polished
This very handy chubby pipe with a broad very thick-walled
bowl and a short sturdy flat oval stem with a strong, short waisted
saddle mouthpiece clearly shows traits of Danish designs. This pipe
just longs to be grasped and cuddled, and it has grown to be the most
popular shape in the TORBEN DANSK range. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0110-04 € 74,50

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

NE

W

„Snaps“ rustic
An elegant Brandy shape with the typical rather flat and expansive really
thick-walled bowl, but yet light in both appearance and weight. Its flat oval
stem is slightly cut in on both sides right behind the bowl. Long gently curved
fishtail mouthpiece decorated with an amber coloured band of resin.
A nicely sporty pipe of smaller filling capacity,
recommended to flake tobacco lovers.
Best.Nr. 0111-37 € 54,50

„Bragi“ polished
A large dynamically curved Halfbent with a
tall and slender Dublin bowl on a long and slender
stem with an equally long saddle mouthpiece. The bowl
has fairly thick walls and provides a larger filling capacity
most suitable for Loose Cut and Mixed Cut tobaccos.
Best.Nr. 0110-33
€ 84,50

Shown in the
original size

All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
TORBEN DANSK pipes have always been an integral part of our
catalogue assortment, and even though new manufacturers had to be found more than
once to continue this line, their shapes have always been up-to-date and exemplary of
typical Danish pipe design. So we have decided to reissue some of the most popular
models from the „Valhalla Series“ first presented in the early 1970s. Following
today’s smoking habits, some were slightly modified for the use of 9mm filters.
ALL D
stabTM TOBA
tilL le in p CCOS
TORBEN DANSK
r
spr
No. 15 Sailor’s Flake
ing ice
2019
A classical “Navy Cut” made
of best American and Indian
Virginia tobaccos. Processed
in accordance with traditional
methods: pressed and then
matured under reduced pressure to create a fine rich and
smooth taste. Slow and evenly
burning with a pleasantly cool
and mellow smoke, best when
smoked in smaller pipe bowls
Best.Nr. 8015-50
50g Dose
( 185,00/kg)
€ 9,25

Best.Nr. 8015-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 155,40/kg)
€ 38,85
top view of
TORBEN DANSK „Jarl“,
also shown on pages 9 and 10.
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CHOO CHOO TRAIN - DTM‘s 25th Anniversary Blend

The steaming railroad train on the label seems like an allegory of the
25 year history of our DTM Dan Tobacco Manufacturing GmbH:
Many obstacles had to be overcome like steep mountains, jagged
canyons and torrential rivers. But, always forward at full steam,
our small tobacco manufactory has reached its aim to set foot and
stand its ground in the market and to gain an excellent reputation
among connoisseurs of high grade pipe tobacco.
We have decided to mark this occasion
with a specially composed tobacco:
A blend of best golden brown and
red Virginia rich in natural sweetness, gently matured in the press
under addition of a special casing
with natural wild honey. The resulting cake is cut into slices and,
seasoned with a delicious Vanilla
top flavour, packed in round tins
as a loosely stacked Flake tobacco.
50g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
Best.Nr. 8431-50
 10,00
( 161,00/kg)
250g Spar-Pack
Best.Nr. 8431-250
 40,25
„Garm“ polished
A large powerful Bulldog pipe
with a tall bowl that somehow reminds us of the chimney of the puffing
steam engine in our „Choo Choo Train“
tobacco label on the left. A handy thickwalled pipe with a conical tobacco hole
and an almost large filling capacity suitable for
Ready Rubbed and Loose Cut tobacco mixtures.
Best.Nr. 0110-27 € 79,50

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of DTM Dan Tobacco, our
sister company, Holger Frickert and Olda Jirsa have designed
these four shapes for our TORBEN DANSK pipe range. Even
though two of them reflect classical models, the typical contemporary Danis Design is clearly present on all four pipes. And, like
their elder sisters shown on the following pages, they are all named
after characters from the world of Nordic myths in memory of the
original TORBEN DANSK „Valhalla Series“.

„Grid“ rustic
A flat pan-shaped Rhodesian style Halfbent of just medium filling
capacity. Its very broad thick-walled bowl is rounded all over for a
pleasant feel in your hand. The flared stem decorated with „Ivory“
resin and mounted with a fairly
slender saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0111-30
 54,50

Shown in the
original size

„Hati“
polished

„Hati“ polished
A compact chubby Rhodesian Halfbent,
very thick-walled with a medium filling capacity.
The gently curved diamond-shaped stem is mounted
with a medium length saddle mouthpiece. A really beautiful
pipe that will appeal not only to lovers of classical shapes
Best.Nr. 0110-29  74,50

All pipes with a
black polished
resin mouthpiece

„Skalli“ rustic
A light-weighted and gently curved Halfbent with a
cuddly ball-shaped and thick-walled bowl on a fairly long slender
stem with a short saddle mouthpiece. With its just below medium
filling capacity, this pipe is ideal for flake and plug tobaccos.
Best.Nr. 0111-28
 54,50
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All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

„Jarl“ rustic
One of the most unusual pipes from the „Valhalla Range“ of the early
1970s that were all named after Nordic gods and godesses. Originally
designed by Jes Chonowitsch. The thick-walled asymmetrically
carved bowl is a joy for hands that love to grasp and feel.
Good medium filling capacity. For
top view see bottom page 9.
Best.Nr. 0111-02
€ 54,50
A top view of the „Jarl“ is
shown at the bottom of page 7.

„Trekant“ polished
A very handy pipe of gently sweeping shape
with a thick-walled bowl of rounded triangular crosssection Stem and fishtail mouthpiece repeat the bowl’s
triangular shape. Medium to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0110-22 € 74,50

All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
Shown in the
original size
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

„Kauni“ rustic
Kauni - „The Beauty“. This vividly curved flourish shape was designed
by our Czech friend Olda Jirsa, inspired by „Blowfish“ pipes that
were first created by Danish pipemakers. Its thick-walled lenseshaped bowl of good medium filling capacity will pleasantly
cuddle into your hand. In a gentle S-curve, the rather
strong stem merges into a slender medium length
fishtail mouthpiece with a delicate narrow bit.
Best.Nr. 0111-35
€ 59,50
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TORBEN DANSK „Virginia Sunset“

This sweet and gentle blend of rich Virginia
grades selected for extra high natural sugar
content was carefully pressed and matured, then
rubbed out ready to smoke. The sweet Virginia
aroma blends perfectly with our Vanilla flavoured
Black Cavendish that was added to en-hance this
blend’s wonderful richness. Slow burning with a
cool smoke with a very pleasant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 8028-100 100g ( 175,00/kg)  17,50
Best.Nr. 8028-250 250g ( 150,40/kg)  37,60
-9-

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

TORBEN DANSK Black Cavendish „Danish Style“
Black and mellow, full-bodied and smooth. Flavoured with
Canadian Maple Syrup and Bourbon Vanilla. No matter if
you smoke it pure or as a part in your own private blend this tobacco will always provide a really delicious pleasure!
50g Dose ( 155,00/kg)  7,95
Best.Nr. 8509-50
Best.Nr. 8509-250 250g Spar-Pack ( 135,00/kg)  33,75
„Knold“ rustic
A very handy chubby pipe with a broad very thick-walled
bowl and a short sturdy oval stem with a strong, short waisted
saddle mouthpiece. A pipe that just longs to be grasped and
cuddled, the most popular shape in this range.
Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0111-04
€ 54,50
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All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
„Jarl“ polished
One of the most unusual pipes from the „Valhalla Range“
of the early 1970s named after Nordic gods. Originally designed
by Jes Chonowitsch. Asymmetrically carved thick-walled bowl,
a joy for hands that love to grasp and feel. Good medium
filling capacity. Also see top view on page 10.
Best.Nr. 0110-02 € 74,50

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

„Kauni“ polished
Kauni - „The Beauty“. This vividly curved flourish
shape was designed by our Czech friend Olda Jirsa,
inspired by „Blowfish“ pipes that were first created by
Danish pipemakers. Its thick-walled lense-shaped bowl
of good medium filling capacity will pleasantly cuddle into
your hand. In a gentle S-curve, the rather strong stem merges
into a slender fishtail mouthpiece with a delicate narrow bit.
Best.Nr. 0110-35
€ 79,50

Shown in the
original size

NE

W

„Aeble“ rustic
Although the classical Apple shape has
definitely been the inspiring example, this handy
pipe with its almost spherical thick-walled bowl clearly
shows Danish design influences. The lang mouthpiece with
its short saddle makes its appearance pleasantly light. Medium
to good medium filling capacity. Best.Nr. 0111-36 € 54,50

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Skalli“ polished
A light-weighted and gently curved Halfbent with a
cuddly ball-shaped and thick-walled bowl on a fairly long slender
stem with a short saddle mouthpiece. With its just below medium
filling capacity, this pipe is ideal for flake and plug tobaccos.
Best.Nr. 0110-28  74,50

„Garm“ rustic
A large powerful Bulldog pipe with a tall bowl
that somehow reminds us of the chimney of the puffing
steam engine in the „Choo Choo Train“ tobacco label shown
on the next page. A handy thick-walled pipe with a conical
tobacco hole and an almost large filling capacity suitable for
Ready Rubbed and Loose Cut tobacco mixtures.
Best.Nr. 0111-27 € 59,50

All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
„Hati“ rustic
A compact chubby Rhodesian Halfbent, very thick-walled with a
medium filling capacity. The gently curved diamond-shaped stem is
mounted with a medium length saddle mouthpiece. A really beautiful
pipe that will appeal not only to lovers of classical shapes.
Best.Nr. 0111-29  54,50
All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

Shown in the
original size

„Grid“ polished
A flat pan-shaped Rhodesian style
Halfbent of just medium filling capacity. Its
very broad thick-walled bowl is rounded all over for a
pleasant feel in your hand. The flared stem is decorated
with ivory-coloured resin and mounted with
a fairly slender saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0110-30
 74,50
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TORBEN DANSK No. 14 Navy Cut

A flake tobacco in the Danish style, blended from various
sweet Virginia grades. Fullbodied and aromatic, yet with
pleasantly smooth and gentle smoke. Discreetly top-flavoured
to increase the tobacco’s natural sweetness and to create an
attractive scent in the air. This flake tobacco is easy to rub
out and will provide an uncomplicated smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 8014-50

50g Dose

Best.Nr. 8014-250 250g Spar-Pack

8,45

( 165,00/kg)



( 141,40/kg)

 35,35

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Heikki“ polished
Best.Nr. 0110-31
€ 84,50

TORBEN DANSK „Heikki“
This Stand-Up Cherrywood Bent with its tall looming up
and fairly slender bowl of slightly conical and at the same time
gently curved shape is a pipe tailor-made for bigger hands. But
despite of its quite compact stature it still shows an air of elegance.
The bowl with well-calculated strength walls and a conical tobacco
hole provides an almost large filling capacity. Thanks to its fairly short
strong stem and the broad bit of the waisted saddle mouthçpiece
the „Heikki“ can also be comfortably held with your teeth.
„Heikki“ rustic
Best.Nr. 0111-31
€ 64,50

It‘s quite amazing to see how many different versions can
be brought out from the traditional „Cherrywood“ model, impressingly proven by these two pipes in our popular TORBEN
DANSK series. They also give proof of the almost unexhaustable inventiveness of our Czech friend Olda Jirsa who is
the creator of these interesting Stand-Up pipes.
Like all new entries in the TORBEN DANSK „Valhalla Series“
they were given names of Scandinavian origin:
„Heikki“, taking up the Frisian name of DAN PIPE‘s Heiko Behrens,
„Ture“, a variation of the Nordic god „Thor“ whose hammer might
well be associated with this pipe‘s solid and powerful shape.

„Ture“ rustic
Best.Nr. 0111-32
€ 64,50

TORBEN DANSK „Ture“
This interesting Cherrywood Halfbent really strikes!
Its concave and upward tapered bowl with an extra broad
base litterally invites to a firm grasp, it nestles into your hand
with a perfect fit. The bowl‘s shape is repeated by the sturdy and
slightly flared stem decorated with an ivory-coloured slice of resin.
And the waisted saddle mouthpiece also corresponds with the shape of
bowl and stem. The „Ture“ is an absolutely stable pipe with very thick
walls in its bottom area, and it provides a good medium filling capacity.

„Ture“ polished
Best.Nr. 0110-32
€ 84,50

All pipes with a black
polished resin mouthpiece.
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Heiko Behrens, Holger Frickert:

„Mit vollem Genuss Pfeife rauchen“

First edited in 1985 and in 2008 completely revised and updated by the authors.
After in 2001 a fire had destroyed all the rich photo material from the first edition, it was necessary and a chance at
the same time to completely get up with newly shot photos for the new composition of illustrations. With the great
assistance of Everhard Finck, DAN PIPE’s „court photographer“ since over 40 years, Holger Frickert has assembled
and created this book‘s new picture collection.

This book wants to serve as a reference guide and to forge links between producers/retailers on one side and pipe
smoking consumers on the other. With a great number of practical advice on topics like buying a pipe, pipe care,
storing of tobacco etc. it will make your pipe smoking days more pleasant and comfortable.
240 pages, hardcover, full colour illustrations. German language
Best.Nr. 5501-43
€ 49,90
If requested, the authors will gladly sign your copy.
- 13 -

„Poul Stanwell Collection“ No. 402 Brown
A light-weighted Stand-Up Pipe with a thick-walled
bowl of almost rhombic cross-section and a ridge running
down both sides in a gentle curve. A compact and cuddly pipe
that pleasantly nestles into your hand. Medium filling capacity.
Chestnut and black contrast colour stain with a polished finish.
Stem and waisted saddle mouthpiece mounted with 925 silver.
Best.Nr. 0517-402 € 179,00
No. 13 „Black Diamond”
STANWELL’s elegant Saddle Billiard
with a thick-walled bowl of good medium
filling capacity. A good companion with your
daily smoking pleasures. Black colour stain with
polished finish still showing a hint of the briar’s
grain, the stem mounted with an aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 0534-13  135,00
STANWELL
FILTERS
are shown
on page 159

No. 84 „Royal Guard”
A very handy and well-balanced
Bent with a thick-walled almost ballshaped bowl of good medium filling
capacity. Vividly curved with a slender
stem and a longer saddle mouthpiece that
adds a touch of lightness and elegance to
the pipe’s very attractive appearance.
Best.Nr. 0529-84  135,00
No. 95 „Silke Brun“
The classical „Pan“ shape, one of Stanwell’s most
popular pipes, not only loved by guys with big hands.
Broad flat cup-shaped bowl wirth thick walls, flat oval stem
with a long saddle mouthpiece. Smooth reddish-brown matted
finish. Wide tobacco hole with medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0502-95 € 125,00

All STANWELL PIPES equipped
with an acrylic mouthpiece
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Shown in the
original size

No. 15 „Black Diamond“
STANWELL’s popular wellbalanced Bent with a triangular
stem rounded from underneath and
mounted with a thin aluminium band.
The really thick-walled rounded bowl is
handy and nice to grip. Medium to good
medium filling capacity. Black colour stain
with a polished finish that still shows
a hint of the briar’s grain.
Best.Nr. 0534-15  135,00

- 14 -

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

„Poul Stanwell Collection“
No. 409 Black sand
A dynamically curved Halfbent with a Dublin style
bowl of oval cross section chamfered on both front and
back. Despite its smaller size the bowl has sufficiently
thick walls to provide a medium filling capacity. Black
and red sandblasted finish, stem and waisted saddle
mouthpiece mounted with 925 silver.
Best.Nr. 0518-409 € 159,00

PSC No. 409
Black sand

No. 88 „Royal Guard”
STANWELL’s classical London pipe
of optimally balanced proportions, a „must“
or all friends of traditional shapes who prefer
pipes of handy but not too voluminous size.
Orange-brown contrast stain with polished
finish. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0529-88
€ 135,00

All STANWELL PIPES equipped
with an acrylic mouthpiece

No. 246 „Silke Brun“
A nicely petite and pleasantly light-weighted
Billiard Bent pipe designed after traditional shapes
with a fairly thick-walled bowl of good medium filling
capacity. The nicely slim stem and the long slender fishtail
mouthpiece support this pipe‘s attractively light and elegant
appearance. Danish style reddish-brown matted finish
Best.Nr. 0502-246
€ 125,00

No. 246
„Silke Brun”

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

No. 207
„Black Diamond”

No. 207 „Black Diamond”
A classical „Cherrywood“ pipe, light-weighted, handy and
elegant, the slender upright bowl with well-calculated thick walls for its
good medium filling capacity. Black colour stain polished finish still showing
a hint of the briar’s grain. The stem is mounted with a narrow aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 0534-207 € 135,00

No. 109
„Silke Brun”

No. 109 „Silke Brun”
A very handy and well-built Prince
pipe with a very thick-walled rounded bowl
absolutely nice to grip. Just medium filling capacity.
Danish style reddish-brown matted finish.
Best.Nr. 0502-109 € 125,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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STANWELL
FILTERS
are shown
on page 159

No. 15 „Royal Guard“
STANWELL’s popular well-balanced
Bent with a triangular stem rounded from
underneath. The really thick-walled rounded
bowl is handy and nice to grip. Medium to
good medium filling capacity. Orange brown
contrast solour stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0529-15  135,00

No. 15
„Royal Guard“

No. 88 „Black Diamond”
STANWELL’s classical London
pipe of optimally balanced proportions,
a „must“ for all friends of traditional shapes
who prefer pipes of handy but not too voluminous
size. Black colour stain with a polished finish that still
shows a hint of the briar’s grain. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0534-88
€ 135,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Shown in the
original size

All STANWELL PIPES equipped
with an acrylic mouthpiece

No. 84 „Black Diamond”
A very handy and well-balanced Bent with a
thick-walled almost ball-shaped bowl of good medium
filling capacity. The slender stem mounted with a thin band
of aluminium and the longer saddle mouthpiece add a touch
of lightness and elegance to the pipe’s attractive appearance.
Black colour stain with a polished finish that still
shows a hint of the briar’s grain.
Best.Nr. 0534-84  135,00

No. 84
„Black Diamond”

„Poul Stanwell Collection“
No. 401 Black sand
An attractive variation of the classical
Bulldog shape with a very thick-walled bowl
with a gently pointed bottom. A nicely cuddly
pipe of medium filling capacity. Black and red
sandblasted finish, stem and waisted saddle
mouthpiece mounted with 925 silver.
Best.Nr. 0518-401 € 159,00
STANWELL
FILTERS
are shown
on page 159

No. 11
„Silke Brun”

No. 11 „Silke Brun”
The „Number Eleven“ with its flat handy bowl of
medium filling capacity and really uncomplicated smoking
abilities remains one of STANWELL’s most popular shapes.
Danish style orange-brown matted finish.
Best.Nr. 0502-11 € 125,00
- 16 -

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

No. 185 „Black Diamond”
A well-balanced and very handyFullbent
with a very thick-walled bowl of larger filling
capacity. Black colour stain polished finish still
showing a hint of the briar’s grain. The strong stem
is mounted with a narrow aluminium band. We can
really recommend this pipe for its very kind-hearted
smoking abilities. A most reliable companion
with your everyday smoking pleasures.
Best.Nr. 0534-185  135,00

No. 185
„Black Diamond”

No. 13 „Royal Guard”
STANWELL’s elegant Saddle Billiard
with a thick-walled bowl of good medium
filling capacity. A good companion with your
daily smoking pleasures. Orange and brown
contrast stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0529-13  135,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Shown in the
original size

STANWELL FILTERS
are shown on page 159

PSC No. 409
Brown

„Poul Stanwell Collection“ No. 409 Brown
A dynamically curved Halfbent with a Dublin style
bowl of oval cross section chamfered on both front and
back. Despite its smaller size the bowl has sufficiently thick
walls to provide a medium filling capacity. Chestnut and black
contrast colour stain with a polished finish. Stem and waisted
saddle mouthpiece mounted with 925 silver.
Best.Nr. 0517-409 € 179,00
No. 11 „Black Diamond”
Best.Nr. 0534-11 € 135,00

No. 11
„Black Diamond”
The „Number Eleven“ with its flat handy bowl of
medium filling capacity is one of STANWELL’s most popular
shapes. Black colour stain polished finish showing a hint of the
briar’s grain. The stem is mounted with a narrow aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 0534-11 € 135,00

No. 207 „Silke Brun”

No. 207 „Silke Brun”
A classical „Cherrywood“ pipe, light-weighted, handy and
elegant, the slender upright bowl with well-calculated thick walls for its
good medium filling capacity. Reddish-brown Danish style matted finish.
Best.Nr. 0502-207 € 125,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Stanwell No. 109 „Vario”
An esay-to-smoke and handy Prince pipe with a very thick-walled
bowl of just medium filling capacity. Black sandblasted finish
with polished areas in varying positions.
Best.Nr. 0504-109
 97,00

Danske Club
No. 185
„Polished”

Danske Club No. 185 „Polished”
A well-balanced and very handyFullbent with
medium brown polished finish. Very thick-walled
bowl with largerfilling capacity. We can really recommend this pipe for its kind-hearted smoking abilities.
Best.Nr. 0514-185  97,00

STANWELL PIPES, popular and renowned since many decades,
convince by fresh and well-balanced designs, excellent crafting and
really uncomplicated smoking abilities. Here we show the „nice price“
versions STANWELL „Vario“ and DANSKE CLUB.
Stanwell No. 11 „Vario”
A handy pipe with a flat bowl
and a medium filling capacity. One
of STANWELL’s most popular shapes.
Sandblasted with varying polished areas.
Best.Nr. 0504-11  97,00

Danske Club No. 88 „Polished”
The classical London pipe with a medium filling
capacity, a really nice pipe for your everyday smoking
pleasures. Medium brown polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0514-88  97,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

All STANWELL PIPES equipped
with an acrylic mouthpiece
Stanwell No. 84
„Vario”

Stanwell No. 84 „Vario”
A very handy and well-balanced
Bent pipe with a thick-walled ballshaped bowl of good medium filling
capacity. The slender stem adds a touch
of lightness and elegance to its appearance.
Best.Nr. 0504-84
 97,00

STANWELL FILTERS
are shown on page 159

- 18 -

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

STANWELL No. 95 „Vario”
The classical „Pan“ shape, one of Stanwell’s most popular pipes. Sandblasted finish with varying polished areas. Wide tobacco hole
with medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0504-95
 97,00

DANSKE CLUB No. 13
The elegant Saddle Billiard with
a good medium filling capacity, highly
recommended to all who fancy pipes in the
classical style. Medium brown polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0514-13
 97,00

DANSKE CLUB No. 207
A classical „Cherrywood“ pipe, light-weighted, handy
and elegant, the slender bowl still with well-calculated
thick walls. Good medium filling capacity.
Medium brown polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0514-207
 97,00

All STANWELL PIPES equipped
with an acrylic mouthpiece

STANWELL FILTERS
are shown on page 159

STANWELL No. 13 „Vario”
The elegant Saddle Billiard with a
good medium filling capacity, here with a
black sandblasted finish and polished areas.
Best.Nr. 0504-13
 97,00

Shown in the
original size

STANWELL PIPES, popular and renowned since many decades, convince by fresh and well-balanced designs, excellent crafting
and really uncomplicated smoking abilities. Here you see the „nice
price“ versions STANWELL „Vario“ and DANSKE CLUB.
Stanwell No. 15
„Vario“

STANWELL No. 15 „Vario“
A really interesting Bent pipe, one
of STANWELL‘s all-time top sellers.
A thick-walled bowl with rounded top
edge and a medium filling capacity. The
short triangular stem is rounded from underneath. Very handy and well-balanced. Black
sandblasted finish with polished areas.
Best.Nr. 0504-15  97,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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All pipes made for9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

It’s really got that certain something - the wrinkly soft „Pfeifen-Zampel“.
Customers have asked again and again, so we decided to have this practical
and unusual pipe bag produced again. It is made of nicely soft and finely
grained brandy-coloured leather, a really interesting alternative for all pipe
friends who look for something different from the average pipe cases.
Description continued at bottom right.
M. A. „Pfeifen-Zampel“
M. A. leather case
for 2 pipes

Shown in
appr. 2/3 of
original size

M. A.

leather case
for 5 pipes

M. A. Pipes

Handmade by Holmer Knudsen
shown on pages 21, 29 and 66.

Leather cases for pipe smokers.

Found and approved by Michael Apitz.
„Why do pipe cases always come in the same
old square shape? There must be something more elegant!“
In search of alternative designs, Michael Apitz found these cases and,
really fond of their oval shape, persuaded the manufacturer to change
and optimize the interior construction.
For the cover he chose a firm but still pleasantly smooth light brown
leather. The interior of these elegant pipe cases with their heavy duty
zip is completely made of smooth black leather and equippped with
long sleeves to hold the pipes, a small quiver for the pipe tamper and
a large flat pocket to hold pipe cleaners and filters. An additional flat
zip pocket is integrated in the reverse side of the pipe case.
Available in two sizes:

M. A. Leather case for 2 pipes

Best.Nr. 2004-751

M. A. Leather case for 5 pipes

Best.Nr. 2004-750

M. A. „Container“
Tobacco Pouch
The M. A. „Pfeifen-Zampel“ (continued from top of page)
Its interior is made of durable quality black imitation leather: long
spacious upright sleeves to hold 4 or 8 pipes well-proctected, plus a
firm detachable (velcro strip) quiver for pipe cleaners. This pipe bag
really offers sufficient space for all equipment needed.

M. A. Pfeifen-Zampel, brown leather - for 4 pipes
Best.Nr. 2004-7441
(Ø 17 - H 20 cm)

74,50

M. A. Pfeifen-Zampel, brown leather - for 8 pipes (not shown)
Best.Nr. 2004-801
(Ø 22 - H 25 cm)
 105,00

20 x 13 x 7 cm
 99,00
22 x 17 x 7 cm
 119,00
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M. A. „Container“ foldable tobacco pouch
Smooth brown leather with natural rubber lining inside.
Best.Nr. 2004-537		


32,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

PIPE TOBACCO
Created by Michael Apitz. Golden Virginia,
gently pressed and matured, cut and then
rubbed out to be finally blended with
Cross Cut Burley and some pinches of
smooth Black Cavendish. Seasoned with
a delicious flavour composition of Cream
Candy and fragrant Vanilla. The soft aroma
of this well-balanced gentle tobacco will please
tounge and palate with a rich creamy sweetness.
Best.Nr. 8084-100 100g
Best.Nr. 8084-250 250g

( 176,00/kg)
( 156,40/kg)

 17,60
 39,10

Another interesting variety of
Holmer Knudsen’s Pipe Tobacco
is presented on page 66

hung

„Chubby Dublin“
Handmade by Holmer Knudsen
Thanks to its classical bowl shape this pipe
of really large size appears amazingly light and
elegant. Its 22 mm tobacco hole with generously
thick walls provides a large filling capacity. The slightly
longer and fairly slender stem is mounted with a levelled
silver band and a shorter saddle mouthpiece.
 179,00
Best.Nr. 0102-15

M. A. Pipe

More M. A. Pipes by Holmer Knudsen
are presented on pages 29 and 66

Handmade by Holmer Knudsen
Since 1999, M. A. Pipes, manufactured after
designs by Michael Apitz, have been popular
highlights in our pipe assortment, produced by the
Danish pipemaker Former. With two new Lovat
shapes - extra strong in every sense - created in
cooperation with Michael Apitz, our good friend
Holmer Knudsen now continues the production
of his individually hand-carved pipes.

M. A. Pipes

„A pipe must appeal to the viewer, it may also be
of free and individual shape,“ he says, „but it must
never neglect basic construction priciples that
provide best possible smoking qualities“.

„Giant Billiard Lovat“
Handmade by Holmer Knudsen
This very compact and pleasantly handfilling pipe is a really impressing modification of the traditional Lovat shape. The
really tall conical bowl is very thick-walled
in its rounded bottom area and, with its
rather wide tobacco hole (Ø 22mm) offers a
very large filling capacity. The slender stem
is mounted with a levelled silver band and
equipped with a short saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0102-14
 179,00

M. A. Pipe

Shown in the
original size
„Chubby Pot Lovat“
Handmade by Holmer Knudsen
The all-time popular classical Pot model with its flat,
broad and thick-walled bowl is here modified into a Lovat
shape with an oblong stem and a very short saddle mouthpiece.
The wide tobacco hole (Ø 23 mm) provides a large filling capacity. The slender stem is mounted with a levelled silver band.
 179,00
Best.Nr. 0102-13

M. A. Pipe

- 21 -

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

Technisch
Technical bedingte
features Änderungen
may be subject
seitens
toder
changes
Hersteller
without
vorbehalten.
notice.

Peder Jeppesen of Lejre, Denmark, started his carreer in 1977 in the workshop of the
late Danish pipemaker Karl Erik Ottendahl. In 1983 he joined the famous manufactory of
Erik Nørding, and in 2003 he opened his own pipemaker’s workshop. So he has learned
pipemaking „from the scratch“ and has certainly grown into a professional „old hand“.
His shapes clearly feature typical Danish pipe design, and the influence of Erik Nørding
in particular is obvious to the discerning pipe expert. Peder Jeppesen’s pipes are all
handmade by himself from the first step to the last. It is our great pleasure to be able to
present his attractive pipes again in this year’s catalogue.

„Classic“
No. 31 polished

Jeppesen „Classic“ No. 31 polished
Peder Jeppesen’s version of the „Strawberry“, one of
the most popular typical Danish pipe designs. A really cuddly
thick-walled bowl with a pointed „chin“ on a gently curved stem.
Good medium filling capacity. Best.Nr. 0770-31  139,00

Jeppesen „Classic“ No. 32 sandblasted
An almost dainty and yet handy and strong Six-Panel Halfbent
with a very thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity.
An attractive pipe of energetic and yet elegant appearance.
Best.Nr. 0771-32  119,00

Peder Jeppesen
working on the
papering disc

Shown in the
original size

The four shapes in our choice are
available in two versions:
polished:
orange-brown contrast stain with glossy finish
Jeppesen „Structure“ No. 33 polished
A really beautiful example of modern designs
variegating traditional shapes: the Rhodesian
Bent with an oblong and elegantly curved
diamond-shaped stem, sturdy but still light in
its appearance. Its thick-walled edgy bowl has
a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0770-33
 139,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

sandblasted:
individually stained with „bleeding“ colours
orange and dark brown with varnish finish
All pipe stems are decorated with a slice of
multi-coloured resin and a corrugated nickel
silver rings that also covers a part of the short
saddle mouthpiece.

Jeppesen
„Classic“ No. 34 sandblasted
Another modern interpretation of traditionals,
a Pot Lovat with a thick-walled bowl of medium
filling capacity on a rather long stem with a very short
saddle mouthpiece. A handy and elegant everyday pipe.
Best.Nr. 0771-34  119,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Peder Jeppesen‘s pipes are stamped with his artist‘s name Neerup, which he borrowed from
one of his family‘s ancestors.
Die vier von uns gewählten Modelle sind in zwei Versionen lieferbar:

polished: orange-brown contrast stain with glossy finish
sandblasted: stained with „bleeding“ colours orange and dark brown with varnish finish
All pipe stems are decorated with a slice of multi-coloured resin and a corrugated nickel silver
rings that also covers a part of the short saddle mouthpiece.

„Classic“
No. 32
polished

Jeppesen „Classic“ No. 32 polished
An almost dainty and yet handy and strong Six-Panel Halfbent
with a very thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity.
An attractive pipe of energetic and yet elegant appearance.
Best.Nr. 0770-32  139,00

Shown in the
original size

Jeppesen „Structure“ No. 33 sandblasted
A really beautiful example of modern designs variegating
traditional shapes: the Rhodesian Bent with an oblong
and elegantly curved diamond-shaped stem, sturdy but
still light in its appearance. Its thick-walled edgy bowl
has a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0771-33  119,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

Jeppesen „Classic“ No. 31 sandblasted
Peder Jeppesen’s version of the „Strawberry“, one of
the most popular typical Danish pipe designs. A really
cuddly thick-walled bowl with a pointed „chin“ on a
gently curved stem. Good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0771-31  119,00

Jeppesen
„Classic“ No. 34 polished
Another modern interpretation of traditionals,
a Pot Lovat with a thick-walled bowl of medium
filling capacity on a rather long stem with a very short
saddle mouthpiece. A handy and elegant everyday pipe.
Best.Nr. 0770-34  139,00
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Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Some remarks on our pipe and tobacco assortment

after a number of approaches. This means: several blocks used in
vain, time wasted again and again turning and grinding the shape...
All this has, of course, influence on the price calculation.
This leads us to another aspect of great importance to quite a number
of pipe lovers: flaws in the pipe bowl. In our view, the unconditional
call for flawlessness of handmade pipes is injust and questionable.
Neither does it consider the characteristics of the natural material, nor
does it pay respect to the craftsman’s difficult work. To keep prices
on an affordable level he is bound to compromise. In order to still
sell the pipes affected with flaws, many pipemakers give those pipes
a carved rustic finish. And even though this carving is really exerting
and time-consuming, rustic pipes are generally much cheaper than
their smooth and more perfect sisters. In the end, every handmade
pipe is always a really individual and unmistakable piece of art.

Trust is an important aspect when buying a pipe - your trust as a
customer in us as the seller. Well aware of this fact, we thoroughly
check every single pipe before it is put into storage. This means more
than just examining by eye-sight for superficial dents or dull spots.
Filter pipes are mounted with a filter cartridge (it may seem strange,
but many producers do not find it necessary!) to check their unobstructed draught ability. We also check for a firm fit of mouthpieces
in the stem and control the accurate position of the smokehole in
stem and bowl of the pipe.

Adaptors for non-filter smoking

We only supply those adapter tubes with pipes ordered at the same
time. Measures of filter mouthpiece pegs are not standardised and,
as hardly any manufacturer provides adaptors for his filter pipes, we
must individually make them fit in our workshop.
Adaptors reduce the mouthpiece pegs flexibility and may therefor
cause a tighter fit in the pipe stem. Please note: The use of adaptors
is at your own risk. We do not incur liability for possible damage to
pipes that are smoked with an adaptor inserted.

Most pipes in our cartalogue are shown in their original size. To
support the illustrations’ expressiveness, individual characteristics
are additionally described in our text.
In our pipe descriptions we generally tell the filling capacity which
is of quite some importance for an unspoilt smoking pleasure. Most
pipes have a tobacco hole of 19 to 21 mm width, its depth is normally
appr. 6 to 8 mm less than the height of the bowl.
small filling capacity: suitable for fine cut mixtures and flake tobaccos,
can also take broad cuts if filled in fairly loosely.
medium filling capacity: suitable for all long or short medium width
cut tobaccos with parts of ready rubbed flake or broad cuts, also for
flakes if the bowl is not too high.
large filling capacity: suitable for all medium to broad cut mixtures,
for square cuts and blends with high amount of broad leaf.

Guarantee terms for pipes

Briar pipes are manufactured from natural material that is fairly heat
resistant but can still burn like all other kinds of wood. The appropriate
use of a briar pipe inevitably goes along with a partial destruction of
material: the inner surface of the tobacco hole is affected and burnt
to a certain extent. So, your new pipe’s lifespan mainly depends on
how cautiously and gently you proceed during the break-in period.
Manufacturers generally guarantee their pipes against cracks or burns
due to material or production defects for a certain period, provided
that the pipe was broken in and handled with proper care. In cases of
complaints, manufacturers reserve the right to closely examine the
pipe to find out the reasons for its defect and to decide accordingly
whether it will be repaired or even replaced.

Some remarks on our tobacco assortment

It is a tradition in our DAN PIPE catalogues, to comprehensively
describe pipe tobaccos to make it easier for you to choose a blend
to your demands. For descriptions of „foreign brand“ tobaccos we
normally fall back on the manufacturer’s information and complete
them wherever we find it useful or necessary.
We do, of course pay great attention to „our own children“, the blends
made by DTM Dan Tobacco Manufactory (page 62 - 84). Their
descriptions do not only summarize tests made by both companies’
pipe smoking staff members but also reflect impressions and smoking
results from their development period. Still, our descriptions cannot
(and do not attempt to) claim to be absolutely impartial. Any judgement on a tobacco will always depend on various factors very much
different from one smoker to the next: the size of the pipe bowl and its
tobacco hole, the density of the tobacco fill, the drawing and puffing
strength, the pressure of tamping in the course of smoking and, last
but not least: is the pipe smoked with or without a filter cartridge.

About handmade pipes

You will find a small choice of handmade pipes in this catalogue that
stand out from the rest of our assortment by their shape and design
and, of course, by their price level. But do these pipes smoke any
better than the rest? And why is their price so much higher?

Handmade pipes, in the true sense, are entirely shaped and carved by
hand. But proceeding without the use of machines would not make
sense - it would take too much time and thus raise the price even more.
So you won’t find a workshop that is not equipped with machines
for drilling, grinding, papering and buffing and also turning lathes
to shape bowls and work on mouthpieces. No matter which way of
production is chosen - be it by individually carving or grinding the
pipe or using a lathe to turn bowls and stems - handmade pipes require a lot more work and time than their factory made sisters. Briar
is a natural material that only grows in the wild, and even the most
experienced pipemaker canot tell the inner structure and quality of
a briar block from the outside. This only shows in the course of his
work and after the pipe is finished. Often enough, the aim, a wellbalanced, finely grained and even flawless pipe can only be achieved
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The new EU Tobacco Products Directive TPD2 of May 2016 has
made it necessary to re-name some of our DTM tobaccos, some
blends also had to be discontinued. Images of all our tobaccos
have been shot with the new statutory labels, but re-printing all
labels has not yet been completed. Therefor, we must further on
apologize for deliveries with packages of diverging appearance.

Classical Navy Cut

(blue)

A full-bodied sweet traditional Flake tobacco prepared from
selected natural sweet Virginia leaf. A pinch of Louisiana Perique
is added to increase its richness. Gently matured to bring out its
optimum of natural tobacco flavours. Slow burning pleasantly
cool smoke of full-bodied sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 8067-50
50g vaccuum tin ( 185,00/kg)  9,25
Best.Nr. 8067-250 250g economy pack ( 150,40/kg)  37,60

DANISH HANDMADE PIPES

Until the late 1980s, the name KRISWILL stood for pipes with
typical Danish shape designs and was very popular in the Scandinavian countries. Their fame has faded since the factory was
closed. As the owners of the brand we have decided to revive
the name KRISWILL and proudly present these two attractive
pipes. Luckily, Poul Winsløw has agreed to produce these pipes
for us, of course, handcrafted individuals in his typical style.
KRISWILL
„Golf Ball Bent“ polished
Best.Nr. 0160-01
 179,00

As with all handcrafted pipes slight divergence
in shape and size may occur and is inevitable.

KRISWILL
„Giant Billiard“ rustic
Best.Nr. 0161-06
 134,00

„Golf Ball Bent“ - short, perfectly round and extra thickwalled, an amiable nice-to-grip pipe of medium capacity.

„Giant Billiard“ - a truly hand-filling very thick-walled pipe
with a tall bowl and a correspondingly large filling capacity.
KRISWILL
„Golf Ball Bent“ rustic
Best.Nr. 0161-01
 134,00

All pipes equippped with a short
and gently waisted black acrylic
saddle mouthpiece with excellently
flat and comfortable bit, decorated
with a band of marbled amber resin.

KRISWILL
„Giant Billiard“ polished
Best.Nr. 0160-06
 179,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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KRISWILL
„Bulldog Lovat“ polished
Inspired by classical examples, this
pipe with a handy egg-shaped thick-walled
bowl gains an elegant air of lightness thanks
to its long diamond-shaped stem. Good
medium to larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0160-08  179,00

DANISH HANDMADE PIPES
All pipes equippped with a black acrylic
saddle mouthpiece with an excellently
carved flat and comfortable bit.

KRISWILL „8-Panel Pear Bent“ rustic
A pleasantly hand-filling pipe of typical Danish style.
Its pear-shaped and rather tall 8-panel bowl has a
medium to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0161-07  134,00

DANISH HANDMADE PIPES
Until the late 1980s, the name KRISWILL stood for typical Danish designs and was very popular all over Scandinavia. Their fame has faded since the factory was closed. As the owners
of the brand we have decided to revive the name KRISWILL. Luckily, Poul Winsløw has
agreed to produce these pipes for us, of course, handcrafted individuals in his typical style.

Shown in the
original size

We can now present two new attractive shapes that revive pipes from our TORBEN DANSK
range shown in our 1993 catalogue, in those days already made for us by Poul Winsløw.
KRISWILL „Bulldog Lovat“ rustic
Inspired by classical examples, this pipe with a handy egg-shaped
thick-walled bowl gains an elegant air of lightness thanks to its long
diamond-shaped stem. Good medium to larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0161-08  134,00

KRISWILL „8-Panel Pear Bent“ polished
A pleasantly hand-filling pipe of typical Danish style.
Its pear-shaped and rather tall 8-panel bowl has a
medium to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0160-07  179,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
As with all handcrafted pipes slight divergence
in shape and size may occur and is inevitable.
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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KRISWILL „8-Panel Podge“ Polished
A short, handy pipe with an extra thickwalled bowl of medium capacity, facetted
in the traditional „Shag Pipe“ style.
Best.Nr. 0160-02  179,00

DANISH HANDMADE PIPES
All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

KRISWILL
„Trumpet“ rustic
A dynamically carved and pleasantly handy pipe with a
flared thick-walled bowl of medium to good medium filling capacity
Best.Nr. 0161-09  134,00
Shown in the
original size

NEW
KRISWILL
„Trumpet“ polished
Best.Nr. 0160-09  179,00

As with all handcrafted pipes slight divergence
in shape and size may occur and is inevitable.

KRISWILL
„8-Panel Podge“ rustic
Best.Nr. 0161-02
 134,00

All pipes have a short black acrylic
waisteds addle mouthpiece with an excellent
bit, decorated with marbled amber-coloured resin.

Golden Navy Cut (yellow)
A smooth classical Flake tobacco prepared after traditional
English methods from only the best grades of Virginia leaf
with a high content of natural sweetness, gently matured
to bring out its optimum of natural tobacco flavours. Slow
burning with cool smoke and the typical sweet taste of
dried figs and prunes.
Best.Nr. 8066-50
50g vaccuum tin ( 185,00/kg)  9,25
Best.Nr. 8066-250
250g economy ( 150,40/kg)  37,60
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Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Trunk for
6 pipes

»SIGNAL«

The Pipe Trunk.

A new Design by Michael Apitz.
For the self-confident and
daring pipe smoker.
Trunk for
2 pipes

„Container“
Tobacco pouch

The basic idea had been spooking in Michael Apitz’s head for quite
some time. Having developed some pipe case designs already, he felt
he was missing a version that would provide sufficient space for pipes
of really tall and voluminous size. „Why must pipe cases always follow
the classical construction priciple of two symmetrical half shells?“, he
asked himself. And so, after some sketching and experimenting, the
new design was born: a square-shaped case with rounded corners and
high walls, capped by a flat lid with a circumferential zip. On its baseplate, pipes with their bowl upright and in opposite position are safely
held by broad slings with a sewn-in elastic strap. Several flat pockets
and slings are sewn onto the inner face od the lid to provide space for
pipe filters, cleaners, a pipe tamper or pipe lighter. The inner lining is
completely made of soft black leather.

„Roll-Up“
Tobacco pouch

„M. A.“ SIGNAL Pipe trunk for 2 pipes

19 x 10 x 9 cm
A pipe case of square shape, the bottom with 2 broad sewn-on slings
with hidden elastic straps to safely hold the pipes and a broad sling on
the rear wall to hold a bunch of pipe cleaners. The lid’s inside face has
2 sewn-on flat pockets to hold filters, pipe tamper or pipe lighter plus
another sling for pipe cleaners. Circumferential robust zip.
Best.Nr. 2004-306
 149,00

Michael Apitz chose a soft „spongy“ but still very strong finely grained
black Yak leather for the outer material of the lower case, and a silky
smooth Nappa for the lid. And why not take courage and leave the more
or less gloomy average colours behind? Signal red! A shining contrast
agaist the black base, an eye-catcher, and a signal as well: Real pipe
smokers proudly stand for their pleasurable hobby!

„M. A.“ SIGNAL „Container“ Tobacco pouch

10,5 x 8 cm
Classical stand-up pouch for appr. 15 - 20g tobacco, lined with natural
rubber. The folded sidewalls and the inside of the overlapping flap with
snap buttons are lined with red Nappa.
Best.Nr. 2004-307
 45,00

„M. A.“ SIGNAL Pipe trunk for 6 pipes

22 x 18 x 9 cm
A pipe case of square shape, the bottom with 6 broad sewn-on slings
with hidden elastic straps to safely hold the pipes and a broad sling on
the rear wall to hold a bunch of pipe cleaners. The lid’s inside face has
3 sewn-on flat pockets to hold filters, pipe tamper or pipe lighter plus
another sling for pipe cleaners. Circumferential robust zip to keep the
lid firmly shut, with a sewn-on carrying handle on the spine.
Best.Nr. 2004-309
 199,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

M. A. Pipe

„Giant Billiard Lovat“
by Holmer Knudsen
A large compact pipe of classical shape.
Sandblasted, silver-mounted. 9mm filters.
Original size see overleaf page 21.
Best.Nr. 0102-16  179,00
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„M. A.“ SIGNAL „Roll-Up“ Tabakbeutel
12,5 x 8,5 cm
Classical roll-up pouch for appr. 20g tobacco, lined with natural rubber.
The inside of the overlapping flap is lined with red Nappa.
Best.Nr. 2004-308					  49,00

THE UNTOUCHABLES
NEW

- SPECIAL MIXTURE -

Hans Wiedemann (HU Tobacco) and
Michael Apitz (M. A.Private Blends) have
been acquainted since 25 years. Both of them
have created pipe tobacco lines that have
gained great esteem among pipe smokers
in Germany and also worldwide. Now
they have decided to co-operate and
create this new exceptional blend.

The basic mixture consists of matured Ready
Rubbed Virginia and a pinch of smooth Black
Cavendish. Aroma of Cedarwood and Roses are
added as a final seasoning to marry perfectly
with the tobacco’s original flavours.
Untouchable - incorruptible in terms of quality!
Hans Wiedemann & Michael Apitz

Best.Nr. 9599-050

(E 255,00/kg)

50g

E 12,75

HU Tobacco Blends are presented on page 107,
M. A. Private Blends on page 70, 71 and 80.

M. A. Pipe

„Apple Lovat Tan“ by Holmer Knudsen
The classical Apple shape comes out really pretty
in this Lovat version. Its thick-walled bowl perfectly
shaped in the traditional style with generously measured
walls provides a good medium filling capacity. Long and
slender stem with a finely grooved silver band and a
short amber acrylic saddle mouthpiece. Sandblasted
relief with a medium walnut brown „Tan“-Finish.
 199,00
Best.Nr. 0102-18

M. A. Pipe „Bulldog Short Lovat“ by Holmer Knudsen
A compact variation of the traditional shape with a less rhombic
but more rounded „Danish style“ bowl decorated with the typical
orbiting grooves. Thick-walled with a medium to good medium filling
capacity. Even though the silver mounted stem is of reduced length,
the rather short saddle mouthpiece completes the „Lovat touch“.
Sandblasted relief wirh a black and red finish.
 179,00
Best.Nr. 0102-19

NEW

Shown in the
original size

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

NEW

M. A. Pipe „Pot Lovat Tan“ by Holmer Knudsen
With its flat, broad and very thick-walled bowl, the classical
Pot pipe has been popular among generations of pipe smokers.
Holmer Knudsen has created an extended Lovat shape (shown on
page 21) and here presents a new version with an orange and brown
„Tan“-Finish. Its tobacco hole is slightly more narrow and provides a
good medium filling capacity. Long and slender stem with a finely
grooved silver band and a short amber acrylic saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0102-20
 199,00

More M. A. Pipes by Holmer Knudsen
pare presented on page 21 and 66

NEW
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The TSUGE PIPE COMPANY was founded in 1936 by Kyoichiro Tsuge, descendant
of a sword making family with a long tradition. In the late 1950s, Tsuge took up the
manufacture of briar pipes and, to improve the results, sent some of his most talented
craftsmen over to Denmark for „training lessons“ with pipemakers like Sixten Ivarsson.
Since the 1970s, Tsuge pipes can be found in tobacconist shop sall over the world and,
thanks to their excellent quality and interesting designs are held in very high esteem.

TSUGE Roulette
Sand + Silver non-filter
Fairly small filling capacity (tobacco hole Ø 14 mm).
The briarwood bowl can be unscrewed from the aluminium bottom pan in order to insert crystal or meerschaum filter granules for a drier smoke.
Best.Nr. 0604-24  110,00

Shown in the
original size

TSUGE Roulette
Smooth + Silver 9mm Filter
The „grown-up“ filter version of the pipe described
above, but with a medium filling capacity. And here‘s a
really interesting proposal: instead of filter granules, fill some
tobacco into the bottom pan (maybe also different from the blend in
the bowl on top) and enjoy a completely new intense taste experience!
Best.Nr. 0604-90  189,00

Roulette Detail

TSUGE Metal Blowfish
An absolutely unique Design. The briar bowl
is shaped like a round log and encased on both sides
flat plates of matted aluminium. This really witty pipe
provides a filling capacity just below medium size.

TSUGE Metal Blowfish
Smooth + Silver 9mm Filter
Best.Nr. 0604-89
 169,00

All pipes equipped with a conical fit black
acrylic mouthpiece with an excellent fishtail bit.

TSUGE »Yoroi« Tankard Smooth + Silver 9mm Filter
Orange-brown with silky matted finish and matted aluminium.
Best.Nr. 0604-82  189,00

TSUGE »Yoroi« Tankard
»Yoroi« is the Japanese word for „suit of armour“. The bowl shape with
aluminium-mounted top and bottom may also have reminded the designer of the traditional English pewter tankards.nachempfunden. The bowl
has fairly thick walls and provides an good medium filling capacity.
TSUGE »Yoroi« Tankard Sand + Gold 9mm Filter
Sandblasted black finish with gold colour matted aluminium.
Best.Nr. 0604-84  189,00

»Yoroi« Tankard Detail
Described after the manufacturer’s information.
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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BENTLEY Pipes are made for a maximum of smoking pleasure.
In the course of their production, greatest importance is attached to
high standard crafting quality and precision of shape.
High-grade aluminium was used to cast and shape bonnets and
rings.The bowls are turned from selected top quality briar.
BENTLEY Pipes are premium quality products for all connoisseurs
of finest tobaccos. BENTLEY tobaccos are presented on page 93.

Wooden Treasure Halfbent
Brown contrast stain, polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0601-02
 400,00
Racing Black Halfbent
Greenish black polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0602-02
 350,00
Steel Works Halfbent
Matted black bowl with matted metal parts.
Best.Nr. 0603-02
 320,00

Racing Black
Halfbent

Bonnet
Bowl

Wooden Treasure
Halfbent

Ring
Mouthpiece

Stem

BENTLEY PIPE
construction sketch

All three models are designed with a handy thick-walled bowl that
combine elments of the classical Billiard and Pot, and all three provide
a medium filling capacity. Bowl and stem are flattened down from underneath to allow the pipe to stand on its own. As a special stylistic feature, a hollow grinding runs along both sides of stem and mouthpiece.
The bowl’s top is mounted with a firmly screwed-on solid aluminium
bonnet marked with the BENTLEY logo.

Steel Works
Classic

Wooden Treasure Classic
Brown contrast stain, polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0601-01
 400,00
Racing Black Classic
Greenish black polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0602-01
 350,00
Steel Works Classic
Matted black bowl with matted metal parts.
Best.Nr. 0603-01
 320,00

Racing Black
Classic

All pipes equippped with
an acrylic mouthpiece
Wooden Treasure
Classic

Wooden Treasure Bent
Brown contrast stain, polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0601-03
 400,00
Racing Black Bent
Greenish black polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0602-03
 350,00
Steel Works Bent
Matted black bowl with matted metal parts.
Best.Nr. 0603-03
 320,00

Wooden Treasure
Bent

All three models are made for 9mm filters. They are available as „Wooden Treasure“,
brown contrast stain with polished finish, as „Racing Black“, with an almost black
dark green polished finish, and as „Steel Works“ with a matted black bowl and matted
aluminium parts. All „Wooden Treasure“ pipes are shown in their original size, the
„Racing Black“ and „Steel Works“ in appr. 55 % of their original size.
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Described after the manufacturer’s information.

»COGNAC«
Handy classical style pipe cases and tobacco pouches
crafted with finely grained brandy-coloured leather.

Guy Janot „Cognac“ 4 pipe case
The broad front flap with a decorative wide-stitch seam
in the middle covers the detachable hand loop (with karabiner snaplink) and the two flat pockets on front and
rear and is held in place with magnetic fasteners. The
spacious pipe compartment is shut by a double handle
zip, pipes are held in long quivers. A flat pocket for a
pipe tamper is sewed to the centre bar. A spacious pocket with a sewed-on sleeve for a bunch of pipe cleaners is also provided to hold a round 50g tobacco tin.
Best.Nr. 2006-749
 95,00

4 pipe case

2 pipe case

2 pipe Combo

Stand-Up
pouch small

Olda Jirsa pipes are
shown on pages 143 - 147

1 pipe Combo
Guy Janot „Cognac“ 2 pipe case
The broad front flap covers the flat pockets integrated in front and
rear, and it is held in place by two magnetic fasteners. The spacious
pipe compartment is shut by a double handle zip. Pipes are held
in long quivers. A detachable fold-up tobacco pouch with rubber
lining inside and is also provided. A flat pocket for a pipe tamper is
sewed to the centre bar.
Best.Nr. 2006-747
 72,00
Guy Janot „Cognac“ 2 pipe Combo
This wedge-shaped combinated two pipe and tobacco case comes
along slightly larger than similar cases, but is still easy to carry. The
pipe compartment, equipped with four straps for pipes and accessories opens at the bottom and is shut with a zip. The full-size flap
with a magnetic fastener covers a flat pocket on the front and also
safely shuts the large tobacco pocket lined with natural rubber.
Best.Nr. 2006-720
 52,00
Guy Janot „Cognac“ 1 pipe Combo
A single pipe and tobacco case. The bowed flap with magnetic fastener covers and shuts the rubber-lined tobacco compartment. The
pipe compartment opens at the bottom and is shut with a zip. A flat
pocket with zip is integrated in the rear.
Best.Nr. 2006-714
 52,00

Stand-Up pouch large
Stand-Up tobacco pouch, small
Upright standing pouch with rubber lining inside, flap with magnetic fasteners, handy and robust. Holds appr. 20g tobacco.
Best.Nr. 2006-705
 32,00
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Stand-Up tobacco pouch, large
Same features as described above, holds appr. 30g tobacco.
Best.Nr. 2006-706
 36,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

For this catalogue DAN PIPE 2019, we have again chosen four pipes
from Poul Winsløw’s model range which exemplarily demonstrate
the artist’s outstanding feeling for shapes and his excellent craftmanship. All of these pipes do clearly show elemants of Danish
style in their compact and powerful shapes and still maintain an air
of lightness and elegance. All pipes mounted with a black acrylic
mouthpiece with excellent bit. Two different varieties are available:
Group D, light brown and orange contrast stain, polished
Group E, partly or totally with rustic or brush finish

POUL WINSLØW
No. 46 „Danish Style Halfbent“ semi-rustic (E)
A rather elegant and vivdly curved pipe of all-in-all
compact stature, its shape reminding of a flower bud
ready to blossom. The thick-walled handy bowl with a
rounded hollow-ground edge provides a medium filling
capacity. The strong curved stem is mounted with a band
of light-coloured wood. Best.Nr. 0540-46  285,00
POUL WINSLØW
No. 47 „Free Style Bent“ polished (D)
The pointed trapezoid bowl of this elegant pipe was shaped
after the briar‘s growth and grain, the top featuring
the naturally grown bark relief of the plateau
briar block. Strong curved and flared
stem decorated with a sheet of
multi-coloured resin.

Shown in the
original size

No. 47 „Free Style Bent“
Depending on its height, the bowl has
a good medium to larger filling capacity.
The slender waisted saddle mouthpiece
adds an air of lightness to this large pipe.
Best.Nr. 0540-47  400,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
POUL WINSLØW No. 48
„Free Style Bent“ Brush Finish (E)
A dynamically curved horn-shaped pipe carved
from plateau briar with the naturally grown bark
relief on the top. The sturdy stem and the
slender saddle mouthpiece are mounted
with bands of 925 silver. Good
medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0540-48
 285,00

POUL WINSLØW
No. 49 „Big Apple“ Polished (D)
A large and really elegant variation of the classical shape with a tall and thick-walled
bellied bowl of medium to good medium filling capacity. Amazingly slender tapered
stem with a broad 925 silver band and a correspondingly slender fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0540-49  400,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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As with all handcrafted pipes slight divergence
in shape and size may occur and is inevitable.

Aroma Diffusor Lamps and Frangrance Liquids

Instructions:

Fill the lamp container 2/3 to 3/4 full with the WUNFERLAMPE
Liquid (95% alcohol base) to your choice. Insert the burner’s wick
into the lamp and secure the burner to the base, then let the wick
soak for appr. 15 minutes. Light the burner and let it burn for 3 or
4 minutes, then blow out the flame and reposition the flame guard
on the burner. The burner now begins to evaporate the fragrance.
WUNDERLAMPE recommend a diffusing time of appr. 25 minutes in a 15m2 room of. Then remove the flame guard and cover
the diffuser stone with the metal protector cap to prevent the liquid
from evaporating too fast.
A detailed instruction leaflet is supplied with every lamp. We wish
you a pleasant excursion into the world of fragrance.

The specially developed diffuser lamps „perceptibly improve the
air quality in your rooms. Different from aerosols or scented candles which only cover up smells and bad odours, the catalytic stone
in the burner of the diffuser lamp destroys them by splitting the
molecules and killing bacteria or mildew spurs and, at the same
time, spreading a pleasant smell.
With their elegant design, WUNDERLAMPE diffuser lamps are a
really attractive piece of interior decoration. And they also make an
appealing gift on many occasions. WUNDERLAMPE diffuser lamps
can be used in many places: in your living room, kitchen, bathroom
or also in your office - wherever you want to breathe clean fresh air.

spare
diffusor stone

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Orient« Bitter Orange, Lavender, Eucalyptus
Best.Nr. 5703-007
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Green Tea« Cedar, Java Öil, Sage, Geranium
Best.Nr. 5703-001
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Cold Water«
Lime, Pine, Rosmary
Best.Nr. 5703-002
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Rauchfrei« with Eukalyptus and Peppermint
Best.Nr. 5703-013
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Morgning Dew« Grass, Cedar, Bergamotte
Best.Nr. 5703-004
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Vanilla Tree« Vanille, Orange, Bergamotte
Best.Nr. 5703-009
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Sandelholz« Sandalwood, Vanilla, Orange
Best.Nr. 5703-008
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Mango & Papaya« Tropical fruit, flowery
Best.Nr. 5703-003
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Cedar«
Best.Nr. 5703-010
(100ml 

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Midge-free«
with Citrus- and Lavender
Best.Nr. 5703-012
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Flasche 500 ml

 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE spare diffusor stone with cotton wick
Best.Nr. 5703-050		

 9,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Lemmon Grass« Citric oils, spicy, flowery
Best.Nr. 5703-011
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Neutral«
without fragrance, neutralizing
Best.Nr. 5703-005
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95
WUNDERLAMPE Scent »Orange Tea«
Orange, Lemmon, Cedar
Best.Nr. 5703-006
(100ml  2,99) Flasche 500 ml
 14,95

Orange, Patchouli, Clove and Pine

2,99)
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Please, keep diffusor lamps and liquids away from children.

WUNDERLAMPE »Onyx«
Black glass with rhombic relief,
black protective cap.
170 mm x 80 mm, capacity 400 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-117
€ 39,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Amethyst«
Clear glass with burgundy-coloured
clouds, silver colour protective cap.
135 mm x Ø 120 mm, capacity 400 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-111
€ 39,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Kristall«
Clear glass with pearl relief,
silver colour protective cap.
150 mm x Ø 90 mm, capacity 340 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-113
€ 39,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Topas White«
Frosted clwear glass,
silver colour protective cap.
140 mm x Ø 90 mm, capacity 340 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-119
€ 34,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Obsidian«
Black glass with grooved band
ornament, black protective cap.
175 mm x Ø 95 mm, capacity450 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-116
€ 39,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Morganit«
Burgundy colour clear relief glass,
silver colour protective cap.
175 mm x Ø 95 mm, capacity 450 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-115
€ 39,50

Please, keep diffusor lamps and liquids away from children.

WUNDERLAMPE »Zirkon«
Scuptured clear glass,
silver colour protective cap.
170 mm x 110 mm, capacity 400 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-121
€ 45,00

WUNDERLAMPE »Topas Brown«
Frosted reddish-brown clear glass,
copper colour protective cap.
140 mm x Ø 90 mm, capacity 340 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-118
€ 34,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Kalzit«
Clear glass with upright stripes relief,
silver colour protective cap.
165 mm x Ø 80 mm, apacity 350 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-112
€ 39,50
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WUNDERLAMPE »Topas Yellow«
Frosted orange colour clear glass,
gold colour protective cap.
140 mm x Ø 90 mm, capacity 340 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-120
€ 34,50

WUNDERLAMPE »Topas Yellow«
Black enamel with mirror cracquelé,
silver colour protective cap.
175 mm x Ø 95 mm, capacity 350 ml
Best.Nr. 5703-114
€ 39,50

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Various matches, lighter fuels and flints
Fireplace Matches

Household
Matches

Pipe Matches

Extra Long
Matches

Dupont Gas

Habanos
Cigar Matches

COLIBRI BUTANE - specially purified, also fits other brands.
( 1,58/100ml) 300ml - Ampulle
 4,75
Best.Nr. 4004-00

UNIVERSAL LIGHTER GAS (the brand may vary)
Economy size! Fits most average lighters, adaptors intergrated in the cap.
( 0,98/100ml) 250ml ampulla
 2,45
Best.Nr. 4003-3

DUNHILL
Lighter Refill Gas 90ml
Flints „Rollagas” red *
Flints „Unique” blue

DUPONT
Dupontgaz red
Dupontgaz green
Dupontgaz yellow
Dupontgaz blue
Dupont Flints *

Best.Nr. 4003-50
(9 flints) Best.Nr. 4003-51
(9 flints) Best.Nr. 4003-52

( 8,78/100ml)

Gas ampoules now with 30 ml contents
30 ml ( 49,99/100ml) Best.Nr. 4003-70
30 ml ( 49,99/100ml) Best.Nr. 4003-71
30 ml ( 49,99/100ml) Best.Nr. 4003-72
30 ml ( 49,99/100ml) Best.Nr. 4003-73
(8 flints) Best.Nr. 4003-43

Universal Flints for all lighters (not shown)
Best.Nr. 4003-2
dispenser with 10 flints

Extra Long Matches (length 95 mm, appr. 50 per box)
Strong extra long matches for pipe and cigar smokers, also suitable for
your fireplace or garden grill. Box comes with varying ornaments.
Best.Nr. 4010-8		
 1,50

 7,90
 3,30
 3,30

»Habanos Cigar Matches«
»Habanos Cigar Matches« extra long and strong, the ideal and stylish
cigar matches with various logos of popular Havana brands.
Cigar Matches Cohiba:
Best.Nr. C 02-1490
 1,60
Cigar Matches Montecristo:
Best.Nr. C 02-1491
 1,60

 15,00
 15,00
 15,00
 15,00
 3,95
 0,95

Pipe Matches „Tordenskjold“
appr. 40 per box
Long strong matches for pipe and cigar. With prints of classical pipes.
( 0,37/box)
pack of 5 boxes
 1,85
Best.Nr. 4010-5
Household Matches
With varying ranges of picture prints (sorry, no choice possible).
( 0,125/box)
pack of 10 boxes
 1,25
Best.Nr. 4011-1

Fireplace Matches
(length 195 mm, appr. 40 per box)
Ideal for lighting fires, grills candles etc. Varying picture motifs.
Best.Nr. 4010-7		  2,50

* extra thick in size - not suitable for other lighter brands
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How to handle your lighter.
1. Never direct the flame towards your face! A lighter may „spit“
occasionally if dust or tars come loose that may have blocked the
valve. Hold pipe lighters upright or in a slightly diagonal position
beside the pipe bowl and draw the flame into the tobacco. Directing
the flame deep into the bowl might foul the jet with tars and ashes.
2. A fading flame is a signal to refill your lighter. To avoid severe injuries, always adjust the flame to a minimum before you start to refill the
lighter. When finished, re-adjust the flame as desired.
3. Should problems occur and not be solved by refilling, replacing the
flint or completely emptying the tank - leave your precision screwdrivers
in their case. Carry your lighter to your tobacconist to have it examined
and repaired by professionals.
Warning: popular jet flame or torch lighters may be suitable for lighting
cigars - but they can have fatal effects on your pipe. Their extremely
hot pointed flame can pierce your pipe bowl in no time!
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

FEUER & FLAMME FÜR DIE PFEIFE

PEARL „Stanley”
Leather-coated
„Crocodile brown“
Best.Nr. 3723-277
 79,00

PEARL „Stanley”
Leather-coated
„Lizard black“
Best.Nr. 3723-801
 79,00

PEARL „Stanley”
Leather-coated
„Crocodile black“
Best.Nr. 3723-271
 79,00

PEARL „Stanley”
Leather-coated
„Lizard brown“
Best.Nr. 3723-807
 79,00

„Stanley” (upper row)
Four pipe lighters in a nostalgic look with with traditional openly installed
flint ignition and diagonally directed flame. Made in Japan. Their large fuel
tank is completely made of metal. Head and foot chromium-plated, their
handy bodies coated with coloured leather embossed with attractive patterns.

Al lighters shown
in the original size

CORONA „Old Boy”
Matted black
Best.Nr. 3720-111
 129,00

CORONA „Old Boy”
Chrome Satina
Best.Nr. 3720-115
 129,00

„Old Boy” (left and lower row)
Most reliable pipe lighters designed in the style of the „Golden Twenties”,
with traditional flint ignition and diagonally directed flame. Their large fuel
tank is completely made of metal. A lockable pipe tamper with reamer awl is
integrated in the bottom. These lighters have served us ever so well in many
years of permanent use, and we can recommend them with a safe conscience.
(M. Apitz / H.Frickert)

Pipe lighters with their
horizontally or diagonally
burning flame are specially designed to easily
and comfortably light
the tobacco in your pipe:
the lighter is held upright
beside the pipe bowl, the
flame can float across the
bowl top and is simply
drawn into the tobacco.

CORONA „Old Boy”
Chrome fluted
Best.Nr. 3720-306
 139,00

CORONA „Old Boy”
CORONA „Old Boy”
CORONA „Old Boy”
Brirawood/silver-plated
Chrome, Barley pattern
Chrome/matted black
Best.Nr. 3720-211
Best.Nr. 3720-911
Best.Nr. 3720-5
 145,00
 135,00
 209,00
More pipe lighters are displayed on pages 84, 113, 122, 123, 135, 139 - 141 and 145
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Altro“ WP No. 161 smooth
Apple Bent with a tulip-shaped bowl of medium
filling capacity, very thick-walled in the bottom
region. Reddish-brown contrast stain with
polished finish. Stem mounted
with green acrylic sheet.
Best.Nr. 1119-161
 129,00

WP = „White Point“ quality
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.

„Altro“ WP No. 186 smooth
A classical Billiard pipe with a handy and
rather thick-walled bowl of medium to good medium
filling capacity. Reddish-brown contrast stain with polished
finish. Stem mounted with green acrylic sheet.
Best.Nr. 1119-186  129,00

Shown in the
original size

„Altro“ WP No. 137 smooth
One of VAUEN’s most popular shapes,
the Bent with an extra thick-walled spherical
bowl of medium filling capacity, despite its portly
stature of almost light appearance. Reddish-brown
contrast stain with polished finish. Stem mounted
with green acrylic sheet. Best.Nr. 1119-137  129,00

„Altro“ WP
No. 137

VAUEN „Altro“ - pipes in the „Army“ style
with a coloured acrylic knob on the stem, set off
with a thin slice of aluminium, and an elegant
slender fishtail mouthpiece.
„Penguin“ WP No. 271 white
A light Halfbent vof special elegance designed with
a distinctively curved silhouette inspired by Danish
pipe creations. Its thick-walled egg-shaped bowl with
a sloping hollow-ground top is slightly leaning forward
to emphasize its dynamic appearance.
Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1167-271
 139,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

VAUEN „Penguin“ - the contrast between Black and White is
the formative and really attractive element in these pipes. Their
stem is mounted with an opposingly coloured acrylic band that is
decorated on both sides with a narrow bar of silvery metal.
Bowls with black or white glossy lacquer finish.
„Penguin“ WP
No. 142
schwarz
VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

„Penguin“ WP No. 142 black
Slightly more delicate than the „Altro“
Golf Ball Bent in the middle of this page,
this handy pipe with its extra thick-walled bowl
and vividly floating curves will certainly find
many friends. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1167-142  139,00
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„O‘timer“ WP No. 261 red
An Apple Spigot Bent with a tulip-shaped bowl of medium
filling capacity, very thick-walled in the bottom region.
Cap on stem and conical fit sleeve on the slender
fishtail mouthpiece made of 925e silver.
Bright red and black contrast stain
with a glossy lacquer finish.
Best.Nr. 1111-261
 195,00
WP = „White Point“ quality

„Pearl“ WP No. 186
VAUEN’s aelegant and well-proportioned London pipe this is classical design in perfection. Black glossy lacquer
finish with bright maple decoration on bowl top and fishtail
mouthpiece. Medium to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1121-186
 149,00

Shown in the
original size

All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.

„Pearl“ WP
No. 168

„Pearl“ WP No. 168
With this Rhodesian Bent, VAUEN presents
another pipe classic that can hardly be imagined to
come out more perfect in shape and proportions. Its roofshaped top, the fine double goove and the diamond-shaped
sturdy stem with a medium length saddle mouthpiece are ever
so typical. Black glossy lacquer finish with bright maple decoration
on bowl top and mouthpiece. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1121-168  149,00

„O‘timer“ WP No. 136 brown
A large Billiard Spigot Quarterbent with a rather tall
bowl of medium filling capacity. Rather thick-walled in
the bottom region, pleasantly handy and harmonious in proportions. Light brown contrast stain with silky finish.
Cap on stem and conical fit sleeve on the slender
fishtail mouthpiece made of 925e silver.
Best.Nr. 1111-136  195,00

An even larger choice of
VAUEN pipes can be viewed
in our Online shop
www.danpipe.de
„Maximus“ WP No. 181 smooth
A nicely light and compact Halfbent of Danish style
with a rather flat and thick-walled Brandy bowl on a flat oval
stem. The slightly domed bowl top is covered with a patinized
aluminium cap ornamentally decorated with the letters V N
(VAU-EN). Saddle mouthpiece with a thin aluminium
band. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1139-181
 159,00
VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
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„Clover“ No. 1941
A very elegant and light Bent pipe with a rather slender,
but yet sufficiently thick-walled egg-shaped bowl with
a slightly pointed bottom. Just medium filling
capacity. Slender stem and
fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1119-941
 89,00

WP = „White Point“ quality
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.

„Leopold“ No. 5166
A light and really elegant classical
Apple pipe with a roundish and rather
thick-walled bowl of just medium filling
capacity. Sandblasted relief with a reddish
brown finish. Slender stem with a waisted saddle
mouthpiece of orange-colour marbled acrylic resin.
Best.Nr. 1133-166  89,00

An even larger choice of
VAUEN pipes can be viewed
in our Online shop
www.danpipe.de

„Leopold“ No. 5108
An elegant and pleasantly light Rhodesian Bent with a
roundish very thick-walled bowl of just medium filling
capacity. Sandblasted relief with a reddish brown finish.
Slender stem with a waisted saddle mouthpiece
of orange-colour marbled acrylic resin.
Best.Nr. 1133-108
 89,00

Shown in the
original size

„Clover“ No. 1911
A large and really thick-walled
Billiard pipe of good medium to
larger filling capacity. Sturdy stem with a
correspondingly strong fishtailmouthpiece.
A handy and very kind-hearted everyday pipe.
Best.Nr. 1119-911  89,00

„VAUEN „Clover“ - the traditional symbol of Ireland, the
„Green Island“. These pipes come with a rich brilliant green
colour stain and a silky finish, the mouthpiece decorated with a
rotationally coloured green and white acrylic band.
„Clover“
No. 1919

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

„Clover“ No. 1919
A harmoniously styled
Fullbent with a hand-filling
extra thick-walled spherical bowl
of medium to good medium filling
capacity. Despite its large and weighty
shape, this optimally balanced pipe can
quite comfortably be held with your teeth.
Best.Nr. 1119-919  89,00

VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159
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WP = „White Point“ quality
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.

„Francesco“ No. 4968 sand
This light-weighted elegant Halfbent has been
one of VAUEN’s top sellers for years. Its rather
thick-walled bowl with black sandblasted finish has
a medium to good medium filling capacity. The slender
fishtail mouthpiece is decorated with a layered band
of wood-coloured acrylic and aluminium.
Best.Nr. 1107-968
 89,00

„Cambridge“ No. 3792 red
This slender and pleasantly light-weighted pipe with
its bowl slightly leaning forward combines style elements
of traditional clay pipes and the classical Dublin shape. Its walls
are fairly thick and provide a just medium to smaller filling capacity.
Brilliant red colour stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1142-792  79,00

„Cambridge“ No. 3781 red
A nicely light and compact Halfbent of Danish style with a
rather flat and thick-walled Brandy bowl with a flat oval
stem and a medium length flat oval fishtail mouthpiece.
Medium filling capacity. Brilliant red colour
stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1142-781
 79,00

Shown in the
original size

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

„Olaf“ No. 1811 matted black
This extra thick-walled version of the
classical London shape has a medium to good
medium filling capacity. A nicely compact pipe for daily
smoking pleasures. Matted black finish, the matted black acrylic
saddle mouthpiece decorated with natural-coulour briarwood.
Best.Nr. 1110-811  75,00
VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

„Olaf“
No. 1837

„Olaf“ No. 1837 matted black
A large extra thick-walled Halfbent pipe
elegantly curved with a sperical bowl on a
well-proportioned thick stem. Matted black finish.
The strong fishtail mouthpiece made of matted black
acrylic is decorated with a band of natural-colour
briarwood. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1110-837  75,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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An even larger choice of
VAUEN pipes can be viewed
in our Online shop
www.danpipe.de

As successors to the popular „Lord of the Rings“ pipes, VAUEN have
in 2013 edited a new range by the name of „Auenland“. Since then, the
range was extended by a new shapes every year, and we can now present
the latest creation „Siman“ on the opposite right (page 43). All pipes
have a long gently curved beechen mouthpiece with a synthetic
tube inside and a bit end of amber-coloured resin.
Along with the pipes, two handy „Auenland“ Tampers
are available, made of briarwood and brass. They
are shown on the opposite right page 43.
Shown in appr. 60 % original size.
Length of pipes 32 - 35 cm.

„Balbor“ glatt
Best.Nr. 1101-16 E 165,00
„Gilg“ sand
Best.Nr. 1101-20 E 165,00
„Doran“ glatt
Best.Nr. 1101-14 E 165,00
„Doran“ sand
Best.Nr. 1101-24 E 165,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

- Tabak

VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

NE

W

VAUEN Auenland „The Shire“
Virginia grades of varius colour and cut size
with Black Cavendish and a small amount of
Burley. By sesoned with the aroma of oranges
and sweet peachfor a delicious taste and smell.
Best.Nr. 9015-351
50g ( 240,00/kg)  12,00

VAUEN Auenland „Evening Mixture“
A vividly coloured Mixture of Virginia, matured rich
Black Cavendish and smooth brown Burley, refined
with fragrant pineapple and discreetly underlined with
a fine flavour of candied walnuts.
Best.Nr. 9015-352
50g ( 240,00/kg)  12,00

VAUEN Auenland „Morning Mixture“
A full-bodied pipe mixture with a high amount of Black Cavendish,
blended with various Broad Cut bright Virginias and nut-tinted Burley.
Finely seasoned with fragrant vanilla, yellow plum and Cappuccino.
Slow burning with a smooth taste.
Best.Nr. 9015-353
50g
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

VAUEN Auenland „Midnight Mixture“

Fully matured Black Cavendish with golden, red and brown Virginia
Grades were blended with aromatic Burley for this discreetly fruity and
sweet mixture, refined with a sweet peach cream. The varied cutting
width allow the tobaccos to glow evenly and slow.
Best.Nr. 9015-354
50g
( 250,00/kg)
 12,50
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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NE

W
VAUEN Auenland „Broken Flake“
A rich Flake tobacco made up as a Ready Rubbed mixture. Sun-cured
Dark Virginia and chocolate-aromatic Burley, refined with a small
amount of slightly smoky Kentucky leaf and a pinch of Perique. Evenly
cool burning and smooth with a pleasant unobstrusive smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-355
50g
( 250,00/kg)
 12,50
Tobaccos described after producer‘s information

First edited in 2013, this range was extended by a new shapes every year,
and we can now present the latest creation „Siman“ with a nicely handy
and very thick-walled bowl bowl and a shorter mouthpiece.
Along with the pipes, two handy „Auenland“ Tampers
are available, made of briarwood and brass.
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
„Balbor“ sand
Best.Nr. 1101-26
E 165,00

NE

W

Shown in
appr. 60 %
original size.

„Siman“ glatt
Best.Nr. 1101-17
E 165,00

„Auenland“
Tamper smooth
Made of briar and
brass, with a long
reamer awl hidden
inside the body.
Best.Nr. 5001-001
E 46,00

„Auenland“
Tamper sand
Made of briar and
brass, with a long
reamer awl hidden
inside the body.
Best.Nr. 5001-003
E 46,00

NE

W

„Siman“ sand
Best.Nr. 1101-27
E 165,00

„Eron“ sand
Best.Nr. 1101-23
E 165,00

VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

„Hugg“ glatt
Best.Nr. 1101-11
E 165,00

„Hugg“ sand
Best.Nr. 1101-21
E 165,00

„Friddo“, with a ball-shaped
extra thick-walled bowl of
medium filling capacity.
„Eron“, with a slender eggshaped bowl pointed at its
bottom. Just medium
filling capacity.

„Hugg“, a handy and
very thick-walled Bent
with an ellbow-shaped
curved short sturdy stem.
Medium filling capacity.

Overall length of all
Auenland pipes appr. 35 cm.
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„Leopold“
No. 5114
sand

„Leopold“ No. 5114 sand
An interesting Halfbent pipe with a thick-walled
bowl panelled in the traditional style. Just medium filling
capacity. Sandblasted relief with a reddish-brown finish.
Slender stem with a gently curved fishtail mouthpiece
made of orange-coloured marbled acrylic resin.
A handy and uncomplicated everyday pipe.
Best.Nr. 1133-114  89,00
„LAP“ No. 1742
A pleasantly hand-friendly Golf Ball Bent with an extra thick-walled
spherical bowl and a vividly curved stem and mouthpiece also ranks among
VAUEN’s most popular models. Medium filling capacity. Walnut-brown
colour stain with a silky finish. The stem is decorated with
an interestingly sculptured aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1119-742  89,00

An even larger choice of
VAUEN pipes can be viewed
in our Online shop
www.danpipe.de
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
„Leopold“ No. 5168 sand
This light-weighted elegant Halfbent shape
has always been one of VAUEN’s top sellers. Its
rather thick-walled bowl with reddish-brown sandblasted finish has a medium to good medium filling capacity.
Slender stem with a gently curved fishtail mouthpiece
made of orange-coloured marbled acrylic resin.
Best.Nr. 1133-168  89,00
Abbildung in
Originalgröße

WP = „White Point“ quality
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.
„Clover“ No. 1973
A light-weighted and vividly curved Fullbent
with a fairly slender and yet amazingly thick-walled
egg-shaped bowl of good medium filling capacity. A
nicely handy pipe, optimally balanced to be comfortably
held with your teeth. Rich brilliant green colour stain with
a silky finish, the mouthpiece decorated with a rotationally
coloured green and white acrylic band.
Best.Nr. 1119-973
 89,00

„Clover“
No. 1973

„Stand-Up“ No. 1575
A handy Billiard pipe with a
sturdy conical and very thick-walled
bowl with a flat bottom to allow a free
stand. Medium to good medium filling
capacity. Chestnut-brown colour stain with
a silky finish. Slender tapered stem and fishtail
mouthpiece with a narrow aluminium band.
 89,00
Best.Nr. 1132-575
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VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

„LAP“ No. 1708
An elegant and pleasantly light-weighted Rhodesian Bent with a roundish
thick-walled bowl of just medium filling capacity. Walnut-brown
colour stain with a silky finish. The stem
is decorated with an interestingly
sculptured aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1119-708
 89,00

WP = „White Point“ quality
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.

„Leopold“
No. 5161
sand
„Leopold“ No. 5161 sand
Apple Bent with a tulip-shaped bowl of medium
filling capacity, very thick-walled in the bottom region.
Sandblasted relief with a reddish-brown finish. Slender
stem with a gently curved fishtail mouthpiece made
of orange-coloured marbled acrylic resin.
Best.Nr. 1133-161  89,00
An even larger choice of
VAUEN pipes can be viewed
in our Online shop
www.danpipe.de
„Cambridge“ No. 3727 rot
A delicate slender and wonderfully light-weighted
Billiard Bent with perfect classical proportions. The
bowl of this pretty little pipe with sufficiently thick walls
provides a just medium filling capacity. Brilliant red colour
stain with a silky finish. Slender stem and fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1142-727  79,00

„Cambridge“
No. 3727
rot

„Leopold“ No. 5130 sand
The classical Cherrywood pipe in an optimally proportioned design, thick-walled and pleasantly handy.
Medium filling capacity. Sandblasted relief with a reddishbrown finish. Slender stem with a longer waisted saddle
mouthpiece made of orange-coloured marbled acrylic resin
Best.Nr. 1133-130
 89,00

VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

„Clover“ No. 1968
This light-weighted elegant Halfbent
shape, one of VAUEN’s top sellers since many
years, can very well wear an „Irish“ dress of brilliant
green colour with a silky finish. Its rather thick-walled
bowl has a medium to good medium filling capacity.
The mouthpiece decorated with a rotationally
coloured green and white acrylic band.
Best.Nr. 1119-968
 89,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Shown in the
original size

VAUEN „Enzian“ . . .

for the alpine flair - extra cool!

Designed after traditional long-stemmed
pipes that were still in use not too long
ago among the elders in many Alpine regions.
The rounded bowl with a good medium filling
capacity is plugged into the biforcated „siphon“
that served as a moist collector on the old originals. The long beech wood stem with an acrylic
mouthpiece branches off on the other side, the
mouthpiece shaped after the originals with their
typical round tube and a round collar bit.
All three parts are connected with the contemporary standard tubes each suitable to hold a
9mm filter. So you can choose where to insert a
filter, or two, or even three filters if you wish...
Just try which version may suit you best!

VAUEN „Enzian“ No. 2

Best.Nr. 1101-302
 249,00
Bowl with mahogany contrast stain
and silky sheen finish, stem mahogany
brown, siphon matted black.

Shown in the
original size

NEW

„Enzian“
No. 2

VAUEN „Bavarian Blend“ No. 03
A well-balanced composition of rich Black Cavendish and
natural-sweet Virginia seasoned with the aroma of Bavarian
hops, malt and fragrant vanilla. A unique blend with a pleasantly smooth taste and a most agreeable scent in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-358
( 240,00/kg) 50g Dose
 12,00

VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

VAUEN „Himalaya Blend“ No. 09
A gentle, slightly fruity mixture with a high amount of velvety Black Cavendish and sweet golden Virginia tobaccos.
The varying cuttting width assures its even and coll glowing
abilities. Refined with a composition of citrus, ripe cherries
and goji berries for a pleasant taste and smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-359
( 250,00/kg)
50g Dose  12,50

Not shown here, but available from
our Online Shop www.danpipe.de :
VAUEN’s 170 Years Jubilee Limited Edition

NE

W
VAUEN „Lounge Blend“ No. 01
EAn expertly blended mixture of Black Cavendish, Virginia,
Burley and Virginia Flake cut to various size, completed and
refined with an attractive aroma composition of plum, vanilla
and rum. Evenly burning with cool smoke and a rich fruity
but unobstructive smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-360
( 250,00/kg)
50g Dose  12,50

VAUEN „170 Jahre Jubilee-Edition“
An exclusive tobacco mixture with a high amount of
golden Virginia, refined with a pinch of Cube Cuts,
Burley and rich Cavendish. The addition of fresh and
spicy Rosemary and Citric aroma make this blend a really special smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 9015-357 ( 250,00/kg) 50g Dose  12,50
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Tobaccos described after producer‘s information

VAUEN Lesepfeifen (Churchwardens)

Extra long pipes have been popular since ages as they cool down
the smoke on its long way through stem and mouthpiece. VAUEN
have chosen some elegant and handy shapes from their vast model
range and converted them into „Army“ style Churchwarden pipes
with nickel silver mounted stems and mouthpieces with conical fit.
Each pipe comes with two acrylic mouthpieces: a short fishtail
mouthpiece for the day and a long one for your contemplative hours.
pipes from left to right:
Lesepfeife No. 3668 black
Halfbent with a fairly tall thick-walled Dublin
style bowl, medium to good medium filling
capacity. Deep black glossy finish.
Best.Nr. 1195-668 € 99,00
Lesepfeife No. 3608 polished
A smaller Rhodesian variation, a rounded bowl with
very thick walls and just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1194-608 € 99,00
Lesepfeife No. 3606 black
An elegant „Army“ Bent with a very thickwalled 6-panel Apple bowl of just medium
filling capacity. Deep black glossy finish.
Best.Nr. 1195-606 € 99,00
Lesepfeife No. 4604 sand
A classical Fullbent with a rounded bowl,
very thick-walled in the bottom area.
Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1193-604 € 99,00

VAUEN
Lesepfeifen

No. 4604
sand

Each pipe comes
with 2 mouthpieces
Shown in the
original size
VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159
Extra long
pipe cleaners for
these pipes are
shown on page 158

No. 3606
black
No. 3608
poliert
No. 3668
black

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
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Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

„Maximus“ WP No. 172 glatt
A light and handy Halfbent- pipe of rather slender shape with an eddshaped bowl of medium filling capacity. The slightly domed bowl top is
covered with a patinized aluminium cap ornamentally decorated with the letters V N (VAU-EN). Mahogany
brown contrast stain with silky finish.
Slender fishtail mouthpiece with
a thin aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1139-172
 159,00
WP = „White Point“ quality
„O‘timer“ WP No. 236 red
A large Billiard Spigot Quarterbent with a
rather tall bowl of medium filling capacity. Thickwalled in the bottom region, pleasantly handy and harmonious in proportions. Bright red and black contrast stain
with a glossy lacquer finish. Cap on stem and conical fit sleeve
on the slender fishtail mouthpiece made of 925e silver.
Best.Nr. 1111-236  195,00
Shown in the
original size

„O‘timer“ WP No. 137 braun
Here one of VAUEN’s most popular shapes, a Bent with an extra thick-walled
spherical bowl of medium filling capacity, comes as a classical Spigot version.
Light brown contrast stain with silky finish. Cap on stem and conical
fit sleeve on the slender fishtail mouthpiece made of 925e silver.
Best.Nr. 1111-137  195,00

VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159
All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.

„Pearl“ WP No. 132
An elegant very softly curved Halfbent with an extremely thick-walled
golf-ball-shaped bowl on a strong triangular stem rounded from underneath. Just medium filling capacity. Black glossy lacquer finish with
bright maple decoration on bowl top and
strong semi-saddle mouthpiece.
Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1121-132  149,00

„Cambridge“
WP No. 592 sand
This slender and pleasantly
light-weighted pipe with the bowl
slightly leaning forward combines traits of
traditional clay pipes and the classical Dublin.
Its walls are fairly thick and allow a just medium to
smaller filling capacity. Sandblasted relief with reddish-brown
finish. Slender „Cumberand“ acrylic fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1142-592  109,00

An even larger choice of
VAUEN pipes can be viewed
in our Online shop
www.danpipe.de
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Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

„Maximus“ WP No. 192
This slender and pleasantly light-weighted pipe with the bowl slightly leaning
forward combines traits of traditional clay pipes and the classical Dublin. Its
fairly thick walls allow a just medium to smaller filling capacity. The slightly
domed bowl top is covered with a patinized aluminium cap ornamentally
decorated with the letters V N (VAU-EN). Mahogany brown contrast stain
with silky finish. Slender fishtail mouthpiece with a thin aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1139-592  159,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

„Cambridge“ WP No. 581 sand
A nicely light and compact Halfbent of Danish style with a rather
flat and thick-walled Brandy bowl on a flat oval stem and „Cumberand“
acrylic fishtail mouthpiece. Sandblasted relief with reddish-brown
finish. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1142-581
 109,00

WP = „White Point“ quality
All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.
Shown in the
original size

„O‘timer“
WP No. 161
braun

„O‘timer“ WP No. 161 brown
An Apple Spigot Bent with a tulip-shaped bowl
of medium filling capacity, very thick-walled in the
bottom region. Cap on stem and conical fit sleeve on the
slender fishtail mouthpiece made of 925e silver. Light
brown contrast stain with silky finish.
Best.Nr. 1111-161  195,00

„Pearl“ WP No. 177
A floatingly curved Bent with a very thick-walled
and handy golf-ball-shaped bowl of medium filling
capacity. Black glossy lacquer finish with bright maple
decoration on bowl top and waisted saddle mouthpiece.
A perfect example of elegance in pipe design.
Best.Nr. 1121-177  149,00
VAUEN filters
are shown on
pages 158/159

„Altro“ WP No. 586 sand
A classical Billiard pipe with a handy and
rather thick-walled bowl of medium to good
medium filling capacity. Sandblasted relief with reddishbrown finish. Stem mounted in the „Army“ style with with a
rounded blue acrylic knob set off with a thin stripe of aluminium.
Best.Nr. 1119-586  129,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Large shoulder bag for pipesmokers

A compact but spacious case for 8 pipes made of soft lambskin with
a broad handle and a snap-linked detachable sling of variable length.
Front side with a large flat pocket shut by two magnetic buttons. The
main compartment with double zipper provides space for two rows of
four pipes held by single loops. A pocket for a standard tobacco tin
and loops for pipe tamper and cleaners are also integrated. Wegdeshaped insets on both sides prevent the case‘s two halves from completely falling open. Height 22,5 cm - depth 7 cm - width 21 cm
Best.Nr. 3210-541
 94,50

Pipe rests made of crystal clear Perspex

Perspex is a modern material. Its clearness must go along with
clear designs. And it is predestined for the presentation of your
pipes which can now be seen freely from all directions. These
racks are available for 1 up to 6 pipes in a row, and they can hold
nearly all shapes and sizes.
Height 7,7 - depth 10,5 - width per pipe 5,0 cm
Pipe rest
for 6 pipes
Best.Nr. 3904-6
 44,50

Pipe rest
for 4 pipes
Best.Nr. 3904-4
 37,50

Pipe rest
for 5 pipes
Best.Nr. 3904-5
 39,50

Pipe rest
for 3 pipes
Best.Nr. 3904-3
 29,95

Pipe rest
for 1 pipe
Best.Nr. 3904-1
 17,95
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Pipe rest
for 2 pipes
Best.Nr. 3904-2
 24,50

These pipe rests can easily be cleaned in
warm water with some drops of dishwashing
liquid. Do not use organic solvents or thinners.

Rattray’s „Icebreaker” Sand
The curved bow of the eponymous heavy duty boats
were insiration to this outstanding shape: edgy, dynamic,
powerful and yet of light elegance with floatingly curved
front faces. Thanks to its sufficiently strong walls, the bowl
provides a just medium filling capacity. The stem is
mounted with a levelled aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 0788-02 € 129,00

All pipes with an acrylic mouthpiece.
Rattray’s
„Icebreaker” Terracotta
The smooth version of the pipe
described above here comes with a brilliant
reddish-brown contrast stain and a polished finish.
A pipe that will attract both lovers of free shaping
as well as ofE classical designs.
Best.Nr. 0788-03
€ 149,00

RATTRAY‘S pipe tobaccos
are shown on pages 104 and 105.
More RATTRAY‘S briar pipes
are shown on pages 112 and 113.

RATTRAY‘S leatherware is shown on page 115.

Shown in the
original size

Rattray’s „Nimbus” Grey
A compact and vividly curved Calabash style pipe with
a towering bowl, the domed top mounted with a polished
aluminium cap resembling the original‘s Meerschaum top.
The stem is correspondingly mounted with an aluminium cap.
The tobacco hole is tapered in parallel with the bowl‘s outline to
provide really strong walls for this pipe‘s almost large filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0788-05 € 149,00
Rattray’s
„Watchtower” Sand
An interesting variation of classical designs,
a Lovat pipe with a handy conical Billiard bowl
on a long six-panel stem with a levelled aluminium
band and a short saddle moutpiece. Light in both weight
and appearance with a medium to good medium filling capacity.
Sandblasted relief with a deep black finish.
Best.Nr. 0788-07 € 109,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

Rattray’s
„Watchtower” Terracotta
The smooth version of the above described pipe is
a sight to see as well. With its brilliant reddish-brown
contrast stain and polished finish, it will not only appeal
to anglophilic lovers of the classical designs.
Medium to good medium filling capacity
Best.Nr. 0788-08 € 119,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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K. U. Design

Fine leather goods from Solingen/Germany

Very attractive pipe smokers accessories manufactered
of precious black Yak leather. After having gone
through a special tanning process, the hides of these
Himalaya cattle show an appealing fine grain finish,
and they have become very robust and yet velvety
smooth. This leather is imported from Tibet in
connection with a German foreign aid project
that also includes aspects of the support of
self-help initiatives and of contemporary
environmental care.
In all pipe cases, the interior equipment
is completely made of leather. All
tobacco pouches come with an inside
lining of natural rubber.

„Roll-Up“
tobacco
pouch

Case for
2 pipes

„Stand-Up“
tobacco pouch

„Italia“ 100 Sabbiata
This large Billiard pipe of
optimally designed proportions is a
timeless exemplary shape that will delight all
lovers of the classics. The tall bowl has a large filling
capacity. Stem with a levelled silver band and a long saddle.
mouthpiece. Sandblasted relief with black finish. 9mm filter.
Best.Nr. 0149-110
 120,00

YAK „Roll-Up“ tobacco pouch for appr. 30-40 g 12,5 x 8 cm
Best.Nr. 2004-71 natural rubber lining inside
 37,50

YAK „Stand-Up“ tobacco pouch for appr. 20-25 g
Best.Nr. 2004-88 natural rubber lining inside

YAK Case for 3 pipes
18,0 x 14,0 x 5,5 cm
A case of very handy size with a firmly fixed narrow handle. A flat
full-size zip pocket is integrated in the reverse side. Comes with
a detachable Yak leather tobacco pouch lined with natural rubber.
 99,50
Best.Nr. 2004-637

9,5 x 8 cm
 37,50

YAK Case for 2 pipes
18 x 8,5 x 4,5 cm
A plain and clear design, a nicely soft „crumple-up“ case. The ideal
small case for an everyday use maight also fit in your coat pocket.
 64,50
Best.Nr. 2004-67
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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YAK Case for 4 pipes (not shown)
Interior design same as in case for 3 pipes.
Best.Nr. 2004-68

17,5 x 17,5 x 5,5 cm
 114,50

WESSEX »Gran Mario 2“ No. 262 Natur
A really pretty Bent with a nice-to-grip thick-walled spherical
bowl of medium filling capacity on a rather
slender stem. Orange and red
contrast stain, polished.
Best.Nr. 1832-262
 119,00

WESSEX »Gran Mario 2“ No. 270 Rustik
A Billiard pipe with a tall 8-panel bowl of
good medium filling capacity, slender but with
sufficiently thick walls. Finely carved rustic
relief with walnut brown finish.
Best.Nr. 1832-270  89,00

WESSEX »Gran Mario 2“
No. 261 Natur
An elegant Bent pipe of light appearance with a
tall slender bowl, very thick-walled in the bottom area.
Good medium filling capacity. Orange and red contrast
stain, polished. Best.Nr. 1832-261  119,00

»Gran Mario 2“
No. 261

WESSEX »Gran Mario 2“ No. 260 Natur
A Billiard pipe with a tall 8-panel bowl of good
medium filling capacity, slender but with sufficiently
thick walls. Orange and red contrast stain, polished.
Best.Nr. 1832-260  119,00

			

WESSEX
»Gran Mario 2“
No. 271 Rustik
An elegant Bent pipe of light appearance
with a tall slender bowl, very thick-walled in
the bottom area. Good medium filling capacity.
Finely carved rustic relief with walnut brown finish.
Best.Nr. 1832-271  89,00

»Gran Mario 2“
No. 271

WESSEX »GRAN MARIO 2«

Three attractive shapes by WESSEX - Handmade in Italy.
As always, very accurately crafted with utmost care, their design
clearly showing their Italian origin. All pipes euipped with a black
acrylic mouthpiece. As a special eye-catcher, their stem is mounted
with a narrow aluminium band with blanked-out curve ornaments.

»Gran Mario 2“
No. 272
WESSEX »Gran Mario 2“ No. 272 Rustik
A really pretty Bent with a nice-to-grip thick-walled
spherical bowl of medium filling capacity on a rather slender
stem. Finely carved rustic relief with walnut brown finish.
Best.Nr. 1832-272  89,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Technisch bedingte Änderungen seitens der Hersteller vorbehalten.
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The return of the Giants
The large pipes (not only) for big hands.

Three classical pipes of unchanged traditional shape as they
have been produced since generations and again and again
loved for their kind-hearted smoking qualities.
These pipes are accurately crafted, their black acrylic mouthpieces have a nicely comfortable bit. All three shapes
are available with two different finishes:
Dark Brown, smooth with walnut brown contrast stain
Black Rustic, sandblast-style black rustic finish

No. 122 XL „Dark Brown“
A really well-proportioned classical Bent pipe
with a traditional Billiard bowl on a straight stem
with a long curved fishtail mouthpiece. Thanks to its
excellent balance it does never feel like a burden
when held with your teeth. The bowl has a
good medium to larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1844-122  79,50

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece

Shown in the
original size

No. 125 XL „Black Rustic“
„Oom Paul“, the exemplary Fullbent
pipe, here shaped to its optimum. The
tall and almost drop-shaped bowl with
its extra thick walls in the bottom area
simply longs to be grabbed with your
hands. This pipe’s excellent balance
makes it hang between your teeth
„likea feather“. The conical tobacco
hole has a good medium capacity.
Best.Nr. 1842-125  62,50

Pipe Knife black granulated
An elegant full-metal pipe smoker’s
tool of beautiful shape with a rounded
spatula and a long pointed awl.
Attractive granulated lacquer finish
as seen on optical instruments.
Best.Nr. 5001-147  15,75

No. 135 XL „Black Rustic“
This hand-filling rounded strong Giant
Billiard pipe has it all: an extra thick-walled
bowl with a large filling capacity for a long and
joyful smoke. Its stem and fairly short fishtail
mouthpiece are laid out correspondigly strong.
Best.Nr. 1842-135
 62,50

More versions on page 55.

Technisch bedingte Änderungen seitens der Hersteller vorbehalten.
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The return of the Giants
Pipe Knives
Elegant full-metal pipe smoker’s tools
of beautiful shape with a rounded
spatula and a long pointed awl.
Two-tone black and blue metallic
Best.Nr. 5001-146  15,75

Chromium-plated
Best.Nr. 5001-143  15,75

No. 137 XL
„Dark Brown“

No. 137 XL „Dark Brown“
This hand-filling rounded strong Giant
Billiard pipe has it all: an extra thick-walled
bowl with a large filling capacity for a long and
joyful smoke. Its stem and fairly short fishtail
mouthpiece are laid out correspondigly strong.
Best.Nr. 1844-137  74,50

No. 120 XL „Black Rustic“
A really well-proportioned classical
Fullbent pipe with a traditional Billiard
bowl on a straight stem with a long fishtail
mouthpiece. Thanks to its excellent balance it
does never feel like a burden when held
with your teeth. The bowl has a good
medium to larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1842-120  57,50

No. 120 XL
„Black Rustic“

Shown in the
original size

No. 127 XL
„Dark Brown“

No. 127 XL „Dark Brown“
„Oom Paul“, the exemplary Fullbent
pipe, here shaped to its optimum. The
tall and almost drop-shaped bowl with
its extra thick walls in the bottom area
simply longs to be grabbed with your
hands. Its excellent balance makes it
hang between your teeth „like a feather“.
The conical tobacco hole provides
a good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1844-127  74,50

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece
All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand:
(see our remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
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Technisch bedingte Änderungen seitens der Hersteller vorbehalten.

import-Rum aus karibik und Mittelamerika

APPLETON Estate Extra 12 Years (Jamaica)
A carefully matured full-bodied rum with well-balanced spice and
sweetness, smooth and nicely soft with a complex flavour spectrum.
Best.Nr. F 08-050
70cl 43 % vol.
( 54,14/Lit.)  37,90

MOUNT GAY Eclipse (Barbados)
A light rum charcterized by a fruity sweet taste with flavours of
apricot, vanilla and roasted nuts with the discreet spice of oak.
Best.Nr. F 08-072
70cl 40 % vol.
( 32,71/Lit.)  22,90

CLÉMENT Rhum VSOP (Martinique)
Its well-balanced flavours go well with the light and mild fruity
sweet-ness of fresh sugarcane juice, tinted with a trace of cedarwood
Best.Nr. F 08-018
70cl 40 % vol.
( 51,29/Lit.)  35,90

PAMPERO Anejo Especial (Venezuela)
A fine rum of powerful character based on a pleasant sweet spicy
taste, smooth and rich, with flavours of Vanilla and mellow caramel.
Best.Nr. F 08-052
70cl 40 % vol.
( 21,14/Lit.)  14,80

EL DORADO Special Reserve 15 Years Old (Guyana)
Delicious flavours of dark chokolate, sweet spicy honey with a fine
roast aroma and a hint of oak, sumptous and distinctly full-bodied
with a lasting rich and deliciously smooth finish.
Best.Nr. F 08-038
70cl 43 % vol.
( 89,50/Lit.)  62,65

RON QUORHUM 15 Años (Dominican Republic)
A dark golden rum with an inviting sweet bouquet of coconut and
caramel, matured in Bourbon casks in the traditional Solera method.
Delicious pleasantly sweet and creamy taste with a long lasting finish.
Best.Nr. F 08-017
70cl 40 %vol.
( 65,93/Lit.)  46,15

DICTADOR SOLERA Aged 20 Years (Kolumbien)
Matured in American oak casks, a real tidbit of finely tuned smooth
character. Rich in taste with tones of caramel and vanilla and aspicy
aroma of roasted coffee beans.
Best.Nr. F 08-086
70cl 40 % vol.
( 79,93/Lit.)  55,95

A. H. RIISE Royal Danish Navy Rum (Virgin Islands)
Matured in oak casks, this rum divites you with a bouquet of freshly
ground coffee, anisseed, caramel and liquorice. Its rich smooth taste
is underlined with flavours of bitter orange, bergamot and cedarwood.
Best.Nr. F 08-088
70cl 40 % vol.
( 72,57/Lit.)  50,80

KIRK & SWEENEY 18 Years (Dominican Republic)
This fine dram is distilled from best Dominikan sugar cane and stored to
mature in American oak casks. Sweet in taste with a long smooth finish.
Best.Nr. F 07-8018 70cl 40 % vol.
( 64,43/Lit.)  47,90

VARADERO Anejo 7 Años (Kuba)
A fine rum of well-balanced character with a delicious sweet spicy
background, but still of nicely smooth and pleasantly aromatic taste.
Best.Nr. F 08-082
70cl 40 %vol.
( 31,71/Lit.)  22,20

Items marked a star

are specially recommended by DAN PIPE’s cigar and tobacco experts.
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Weitere Sorten Rum und Whisky finden Sie in unseren Online Shop unter www.danpipe.de

import-Rum aus karibik und Mittelamerika

ANGOSTURA Dark Rum Aged 7 Years (Trinidad)
A rum with a seductive fruity bouquet and a well-balanced and fullbodied taste. Flavours of honey, toffee and vanilla characterize its
pleasantly sweet general appearance.
Best.Nr. F 08-058
70cl 40 % vol.
( 46,93/Lit.)  32,85

RUM PLANTATION Barbados Extra Old 20th Anniversary
A „Double-Wood“ rum: first matured in Bourbon casks in Barbados,
then in France in selected Barrique casks. Rich, smooth and fullbodied with flavours of ripe banana, Vanilla and roasted coconut.
Best.Nr. B-1036
70cl 40% vol.
( 73,57/Lit.)
 51,50

RON BERMUDEZ Aniversario (Dominican Republic)
A noble rum that, not only visualy, reminds of fine French Cognac.
Very smooth, fairly heavy and full of character, with flavours of
dark chocolate and dried grapes, getly spiced and plesantly sweet.
Best.Nr. F 08-062
70cl 40 % vol.
( 30,57/Lit.)  21,40

RUM PLANTATION Barbados Grande Reserve
Warm bouquet of fruit with fine hints of vanilla. Pleasantly sweet
taste, spicy and yet soft with vanilla and fresh notes of fruit aroma.
Best.Nr. B-1050
70cl 40 % vol.
( 31,29/Lit.)
 21,90
PYRAT XO Reserve -US- (Anguilla, British West Indies)
Elegant, smooth and mellow with a fine sweet and flowery bouquet.
Quite heavy in taste almost like a liqueur with the bitter-sour-sweet
spice of cumquats, a delicious dessert rum with a lasting finish.
Best.Nr. F 08-042
70cl 40 %vol.
( 70,64/Lit.)  49,45

EL DORADO Special Reserve 12 Years Old (Guyana)
One of the most popular exponents of Central American spirits. This
rum offers a harmonious palette of flavours with a sweet and spicy
basis taste accompanied by tones of vanilla, toffee and oak.
Best.Nr. F 08-044
70cl 40 %vol.
( 65,93/Lit.)  46,15

A. H. RIISE XO Reserve Rum (Virgin Islands)
Premium Single Barrel. Destilliert in the Caribbean, matured in oak
casks and bottled in Denmark. A real treat with an intense fruity aroma
and complex notes of orange peel, mango, papaya and vanilla.
Best.Nr. F 08-087
70cl 40 % vol.
( 64,43/Lit.)  47,90

MATUSALEM Gran Reserva 15 Years (Dominican Republic)
A top quality rum of fine elegant character, slowly matured in oakcasks in the Solera method. With a dry and very smooth taste tinted
with aromatic flavours of vanilla and orange peel.
Best.Nr. F 08-046
70cl 40 % vol.
( 45,00/Lit.)  31,50

RON MIEL Arehucas Islas Canarias
This Rum liqueur is a Canary Islands speciality made by a distillery
with a more than 100 years tradition. An excellent Rum matured
in casks for more than 7 years is blended with mountain honey.
Sweet and gentle in taste, best when enjoyed cool or „on the rocks“.
Best.Nr. F 07-102
70cl 20 %vol.
( 18,10/Lit.)  12,65

PAMPERO Aniversario (Venezuela)
Smooth and mellow with a flowery bouquet. A rum with a firm body,
but still very gentle in taste and character. Harmoniously balanced
spice and sweetness with fine hints of liquorice, vanilla and caramel.
Best.Nr. F 08-036
70cl 40 % vol.
( 38,24/Lit.)  26,75
Items marked a star

are specially recommended by DAN PIPE’s cigar and tobacco experts.
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Weitere Sorten Rum und Whisky finden Sie in unseren Online Shop unter www.danpipe.de

imported Single malt scotch & irish whiskies

THE BALVENIE „Double Wood“ Single Malt 12 Years
Matured in oak whisky casks for the first six years, then transferred
into aroma-tinted Sherry casks. You can look forward to a smooth
complex and lasting taste of honey, oranges and fine spice.
Best.Nr. F 06-081
70cl 40 %vol.
( 75,35/Lit.)
 52,75

THE ILEACH Islay Single Malt
A powerful peaty bouquet with a warm note of sweet Sherry. Its
harmonious taste is characterized by flavours of sweet malt, smoke
and slightly bitter spice with a lasting warm finish.
( 43,57/Lit.)
 30,50
Best.Nr. F 06-680
70cl
40 %vol.

BOWMORE Islay Single Malt 12 Years
The classical mild Islay whisky variety with a typical peaty, smoky
bouquet that also bears gentle flowery tones. Smooth and unobtrusive
taste with a delicious soft malt-tinted flavour.
Best.Nr. F 06-050
70cl
40 %vol.
( 49,43/Lit.)
 34,60

ISLE OF JURA Single Malt 10 Years
Smooth with gentle peaty tones, an excellent Island whisky with a
mature and deliciously pure flavour and a „round“, soft and discreetly
flowery finish. A fine stuff for all occasions.
Best.Nr. F 06-160
70cl
40 %vol.
( 55,57/Lit.)
 38,90

CLONTARF Irish Single Malt
A fairly young but really well-balanced whiskey with a fine bouquet
of ripe pear, fresh in taste with pleasantly smooth fruit flavours and
a warm and lasting finish.
Best.Nr. F 06-630
70cl
40 %vol.
( 32,45/Lit.)
 22,70

LAGAVULIN Islay Single Malt 16 Years *
The popular ambassador of classical Islay whiskies, powerful in taste
with tones of peat, seaweed and tar behind the warm malty flavours
and, despite its richness still smooth on your palate.
Best.Nr. F 06-070
70cl
43 %vol.
( 99,86/Lit.)
 69,90

GLENFARCLAS Speyside Single Malt 12 Years
One of the great classical Single Malts. Sumptuous and rich bouquet
and taste, pleasantly smooth with flavours of malt, Sherry and oak
with fine spice and sweet aroma.
Best.Nr. F 06-141
70cl 43 %vol.
( 58,86/Lit.)
 41,20

PAUL JOHN „Bold“ Indian Single Malt Whisky
A nose sweet nose of smoke with fine hints of honey, vanilla spices
and a salty sea breeze. Creamy on your palate, oily and intense with
flavours of honey and spice. Long lasting sweet and warm finish.
Best.Nr. F 06-762
70cl 46 %vol.
( 65,29/Lit.)
 45,70

HIGHLAND PARK Orkney Single Malt Whisky 12 Years
This fine whisky comes from the world’s most northerly still located
in Kirkwall in the Orkneys. Smoky, with notes of heather, honey,
malt and Sherry. Rich and deep in both taste and bouquet.
Best.Nr. F 06-010
70cl 40 %vol.
( 64,75/Lit.)
 45,30

ROCK OYSTER Blended Malt Scotch Whisky
A „Small Batch“ bottling, a blend of island whiskies from Jura, Islay,
Arran and the Orkneys, enchanting with a really maritime character
taste tinted with sea salt, sweet peat, smoke, honey and black pepper.
Best.Nr. F 06-764 70cl 46,8 %vol.
( 62,71/Lit.)
 43,90

Items marked a star

are specially recommended by DAN PIPE’s cigar and tobacco experts.
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Weitere Sorten Rum und Whisky finden Sie in unseren Online Shop unter www.danpipe.de

imported Single malt scotch & irish whiskies

ARDBEG TEN Islay Single Malt 10 Years
A classical Islay Whisky, distinctly smoky in bouquet and taste with
robust and powerful flavours of peat, seaweed, salt and iodine from
the Ocean breeze, accompanied by a pleasant velvety warmth.
Best.Nr. F 06-051
70cl 46 %vol.
( 73,57/Lit.)
 51,50

DALWHINNIE Highland Single Malt 15 Years
A fine aromatic Single Malt with a well-balanced body and a rich
bouquet. Its taste is accompanied by tones of heather and fruit with
a pleasant honey-tinted sweetness in the background.
Best.Nr. F 06-080
70cl
43 %vol.
( 62,35/Lit.)
 43,65

BLACK BOTTLE Blended Scotch Whisky
This is not a Single Malt, but it really is a „dream stuff“ for all
lovers of Islay Whiskies. Powerful, smoky, peaty, warm and spicy...
A well-balanced blend of famous Islay other Highland Whiskies.
Best.Nr. F 06-221
70cl
40 %vol.
( 40,71/Lit.)
 28,50

THE EPICUREAN Lowland Blended Malt Scotch Whisky
Intense aroma of malted barley, of citric fruit and herbs with a slightly
floral touch. Full-bodied sweet like caramelized sugar, accompanied
by tones of citrus and peach with a spicy hint of thyme.
Best.Nr. F 06-766 70cl
46,2 %vol.
( 51,29/Lit.)
 35,90

CARDHU Speyside Single Malt 12 Years
A really delicious and popular dram with an excellent discreetly
sweet-tinted bouquet. Smooth and soft flavours with a long finish.
One of the best selling Whiskies in our assortment since many years.
Best.Nr. F 06-100
70cl
40 %vol.
( 55,57/Lit.)
 38,90

LAPHROAIG Islay Single Malt 10 Years
Exactly the right stuff for all those who fancy powerful flavours: the
Non-Plus-Ultra of fullbodied, rich aromatic peaty-smoky-tarry Islay
Malt Whiskies. Vigorous rich and discreetly sweet taste.
Best.Nr. F 06-190
70cl
40 %vol.
( 56,50/Lit.)
 39,55

CAOL ILA Islay Single Malt 12 Years
A wonderful Islay Single Malt with a smoky iodene-tinted bouquet.
Rich flavours of peat and seaweed with a trace of tomato, underlined
by discreetly sweet flavours with a gentle note of pepper spice.
Best.Nr. F 06-021
70cl 43 %vol.
( 71,29/Lit.)
 49,90

LOCH LOMOND Highland Single Malt
A younger Whisky, light and sweet and yet dry with a bouquet of
Brandy and ripe fruit. Its taste is marked by flavours of dried fruit,
pistachio and a hint of banana. Pleasantly long lasting finish.
Best.Nr. F 06-290
70cl
40 %vol.
( 39,93/Lit.)
 27,95

CONNEMARA Irish Peated Single Malt Whiskey
A „modern“ Irischer Single Malt Whiskey, distilled from peat-roasted
malt. With its delicious mild sweet taste and distinct notes of peat it
has been awarded Number One on some recent whisky rating events.
Best.Nr. F 06-240
70cl
40 %vol.
( 41,29/Lit.)
 28,90

TIMOROUS BEASTIE Highland Blended Malt Scotch Whisky
Typical aroma of Scottish heather and wild honey, expertly merged
into a classical Highland character dram with warm notes of precious
wood, freshly baked sultana biscuits and fine spice.
Best.Nr. F 06-768 70cl
46,8 %vol.
( 62,71/Lit.)
 43,90

Items marked a star

are specially recommended by DAN PIPE’s cigar and tobacco experts.
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More varieties of rum and whisky are presented in our online shop under www.danpipe.de

»MISSOURI MEERSCHAUMS«
Original Corn Cob Pipes
Made in Washington/Missouri, USA

In the year 1869, Henry Tibbe, a Dutch immigrant started producing Corn Cob pipes for an extra income in his Washington/Missouri carpenter’s workshop. With a wink, people compared those
pipes with the precious Meerschaum pipes which lead Henry Tibbe
to use the name „Missouri Meerschaum“ when he founded his
pipe company in 1907.

Until today, the pipes are produced by the same methods patented
in 1894: The coarse fluffy outside of the extra hard „Collier Seed“
corn cobs is filled up with semi-liquid plaster and, after grinding the
hardened plaster, finished with a clear varnish. A softwood stem is
inserted and glued in. It reaches right into the bowl where it serves
as a fairly robust bottom.

DAN PIPE’s multi-purpose coffee mug
White bone china with black imprint with
varying pipe smokers motifs, dishwasher-proof.
Best.Nr. 3600-02 H 90 - Ø 80mm  4,95

„Corn Cob Single“ 1 pipe straight or bent (sorry, no choice possible)
Best.Nr. 1225-1		
 12,50

Medico Filters - US Import
Best for the use in „Corn Cob“ pipes. Filter
paper covered in transparent cellophane.
Frays inside the tube enlarge the surface.
Best.Nr. 6110-10 10 filters  2,50
Best.Nr. 6110-120 120 filters  25,00

„Corn Cob Dozen“ Original Display Card, 12 pipes (mixed straight and bent)
Best.Nr. 1225-12		
( 11,46 p. pipe)
 137,50

„Corn Cob“
bent

„Corn Cob“
straight

Corn Cob Pipes „MacArthur“
Named after World War II US-General
MacArthur who often showed up
in the public with one of these
rustic pipes in his mouth.
Shown in appr.
75% original size
„MacArthur“
Giant

Corn Cob Pipe
„MacArthur“ Giant
height 11 cm, length 24 cm
Extra large filling capacity.
For paper filters Ø 4 mm.
Best.Nr. 1226-03
 29,50

Corn Cob Pipe „Barrel“
height 5,2 cm, length 15 cm
Good medium fillig capacity.
Available only in a set
with „MacArthur“

„Barrel“

Corn Cob Pipes Set
„Barrel“ & „MacArthur“
For the use with MEDICO
Filters or 6 mm paper filters.
Best.Nr. 1226-04  37,50
General
„MacArthur“

„MacArthur“
height 7,3cm, length 15,5cm
Very large filling capacity
Available only in a
set with „Barrel“

Our range of pipe filters
is shown on page 158/159
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„MacArthur“

DAN TOBACCO - ambassadors of fine tobacco since more than 25 years
An old malthouse in Lauenburg, built of red brick into the steep
slope of the Elbe river banks more than 100 years ago and, to cope
with the water-carrying stratum underneath, constructed solidly like
an ancient castle - the ideal place for storing and producing pipe
tobacco. This is the home of DTM Dan Tobacco.

Despite our relatively low turnover of appr. 60.000 kg per year we
have to buy our leaf tobacco on the same terms as the big companies,
that is by the container. So, the lots of leaf tobacco have to be stored
for quite a while before they are completely processed. But this only
does the tobacco good as, if stored under optimal conditions, it can
slowly mature and improve its rich aromatic characteristics day by
day. And even though it is hard on our bank account, we are proud
and really pleased with our bulging leaf tobacco stock.

Today’s industrial tobacco production allows an extensive supply
at prices in line with market requirements and also at a minimum
of quality fluctuation. The other side of the coin though means a
stronger dependency on very large production quantities. In consequence, many tobacco specialities have become „victims“ of these
conditions and have vanished from the market - they did not sell
sufficiently to allow a profitable production. This is a really sad trend
in smoking culture that mainly friends of natural tobacco blends have
to experience and suffer from. One of our aims is to close these gaps
in the market. The name „manufactory“ indicates the high amount
of traditional handcrafting in the course of our tobacco production.

A view of the DTM leaf tobacco stock

Of course, handcrafted tobacco specialities strictly processed with
traditional production techniques have their price which, thanks
to their excellent quality, is well appreciated and accepted by our
customers. So we stick to choosing only best grades of leaf tobacco
and using most refined precious aroma additives, and we take utmost
care on the tobacco’s way from storage to cutting, pressing, blending
and final packaging. This is our way to show our love of tobacco.

The DTM crew in front of one of the processing machines

Our tobacco manufacture also depends, of course, on an efficient
and competitive technical equipment particularly as the demand for
DTM blends has grown noticeably over the past years mainly in the
international trade. Since quite some time we have therefor been
looking for machinery that would match our demands in terms of
size and output capacity. In most cases we had to be content with
second-hand machines that afforded a great amount of restoration.
Some two years ago, we started our reconstruction work with the
help of Mr. Manfred Jacob, a retired Hauni engineer specialized in
tobacco processing machinery, and in March 2011 we were finally
able to celebrate the completion our new production line.

The long tobacco cutting line in the DTM production hall

We normally process quantities of 50 up to 400 kg per blend. The
tobaccos are spread out to be loosened up and at the same time moistened to appr. 25% humidity by spraying on a carefully composed
„casing“ of seasoning agents like plum pulp, liquorice juice and
other natural aromatic spices. After this procedure the blend is left
to rest for a day to allow the flavours to thoroughly join together.
The blend is then cut and again spread out to evaporate excess moist.
Aromatic mixtures are sprayed with alcohol based fragrances, mainly
to improve the tobacco’s scent in the air, and left to rest some more
hours before being weighed out, packed and labelled, which is, of
course, again all done by hand.
„Should you ever stay in our region, do not hesitate to give us a call
and visit our factory. We don’t mind curious looks but will gladly
provide information on all sectors of leaf tobacco processing. And
besides - the picturesque little town of Lauenburg by the River Elbe
with its historical buildings along the river bank is also worth a stay“.

DTM’s heatable flake presses standing in line.

Mr. Andreas Mund is now in charge of the development and production of DTM blends after our former master blender Mr. Jürgen
Westphal has retired from his job. In cooperation with Mr. Heiko
Behrens, often also with the help of Mr. Michael Apitz of DAN PIPE,
he creates our new interesting pipe tobacco mixtures.
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Yours sincerely

Heiko Behrens
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Pipe TORBEN DANSK „Penta“
Production was discontinued.

TORBEN DANSK No. 1 and 4

For the production of these mixtures we can choose from a wide
spectrum of best quality Virginia grades. Latakia from Syria and
Cyprus are also blended in as well as delicious aromatic Oriental
leaf from Basma and Izmir (Smyrna). All mixtures are cut to classic
medium measures and can be smoked in all sizes of pipe bowls.

TORBEN DANSK No. 6 „English Delight” 		

Tobaccos with a higher amount of Latakia are certainly not everybody’s
cup of tea. So we have created this light coloured moderate blend that
still incorporates all attributes of a classical “English Mixture”. Thanks
to the well-balanced composition of Virginia tobaccos with traces
of Maryland leaf, a pleasant natural sweet note is the predominant
flavour. Perfectly made for all those who prefer smooth natural tobacco
flavour. Suitable for all sizes of pipes, slow and evenly burning with
mild and cool smoke. Without aroma additions.
Best.Nr. 8006-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 7,95
Best.Nr. 8006-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

TORBEN DANSK No. 1 „Original Scottish Blend”

A classic “English” Virginia-Oriental mixture with a fairly high amount
of Syrian Latakia, fullbodied and spicy, yet soft and mellow with the
typical natural Virginia sweetness. Slow burning and cool, suitable
for all sizes of pipe bowls. Without aroma additions.
Best.Nr. 8001-100
100g Dose
( 167,00/kg)
 16,70
Best.Nr. 8001-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 147,00/kg)
 36,75

TORBEN DANSK No. 7 „English Mixture”		

TORBEN DANSK No. 4 „English Mixture” 		

A classical mixture of surprisingly gentle character that, despite its
contents of 40 % Latakia, provides a mellow smoke with delicately
sweet natural aromatic flavour. No. 7 burns slow and evenly with a
cool and soft smoke and can best be enjoyed in pipes with smaller
or medium size bowls. Without aroma additions.
Best.Nr. 8007-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8007-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25

A composition similar to No. 1, but with a higher amount of Oriental
tobacco and less Latakia. Well-balanced spice, but still smooth with
a delicious natural sweet background note. Without aroma additions.
Best.Nr. 8004-100
100g Dose
( 165,00/kg)
 16,50
Best.Nr. 8004-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25

CHOO CHOO TRAIN

TORBEN DANSK No. 8 „Midnight Special” 		

DTM‘s 25th Anniversary Blend			

After 25 years, always forward at full steam, our little manufactory
had finally reached its aim to set foot in the market and stand its
ground and gain an excellent reputation among friends of high grade
pipe tobaccos. To mark this jubilee we have created a special blend:
A mixture of best golden brown and red Virginia rich in natural
sweetness, gently matured in the press under addition of a special
casing with natural wild honey. The resulting cake is cut into slices
and, seasoned with a delicious Vanilla top flavour, packed in round
tins as a loosely stacked Flake tobacco.			
Best.Nr. 8431-50
50g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8431-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 161,00/kg)
 40,25

A really unique smoking mixture of fullbodied aroma, rich in spice
and natural sweetness. Its high contents of ethereal oils from the
Latakia make it burn slow and evenly and creates a pleasantly soft
and gentle smoke. The high amount of Latakia is less obvious than
in most other blends as we have sorted out deep black leaf before
blending. Suitable for all medium size bowls. Without aroma additions.
Best.Nr. 8008-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8008-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250		  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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TORBEN DANSK „Ture“ rustic
Cherrywood Halfbent with a concave tapered bowl on an extra broad base.
Very thick walls in the bottom area. Good medium filling capacity. Slightly
flared stem decorated with ivory-coloured resin. Waisted saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0111-32
€ 64,50
Original size see page 5

TORBEN DANSK No. 14 „Navy Cut”		

A flake tobacco in the Danish style, blended from various sweet
Virginia grades. Fullbodied and aromatic, yet with pleasantly smooth
and gentle smoke. A discreet flavouring was added to improve the
tobacco’s natural sweetness and create an attractive scent in the air.
The slices of our No. 14 are very easy to rub out, and this flake will
provide an uncomplicated and rich aromatic smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 8014-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8014-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

TORBEN DANSK No. 9 „Planter’s Delight” 		

A pleasantly smooth and sweet tobacco with appealing aroma and
bouquet. Bright coloured sweet Virginia grades cut to fairly short and
broad size, blended with the optimum amount of extra smooth and
gently flavoured Black Cavendish. Slow and evenly burning with
a fine cool and mellow smoke. Best if smoked in pipes with good
medium or large size bowls.
Best.Nr. 8009-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 7,95
Best.Nr. 8009-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

TORBEN DANSK No. 15 „Sailor‘s Fake“

A classical “Navy Cut” made of best American and Indian Virginia
tobaccos. Processed in keeping with tradition by pressing and then
maturing under reduced pressure to create a fine rich and smooth
taste. Slow and evenly burning with a pleasantly cool and mellow
smoke. Comes out best when smoked in smaller pipe bowls.
Best.Nr. 8015-50
50g Dose
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8015-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 155,40/kg)
 38,85

TORBEN DANSK No. 10 „Loose Cut”		

A deliciously fresh smoking pleasure wiht fine mellow taste, very
easy to smoke. A really fair tobacco mixture, a colourful joy to the eye
and, with its fragrant flavourings perfectly supporting the tobacco’s
natural aroma, a feast for your nose as well. Slow and easily burning,
specially if smoked in pipes with larger bowls, with a cool and gentle
smoke and pleasant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 8010-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 7,95
Best.Nr. 8010-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

TORBEN DANSK No. 17 „Pride ’n’ Joy” 		

„Pride ’n’ Joy” - that’s how we named this delicious TORBEN DANSK
tobacco blend: pride of the high performance level of our sister
company DTM DAN TOBACCO and the excellent quality of their
tobacco products, and joy at the continuous popularity that DTM’s
tobacco products experience among our customers worldwide since
many years - an incentive to maintain our continuity and creativity.
TORBEN DANSK No. 17 „Pride’n’ Joy“ was blended from golden
and reddish brown Virginia tobaccos, smooth Burley and a good
portion of our full-bodied aromatic and wonderfully smooth Black
Cavendish, flavoured with the aroma of delicious forrest blackberries. A cool and gentle smoke of rich and creamy character with
a pleasantly fragrant smell in the air. Taste and try - and share our joy
( 174,00/kg)
 17,40
Best.Nr. 8017-100
100g Dose
Best.Nr. 8017-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 149,00/kg)
 37,25

TORBEN DANSK No. 13 „Italian Style”		

The gentle treat for tounge and palate, sweet and gentle with a delicious mellow coffee flavour. This mixture features various Virginia
grades cut to medium and broad size and a good amount of chocolate
brown smooth Burley that goes really well with the roast-tinted coffee
aroma. An optimum amount of smooth Black Cavendish adds rich
sweetness and improves this aromatic blend’s fullbodied taste. A
really delicious „baccy“ providing a pleasantly cool smoke with a fine
fragrant bouquet. Best if smoked in pipes with a medium size bowl.
Best.Nr. 8013-50
50g Pouch
( 151,00/kg)
 7,55
Best.Nr. 8013-100
100g Dose
( 145,00/kg)
 14,50
Best.Nr. 8013-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 133,00/kg)
 33,25
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PE-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250		  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

Pipe
TORBEN DANSK
„Holger“ production discontinued.

TORBEN DANSK

VIRGINIA SUNSET

This sweet and gentle blend of rich Virginia grades selected for an
extra high natural sugar content was carefully pressed and matured,
then rubbed out ready to smoke. The sweet Virginia aroma blends
perfectly with our Vanilla flavoured Black Cavendish that was added
to en-hance this blend’s wonderful richness. Some patches of Broad
Cut Virginia liven up the tobacco’s appearance and support its slow
burning abilities providing a cool smoke with a very pleasant smell.
Best.Nr. 8028-100
100g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 17,50
Best.Nr. 8028-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60
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TORBEN DANSK »999« Premium Mixture

Golden natural-sweet Virginia grades and selected smooth aromatic
Black Cavendish are blended and seasoned with a well-balanced
special flavour composition to underline the tobacco’s smooth character. The vividly coloured view of this typical „Black & Gold“
blend arouses anticipation of a most pleasant delight with cool and
gentle smoke and a fine bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8099-50
50g Pouch
( 210,00/kg)  10,50
Best.Nr. 8099-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 169,20/kg)
 42,30

TORBEN DANSK 40 Jubilee „Danish Blend“

With this creation we address ourselves to all friends of deliciously flavoured tobaccos. A well-balanced mixture of Black Cavendish, Ready Rubbed Virginia Flake and golden Broad Cut Virgina,
seasoned with flavours of chocolate, vanilla and, as a special note, a
whiff of sweet fruity mandarin aroma. A smooth palate teaser, evenly
burning with cool smoke and a pleasantly fragrant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 8150-50
50g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8150-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 154,40/kg)
 38,60

TORBEN DANSK Virginia Mysore Ready Rubbed Flake

Plain Indian Mysore Virginia without aroma additions, very gently
pressed and matured, rubbed out ready to smoke. Golden brown,
deliciuosly sweet and in no way too heavy. Not only the ideal base
for your own creations of gentle light coloured tobacco blends, but
also a fine rich aromatic delight when smoked on its own.
Best.Nr. 8535-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8535-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

TORBEN DANSK 40 Jubilee „Latakia Blend“

Created for all those who prefer the „English Type“ with its typical
smoky taste, but do fancy a milder version from time to time. This
mixture is based on a rich and soft un-flavoured Black Cavendish
and was blended with a 10 percent amount of Latakia. Slow burning
with a cool and gentle smoke, it comes out with a complex discreetely smoke-tinted taste with pleasantly sweet notes in the background.
Best.Nr. 8151-50
50g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8151-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 154,40/kg)
 38,60

blue note

TORBEN DANSK

TORBEN DANSK BLACK Velvet 		

Velvety smooth and at the same time spicy with a “sparkling” sweet
touch, that’s what this blend really is. Sweet matured Ready Rubbed Virginia with a fresh fruit flavour and the same amount of our
smoothest and richest Latakia are once again matured together under
pressure to ensure a complete and harmonious fusion of the different
flavour characters. Slow and evenly burning with a cool smoke and
consistently smooth and fullbodied aromatic taste. Even its bouquet
is pleasantly discreet and kindly accepted by non-smokers.
Best.Nr. 8025-50
50g Dose
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8025-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60

		

„Walk right in, sit right down, daddy let your mind roll on“...
Bright golden Virginia leaf with a high contents of natural sweetness
is blended with rich aromatic extra smooth Black Cavendish and then
put aside to mature for several weeks. A fresh flavour composition of
exotic fruit and a whiff of mellow Vanilla crowns this extra soft and
fragrant mixture with “that certain something“, a very special flair...
as does the „blue note” in Blues, Jazz and Pop music.
Best.Nr. 8080-50
50g Pouch
( 186,00/kg)
 9,30
Best.Nr. 8080-100
100g Dose
( 181,00/kg)
 18,10
Best.Nr. 8080-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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TORBEN DANSK „Grid“ polished
Best.Nr. 0110-30
 74,50
(original size see page 11)

Olaf Poulsson No. 42 „Special Cut”		

Olaf Poulsson No. 88 „Black Flake“		

A well-balanced tobacco composition in the typical Danish style
based on sweet matured „Ready Rubbed Virginia”, harmoniously
seasoned with a delicious flavouring tinted by a delicious note of
fruit that also scents the pleasant bouquet. Slow and gently burning
with a pleasantly dry and cool smoke, perfectly made to be enjoyed
in all sizes of pipe bowls.
Best.Nr. 8304-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8304-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

This full-flavour and wonderfully smooth flake tobacco was made
after Danish recipes based on a matured Black Cavendish with a
smaller amount of golden Virginia leaf. A nice fragrant fruit flavour
composition of Blackberries, Black Currant and a pinch of smooth
Vanilla are added to make this tobacco a really amazing aromatic
smoking pleasure with a delicious aromatic smell in the air.
The No. 88 was processed without the addition of mastic or glueing
agents (this, by the way, goes for all our DTM flake tobaccos). As a
result, it cannot be packed in whole flake slices the way we are used
to with classical flakes, but comes in larger flake scraps.
Best.Nr. 8308-50
50g Pouch
( 180,00/kg)
 9,00
Best.Nr. 8308-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 149,00/kg)
 37,25

TORDENSKJOLD PIBETOBAK

Danish pipe smokers do like flavoured gentle tobaccos with sweet
taste, but they also like real natural tobacco taste. Conscious to this
fact, the attractive TORDENSKJOLD pipe tobacco mixtures were
created to provide a very smooth aromatic smoke and at the same
time fully feature the original tobacco’s own charcteristic flavour.

Olaf Poulsson No. 77 „Extra Bright”		

This blend reminds a bit of the No. 66, but thanks to its much higher
contents of sweet mature Black Cavendish it provides a fuller and
more fruity aroma. A vividly coloured „Black & Gold“ mixture with
medium size and broad cut leaf to guarantee slow and even burning
abilities. A full flavour pleasure, deliciously smooth and mellow with
an optimum of sweetness. Suitable for all sizes of bowls.
Best.Nr. 8307-50
50g Dose
( 170,00/kg)
 8,50
Best.Nr. 8307-125 125g Folienbeutel
( 148,80/kg)
 18,60
Best.Nr. 8307-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 142,40/kg)
 35,60

TORDENSKJOLD »Black Cavendish «
Burley, Virginia and Black Cavendish, double fermented to create
an extra soft and gentle pipe mixture with a delicious sweet and still
natural tobacco taste and a pleasant bouquet. A fine discrete aroma
has only been added in favour of a nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 8051-50
50g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 8,75
Best.Nr. 8051-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25
TORDENSKJOLD »Virginia Slices «

Olaf Poulsson No. 66 „Blue Label”		

This really friendly mixture is our recommendation to those who want
to quit or reduce cigarette smoking in favour of pipe and tobacco. A
fine blend of pressed and matured Virginia and golden Virginia leaf
tobacco plus some patches of sweet Black Cavendish, seasoned with
an intensive and lasting fruit-dominated flavour composition. Slow
and evenly burning with cool smoke and a wonderful scent in the
air. Suitable for all average size pipe bowls.
Best.Nr. 8306-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8306-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

A fullbodied golden brown flake tobacco blended from best Virginia
grades and Louisiana Perique. Despite of its amazingly rich aroma
this tobacco provides a very gentle smoking pleasure with a natural
mellow taste as preferred by all friends of an excellent Navy Cut.
Best.Nr. 8055-50
50g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 8,75
Best.Nr. 8055-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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M. A. Pfeife
„Chubby Billiard“
A very compact hand-filling pipe, a really impressing modification of the traditional Billiard. Very
thick-walled bowl with a fairly wide conical tobacco hole
(Ø 22mm) and a large filling capacity. Stem mounted with
a levelled silver band. For original size compare page 21.
Best.Nr. 0102-14
 179,00
			

Since many years, she has gently smiled at us from the label of our
DA VINCI tobacco... Now it’s time to honour the lady in person.
The DTM master blender has recalled traditional tobacco processing
techniques. This fantasticly rich and yet incredibly smooth Black
Cavendish was produced by heat fermentation in DTM’s historical
presses. Prepared as a Ready Rubbed Flake, it is the basis of this
fresh and fruity blend that was slightly livened up with some patches
of bright Mysore Virginia. Let this tobacco put a smile on your face!
Best.Nr. 8462-100
100g Klappdose
( 205,00/kg)
 20,50
( 155,40/kg)
 38,85
Best.Nr. 8462-250
250g Spar-Pack

PIPE TOBACCO
„When I asked my friend Michael Apitz to create a tobacco blend
to go along with my pipes, all he said was ‘Wait a minute - I’ve got
an idea...‘ And you can trust in Michael Apitz’s ideas: the result of
his experimenting will surprise, please and delight you as it did me!
Golden Virginia was gently pressed and matured, cut and rubbed out
to be blended with Cross Cut Burley and some pinches of smooth
Black Cavendish. Seasoned with a delicious flavour composition
of Cream Candy and fragrant Vanilla. The soft aroma of this wellbalanced gentle tobacco will please your tounge and palate with a
wonderful creamy sweetness.“ Sincerely yours Holmer Knudsen
Best.Nr. 8084-100
100g Dose
( 176,00/kg)
 17,60
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10
Best.Nr. 8084-250
250g Spar-Pack

DAN PIPE 2000 			

Our Millennium Blend - a symphony of rich scent and aroma. A
composition of our matured extra soft Black Cavendish and broad
scraps of golden Virginia, selected for a high degree of sweetness and
crowned by a specially created seasoning flavour of smooth Vanilla
and a choice of fine fruit essence. This fantastic mellow mixture is
a real joy to nose and palate - simply delicious!
Best.Nr. 8000-100
100g Dose
( 171,00/kg)
 17,10
Best.Nr. 8000-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10

Mona Lisa

Da Vinci

			

A fine mixture of bright Virginia grades and our sweet and gentle
Black Cavendish, matured under addition of wild honey and smooth
fullbodied red wine from the „Colli Senesi“ in Southern Tuscany
with a whiff of mellow Vanilla. A rich and really satisfying smoking
experience for the spoilt palate - and for your friends’ nose as well.
Best.Nr. 8461-50
50g Pouch
( 186,00/kg)
 9,30
Best.Nr. 8461-100
100g Dose
( 176,00/kg)
 17,60
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10
Best.Nr. 8461-250
250g Spar-Pack
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PIPE TOBACCO NO. 2
A sweet and spicy blend based on mature Virginia processed with a delicious honey casing to make the tobacco’s natural sweetness come out
even richer. Blended with fine-spice Orinetal leaf and a small pinch of
smoky Latakia that adds spice without ever supressing the gently sweet
flavours. A pleasantly smooth treat with a cool and mellow smoke.
Best.Nr. 8094-50
50g Dose
( 180,00/kg)
 9,00
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60
Best.Nr. 8094-250
250g Spar-Pack
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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Pipe:
TORBEN DANSK „Holger“
Production was discontinued.

This range of pipe tobacco mixtures
was originally exclusively created by DTM
Dan Tobacco for a distributor in the USA. Quite
soon, the blends were very much in demand among
American pipe mokers and in times of the World Wide Web it was
only a matter of time until they were also asked for in Old Europe.

Liberty 			

Recalls George Washington crossing the ice-packed Delaware
River on December 25th 1776.
A Mixture of selected golden brown Virginias with small amounts of
Kentucky and Dark Fired Virginia was blended with a discreetly flavoured Ready Rubbed Virginia Flake and, to add a hint of smoky background spice, a just only perceptible pinch of Latakia. Cut to fairly
short size for slow and even burning abilities to create a cool smoke and
to allow the fine aromatic taste and bouquet to come out at their best.
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8832-50
50g Dose
( 154,40/kg)
 38,60
Best.Nr. 8832-250
250g Spar-Pack

DAN PIPE proudly presents:

American History Mixtures
The names of all these blends are linked to main events during the
American War of Independence (1775 - 1783) which finally lead to
the birth of the United States of America.

Independence 				
In memory of the event of signing of the American Declaration of
Independence on the 4th July 1776.
This golden and medium brown Ready Rubbed blend of selected
aromatic Virginia grades with a high content of natural sugar with
a very small pinch of Latakia was carefully matured and finally
topped off with a discreet slightly fruit-tinted aroma to support the
Virginia tobacco’s sweetness and to create a pleasant smell in the
air. A really harmonious mixture, slow burning with cool and gently
spiced sweet mellow smoke.
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8898-50
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8898-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 149,00/kg)
 37,25

Old Ironsides			

The popular nickname of the „U. S. S. Constitution“, the oldest
battleship of the American fleet in the War of Independence.
A very special Flake tobacco: aromatic Virginias of high natural
sugar contents are blended with a high amount of spicy Latakia,
then fermented together under pressure and finally left to mature for
several weeks. An almost black wonderfully intense pipe tobacco
with a nice tarry bouquet, rich and full with sweet spicy flavour but
amazingly cool and gentle thanks to its slow burning abilities.
( 202,00/kg)
 10,10
Best.Nr. 8845-50
50g Dose
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10
Best.Nr. 8845-250
250g Spar-Pack

Midnight Ride			

On April 18th 1775 Paul Revere made his way on horseback
through the night from Boston to Lexington and Concord to warn
the inhabitants of the approaching British troups.
This classical English Mixture is composed of rich aromatic sweet
Virginia, fine spicy Oriental leaf, a good portion of Latakia and a
pinch of Louisiana Perique. Thanks to the high content of etheric
oils in the smooth Latakia, this blend pleases with its slow burning
abilities providing a nice spicy and yet gentle smoke. Our special
recommendation to all who fancy a smoke with real tobacco taste
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8834-50
50g Dose
( 149,00/kg)
 37,25
Best.Nr. 8834-250
250g Spar-Pack

Patriot Flake			
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A tribute to all those men who bravely fought for liberty during the
American War of Independence.
A classical Flake tobacco featuring sweet aromatic as well as spicy
characteristics, a composition of various Virginia tobaccos from the
New and the Old World. Thanks to its preparation under pressure
followed by a long maturing period the blend’s components can
harmoniously „melt“ together into a rich and full-bodied but still
pleasantly smooth pipe tobacco that will match the high demands
of addicted lovers of traditional Flakes.
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8835-50
50g Dose
( 149,00/kg)
 37,25
Best.Nr. 8835-250
250g Spar-Pack

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all labels
has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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TORBEN DANSK „Hati“ polished
A compact thick-walled Rhodesian
Halfbent with a medium filling capacity.
Gently curved diamond-shaped stem with a
saddle mouthpiece. A really beautiful pipe that
will appeal not only to lovers of classical shapes
Best.Nr. 0110-29  74,50
Original sizee see page 4.

Milon ga

Smooth and luscious smell and aroma.
A fascinating name for a fascinating blend, inspired by the „Milonga“,
precursor of the traditional Tango Argentino.
Extra smooth Black Cavendish and sweet Ready Rubbed Virginia,
seasoned with the flavour of of delicious Caramel and a whiff of
exoticVanilla. Evenly burning with cool creamy soft smoke and a
pleasant smell in the air, beguiling but still discreet. It is hard to resist
this sweet and gentle full aromatic seduction.
Best.Nr. 8029-100
100g Dose
( 183,00/kg)
 18,30
( 155,40/kg)
 38,85
Best.Nr. 8029-250
250g Spar-Pack

„Cavendish” 			
A golden brown “Danish” style blend of extra sweet aromatic Virginia
grades, partly matured by pressing and rubbed out to be blended with
a golden plain long cut Virginia of medium width. Sweet and mellow
in the, without added flavourings. Slow burning with cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 8030-100
100g Dose
( 145,00/kg)
 14,50
Best.Nr. 8030-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

KÄPT‘N BRAMMER‘S „Alter Friese”		

S. V. H. Georgia Brown

Copenhagen

			

One of the most successful results of Michael Apitz’ creativity in
the composition of pipe tobaccos:
A masterly mixture of golden Virginia with a high ontent of natural
sweetness and an attractive aroma, superbely smooth, miraculously
mellow, a delicious dream with an attractively beguiling bouquet.
You simply must experience this wonderful unequalled pleasure!
Best.Nr. 8441-50
50g Pouch
( 186,00/kg)
 9,30
Best.Nr. 8441-100
100g Hochdose
( 183,00/kg)
 18,30
Best.Nr. 8441-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10

Rainer Barbi Memorial Blend

Rainer Barbi († 23. 05. 2011) ranks as one of the most creative and
experienced German pipemakers. Her ceartinly set standards in the
artistic pipe design. His creations enjoyed a high recognition among
pipe lovers not only in Europe but also in Asia and the U.S.A. and,
to many new pipemakers, was an example and a generous mentor.

			

This blend follows American tradition and is composed from golden
Virginia leaf, best American Burley and sweet matured Black Cavendish.
A fine gentle flavour is added and blends perfectly with the tobacco’s
natural sweetness. A delicious mixture with smooth and cool smoke
and a very pleasant scent in the air. Best in medium or larger bowls
Best.Nr. 8403-100
100g Dose
( 146,00/kg)
 14,60
Best.Nr. 8403-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 136,00/kg)
 34,00
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

This mixture really is like a „fresh breeze“, it was composed after
Irish examples but is much more discreet and deliciously brisk.
A blend of bright and medium brown Virginia tobaccos with a whiff
of Latakia that just adds a note of spice to the sweet-tinted Virginia.
Cut into short medium width scraps. Slow and evenly burning with
cool and dry mellow smoke and a pleasant fragrant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8408-100
100g Dose
( 145,00/kg)
 14,50
Best.Nr. 8408-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

- 68 -

This special mixture reflects pipemaker Rainer Barbi’s personal
taste preferences to a smooth and well-balanced pipe tobacco. A
composition of mellow Black Cavendish blended with bright Virginia ribbons and scraps of a rich full-bodied Virginia Flake, seasoned
with an attractive nut and chocolate aroma top flavour.
Best.Nr. 8022-50
50g Dose
( 250,00/kg)
 12,50
Best.Nr. 8022-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 189,00/kg)
 47,25

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

Christmas Tobacco Take Your Time! Kriswill Irish Rasmussen
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Pipe:
JIRSA No. 165 polished
Production was discontinued.

		

A fragrant mixture of golden and red Virginia, smooth Burley and
extra soft matured Black Cavendish, seasoned with a special aroma
composition of sweet figs, dates and candied fruit. Cut to fairly broad
and short size for easy and slow burning abilities. A constantly smooth
aromatic smoking pleasure with a nice warm bouquet - of course,
not only in the Christmas Seseason. Best in medium or large bowls.
( 192,00/kg)
 19,20
Best.Nr. 8424-100
100g Hochdose

»GOLD LABEL«		

A vivdly coloured fragrant mixture of various sweet Virginias with
soft Black Cavendish that was matured under pressure. A smooth
flavour mainly characterized by an aroma composition of Black
Currant and Vanilla was added to provide a delicious taste of mellow
fruit and a pleasant smell in the air.
( 176,00/kg)
 8,80
Best.Nr. 8039-50
50g Hochdose
( 146,00/kg)
 36,50
Best.Nr. 8039-250
250g Spar-Pack

			

To stay cool and radiate a sense of calm... that is one of the traits
pipe smokers are often associated with. This mixture may help you
approach this aim and take things easy!
A classical Black Cavendish and Virginia blend seasoned with a
well-balanced flavouring of Blackberry, Passion Fruit and Coconut.
Smooth and gentlewith delicious aromatic taste and lovely bouquet.
( 146,00/kg)
 14,60
Best.Nr. 8460-100
100g Dose
( 136,00/kg)
 34,00
Best.Nr. 8460-250
250g Spar-Pack

»GREEN LABEL«

A delicious aromatic blend of sweet Virginia, selected brown Burley
and extra smooth Black Cavendish. Seasoned with a gentle flavour
composition of Vanilla and rich aromatic Wild Honey. A wonderfully
gentle and sweet fragrant smoking pleasure.
( 176,00/kg)
 8,80
Best.Nr. 8042-50
50g Hochdose
( 155,20/kg)
 19,40
Best.Nr. 8042-125 125g Folienbeutel
( 146,00/kg)
 36,50
Best.Nr. 8042-250
250g Spar-Pack

„DEVIL’S HOLIDAY“ 			

Jürgen Westphal, DTM’s former master blender, an addicted fan
of Swing Music, had the idea of creating a nice tobacco blend to
go along with his favourite CD „Devil’s Holiday“.
Of course, his „magical mixture” was bound to be raven-black and
full of mystery. We could only just talk him out of adding secret
witchcraft herbs like Belladonna or Mandragora...
Instead, a delicious sweet fragrant aroma composition of wild berries
was chosen to enrich this smooth blend. A fantastic fragrant and full
flavour smoking pleasure... hellishly rich and heavenly smooth!
( 164,00/kg)
 16,40
Best.Nr. 8899-100
100g Hochdose
Best.Nr. 8899-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

»BLACK LABEL«

A full aromatic mixture of bright coloured Virginia grades slowly
matured under pressure and rubbed out ready to smoke. Just a small
pinch of flsvoured Black Cavendish was added to enrich the Virginia’s
own natural sweet aroma and to create a nice smell in the air.
( 175,00/kg)
 8,75
Best.Nr. 8040-50
50g Hochdose
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25
Best.Nr. 8040-250
250g Spar-Pack

„Irish Mixture“			
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Golden and reddish brown Virginia grades with some patches of
Black Cavendish, discreetly refined with a fruit-tinted aroma composition only to emphazise the tobacco’s own sweet flavours. Soft
with a muted flowery touch, supported by the Virginia’s natural
sweetness. A pleasant alternative to many Irish style blends that generally tend to show quite a heavier character.
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8069-50
50g Dose
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60
Best.Nr. 8069-250
250g Spar-Pack

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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M. A. Blends
created by Michael Apitz
Michael Apitz’

Smooth Black Cavendish and a small amount of Virginia Cross
Cut, deliciously refined with a flavour composition of Peach and
Passion Fruit topped off with a fine whiff of Vanilla. A symphony
of fruity and creamy aroma that brings back memories to me of the
rich fragrant smell in rampant orchards under the warm and bright
Mediterranean sun. Enjoy!
Yours sincerely Michael Apitz
Best.Nr. 8447-100
100g Hochdose
( 183,00/kg)
E 18,30
Best.Nr. 8447-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
E 39,10

Perfect Blend (gold)
This well-balanced blend can hardly be topped. A feast for eyes
and nose as you open the tin. Full flavour and bouquet, a nice cool
smoke of fine rich character, smooth and gentle on tounge and palate.
What more is there to say... you’ve got to have a try!
Best.Nr. 8443-100
100g Hochdose
( 183,00/kg)
 18,30
Best.Nr. 8443-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10

Michael Apitz’ Private Blend

Michael Apitz’ Private Blend Black Blend (schwarz)
„Ready Rubbed“ Virginia with Black Cavendish and a pinch of golden
Virginia, , seasoned with a flavour composition of soft smooth Bourbon
Vanilla and a splash of „Crème de Cacao“ liqueur. Though with a
more discreet bouquet, this extra smooth tobacco provides a pleasant
smoke with delicious full aroma and a really soothing sweetness.
Best.Nr. 8442-100
100g Hochdose
( 159,00/kg)
 15,90
Best.Nr. 8442-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

White Blend (weiß)
The first blend in this range, originally developed by Michael Apitz
only for his own private joy. A classical dark coloured Black Cavendish
blend, rich and mellow, fullbodied and wonderfully smooth with its
flavour of Tangerine, Blackberry, Almond and Vanilla lasting until
the last puff. A really delicious smoking experience.
Best.Nr. 8440-100
100g Hochdose
( 160,00/kg)
 16,00
Best.Nr. 8440-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 142,40/kg)
 35,60

Michael Apitz’ Private Blend

Michael Apitz’ MEMORIES OF TUSCANY

Inspired by Michael Apitz’ favourite vacation spot. This predominantly dark Black Cavendish mixture was livened up by some patches
of bright Virginia Cross Cut. Its taste is mainly characterized by the
Black Cavendish’s typical soft sweetness, a most delicious aroma of
grapes and black currant was added to provide an extra balm to nose
and palate. Enjoy the rich and mellow taste of this smooth and sweet
tobacco and dream of fragrant sun-spoilt southern landscapes...
Best.Nr. 8449-100
100g Hochdose
( 205,00/kg)
 20,50
Best.Nr. 8449-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 166,00/kg)
 41,50

Mediterraneo

Bi Bo Michael Apitz’ „Biker & Bolzer Tabak“ *

A deep black blend of extra gentle Black Cavendish with just a trace
of Broad Cut Virginia. The special flavour of orange and mandarine
extracts was specially composed for this tobacco and creates a wonderful depth of taste never achieved till now. Our „jewel“ is refined
with a discreet whiff of Vanilla. This Premium blend is the embodiment of all our passion for highly aromatic tobaccos.
* Ralph Kaschwich (Biker) and Michael Apitz (Bolzer = kicker)
Best.Nr. 8448-100
100g Klappdose
( 206,00/kg)
 20,60
( 167,00/kg)
 41,75
Best.Nr. 8448-250
250g Spar-Pack
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

M. A. Blends
created by Michael Apitz
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Caro Mio

7:1

Blue Canary

Michael Apitz’

			
„Italy is always worth a trip. Not only for its scenic and historic
attractions, but also for lust of the pleasures of the Mediterranean
Cuisine - the delicious desserts in particular. So I had the idea to
create a charmingly smooth pipe tobacco that would recall the sweet
seduction of a „Panna Cotta“ or „Crème Caramel“.
Soft rich Black Cavendish and a small amount of golden Ready
Rubbed Virginia Flake were seasoned with a palatable flavouring of
Caramel and Vanilla to provide my „Caramello“ with the fine creamy
taste of Toffees that stays present in your pipe until the last puff.“
Best.Nr. 8446-100
100g Hochdose
( 182,00/kg)
 18,20
Best.Nr. 8446-250 250 g Spar-Pack
( 155,40/kg)
 38,85

M. A. Pfeife „Chubby Pot“
Handmade by Holmer Knudsen
Even though the bowl looks quite tall, its strictly cylindrical
shape refers to the classical Pot model. The wide tobacco hole (Ø 23 mm)
with very strong walls provides a large filling capacity. The fairly slender
stem is mounted with a levelled silver band. (also see page 21)
Best.Nr. 0102-13  179,00

Michael Apitz’
den danske drøm			

Michael Apitz’

Michael Apitz’

Michael Apitz’
Mike’s American

Ready Rubbed		
A fantastic dark coloured blend of sweet golden Virginia tobaccos
with our smoothest Black Cavendish, seasoned with a full Vanilla
flavour and then pressed to mature before being rubbed out ready
to smoke. Easy to handle and slow and evenly burning. You will
enjoy its pleasantly cool smoke with delicious full aroma, sweet but
not too sweet, velvety smooth and gentle.
Michael Apitz
Best.Nr. 8444-100
100g Hochdose
( 183,00/kg)
 18,30
Best.Nr. 8444-250 250 g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10

				

Extra smooth Black Cavendish blended with an appr. 15% amount
of sweet Ready Rubbed Virginia. This vividly coloured mixture was
seasoned with an outstandingly delicious top flavouring of Amaretto
and Caramel aroma for a pleasant and intensely fragrant smoke.
90 minutes can be a really wonderful experience!
Best.Nr. 8439-100
100g Hochdose
( 182,00/kg)
 18,20
Best.Nr. 8439-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 155,40/kg)
 38,85

Denmark - land of pipesmokers, land of pipemakers and land of wonderful rich aromatic pipe tobaccos. To me, Denmark has always been
the land of dreams. My “Dream Tobacco” - after years of searching
I have found it! It had to be black, fullbodied sumptuously sweet.
It had to be “round” with a character of its own. Velvety smooth
Black Cavendish with patches of Mysore Virginia, refined with
the precious aroma of African Vanilla and Raspberries. To me, this
delicious tobacco really is my „Danish Dream”.
Michael Apitz
Best.Nr. 8445-100
100g Hochdose
( 183,00/kg)
 18,30
Best.Nr. 8445-250 250 g Spar-Pack
( 156,40/kg)
 39,10
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The „Ilas Canarias“ are a very popular holiday destination. Their
enchantig flair with mountains, sun, wind, sea and a their special
vegetation have inspired Michael Apitz to a new tobacco creation.
Its name was taken from the popular song „Blue Canary“ recorded
in 1953 by Dinah Shore.
A wonderfully smooth Black Cavendish, matured in the traditional way is thew aromatic base of this predominantly dark mixture,
only livened up with some golden brown scraps of Virginia Flake.
A premium flavour seasoning of apple and vanilla with a whiff of
cinnamon completes this blend for a fulfilling smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 8458-100
100g Hochdose
( 189,00/kg)
 18,90
Best.Nr. 8458 -250 250g Spar-Pack
( 155,20/kg)
 38,80

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

Sunday‘s Best Little Wren

Cock Robin

Ascanian Mallard

JIRSA No. 90 Light polished
A wonderfully light-weighted and
wonderfully flat version of classical
Rhodesian shapes with a broad and very
thick-walled bowl of small filling capacity.
Slender diamond-shaped stem and saddlemouthpiece.
Original size see page 142 Best.Nr. 0461-090  74,50

Ascanian TOBACCO DREAMS

The base of these two blends, named after the aristocratic Ascanian
dynasty that once ruled over the Lauenburg region, is a 5 years old
Zambian Virginia which, by addition of original Louisiana Perique
develops its full and pleasantly sweet character in a 3-months aging
process. The name Perique refers to the French word „barrique“. In
the 19th century, French settlers in Louisiana who named themselves
„Acadians“ or „Cajuns“, adopted a special method of tobacco processing from the native Indians: Firmly stowed in oak casks leaf by
leaf, the tobacco is left to mature for a whole 1-year fermentation.
As a result, it will develop its typical slightly musty smell and taste.

Ascanian
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Named after an old English chant. And „English“ is the predominant
trait is this Ready Rubbed Mixture of rich heat-fermented Virginia
providing a sweet background layer. A small amount of smooth
Latakia adds a whiff of smoky spice to this blend’s pleasant and
well-balanced taste. A soft and cool smoke with an agreably discreet
real tobacco smell in the air.
( 170,00/kg)
E 8,50
Best.Nr. 8468-50
50g Runddose
( 139,20/kg)
E 34,80
Best.Nr. 8468-250
250g Spar-Pack

No. 1 Riverside Blend		

Virginias from Zambia and Mysore with an initial nicotine contents
of appr. 3,5% that has been gradually reduced in the course of the
tobacco’s long storage period. With some Oriental leaf and a 5%
amount of Perique added, the blend is put under high pressure for
2 days and, after another 3 months of maturation, cut and packed.
( 242,00/kg)
 12,10
Best.Nr. 8211-50
50g Dose
( 227,00/kg)
 22,70
Best.Nr. 8211-100
100g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 47,75
Best.Nr. 8211-250
250g Spar-Pack

Ascanian

			

No. 2 Castle Blend			

This blend is based on the No. 1, but with a 10% amount of Perique.
( 252,00/kg)
 12,60
Best.Nr. 8212-50
50g Dose
( 232,00/kg)
 23,20
Best.Nr. 8212-100
100g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 47,75
Best.Nr. 8212-250
250g Spar-Pack

The Mallard			
All over the world, ducks are most popular among younger or older
people for their gentle character and appearance. And we could not
have thought of more suitable attributes for this tobacco.
A smooth mellow Ready Rubbed Flake based on an extraordinarily
rich and full-bodied sweet Zambian Virginia that was carefully
fermented and matured under pressure. There was no need to add
any flavourings to enhance its aroma, and it has found great reception among committed friends of pure natural tobacco and among
lovers of flavoured pipe mixtures as well. You can look forward to a
wonderfully gentle smoke and experience the perfect rich and sweet
Virginia taste of THE MALLARD pipe tobacco!
( 165,00/kg)
 16,50
Best.Nr. 8059-100
100g Dose
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35
Best.Nr. 8059-250
250g Spar-Pack
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Contentedly smiling, a gentleman strolls along the arcade enjoying his pipeful of savoury tobacco. Happiness! A colourful Virginia
blend with a smaller amount of Black Cavendish. Its fairly short cut
supports its even glowing abilities with a cool and gentle smoke.
An interesting composition of ripe fruit extracts like elderberry and
apricot tints both taste and smell with delicious characteristics.
( 170,00/kg)
E 17,00
Best.Nr. 8466-100
100g Klappdose
( 139,20/kg)
E 34,80
Best.Nr. 8466-250
250g Spar-Pack

			
One of the smallest and most unadorned song-birds, but certainly
one of the loudest! Just right to choose this feathered midget’s name
for this rich aromatic Ready Rubbed Cut Plug. Bright and brown
Virginia with a trace of Black Cavendish are pressed and matured
together, then seasoned with a special attractive flavouring of cool
and fresh sweet floral character. Exceptionally smooth and fragrant,
a real feast for both nose and palate.
( 185,00/kg)
E 9,25
Best.Nr. 8469-50
50g Runddose
( 149,00/kg)
E 37,25
Best.Nr. 8469-250
250g Spar-Pack
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

TORBEN DANSK

„Heikki“ rustic
A Stand-Up Cherrywood Bent with a tall and fairly
slender bowl of slightly conical and gently curved shape
is tailor-made for bigger hands. Its conical tobacco hole
provides an almost large filling capacity. Waisted saddle
mouthpiece with a broad bit. Original size see page 5.
Best.Nr. 0111-31 € 64,50
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BILL BAILEY’s BALKAN BLEND		

This is nostalgia at its best! All those who mourn the ancient full flavour
Latakia blends that have almost vanished from today’s pipe tobacco
landscape, will find comfort in this fine mixture of best Virginia grades,
selected Oriental leaf, 10% spicy Kentucky, more than 40% Latakia (!)
and a pinch of Louisiana Perique. Doesn’t that sound good to you?
Best.Nr. 8453-100
100g Dose
( 182,00/kg)
 18,20
Best.Nr. 8453-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 151,00/kg)
 37,75

					

In the old days, this amazing black bird was respectfully admired for
its cleverness and intelligence and was held as a symbol of wisdom.
Characteristics very often associated with us pipe smokers...
A traditional English Mixture of Virginia, Oriental and Latakia leaf
in well-balanced proportions optimally featuring all shades of flavour
from sweet mellow to smoky spice-tinted taste. Cut to fairly long
size, slow and evenly burning with a cool and gentle smoke.
Best.Nr. 8467-100
100g Klappdose
( 165,00/kg)
 16,50
Best.Nr. 8467-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

BILL BAILEY’s BIRTHDAY BLEND		

...is, of course, not only meant for birthdays or other festive occasions. An attractive bright coloured blend of sweet and mild Virginia
tobaccos with only some dots of Black Cavendish. Refined with a
rich aromatic flavour of „Blue Curaçao“, it will provide you with
a deliciously gentle and fresh smoking pleasure - and your friends
with a nice fragrant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8454-100
100g Dose
( 160,00/kg)
 16,00
( 144,00/kg)
 36,00
Best.Nr. 8454-250
250g Spar-Pack

BILL BAILEY’s BEST BLEND 		

With this typically English smoking mixture our master blender has
made the impossible come true by uniting two opposite characters
in one blend: a fullbodied and spicy pipe tobacco with a really high
contents of smoky Latakia, at the same time smooth and gentle, a
rich satifying smoke with a delicate natural sweet taste. A real feast
for your palate - do have a try!100g Dose ( 170,00/kg)  17,00
Best.Nr. 8451-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25

			

BILL BAILEY’s BLACK BLEND		

This extra smooth deep black mixture is really a feast for your eyes,
nose and palate. It is based on smooth extra sweet Black Cavendish,
livened up by some specks of bright Virginia and seasoned with a
special Italian Maraschino Liqueur flavour to provide a delicious
well-balanced smoking pleasure with a harmonious rich and yet gentle
aroma and a pleasant bouquet. Best in medium or larger size bowls.
Best.Nr. 8455-100
100g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 15,90
Best.Nr. 8455-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 143,00/kg)
 35,75
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40
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„Alea jacta est“ – the dice have been cast.
This tobacco was supposed to be introduced already in our 2015
catalogue. But „Rome wasn’t built in one day“ - it just took more
time until in 2016 we were really satisfied with the blending results.
The name „Tumblin’ Dice“ refers to its special preparation as a
broad Cube Cut of various natural sweet golden and brown Virginia
grades plus a clearly perceptible amount of our precious original
Louisiana Perique. The blended tobaccos are first cut lengthways,
then pressed for some days, again cut crosswise and then finally left
to mature for several months. The resulting cubes of 6 mm width
each hold the complete blend and will unfold their rich sweet and
spicy taste best when smoked in pipes of large or very large filling
capacity. Without top flavouring additions.
Best.Nr. 8036-50
50g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8036-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 154,40/kg)
 38,60

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

Hamburger Pfeifentabak

Our credits to Hamburg, DAN PIPE’s home town until 2001. These blends HAMBURGER PFEIFENTABAK
mediate the experience and results of nearly 40 years in the trade and manufacture of pipe tobacco. My major
concern was to develop blends that feature new attractive charcteristics still maintaining the real tobacco taste also
when various flavourings were added in favour of a nice smell in the air. Above all, each of the seven mixtures in
this range will please you with a nicely gentle smoke.		
Sincerely yours Heiko Behrens

Alter Pinnas			

In the 19th century, the „Alter Pinnas“ (Old Pinnacle) was a popular pub restaurant
established in an old ship by the Elbe riverbank of St. Pauli.
Sweet Virginia and Burley, a pinch of Kentucky and some Black Cavendish in a fine
pipe mixture with a nice sweet bouquet. A small portion of Broad Cut Virginia is
added to improve its slow burning abilities for a pleasantly cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 8201-50
50g Dose
( 155,00/kg)
 7,75
Best.Nr. 8201-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

Fleetenkieker			
The inner City of Hamburg is devided by canals („Fleet“) which, in the old days lso
served as dumps. When fallen dry at low tide, rag-and-bone men nick-named „Fleetenkieker“. In the 1950’s, a noble Hamburg restaurant located on one of those canals
has adopted that name - the old garbage collectors have at last become respectable.
Our „Fleetenkieker“ is an uncomplicated and reliable companion best if smoked in
larger bowls. Golden brown Virginia tobacco from Zaire and Mysore cut to different
size, blended with a good amount of Black Cavendish and a tiny pinch of Louisiana
Perique. A gentle flavour is added for a deliciously sweet and soft aromatic smoke.
Best.Nr. 8204-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 7,95
Best.Nr. 8204-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

Hamborger Veermaster			

„Blow, boys, blow!”... named after the popular Shanty song „Hamborger Veermaster“
(a four-mast clipper from Hamburg). A fine traditional English style Virginia Flake
with the taste of real tobacco, not too moderate but still sweet and gentle. Slow and
evenly burning with cool smoke for a delicious rich and mellow pleasure.
Best.Nr. 8205-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8205-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35
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For the storage of the low-price
economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PE-jars (see p. 149):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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Lütte Deern			

Wappen von Hamburg			

“Little Gal” - one of our “dearest children”, a real delicacy. Gentle
and sweet, lively and aromatic with a wonderful and most pleasant
fresh fruit flavour and bouquet. Cut to scraps of medium width and
length, easy to handle, slow and evenly burning with cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 8406-50
50g Dose
( 151,00/kg)
 7,55
Best.Nr. 8406-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 126,60/kg)
 31,65

„Hamburg Arms“ - the flagship of the City of Hamburg Admiralty.
The first ship by this name was launched in 1699 and sailed the seas
to guard and protect convoys of Hamburg’s trading vessels against
North African and Arab pirates who pestered the seas and even dared
to sail the North Sea region on their search for rich pickings.
Bright and medium brown Virginia cut to various width and some
of our sweet matured Black Cavendish, blended with some scraps of
flake tobacco to ensure slow burning with cool smoke. A fine mixture of smooth natural character, gently flavoured only to enrich the
Virginia tobacco’s own sweetness and create a nice fragrant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8206-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)  7,95
Best.Nr. 8206-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

Swatte Deern			

“Black Gal” - the dark coloured sister of the above named blend. A
velvety smooth mixture based on our rich aromatic Black Cavendish,
livened up by some patches of bright golden Virginia. Slow burning
and cool with a fine bouquet. Fullbodied and sweet, simply delicious!
Best.Nr. 8407-50
50g Dose
( 151,00/kg)
 7,55
Best.Nr. 8407-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 126,60/kg)
 31,65

Wittkittels			
„White Coats“ - that’s how Hamburg’s citizens named the men of
the first City Fire Brigade in the middle of the 19th century.
A gently matured “Ready Rubbed Flake” blended from various golden
and brown Virginia grades, a smooth delight for lovers of moderately
full tobaccos. The basic blend is seasoned with a very discreet flavour
composition just to refine the tobacco’s natural sweet aroma and to
improve the nice scent in the air. Wittkittels can be smoked in all
average size pipes (rubb it out a little more for smaller pipe bowls).
Best.Nr. 8202-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 7,95
Best.Nr. 8202-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

Our „ambassador“ of Hanseatic smoking culture:
The Sampler-Box with 6 blends „Hamburger Pfeifentabak“.
Box with 50 g each „Alter Pinnas“, „Fleetenkieker“, „Lütte Deern“,
„Swatte Deern“, „Wittkittels“ und „Wappen von Hamburg“.
Best.Nr. 8200-6
6 x 50g
( 155,67/kg)
 46,70
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Sampler-Box
with 6 blends

Hamburger
Pfeifentabak

TORBEN DANSK „Skalli“ polished
A light-weighted Halfbent with a cuddly sperical thick-walled bowl
on a slender stem with a short saddle mouthpiece. Just below medium filling
capacity. Original size see page 12. Best.Nr. 0110-28  74,50
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In memory of Bjarne Nielsen († 2008), our close friend, pipe trader and
patron of many Danish pipe artists, we will continue the two most popular blends from the tobacco range produced under his name by DTM.

Hamburger Pfeifenrunde von 1982

bjarne‘s »white label« (weiß)		

Eine sehr attraktive aromatische Mixture verschiedener goldener,
Sweet aromatic golden Virginia and extra soft Black Cavendish,
matured together under gentle pressure, Bjarne’s special choice for
a fullbodied but extra smooth and amazingly gentle tobacco, a real
pleasure when smoked in all medium or large size pipes.
( 164,00/kg)
 16,40
Best.Nr. 8047-100
100g Hochdose
( 143,00/kg)
 35,75
Best.Nr. 8047-250
250g Spar-Pack

bjarne‘s »Flake de Luxe«		

„My Flake“, that’s how Bjarne used to call this well-balanced blend
of selected sweet and smooth Virginia grades - seasoned with a splash
of... no! We have always kept and will keep this as his secret. Bjarne
has been ever so proud that his „Flake de Luxe“ ranked among the
most popular DAN PIPE flake tobaccos. So, fill your pipe and have a
smoke in remembrance of this kind and gentle man Bjarne Nielsen.
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
Best.Nr. 8048-50
50g Runddose
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60
Best.Nr. 8048-250
250g Spar-Pack

Mountain Village

The pipe smokers club „Hamburger Pfeifenrunde von 1982“ was
founded by our former master blender Jürgen Westphal and other
pipe enthusiasts. He has originally composed this mixture exclusively
for his friends to be smoked at their gatherings, and we are proud to
be authorized to present it here to our customers.
A fullbodied “English” Latakia mixture with a good amount of fine
Ready Rubbed Virginia to increase its smoothness and add a gentle
sweet background note. A rich flavour tobacco for a pleasantly gentle
smoking experience - a must for all friends of natural tobacco taste.
( 159,00/kg)
 15,90
Best.Nr. 8895-100
100g Dose
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35
Best.Nr. 8895-250
250g Spar-Pack

Hamburger Pfeifenrunde von 1982
Der „Jubiläums-Blend 25 Jahre“

In 2007, the „Hamburger Pfeifenrunde von 1982“ celebrated their
25th anniversary. As a special tribute, Jürgen Westphal created a
new and really special smoking mixture for all lovers of „English“
style blends. Like its precursor here on the left, it is determined by a
good amount of Latakia, but provides a much more refined and also
smoother taste - the „Pfeifenrunde“ members were really delighted.
( 159,00/kg)
 16,40
Best.Nr. 8897-100
100g Dose
( 139,20/kg)
 34,80
Best.Nr. 8897-250
250g Spar-Pack

GORDON PYM			

We recommend this blend to all those who have so far preferred
highly flavoured pipe mixtures and now think of trying real tobacco
taste. Golden Virginia and Maryland with a pinch of Dark Fired
Virginia to intensify their flavour, precious Oriental leaf and finally
smooth Syrian Latakia. Cut to broader size, this mixture burns slow
and evenly with nicely cool smoke. Best in pipes with a larger bowl.
( 165,00/kg)
 16,50
Best.Nr. 8404-100
100g Dose
( 145,00/kg)
 36,25
Best.Nr. 8404-250
250g Spar-Pack
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

JIRSA
No. 215 Rustic brown
This pipe with its curved streamlined shape
made Holger Frickert go into raptures. You just want
to grasp it and not let go again... Its bowl has extra
thick walls and a smaller filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0463-215  49,50
Original size see page 145.
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„Evening Standard“		
Broad Cut Virginia leaf and heat-fermented dark brown Virginia
“Ready Rubbed Flake” in equal parts, blended with a good portion
of Latakia. A fullbodied but pleasantly smooth pipe mixture in the
„English“ style, slow burning with nicely cool smoke.
( 172,00/kg)
 17,20
Best.Nr. 8723-100
100g Dose
( 147,00/kg)
 36,75
Best.Nr. 8723-250
250g Spar-Pack

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

TORBEN DANSK
„Knold“ polished
A very handy chubby
pipe with a broad extra thickwalled bowl of just medium filling
capacity. One of our top sellers!
Best.Nr. 0110-04 € 74,50

Former’s

PRIVATE FLAKE			
This tobacco was created in consensual cooperation with the Danish
pipemaker „Former“ (Hans Jonny Nielsen) when he ran his pipe
workshop in the DTM premises during the 1990‘s.
Aclassical flake tobacco of golden-brown Indian Virginia leaf. Left to
mature for an extra long period to increase the full Virginia sweetness.
Pleasantly smooth with a rich genuine flavour and pleasant smell.
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8087-50
50g Runddose
Best.Nr. 8087-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 169,20/kg)
 42,30
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Skipper’s Flake

HOLLY’s »DISCOVERY«			

Many a hard sailing cruise in all weathers has marked the face of this
old seafarer - and still his portrait exudes a warm sense of calm and
gentleness. Hearty and strong, that’s what best describes this flake
tobacco’s taste, and still it smokes pleasantly smooth and cool.
A blend of selected rich Virginia grades, pressed for several days
and then stowed away to mature under reduced pressure. Fullbodied,
pleasantly sweet, a joy for all who look for a rich smoke.
( 215,00/kg)
 10,75
Best.Nr. 8065-50
50g Dose
( 174,80/kg)
 43,70
Best.Nr. 8065-250
250g Spar-Pack

„To me, this flake really was a great discovery: almost black, with
a delightful tarry bouquet. And as I smoked it... how mellow, how
smooth and gentle! To my surprise, the fullbodied spice taste was
accompanied and soothed by a distinct sweet note that I like so much
in Virginia flakes. The simple secret: natural sweet Virginia and a
good portion of smoky Latakia are pressed and then matured together
to create this exceptionally rich flavour.“
Holger Frickert
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 8082-50
50g Dose
( 152,40/kg)
 38,10
Best.Nr. 8082-250
250g Spar-Pack

FLAKE TOBACCO		

Plug Tobacco			
„Salty Dogs“ - that how sailors were nicknamed in England in the old
days when sailing vessels ruled the Seven Seas. They loved to smoke
or chew tobacco which they carried with them pressed to a firm block
of pocket size, a so-called „plug“. And they loved Rum, which they
also used to enrich their „baccy’s“ flavour.
Our „Salty Dogs“ plug tobacco is made of selected sweet Virginia
leaf blended with rich aromatic Louisiana Perique and seasoned with
Caribbean Rum to be matured together under pressure. The resulting
cakes are not sliced like traditional Flakes but only cut into square
compact tobacco blocks. Use a pen knife to cut slices thin or thicker
to your liking. Best when smoked in pipes with a smaller bowl.
( 190,00/kg)
 9,5
Best.Nr. 8476-50
50g Pouch
( 195,00/kg)
 9,75
Best.Nr. 8476-50
50g Pouch

An attractive classical pipe tobacco created to please all those who
long for a rich and yet gentle cool smoke of natural Virginia taste in
the old fashioned style. This really full-bodied but still amazingly
smooth dark coloured Flake tobacco was prepared from selected
sweet Virginia Grades and a good portion of mellow spicy Louisiana
Perique. Carefully matured to bring out the rich flavour at its best.
( 205,00/kg)
 10,25
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8068-50
( 169,20/kg)
 42,30
Best.Nr. 8068-250
250g Spar-Pack

St. Bernard

ELWOOD Flake No. 2			

Four different Virginia grades and a small amount of delicately spicy
Oriental leaf are fermented together in the press under addition of
a traditional fig and plum casing and then left to calmly mature for
several weeks. A sweet Flake tobacco inspired by the classics, slow
burning with cool smoke and a pleasantly mellow taste.
( 180,00/kg)
 9,00
Best.Nr. 8019-50
50g Dose
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60
Best.Nr. 8019-250
250g Spar-Pack

For cutting down
your plug tobaccos:
The French pen knife classic by OPINEL
Lockable stainless steel blade (76 mm).
Solid natural-color beech wood handle.
Best.Nr. 4101-060  9,95
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.

Medium Cut Gold of Mysore

Golden Flake
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TORBEN DANSK
„Garm“ polished
A large powerful Bulldog pipe
with a tall bowl. A handy thick-walled
pipe with a conical tobacco hole of almost
large filling capacity. Original size see page 4.
Best.Nr. 0110-27 € 79,50
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hen things just won’t go on, the Jolly Joker is
brought into play to bring enjoyment and relaxation.
A vividly coloured Black & Gold mixture of rich velvety smooth
Black Cavendish, brown and golden Virginia and a pinch of Burley,
seasoned with delicious flavours of marzipan and hazelnut with a
whiff of Vanilla. Creamy sweet-tinted smoke with a fine note of
roasted candied almonds in both taste and smell - a real delight!
Best.Nr. 8465-100
100g Klappdose
( 205,00/kg)
E 20,50
Best.Nr. 8465-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 150,40/kg)
E 37,60

			

The spinning of tobacco is an ancient craft that reaches back to the
early 17th century. In order to extend it shelf life, tobacco leaves were
wrapped up and firmly twisted to create an endless cord like a rope.
Thus compressed, the tobacco would mature and develop its full aroma.
Our „Roper’s Roundels“ are produced in a „modern“ way. A blend
of mature sweet Virginia and a good pinch of Louisiana Perique is
first pressed into an extra flat Flake tobacco. These thin sheets are
then firmly wrapped around a core of Black Cavendish and again
pressed into thick round bars. After another maturing period, these
bars are cut into thin wound slices. A pleasantly smooth smoke with
the characteristic aroma of rich Virginia and Perique.
Best.Nr. 8429-100
100g Dose
( 245,00/kg)
 24,50

			

Bright golden Virginia tobaccos from the Mysore region in Southern
India with their high natural sugar contents provide best pre-conditions
for the creation of a harmoniously rich aromatic pipe tobacco. By
considerately gentle pressing the leaf tobacco, its typical and highly
esteemed Sweet Virginia flavour comes out at its optimum. A trace
of mellow Vanilla aroma was added only to refine and underline the
tobacco’s own precious taste. A deliciously fine smoking pleasure.
( 183,00/kg)
 18,30
Best.Nr. 8062-100
100g Hochdose
( 151,40/kg)
 37,85
Best.Nr. 8062-250
250g Spar-Pack

			

Zimbabwe and Zaire Virginias with high contents of natural sweetness,
topped off with the unique BULLDOG flavour and matured under
pressure to their optimum of smoothness and aroma. The tobacco’s
rich sweet character and the added flavour blend excellently for a
smooth fragrant and cool smoking experience.
Best.Nr. 8414-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8414-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

THE MALTHOUSE			

Created and named in memory of the former malt factory building
where today DTM (Dan Tobacco) produces our DAN PIPE tobaccos.
This superb mixture blends finest Virginia grades and a small pinch
of smooth Black Cavendish, seasoned with original Scottish Malt
Whisky, then pressed and finally matured for 12 weeks. A smooth
and cool burning discreetly sweet smoking pleasure with a gentle
note of spice in the background and a pleasant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8060-50
50g Pouch
( 180,00/kg)
 9,00
Best.Nr. 8060-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 167,00/kg)
 33,40

			

The original blend that once started the BULLDOG range. Bright and
brown Virginias are cut to medium length and carefully blended with
traces of spicy Dark Fired Kentucky, Latakia and plain un-flavoured
Black Cavendish, finally filled up with scraps of matured sweet and
aromatic “Irish Type” Virginia flake. Slow and evenly burning, a
cool and mellow spice-tinted smoke with a fine aromatic bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8405-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8405-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PE-jars (see p. 149):
Best. Nr. 3601-250		  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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TORBEN DANSK „Edda“ rustic
A vividly curved Halfbent with a thickwalled conical bowl. With its sharp edge
running across the bowl and the oval stem,
it will pleasantly nestle into your hand. Good
medium filling capacity. Original size see page 5.
Best.Nr. 0111-24 € 54,50

Treasures of Ireland „Shannon”

		

Treasures of Ireland „Donegal”

		

Sweet golden Virginias, Burley and a pinch of smooth Black Cavendish,
seasoned with a fine multi-fruit flavour. A deliciously aromatic extra
gentle blend cut to short size for easy handling.45
Best.Nr. 8733-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

Treasures of Ireland „Killarney”

Selected Bright Virginia, a small amount of Oriental leaf and
a trace of Louisiana Perique. A fine aromatic mixture cut to
shorter size for a pleasant finely spiced natural tobacco taste. .
Best.Nr. 8735-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8735-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

Bright Virginia and Burley blended with a gently fermented sweet
Black Cavendish. A deliciously sweet and mellow Ready Rubbed
Mixture for smooth and cool smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 8734-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8734-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

Treasures of Ireland „Limerick”

		

Treasures of Ireland „Shamrock”

		

Treasures of Ireland „Galway”

„Black & Bright” mixture of sweet Virginia and extra smooth Black
Cavendish, seasoned with a flavour composition of Blackberry and
a whiff of mellow Vanilla. A rich aromatic and gentle smoke with a
pleasant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 8736-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8736-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

Sun-spoilt Virginias high in natural sweetness slowly matured under pressure with a 5% addition of Louisiana Perique. A delicious
sweet spicy flake tobacco in the traditional style, slow burning with
a pleasantly smooth and cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 8732-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8732-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35
Rich Black Cavendish was blended with rich matured Ready Rubbed Virginia and loose ribbons of golden Virginia. Flavoured with
a composition of Irish Whiskey and a spoonful of Highland honey
for a sweet and gentle warm spicy taste.
Best.Nr. 8737-50
50g Dose
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8737-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

Treasures of Ireland „Shannon” Flake Special Cut

The „Shannon“ blend described on top left was once again matured
under pressure for an extra mellow smoking pleasure with a suave
and deliciously fruity bouquet - a real „hot tip“!
Best.Nr. 8730-50
50g Dose
( 185,00/kg)
 9,25
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For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PS-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250  4,40

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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M. A. Pipe „Chubby Dublin“ by Holmer Knudsen
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Described and shown in its original size on page 21.
Best.Nr. 0102-15
 179,00

3 OCEAN LINER „Ost-Afrika“		

A delicious mixture of velvety smooth Black Cavendish with bright
and red Virginia grades cut to various size. A composition of sweet
tropical fruit extracts is repeatedly added during the manufacturing
process. Their pleasantly fresh aroma will last until the last puff and
scent the fine bouquet. A nice and easy satisfying smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 8071-100
100g Klappdose
( 217,00/kg)
 21,70

OCEAN LINER SERIES

Answering the continuous requests from our customers, we have
decided to reintegrate these blends again into our assortment.
This range of high quality pipe mixtures was created inspired by
the colourful advertising posters from the great days of beautiful
sailing ships and steamers. And just like the artists took their time to
paint these appealing images, we have taken utmost time and care in
composing and processing these four wonderful smoking mixtures.
Ship ahoy! Join in for a fragrant sea cruise!

4 OCEAN LINER „Süd-Brasilien“		

Fullbodied sweet Virginia grades are fermented under pressure and
blended with gently matured Black Cavendish and bright coloured
Broad Cut Virginia. A special aroma composition of fruit and gentle
Vanilla is added to enrich the tobacco’s flavour and create a fragrant
bouquet. A delicious smoking pleasure, best in larger pipes.
Best.Nr. 8072-100
100g Klappdose
( 216,00/kg)
 21,60

1 OCEAN LINER „American Line“		

Various natural sweet Virginias, fermented under high pressure and
rubbed out after being matured for a period of several weeks, finally
blended with an extra smooth Black Cavendish seasoned with a fine
Vanilla flavour. You will find joy in this sweet and gentle tobacco
with its rich aromatic and cool smoke and fragrant smell.
Best.Nr. 8070-100
100g Klappdose
( 216,00/kg)
 21,60

2 OCEAN LINER „New York“			

Black Cavendish, matured under pressure to its optimum of smoothness, with some patches of bright golden Broad Cut Virginia. A
flavour of fresh and tasty fruit extracts with Caribbean Coconut aroma
creates a nice fullbodied taste and a really sympathetic bouquet. A
very soft tobacco with a sympathetic bouquet.
Best.Nr. 8074-100
100g Klappdose
( 216,00/kg)
 21,60
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5 M. A. „Mike‘s Ready Rubbed“		
The idea for this blend has been going around in my head quite a
while - and now it has become reality. Equal parts of Virginia and
Black Cavendish are matured under pressure for a longer period,
then cut into slices and finally ripped apart. A delicious floral and
fruity flavouring composition merges perfectly with the tobacco’s
own aroma, and the individual taste nuances stay present all along
the course of smoking. My special thanks go to Manuela Mund for
having implemented my idea so very successfully. Michael Apitz
Best.Nr. 8459-50
50g Dose
( 207,00/kg)
 10,35
Best.Nr. 8459-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 167,00/kg)
 41,75

Though images of all our DTM tobaccos in this catalogue were shot with the new labels conform to TPD2, the reprint of all
labels has not yet been completed, and we must apologize for possible deliveries of packages with a diverging appearance.
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Black Cavendish „Danish Style“ (with flavourings)
Almost black, rich taste, fully sweet and gentle. Flavoured with
Canadian Maple Syrup and Vanilla, can also be enjoyed on its own.
Best.Nr. 8509-50
50g Dose
( 159,00/kg)
 7,95
Best.Nr. 8509-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 135,00/kg)
 33,75

Blending Tobacco
For your excursions to the tobacco wonderland

Burley Maduro (cut to 2,5 mm)
An extra aged heavyweight specialty, full-bodied sweet and spicy,
a real power pack that can ad libitum be added as a „booster“ to all
kinds of tobacco blends or also be smoked on its own (...who dares?!).
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8538-50
50g Dose

Wouldn’t you like to create your own personal tobacco blend?
This will certainly open a completely new world of genuine flavours
and you will certainly enjoy this creative hobby.
Our Blending Tobaccos can also serve you well when trying to
„tame“ blends of too strong taste or to add spice, sweetness or
richness to rather dull and flat tasting mixtures.

Kentucky U.S.A.
Very fullbodied and very rich, please apply most carefully.
( 185,00/kg)

Best.Nr. 8522-50
50g Dose

Virginia Zaire (cut to 1,6 mm)
Sun-cured „full-blooded”-Virginia (20% sugar), with the lovely
typical sweet Virginia flavour, smooth and gentle.
Best.Nr. 8507-50
50g Dose ( 159,00/kg)  7,95
Best.Nr. 8507-250
250g Spar-Pack ( 135,00/kg)  33,75

Louisiana Perique U.S.A.
This noble traditional US-speciality from the South is areal rarity
today. Very strong smell and aroma, please apply most carefully.
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8516-50
50g Dose

Virginia Mysore (cut to 1,6 mm)
Our „flowery” Virginia (25% sugar) from the South of India. Best
for all sweet tinted and expressedly smooth mixtures.
Best.Nr. 8532-50
50g Dose ( 159,00/kg)  7,95
Best.Nr. 8532-250
250g Spar-Pack ( 135,00/kg)  33,75

Latakia Spezial (replaces Latakia Syrien)
Gentle smoky taste, rich in aroma, can also be enjoyed on its own.
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 8510-50
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8510-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 157,40/kg)
 39,35

Latakia Cyprus
Rich smooth taste of smoke, more powerful than the aforementioned.
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 8511-50
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8511-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 157,40/kg)
 39,35

Virginia Mysore (cut to 4 mm), see previous, serves very well for
loosening and brighten up Black Cavendish blends.
Best.Nr. 8533-50
50g Dose ( 159,00/kg)  7,95
Best.Nr. 8533-250
250g Spar-Pack ( 135,00/kg)  33,75

Orient Spezialiät
A blend of hand-selected top grades from Macedonian and Turkish
growing districts, discreetly flowery aroma with fine hints of spice.
( 169,00/kg)
 8,45
Best.Nr. 8503-50
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8503-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 141,40/kg)
 35,35

(also see page 68)
Virginia Mysore Ready Rubbed Flake
Without flavourings. Ready to smoke, sweet and flowery, the ideal
base for all blends - and a delight as well when smoked on its own!
Best.Nr. 8535-50
50g Dose ( 169,00/kg)  8,45
Best.Nr. 8535-250
250g Spar-Pack ( 141,40/kg)  35,35

For the storage of your own tobacco blends, we recommend our
practical transparent PS stock jars shown on page 84 and 148.
Available in two sizes, also very useful as household containers.

Burley (cut to 2,5 mm, short)
Medium brown, very smooth with a pleasant rich aroma.
( 151,00/kg)
 7,55
Best.Nr. 8502-50
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8502-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 128,00/kg)
 32,00

Black Cavendish „English Style“ (without flavourings)
Smooth with a good sweet roast note. Goes very well with Latakia.
( 151,00/kg)
 7,55
Best.Nr. 8528-50
50g Dose
Best.Nr. 8528-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 128,00/kg)
 32,00

9,25
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We also offer you two sizes of our round 50 g metal tobacco tins
with screw cap and foam seal.
Best.Nr. 5001-721 tobacco tin Ø 93 mm (ca. 50g)  1,50
Best.Nr. 5001-720 tobacco tin Ø 103 mm (50 - 100g)  1,50
Best.Nr. 5001-725 DTM round label to your choice		  0,30
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JIRSA
No. 132 Polished
Olda Jirsa’s„Olifant“
pipe. Extra thick-walled
with a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0461-132  74,50
Original size see page 144.

»West Indian Blends«

»TH. TIMM’S OWN BLEND«

TH. TIMM’S OWN BLEND No. 50		

A nice fruity Virginia mixture with flakes of matured Virginia Navy
Cut, slow burning and cool. A fresh fragrant aroma of Cherry and
Vanilla is added to improve the tobacco’s most pleasant bouquet and
scent in the air. Best in pipes with large bowl.
Best.Nr. 7450-100
100g Hochdose
( 164,00/kg)
 16,40
Best.Nr. 7450-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 143,00/kg)
 35,75

København Mixture No. 35

Black Cavendish, Virginia and Burley, cut to smaller width, seasoned
with Original Canadian Maple Syrup, Vanilla and Honey. A fine
aromatic blend, pleasingly smooth and palatable with a fine bouquet.
Best.Nr. 7335-100
100g Hochdose
( 182,00/kg)
 18,20
Best.Nr. 7335-250
250g Spar-Pack
( 150,40/kg)
 37,60

LONDON BLEND No. 1000

A dark full-bodied „After Dinner Mixture”. Oriental leaf from Izmir,
East African Virginia and a high amount of Latakia. Outstandingly
smooth with a wonderful rich and complex aroma, but still nicely
gentle with a cool smoke. A „Full Strength” blend specially created
for all connoisseurs who fancy the real tobacco flavour.
Best.Nr. 7200-100
100g Hochdose
( 194,00/kg)
 19,40
Best.Nr. 7200-250
250g Spar-Pack
(( 156,40/kg)
 39,10

Hocharomatisch-duftige Blends, inspiriert von den beliebten BarCocktails der Karibik. Wunderbar exotischen in Geschmack und
Duft, am besten zu genießen in Pfeifen mit größerer Kopfbohrung.

Caribbean Blend			

A pleasure right from the start: golden brown Virginias cut to various
size, blended with smooth matured Black Cavendish delight the eye, a
wonderful scent of exotic Honey and Vanilla pleases the nose. Sweet
and mellow with a cool aromatic smoke.
Best.Nr. 7604-100 100g Klappschachtel ( 193,00/kg)  19,30
Best.Nr. 7604-250
250g Spar-Pack ( 155,40/kg)  38,85

Florida Straits		

Smooth sweet Black Cavendish, a little Burley and a small amount of
bright golden Broad Cut Virginia are seasoned with imported Jamaican
Rum and ripe fruit extracts. A wonderfully soft and continuously rich
blend full of character and deepness of flavour.
Best.Nr. 7605-100 100g Klappschachtel ( 192,00/kg)  19,20
Best.Nr. 7605-250
250g Spar-Pack ( 154,40/kg)  38,60

No. 3 CITY LINE		

A beautiful and appetizing sight to see: A blend of bright golden Broad
Cut Virginia leaf with appr. 30 % of a ready-rubbed Virginia Flake and
extra mellow Black Cavendish, refined with a flavour composition
of Mexican Honey and mature Grape. Full-bodied aroma, smooth
and gentle taste with a fine fragrant scent in the air.
Best.Nr. 7111-50
50g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 8,75
Best.Nr. 7111-200 200g Spar-Pack
( 138,50/kg)
 27,70
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Olda Jirsa pipes are
shown on pages 143 - 147

TIMM’S „No Name” white			

The absolute No. 1 in this range. This mixture tastes as nice as it
smells: pleasantly smooth, with the aroma of Mexican honey and
Bourbon Vanilla. Suitable for all sizes of pipes.
Best.Nr. 7001-50
50g Pouch
( 141,00/kg)
 7,05
Best.Nr. 7001-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 130,50/kg)
 26,10

TIMM’S „No Name” green			

This wonderful typical English Latakia Mixture combines delicate
natural sweet and full spice smoky flavours at their best. Slow burning
with cool smoke, suitable for all sizes of pipes.
Best.Nr. 7008-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” blue			

A mixture of golden Broad Cut Virginia, chocolate brown Burley
and flakes of a pleasantly aromatic Navy Cut, with a fresh fruity taste
and a fine fragrant bouquet, slow burning and cool.
Best.Nr. 7002-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” yellow			

A fine mellow mixture of various Virginia tobaccos and Burley with
a high amount of extra smooth Black Cavendish, gently flavoured
with aroma of fruit and cream of hazelnut. A nicely fragrant smoke.
Best.Nr. 7009-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” lilac			

A delicious almost black blend of sweet fruity Black Cavendish with
patches of bright golden Virginia, a feast for your eyes, nose and
palate. Deliciously smooth with a pleasant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 7003-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” silver			

Virginia tobaccos cut to various width are blended with unflavoured
Black Cavendish and scraps of sweet Navy Cut. A high standard
natural tobacco blend in the Scottish style, smooth and cool burning.
Best.Nr. 7010-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” orange			

A bright coloured blend of Virginia leaf from various districts including
sweet grades from Argentina and Mysore/India, deliciously spiced
by a pinch of Oriental leaf. No flavourings added.
Best.Nr. 7004-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” black			

A soft and friendly Virginia blend with smooth Black Cavendish.
Three differently toned Vanilla flavourings provide a delicious and
lasting joy to your palate and create a most pleasant scent in the air.
Best.Nr. 7011-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

TIMM’S „No Name” brown			

Raven-black smooth Black Cavendish and Broad Cut Virginia in
a full aromatic but extra smooth and mellow sweet mixture with a
most attractive bouquet. Comes out best if smoked in large bowls.
Best.Nr. 7006-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90
For the storage of the low-price economy packs we recommend our
250g clear PE-jars (see p. 148):
Best. Nr. 3601-250		  4,40

»No Name«

TIMM’S „No Name” gold			
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A classical matured Navy Cut of golden sweet Virginias. A natural
tobacco, very gentle and mellow with cool smoke. The flake slices
are left in the tobacco cake’s original length and then rolled up.
Best.Nr. 7012-50
50g Pouch
( 141,00/kg)
 7,05
Best.Nr. 7012-200
200g Spar-Pack
( 129,50/kg)
 25,90

Preisbewusst...

clear PS
storage jars

„Tartan“
tobacco
pouches

Plain „Oilskin“
tobacco pouch

Small
clay pipes

„High Heels“
metal pipe rest
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„Tartan“ tobacco pouches
„Oilskin“ pouches, the outside coated with a multi-coloured Tartan
style fabric. Supplied assorted only - no choice by colour, sorry!
Best.Nr. 3701-885
only  7,95
round screw cap
tobacco tin

»PIPE«

Pipe lighters
Very small, handy and lightweighted, rechargeable!
Flint ingnition with
diagonal flame.
IMCO „Chic 4 Pipe“
EuroJet „Pipe“
Black „Soft Touch“
Best.Nr. 4007-700
nur 
EuroJet „Pipe“ Silver colour
Best.Nr. 4007-701
nur 

Round 50g-metal tobacco tins
Empty tobacco tins, screw cap with foam seal
Best.Nr. 5001-721 tobacco tin Ø 93 mm (ca. 50g)  1,50
Best.Nr. 5001-720 tobacco tin Ø 103 mm (50 - 100g)  1,50
Best.Nr. 5001-725 DTM round label to your choice		  0,30

6,95

Small clay pipes
Ideal for tasting tobaccos or also for your guests to have a first try...
Cardboard box with 10 pipes of various traditional shapes and sizes,
assorted (length appr. 11 -14 cm).
Best.Nr. 1230-10
Box of 10 pipes only  34,50

6,95

IMCO „Chic 4 Pipe“ - THE RELIABLE ORIGINAL

Handy, functional,light-weighted. Flint ignition with diagonal flame.
Fold-out pipe tool with tamper and spatula. Rechargeable.
IMCO „Chic 4 Pipe“ Black Best.Nr. 4005-10
 19,95
IMCO „Chic 4 Pipe“ Silver Best.Nr. 4005-11
 19,95

„High Heels“ single pipe rest
A witty single pipe rest in the shape of high-heel shoes, made of
chromium-plated cast metal. Holds most customary pipe shapes.
Best.Nr. 3902-01
only  7,95

„Oilskin“ tobacco pouches
To many generations of pipe smokers, in England in particular, oilskin
pouches were an indispensable everyday companion. These here
pouches are made of light colour soft plastic. For appr. 40g tobacco.
Best.Nr. 3910-181
only  6,95

Clear PS tobacco jars, food-safe air-tight polystyrene containers.
Für 100g: Best.Nr. 3601-100		
 3,95
Für 250g: Best.Nr. 3601-250		
 4,40

These prices must be music to your ears!

(also see page 148)

DAN PIPE’s „NO NAME“ and „TIMM Sondermischungen“ are quality pipe tobaccos from factory surplus, meant for all those who
cannot or do not want to spend too much money on their „sin“. These tobaccos are packed in simple plastic bags of 500g or 250g contents.
There may be a slight divergence in the composition of these blends, still they are blended to keep their basic character fairly constant.

„No Name“ No. 1 spicy Smoky type with Latakia.

Best.Nr. 8101-250

Beutel 250g

( 95,00/kg)

nur 

23,75

Best.Nr. 8102-250

Beutel 250g

( 95,00/kg)

nur 

23,75

Best.Nr. 8103-250

Beutel 250g

( 95,00/kg)

nur 

23,75

Sondermischung „Danish”

Typical Danish Blend, pleasantly smooth, rich aromatic and sweet.
Best.Nr. 7105-500
Beutel 500g ( 84,30/kg) nur  42,15

„No Name“ No. 2 sweet Pleasantly sweet aromatic

Sondermischung „English”

„No Name“ No. 3 Ready Rubbed Medium, sweet
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A smoky and mellow spicy „English Mixture“ with Latakia, medium
Best.Nr. 7106-500
Beutel 500g ( 84,30/kg) nur  42,15
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

JIRSA No. 132 Polished
The „Olifant“ shape, popular among Danish
pipemakers, has inspired Olda Jirsa create his own
version: Bowl and stem are dynamically curved like a horn.
The very thick-walled bowl has a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0461-132
 74,50 Original size see page 142.

BARSDORF’S BESTER
BARSDORF’S BESTER Dark Fired Pipe Blend

(blue)

Virginia, Burley, Black Cavendish and Dark Fired Kentucky, sweet spicy.
Best.Nr. 9007-599
180g Hochdose ( 77,50/kg) nur  13,95

BARSDORF’S BESTER Virginia Pipe Blend

(silver label)

Sun-grown golden Virginia grades with a mellow natural aroma.
Best.Nr. 9007-598
180g Hochdose ( 77,50/kg) nur  13,95

BARSDORF’S BESTER Mixture Pipe Blend

(orange)

Rich aromatic and nicely sweet with a delicious note of exotic fruit.
Best.Nr. 9007-596
180g Hochdose ( 77,50/kg) nur  13,95

BARSDORF’S BESTER Gold Pipe Blend

Aromatic Pipe Tobaccos
for all price-conscious smokers.

BARSDORF’S BESTER

Available in five different attractive taste varieties,
blended with Black Cavendish, Virginia and Burley
tobaccos and (except „Bright Virginia“) flavoured
with mild and deliciously fragrant aroma compositions.

(yellow label)

Sweet sun-grown Virginia tobaccos flavoured with Honey and Rum.
Best.Nr. 9007-580
180g Hochdose ( 77,50/kg) nur  13,95

BARSDORF’S BESTER Black Pipe Blend

(black label)

Aromatic, smooth and sweet Black Cavendish refined with Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9007-590
180g Hochdose ( 77,50/kg) nur  13,95

BARSDORF’S BESTER Red Pipe Blend

(gold)

A flowery fragrant blend, rich and aromatic with a fruity sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9007-570
180g Hochdose ( 77,50/kg) nur  13,95
- 85 -

Described after the producer’s informations.

TORBEN DANSK „Skalli“ polished
A light-weighted Halfbent with a cuddly sperical
thick-walled bowl on a slender stem with a short saddle
mouthpiece. Just below medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0110-28
 74,50
Original size see page 12.

Meine Mischung

Großer Genuss - kleiner Preis.

MAC BAREN

A well-balanced mixture of golden Virginia, aromatic Burley and
smooth Black Cavendish, refined with a Vanilla and Honey flavour
composition with a hint of fruit taste.
Best.Nr. 9007-63
40g Pouch
( 140,00/kg)
 5,60

Seas „Royal Blend”

Meine Mischung

MAC BAREN

Seas „Gold Blend”

Meine Mischung

MAC BAREN

Seas „Regular Blend”

Meine Mischung

BRAUN
An aromatic and fragrant blend of natural sweet Virginia and medium strength Burley, deliciously refined with Rum and Maple syrup.
Best.Nr. 9007-721
40g Pouch ( 97,50/kg)  3,90
GELB
A rich aromatic pipe tobacco blended after a Danish traditional recipe. Sweet Virginia with mellow spice Burley, seasoned with Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9007-701
40g Pouch ( 97,50/kg)  3,90
Best.Nr. 9007-700
200g Dose ( 86,00/kg)  17,20

A Black & Gold Blend of sweet Virginia tobaccos with Burley and
Black Cavendish, pleasantly aromatic with notes Honey and Vanilla
in a really gentzle smoke with a delicious bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9007-65
40g Pouch
( 140,00/kg)
 5,60

Black Cavendish and Burley blended with sweet golden Virginia and
enriched with flavours of Chocolate and Vanilla, smooth and rich
aromatic in taste with a really pleaant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9007-64
40g Pouch
( 140,00/kg)
 5,60
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ROT
A delicious mixture in the traditional Danish style. A blend of sweet
Virginia and Burley, refined with the aroma of sweet ripe cherries.
Best.Nr. 9007-711
40g Pouch ( 97,50/kg)  3,90
Best.Nr. 9007-710
200g Dose ( 86,00/kg)  17,20

7 Seas

Described after the producer’s informations.

Danske Club No. 88 „Polished”
The classical London pipe with a medium
filling capacity, a really nice pipe for your everyday
smoking pleasures. Medium brown polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0514-88  97,00
Original size see page 18.

DANISH MIXTURE „Ruby“

Doubly fermented Black Cavendish, fine Burley and golden Virginia
grades in a well-balanced smoking mixture blended after an old Danish
recipe. Seasoned with the fruity aroma of wild black cherries for a
sweet fragrant and pleasantly mellow smoke.
Best.Nr. 9014-715
50g Pouch
( 119,00/kg)
 5,95
Best.Nr. 9014-71
200g Dose
( 109,75/kg)
 21,95

DANISH MIXTURE „Maroon“

DANISH MIXTURE „Classic“

DANISH MIXTURE „Sungold“

DANISH MIXTURE „Yellow “

DANISH MIXTURE „Orange“

„Loose Cut“ Virginias from various growing areas with Malawi
Burley and smooth Black Cavendish. Flavoured with a composition
of fine sweet Nougat aroma and Vanilla. Rich aromatic mellow taste.
Best.Nr. 9014-755
50g Pouch
( 119,00/kg)
 5,95
Best.Nr. 9014-75
200g Dose
( 109,75/kg)
 21,95
A Danish style blend of double fermented Black Cavendish and
selected Virginia tobaccos with a high degree of natural sweetness.
Seasoned with smooth Vanilla aroma for a rich and mellow character.
Best.Nr. 9014-745
50g Pouch
( 119,00/kg)
 5,95
Best.Nr. 9014-74
200g Dose
( 109,75/kg)
 21,95

A gentle blend of mature Virginias from Africa, USA and South
America with smooth Burley from Africa and Mexico, refined with
a well-balanced Vanilla aroma.
Best.Nr. 9014-765
50g Pouch
( 119,00/kg)
 5,95
Best.Nr. 9014-76
200g Dose
( 109,75/kg)
 21,95
A colourful „Loose Cut“ Mixture of Virginia, Malawi Burley and
mellow Black Cavendish. The exotic aroma of ripe Mango is added
to provide a smooth and delicious smoke with a fresh note of fruit.
Best.Nr. 9014-725
50g Pouch
( 119,00/kg)
 5,95
Best.Nr. 9014-72
200g Dose
( 109,75/kg)
 21,9
Described after the producer’s informations.
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(o. Abb.)

This mixture of Brazilian Virginia tobaccos and Black Cavendish owes
its refined smooth character and sweetness to a specially processed
African Burley from Malawi. Seasoned with flavourings of Orange
and a whiff of Coconut - a deliciously mellow smoking experience.
Best.Nr. 9014-735
50g Pouch
( 119,00/kg)
 5,95

DANSKE CLUB No. 207
A classical „Cherrywood“ pipe, lightweighted, handy and elegant, the slender
bowl still with well-calculated thick walls.
Good medium capacity. Medium brown polished.
Best.Nr. 0514-207
 97,00
Original size see page 19.

Danske Club Black

(was Black Luxury)

The gentle Black Cavendish in Danish perfection, blended from
selected leaf of 10 different Burley and Virginia grades, refined
with a fine vanilla aroma. Enjoy its wonderfully mellow full aroma!
Best.Nr. 9001-6
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 9001-7
100g Dose
( 187,00/kg)
 18,70
Best.Nr. 9001-8
200g Dose
( 187,00/kg)
 37,40
Best.Nr. 9001-9
500g Vorratstopf
( 187,00/kg)
 93,50

Danske Club White

Danske Club Sepia

(was Caramel)

A colourful Loose Cut Mixture, easy to smoke, with a pleasant smell in
the air. Selected orange and bright Virginia tobacco with smooth Black
Cavendish, refined with the aroma of oranges and creamy caramel..
Best.Nr. 9001-14
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35

Danske Club Burgundy

(was Wild Berries)

Selected bright and golden brown Virginia grades and Burley are
prepared in a special Cross Cut. This blend is seasoned with an
aromatic vanilla flacour. Easy to handle and to smoke, nicely cool.
Best.Nr. 9001-16
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35

Virginia and Burley from the USA, Mexico and Malawi with
smooth Black Cavendish, refined with the aroma of forrest berries,
vanilla and caramel. A fruit-tinted smoke with delicious sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 9001-21
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 9001-22
100g Dose
( 187,00/kg)
 18,70

Danske Club Ruby

Danske Club Ocean Blue

(was White Luxury)

(bisher Cherry)

Selected Burley tobaccos, Bright Virginia and a little pinch of Black
Cavendish, gently enriched with a delicious fragrant cherry flavour. A
blend of outstandingly smooth and discreetly fruity taste and smell.
Best.Nr. 9001-62
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 9001-63
100g Dose
( 187,00/kg)
 18,70

Danske Club Sungold

Danske Club White Roses

A blend of Black Cavendish, Virginia and Burley, speckled with
petals of white roses. Enriched with vanilla, brandy, caramel and
tropical fruit aroma. Harmoniously smooth and complex in taste.
Best.Nr. 9001-10
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Described after the producer’s informations.

(was Blue Sambuca)

Doubly fermented Black Cavendish provides this mixture with a rich
sweet taste, bright Virginia creates an attractive appearance. Refined
with Sambuca and genuine liquorice for a really delicious aroma.
Best.Nr. 9001-20
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
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(was Vanilla)

Virginia, Burley and Oriental tobaccos were doubly fermented and
then blended with a gold coloured Virginia. Flavoured with a rich and
smooth vanilla aroma. A blend of full-bodied mellow sweet character.
Best.Nr. 9001-18
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 9001-19
100g Dose
( 187,00/kg)
 18,70

Stanwell Melange

Black Cavendish, Burley and Oriental Virginia grades in a really
harmonious mixture. A whiff of Apricot and Vanilla aroma is added
for a delicious taste with a note of mellow frangrance..
Best.Nr. 9014-55
50g Dose
( 176,00/kg)
 8,80
Best.Nr. 9014-57
125g Dose
( 172,00/kg)
 21,50

Stanwell Sungold

Stanwell Ruby

(was Vanilla)

Danish Dark Cavendish, Burley and Virginia are matured separately
before being blended with Turkish Samsun to increase the tobacco
flavour’s intensity. Seasoned with vanilla aroma.
Best.Nr. 9014-114
40g Pouch
( 176,00/kg)
 7,10
Best.Nr. 9014-12
125g Dose
( 172,00/kg)
 21,50

Stanwell Sepia

Stanwell Green & Indigo

Stanwell Classic

An exquisite mixture of mature Virginia and smooth Black Cavendish
with scraps of a gently pressed Virginia and Burley Flake tobaccos,
then finally seasoned with a pinch of a delicious sweet plum aroma.
Best.Nr. 9001-12
50g Dose
( 176,00/kg)
 8,80

(was Fruit & Vanilla)

Poul Stanwell Jubilee

(was Extra Fine)

A classical medium brown Danish Cavendish blend of Burley and
Virginia tobaccos matured under pressure and rubbed out ready to
smoke. Sweet and smooth with a cool smoke tinted with fine spice.
Best.Nr. 9014-615
50g Dose
( 176,00/kg)
 8,80
Best.Nr. 9014-61
100g Dose
( 176,00/kg)
 17,60

(was Kir & Apple)

A smooth mixture of Black Cavendish, gently fermented sweet
Ready Rubbed Virginia and mellow Burley with a golden Wild Cut
Virginia, seasoned with the aroma of black currant and fresh apples.
Best.Nr. 9014-674
40g Pouch
( 176,00/kg)
 7,10

(was Honey & Caramel)

This fantastic blend of Ready Rubbed Virginia, selected Burley,
Black Cavendish and Broad Cut Virginia was seasoned with an
aromatic top flavour of exotic fruit extracts, precious liqueurs and
mellow vanilla. A deliciously fresh and sweet fruit-tinted pleasure.
Best.Nr. 9014-594
40g Pouch
( 176,00/kg)
 7,10

Stanwell Extra White

(was Cherry)

An exceptionally delicious mixture of Black Cavendish and Virginia
tobaccos, refined with a delicate cherry aroma. You can look forward
to a pleasantly round and smooth flavour smoking experience.
Best.Nr. 9014-48
40g Pouch
( 176,00/kg)
 7,10

A vividly coloured blend of Black Cavendish, a smaller amount of
Burley and bright Virginia tobaccos, refined and seasoned with a
flavour composition of honey, caramel and vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9014-49
40g Pouch
( 176,00/kg)
 7,10

Stanwell Red & Gold

No. 11 „Silke Brun”
The „Number Eleven“ with its flat
handy bowl of medium filling capacity
and really uncomplicated smoking abilities is
one of STANWELL’s most popular shapes.
Danish style orange-brown matted finish.
Best.Nr. 0502-11 € 125,00
Original size see page 16.
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Precious Virginia and Burley leaf tobacco, matured in wooden
casks for three years, are blended with small pinches of Dark Fired
Kentucky and aromatic Oriental leaf. A really satisfying smoking
mixture outstanding in smell, smoothness and flavour.
Best.Nr. 9014-9
50g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 10,95
Best.Nr. 9014-7
100g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 21,90
Best.Nr. 9014-15
200g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 43,80
Described after the producer’s informations.

STANWELL
No. 11 „Black Diamond”
STANWELL’s popular „No. Eleven“
with the flat handy bowl of medium filling
capacity. Black polished finish, decrated with
an aluminium band on the stem.
Best.Nr. 0534-11 € 135,00
Original size see page 17.

W. Ø. Larsen Unique

Black Cavendish prepared of Old Belt Virginia and Tennessee
Burley, blended with African and US Virginia Grades and Broad
Cut Brazilian Virginia. Seasoned with a unique flavour of Hickory
Nuts and exotic Vanilla to create a tobacco of rich and smooth taste.
Best.Nr. 9005-26
50g Pouch
( 198,00/kg)
 9,90

W. Ø. Larsen Maple Mixture No. 50

Finest Virginia tobaccos made up as a „Loose Cut“, carefully blended
with toastedCavendish, granulated Cavendish and matured sweet
Burley, are finally refined with honey and Maple Syrup to provide
your with a gentle sweet aromatic smoke.
Best.Nr. 9005-71
50g Dose
( 220,00/kg)
 11,00
Best.Nr. 9005-21
100g Dose
( 220,00/kg)
 22,00

W. Ø. Larsen Mahogany Mixture No. 80

First class Virginia Grades and dark toasted Cavendish, blended with
matured Burley and seasoned with a gentle flavour composition to
complete this harmonious mixture’s fresh and discreetly sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 9005-23
100g Dose
( 216,00/kg)
 21,60

W. Ø. Larsen Curly Flake No. 32

Finest lemon-coloured US and African Virginia leaf is pressed and
rolled into thick ropes that, after a long period of maturation, are
pressed to square shape and cut into slices, each one providing the
well-balanced sweet tobacco blend’s full palette of fine flavours.
Best.Nr. 9005-24
50g Dose
( 248,00/kg)
 12,40

W. Ø. Larsen Avalon Mixture

FinestVirginia grades and Black Cavendish blended with bright
Old belt Virginia and red Virginia Broad Cut that was enriched and
matured with fullbodied red wine.
Best.Nr. 9014-24
50g Pouch
( 220,00/kg)
 11,00
Best.Nr. 9014-25
100g Dose
( 220,00/kg)
 22,00

W. Ø. Larsen Signature

Precious Virginia tobaccos from The USA, matured after traditional
methods, are blended with Mexican Burley and sweet Malawi
Virginia. A fine aromatic and fragrant mixture with the flavours of
wild berries, vanilla and caramel.
Best.Nr. 9005-66
100g Dose
( 259,00/kg)
 25,90

W. Ø. Larsen Black Diamond

A blend of Burley, Virginia and Oriental tobaccos cut to extra broad
size with gently matured extra smooth Black Cavendish to create
a full-bodied character, refined with delicious fruit-tinted flavours.
Best.Nr. 9014-22
100g Dose
( 259,00/kg)
 25,90

W. Ø. Larsen Old Fashioned

W. Ø. Larsen Classic Elegant

Bright Virginia from Brazil, doubly fermented Black Cavendish and
aromatic Burley are the basic tobaccos of this blend. Their exquisite
taste is enriched with delicious extracts of Amaretto and Lime.
Best.Nr. 9005-22
50g Pouch
( 198,00/kg)
 9,90
Described after the producer’s informations.
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Virginia and Burley tobaccos from only best growing regions are
processed in two separate lots. One is gently pressed and matured
for depth and sweetness, the other is cut to various size before being
blended and enriched with flavours of roasted coffee and maple syrup.
Best.Nr. 9005-67
100g Dose
( 259,00/kg)
 25,90

„Poul Stanwell Collection“ No. 409 Brown
A dynamically curved Halfbent with a Dublin style bowl
of oval cross section chamfered on both front and back. Medium
filling capacity. Chestnut contrast colour stain with polished finish.
Stem and waisted saddle mouthpiece mounted with 925 silver.
Original size see page 17.
Best.Nr. 0517-409 € 179,00

W. Ø. Larsen Scarlet Passion

A fragrant blend of smooth Black Cavendish, matured Virginia and
rich Burley, gently flavoured with a mellow fruit aroma and exotic
Vanilla to underline the tobacco’s sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9005-55
50g Pouch
( 202,00/kg)
 10,10

W. Ø. Larsen Classic

Golden Virginia from North Carolina and selected leaf tobacco from
Brazil, Zimbabwe, Mexico and Malawi carefully blended with Black
Cavendish. Amixture of Loose Cut and Ready Rubbed tobaccos,
refined with rich sweet caramel and vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9005-79
100g Dose
( 259,00/kg)
 25,90

W. Ø. Larsen Spring Meadow

Black Cavendish are blended with toasted Burley and matured sweet
Virginia tobaccos. Seasoned with fruit extracts and sweet Ginger
to create a well-balanced aromatic and fragrant smoking mixture.
Best.Nr. 9005-72
50g Pouch
( 202,00/kg)
 10,10

W. Ø. Larsen Belle Epoque

W. Ø. Larsen Royal Danish

A fruity mixture of Virginia, Burley and spicy Oriental tobaccos,
gently pressed and made up as a cross cut, then again blended with
Black Cavendish and bright Virginia. Refined with Caribbean Rum
and flavours of exotic mango, passion fruit and Madagascan vanilla
Best.Nr. 9014-38
50g Pouch
( 220,00/kg)
 11,00
Best.Nr. 9014-39
100g Dose
( 216,00/kg)
 21,60

A blend of mature bright Virginia tobaccos from three continents
with an extra smooth Black Cavendish. Refined with an aroma of
exotic fruit extracts to enhance the tobaccos own aroma.
Best.Nr. 9014-32
100g Dose
( 242,00/kg)
 24,20

W. Ø. Larsen Lotus

W. Ø. Larsen Indigo Pipe Tobacco

Black Cavendish, toasted Burley and selected Virginia. You will enjoy
its pleasantly smooth and rich aromatic taste with flavours of coconut
and vanilla, deliciously sweet and gentle, with a nice bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9001-67
100g Dose
( 242,00/kg)
 24,20

A mixture of finest Virginia from Zimbabwe with Tennessee Burley
and doubly fermented Black Cavendish, again blended with bright
Virginia of various size, refined with honey, vanilla and sweet plum.
Best.Nr. 9014-37
100g Dose
( 256,00/kg)
 25,60

W. Ø. Larsen Golden Dream

A blend of golden Virginia tobaccos, matured and toasted Burley
and smooth Danish Black Cavendish. Seasoned with a composition
of fine fruit extracts for a gentle smoke with a pleasant fresh taste.
Best.Nr. 9005-62
50g Pouch
( 202,00/kg)
 10,10
Best.Nr. 9005-63
100g Dose
( 202,00/kg)
 20,20

W. Ø. Larsen’s Virginia Flowers

W. Ø. Larsen Classic Delight

W. Ø. Larsen 1864

Black Cavendish and orange-coloured Virginia, Burley and Broad
Cut Brazilian Virginia with dark Virginia grades. Flavoured with
Vanilla for a rich aromatic taste and a pleasant smell.
Best.Nr. 9005-25
50g Pouch
( 198,00/kg)
 9,90

This mixture of bright golden Virginia, Black Cavendish and matured
Burley was enriched with the special mellow flavour of hickory nuts
for a very smooth and pleasant smoke with a nice scent in the air.
Best.Nr. 9005-78
100g Dose
( 198,00/kg)
 19,80
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An exclusive blend of Virginia, Black Cavendish, extra soft Burleys
from America and Africa and Loose Cut and Ready Rubbed from
Mexico. Refined with Irish Cream liqueur, orange and dark chocolate.
Best.Nr. 9005-81
100g Dose
( 259,00/kg)
 25,90
Described after the producer’s informations.

Racing Black Halfbent
Deep greenish black, glossy finish.
Metal parts polished aluminium.
Best.Nr. 0602-02
 350,00
More BENTLEY pipes see page 29.

The amber-coloured B 13 Rum convinces by its fine sweetness
and a long smooth finish. Thanks to its 13 year maturation in oak
barrels it develops its remarkably ripe character and well-balanced
aroma. An outstandingly rich dram from Barbados, an ambassador
of centuries of Caribbean Rum tradition.
- distilled in an elaborate pot still procedure
- 13 years storage time
- Double Wood, matured in Bourbon and Brandy casks

Selected matured Burley, Virginia and Oriental leaf tobacco is used
exclusively for this unique smoking mixture. Its charming mildness
and its precious aromatic taste are the result of the ingenious composition of the tobaccos’s charcteristic flavours.
- 100 % tobacco
- a fruit-tinted top-flavouring for a distinct bouquet
- repeatedly pressed after the Cavendish method
Best.Nr. 9007-913

wooden box 100g

( 249,00/kg)

 24,90

Best.Nr. F 07-7013
Best.Nr. F 07-7014

wooden box of 25

Described after the producer’s informations.

(St.  1,90)

 30,00

( 118,00/Lit.)
( 149,00/Lit.)

 59,00
 14,90

An exceptionally mild 1st quality sugar cane destillation is taken
for the base of the B13 Gin. With the addition of 13 hand-selected
herbal spices, it is left to mature in precious Limousin oak casks for
several weeks.which provides the B13 Gin with its special colour
and a very special aroma spectrum. Its delicious taste will come out
at its best when enjoyed pure or „on the rocks“.

In the elaborate production of the B13 cigarillo, the same care is
exercised as in the manufacture of our cigars. This small cigar is our
characteristic tobacco creation for consciously chosen moments of
fulfilling smoking pleasure.
- finest Small Cigars with a precious dark Brazil wrapper
- a spicy sweet chocolate taste with echoes of fresh earth
- their 2-step production method assures an optimum of draught
Best.Nr. C 13-13

50cl 40% vol.
10cl 40% vol.
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Best.Nr. F 09-027
Best.Nr. F 09-025

70cl 41,5% vol.
5cl 41,5% vol.

( 55,71/Lit.)
( 178,00/Lit.)

 39,00
 8,90

CLASSIC
PIPE TOBACCOS

PREMIUM DIVERSITY FOR CONNOISSEURS
Thanks to the considerate flavourings chosen, the natural flavour
characteristics of all tobaccos remain present. The selected precious leaf tobacco from the wolrd’s best growing regions will unfold their full aroma in the precisely syncronized compositions.
All blends have proven to be kind to tounge and palate.
A pleasure also when smoked without a filter.

BENTLEY
Wooden Treasure Halfbent
Orange brown contrast stain with glossy
finish. Metal parts polished aluminium.
Best.Nr. 0601-02
 400,00

For more BENTLEY pipes see page 31.

T H E ROYA L GOLD

T H E LONDON CARMINE

A delicious mixture of besten Virginias, mellow Burley and smooth
Black Cavendish matured under addition of natural honey. A gentle
Madagaskan vanilla flavour completes this rich aromatic blend.
Best.Nr. 9007-961
50g
( 255,00/kg)
 12,75
Best.Nr. 9007-962
100g
( 240,00/kg)
 24,00

A composition of various Virginia grades with a good amount of
Oriental leaf, a little Dark Fired Kentucky and a generous portion
of Latakia makes this blend a really good choice for connoisseurs.
Best.Nr. 9007-965
50g
( 255,00/kg)
 12,75
Best.Nr. 9007-966
100g
( 240,00/kg)
 24,00

T H E VIRGINIA RUBY

T H E O R I E N T A L AMBER

A blend of light golden hellen Virginia grades and mellow sweet
Black Cavendish, flavoured with spice-tinted Tuscan honey and
smooth fragrant Bourbon Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9007-973
50g
( 255,00/kg)
 12,75
Best.Nr. 9007-974
100g
( 240,00/kg)
 24,00

Finest Oriental and Virginia tobaccos with a pinch of Louisiana
Perique, carefully matured and refined with small portion of Latakia for a well-balanced aroma.
Best.Nr. 9007-975
50g
( 255,00/kg)
 12,75
Best.Nr. 9007-976
100g
( 240,00/kg)
 24,00

THE CLASSIC ONE

T H E PLANTERS PUPURE

A zesty sweet aromatic Virginia blend of perfect balance. Matured
under pressure to achieve an optimum of flavour. A smooth and yet
rich tobacco without any aroma additions.
Best.Nr. 9007-971
50g
( 255,00/kg)
 12,75
Best.Nr. 9007-970
100g
( 240,00/kg)
 24,00
50g = cardboard + laminated bag

-

100g = hinged metal tin
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Selected sun-grown Virginia tobaccos and smooth Black Cavendish
in an expertly balanced mellow mixture providing a really delicious
sweet and fruit-tinted taste and bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9007-963
50g
( 255,00/kg)
 12,75
Best.Nr. 9007-964
100g
( 240,00/kg)
 24,00
Described after the producer’s informations.

Pipe on the right:
TORBEN DANSK „Svend“
production was discontinued

AmphorA FULL
The popular Dutch Mixture. A rich blend of Kentucky,
Oriental and Virginia tobaccos with smooth chocolate-tinted
Burley, seasoned with a fragrant aroma composition of fruit and Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9005-02
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20

AmphorA VIRGINIA
This fine mixture is blended exclusively with selected Virginia grades
grown in three different continents. Slowly matured under pressure and
then rubbed out ready to smoke. A perfectly balanced pipe tobacco.
Best.Nr. 9005-03
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20

THREE NUNS »None Nicer«

The one and only traditional Spun Cut tobaccos: Layers of mature
Virginia leaf and spicy Dark Fired Kentucky are spun into a firm rope
which, after a long time of aging is cut into slices that each feature
the complete sumptuous flavour of this outstanding pipe tobacco.
Best.Nr. 9005-30
50g Dose
( 344,00/kg)
 17,20

AmphorA SPECIAL RESERVE No. 2
A light coulour mixture of tobaccos from three continents. Carefully
selected Virginia leaf of finer cutting width, blended with Burley and
Black Cavendish and refined with a flavour of fully ripe cherries.
The The coutious and experienced processing of the tobaccos will
guarantee an optimum of smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 9005-04
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20

CAPSTAN

CAPSTAN

AmphorA

SPECIAL RESERVE No. 8
An outstanding dark Black Cavendish mixture featuring tobaccos from
three continents. Every single one of the selected Virginia, Burley
and Cavendish tobaccos contributes its own characteristics to this
blend of medium cutting width. An exceptional smoking pleasure,
refinded with a fruit-tinted flacour composition.
Best.Nr. 9005-05
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20
REGULAR MIXTURE
A classical Cavendish Blend of Virginia, Burley, Kentucky and Oriental tobaccos, matured under gentle pressure and crubbed out ready
to smoke. Slow burning with sweet and discreetly spicy flavours.
Best.Nr. 9005-08
50g Pouch
( 165,00/kg)
 8,25
Described after the producer’s informations.

(blau)

A real flake classic, made in the English tradition from flue-cured
Virginias that were carefully pressed and fermented. Slow burning
with cool smoke and fairly fullboodied sweet flavour.
Best.Nr. 9005-35
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50

(gelb)

A slightly more moderate version of the flake above, nicely smooth
and pleasantly sweet tobacco with cool smoke and a fine bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9005-34
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50

FLAKE
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A real highlight among all legendary tobaccos and a true and most
reliable friendly companion to many generations of pipe smokers.
Ever since its first presentation in 1896, it has always been made
with the demand for only the best tobacco quality.
A blend of selcted spicy Kentucky leaf and goldenen Virginias is
steam-pressed into a flake to create a full-bodied rich pipe tobacco
yet smooth in character with a pleasant amount of sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9005-33
50g Pouch
( 204,00/kg)  10,20

Prestige - Original Navy Cut - Gold Navy Cut - St. Bruno

SPECIAL DUBLIN Mixture

Original

Selected first class Virginia tobaccos from the USA, Africa and Brazil,
gently matured under pressure, then cut and carefully rubbed out to
be blended again with sweet Black Cavendish and finally seasoned
with aromatic Irish Whiskey.
Best.Nr. 9005-47
50g Pouch
( 204,00/kg)
 10,20
Best.Nr. 9005-49
100g Dose
( 204,00/kg)
 20,40
Best.Nr. 9005-48
200g Dose
( 202,00/kg)
 40,40

The popular Dutch style Mixture. A rich blend of Kentucky, Oriental
and Virginia tobaccos with smooth chocolate-tinted Burley, seasoned
with a fragrant aroma composition of fruit and vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9001-68
50g Pouch
( 170,00/kg)
 8,50

RICHMOND Navy Cut

A light-coloured flake tobacco made from selected matured Virginia
grades. Slow burning to unfold its gentle fruity aroma and mellow
sweetness in a cool smoke with a pleasant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9005-50
50g Dose
( 220,00/kg)
 11,00

Kgl. Preußisches Tabakskollegium von 1720 (blue)

Sweet aromatic golden Virginia tobaccos with doubly fermented
Black Cavendish, seasoned with a fine fruit flavour composition.
Best.Nr. 9006-15
100g Hochdose
( 179,00/kg)
 17,90
Best.Nr. 9006-16
200g Vorteildose
( 169,50/kg)
 33,90

EMPIRE FLAKE Perique

Starring finest Perique tobacco and featuring selected golden and
Dark Fired Virginia plus a psmaller amount of Oriental leaf. A rich
aromatic and quite powerful smoking pleasure with the typical
sweet spicy aroma of dried figs.
Best.Nr. 9006-75
50g Dose
( 198,00/kg)
 9,90

Kgl. Preußisches Tabakskollegium von 1722 (red)

An aromatic composition of bright golden and red Virginias with a
good portion of Black Cavendish, seasoned with an attractive top
flavour for a nice smell. Slow burning with cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 9006-44
100g Hochdose
( 179,00/kg)
 17,90

EMPIRE FLAKE Virginia

A blend of sun-cured natural sweet Virginia and velvety smooth Black
Cavendish is refined with a very harmonious potpourri of ripe fruit.
A rather prowerful tobacco with a pleasant sweet taste and a very
friendly smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9006-76
50g Dose
( 198,00/kg)
 9,90

BORKUM RIFF „Ruby“

A mellow sweet aromatic blend of Bright Virginia, Kentucky and
Burley Grades. Cool-burning with smooth and gentle smoke scented
with the aroma of ripe cherries and an air of delicious Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9003-87
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35

EMPIRE FLAKE Latakia

BORKUM RIFF „Bronze“

A high amount of Latakia and best Virginia tobaccos are blended
with fine spicy Oriental leaf and left to mature in bond. A rich and
powerful spice-tinted slightly sweet smoking pleasure for all friends
of flake tobaccos as well as English style mixtures.
Best.Nr. 9006-77
50g Dose
( 198,00/kg)
 9,90

Selected quality bright aromatic Virginia and rich cool-smoking Burley
tobaccos are blended to give an exquisite taste and aroma, enhanced
by the finest Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey traditionally matured for
over 8 years fo develop its complex flavour.
Best.Nr. 9003-80
50g Pouch
( 187,00/kg)
 9,35
Best.Nr. 9003-81
200g Vorteildose
( 187,00/kg)
 37,40

Petersen & Sørensen VOOROOGST

A blend of Java and Burley, prepared after traditional Dutch recipes
a real rarity among today’s pipe tobaccos. It combines the chocolaty
Burley sweetness with fine spicy Java taste reminding of Sumatra
cigars. Should be tried on its own, but can also be used for blending.
Best.Nr. 9006-78
50g Dose
( 166,00/kg)
 8,30
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Brown and Black Cavendish blended with Burley and selected
golden to dark reddish-brown Virginia grades. Refined with sweet
and fruit-tinted aroma like vanilla, coconut and limes to provide a
gentle and rich aromatic smoking pleasure. Packed in an attractive
square tin decorated with a vivid painting by Poul Winsløw himself.
Poul Winslow pipes available on page 33 and in our Online Shop.
Best.Nr. 9001-28
100g Dose
( 299,00/kg)
 29,90
Beschreibungen nach Angaben des Herstellers

Sweet golden Virginia and sun-cured
Kentucky in a light and vivdly coloured
blend of most harmonious aroma and bouquet,
enriched with delicate sun-dried flower petals.
Best.Nr. 9001-82
50g Pouch
( 198,00/kg)
Best.Nr. 9001-83
100g Dose
( 198,00/kg)
Best.Nr. 9001-84
200g Dose
( 198,00/kg)

 9,90
 19,80
 39,60

Fully matured and specially fermented Virginia tobaccos provide this
extraordinarily aromatic Black Cavendish with rich natural sweetness. A pleasantly smooth pipe tobacco with a nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9014-63
100g Dose
( 202,00/kg)
 20,20

A vividly coloured blend of selected African, North and South American Virginia tobaccos with rich air-cured Burley and smooth Black
Cavendish, flavoured with a fruit-tinted aroma.
Best.Nr. 9014-50
50g Pouch
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9014-51
100g Dose
( 196,00/kg)
 19,60

ERINMORE Mixture

A Loose Cut Mixture of mature bright golden Virginia grades with
choicest smooth Burley and sweet Black Cavendish. Slow burning
with a cool smoke of pleasant aroma.
Best.Nr. 9001-32
50g Dose
( 238,00/kg)
 11,90
Best.Nr. 9001-33
100g Dose
( 238,00/kg)
 23,80

Club Mixture
A Mixed Cut mixture of golden Virginia from North Carolina, Brazil
and Malawi with U.S. and Mexico Burley and Black Cavendish plus
Virginia flake scraps. Rich aromatic, sweet and mellow and cool.
Best.Nr. 9005-37
50g Pouch
( 204,00/kg)
 10,20
Best.Nr. 9005-38
100g Dose
( 195,00/kg)
 20,40

CALEDONIAN Highland

Sweet golden and red Virginia tobaccos blended with a special Dark
Cavendish matured in Scottish Highland Whisky casks. Refined with
an original Scotch Whisky liqueur, a rich aromatic pleasure with a
soft smoke and a pleasant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9001-87
50g Dose
( 216,00/kg)
 10,80

Golden Sliced
A gold-coloured flake tobacco with selected Bright Virginia grades
from best U. S. growing areas. Slow burning to unfold the tobacco’s
rich and sweet aroma in a gentle smoke with a nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9005-40
50g Pouch
( 232,00/kg)
 11,60
Best.Nr. 9005-41
100g Dose
( 232,00/kg)
 23,20

DANISH Dice

ERINMORE Flake

Rich mature Virginia, smooth aromatic Burley and dark air-cured
tobaccos fermented under high pressure. Slow burning with a cool
smoke and the rich fragrant Erinmore flavour and smell in the air..
Best.Nr. 9001-45
50g Dose
( 238,00/kg)
 11,90

(bisher Danish Truffles)

Tobacco truffles for the connoisseur. Selected leaf tobacco flavoured
with old Bénédictine liqueur and tangerine and left to mature for three
months before being cut. Each truffle holds the complete blend. Easy
to handle - a real pleasure in your pipe and in the air.
Best.Nr. 9014-10
50g Pouch
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 9014-17
100g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
 20,00
Best.Nr. 9014-16
200g Dose
( 197,00/kg)
 39,40

DANISH Dice Mix

Black Cavendish, Burley and sweet matured Virginias carefully
handled to preserve all tobaccos‘ individual characteristics. Seasoned
with vanilla, coconut and plum and refined with Jamaican rum.
Best.Nr. 9001-25
100g Dose
( 215,00/kg)
 21,50

Petersen & Sørensen 34th Mixture

(bisher Danish Truffles Mix)

Three different handblended mixtures together in one tobacco.
Aromatic golden truffles, seasoned with a delicious creamy hazelnut flavour and then separately left to mature for two months.
Best.Nr. 9014-19
50g Pouch
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 9014-20
100g Dose
( 200,00/kg)
 20,00
A Wild Cut blend of Virginia, Maryland and Burley with Broad Cut
Virginia, seasoned with natural aroma of ripe Mango. Sweet and gentle.
Best.Nr. 9014-4
100g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 21,90
Described after the producer’s informations.

A blend of bright and brown Virginia grades with Latakia, matured
under pressure in the Cavendish style and blended with golden
Virginia Broad Cut. Slow burning with a cool and gentle smoke.
Best.Nr. 9006-34
50g Dose
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
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MIXTURE
Old Belt Virginia and aromatic Macedonian Oriental leaf are blended
with a smaller amount of Latakia. Cut to fairly short length, slow burning
with a gentle spicy smoke, underlined with pleasant hints of sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9006-23
100g Dose		  17,00

Pipe
TORBEN DANSK „Svend“
production was discontinued

SOLANI Blend 369 Blau
A rich aromatic Danish mixture of nicely smooth Black Cavendish,
naturally sweet Virginia and foamy Burley with a trace of zesty
Louisiana Perique, refined with mellow puree of ripe plum and spice.
Best.Nr. 9015-369
50g Runddose ( 231,00/kg)  11,55
Best.Nr. 9015-370
100g Klappdose ( 226,00/kg)  22,60

Professional
Finest Virginia, Burley and Black Cavendish, enriched with American Hickory nut extracts and matured in oak casks, then blended
with a bright coloured Broad Cut Virginia. A flavour composition of
tropic fruit aroma completes this elegant sweet and mellow blend.
Best.Nr. 9015-340
100g Klappdose ( 231,00/kg)  23,10

SOLANI Blend 779 Gold
A fairly short size Crimp Cut „English Blend“ of really noble character, a mixture of various Virginia tobaccos, a good portion of fine
spicy Oriental leaf and, of course, black smoky Latakia.
Best.Nr. 9015-373
50g Runddose ( 236,00/kg)  11,80

Blend 71 Golden Flake
Golden Virginia with Burley and a pinch of Louisiana Periqu are
flavoured with a honey and orange aroma composition and then
carefully pressed and matured. Cut into long stripes that are rolled
up and packed standing upright in snap-lid tins. A nicely sweet and
mellow Flake tobacco, slow burning with cool and gentle smoke.
Best.Nr. 9015-341
100g Hochdose ( 215,00/kg)  21,50

SOLANI Blend 656 Aged Burley Flake
A precious Danish Flake tobacco prepared from White Burley
seasoned with fine rich chocolate. Matured under heat and roasted,
then pressed and matured once again for six weeks before being cut.
Best.Nr. 9015-368
50g Flakedose ( 232,00/kg)  11,60

Blend 25 (grün)
Bright sweet Virginia tobaccos with toasted Burley and a velvety
smooth Black Cavendish in a vividly coloured blend flavoured with
a composition of nut and chocolate aroma. A smooth and creamy
sweet smoking pleasure with a nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-346
50g Runddose ( 224,00/kg)  11,20
Best.Nr. 9015-347
100g Hochdose ( 206,00/kg)  20,60

Ilsteds Own Mixture Number 66
A highly aromatic mixture of selected Virginia grades with Black
Cavendish, harmoniously refined with a flavour of candied almonds
and vanilla. Smooth in taste with an intensive and pleasant bouqet.
Best.Nr. 9015-306
100g Dose ( 171,00/kg)  17,10

SOLANI Blend 633 Virginia Flake
A classical Flake tobacco in the Danish style prepared from bright
golden and red Old Belt Virginia grades, refined with an optimally
measured pinch of Louisiana Perique and seasoned with honey.
Best.Nr. 9015-374
50g Flakedose ( 231,00/kg)  11,55
Best.Nr. 9015-375
100g Klappdose ( 215,00/kg)  21,50
SOLANI Blend 113 »X« Mystery
A rich aromatic Danish blend of various sweet Virginia grades and
Black Cavendish, made up as a „Wild Cut“. Seasoned with flavours
of black currant, Carribean Rum and delicious coconut cream.
Best.Nr. 9015-366
50g Runddose ( 236,00/kg)  11,80
Best.Nr. 9015-367
100g Klappdose ( 231,00/kg)  23,10

Ilsteds Own Mixture Number 88
This surprisingly smooth variation combines Virginia leaf from 3
continents, Black Cavendish and, of course, a pinch of smoky Latakia
for a pleasant spicy taste with a background note of honey.
Best.Nr. 9015-308
100g Dose ( 171,00/kg)  17,10
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Ilsteds Own Mixture Number 100
A well-balanced blend of Bright Virginia, Burley and Black Cavendish
with the inimitably aromatic flavour of sweet yellow plum and vanilla.
One of the most popular and successful in the „Ilsteds Own“ range.
Best.Nr. 9015-310
100g Dose ( 171,00/kg)  17,10
Best.Nr. 9015-330 250g Nachfüll-Pack ( 159,00/kg)  39,75
Described after the producer’s informations.

Pipe
Design Berlin
„Holger Danske“
no longer available

HOLGER DANSKE „Golden Harmony“ (M. V. / Mango & Vanilla)

HOLGER DANSKE „Black & B.“

A mixture of gently toasted sweet Virginia and Burley tobaccos,
seasoned with the aroma of exotic Mango fruit and a touch of mellow
Vanilla. A gentle blend with rich flavour and a nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9006-37
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90
Best.Nr. 9006-38
250g economy
( 119,60/kg)
 29,90

(B. B. / Black & Bourbon)

HOLGER DANSKE „Original Tobacco”

A smooth and expressive Black Tobacco. Selected Virginia
grades slowly matured in wooden casks with flowery Bourbon
Whiskey,refined with precious spices to enrich the aroma and smell.
Best.Nr. 9006-30
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90
Best.Nr. 9006-28
100g Dose
( 148,00/kg)
 14,80
Best.Nr. 9006-29
200g economy
( 144,50/kg)
 28,90

A blend of seven different Virginia Grades, precious spice tobaccos
and doubly fermented Black Cavendish. A plenty of contrasted
flavours, real tobacco taste for the modern pipe smoker.
Best.Nr. 9006-62
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90

HOLGER DANSKE „Amber Magic”

HOLGER DANSKE „Double Fermented”

A predominantly dark mixture of tobaccos that were fermented under
steam and high pressure to reduce bitter constituents. As a result, you
can look forward to a smooth and harmoniously aromatic smoke.
Best.Nr. 9006-05
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90

HOLGER DANSKE „Emerald Isle”

(S. W. / Sherry & Whiskey)

HOLGER DANSKE „Sunny Delight“

HOLGER DANSKE „Ruby Melange“

(C. V. / Cherry & Vanilla)

HOLGER DANSKE „Royal Navy Flake“

Virginia, Black Cavendish and Burley with a small amount of
Oriental leaf, refined with original Irish Malt Whiskey matured
in Sherry casks. A delicious smooth aromatic smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 9006-60
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90
Golden brown Virginia and Burley with smooth Black Cavendish.
Extracts of ripe sweet cherries and a breeze of mellow Vanilla add
their flavours and provide a delicious taste and nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9006-02
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90
Described after the producer’s informations.

(M. V. / Magic Vanilla)

Golden, brown and red Virginias grades with smooth Black Cavendish and aromatic Burley in a colourful Loose Cut mixture. Refined
with Vanilla and fruit extracts for a delicious smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 9006-06
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90
Best.Nr. 9006-065
250g economy
( 119,60/kg)
 29,90
(V. O. / Vanilla & Orange)

Velvety smooth Black Cavendish and selected aromatic Virginia
grades unfold their flavours in a special fermentation process. This
blend is seasoned with the aroma of ripe oranges and mellow Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9006-59
40g Pouch
( 147,50/kg)
 5,90
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Selected sweet Virginia tobaccos,pressed and slowly matured under
addition of a discreet fruit flavour composition. A classical flake
according to Danish traditions, slow burning with natural sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 9006-58
50g Dose
( 218,00/kg)
 10,90

Pipe
Design Berlin
no longer available

R and M

VAN HALTEREN

BlackandBright

Mellow Black Cavendish and soft Burley, gently pressed, matured and finally softly rubbed out ready to smoke. This refining
process results in a smoking mixture of rich gentle flavour and
outstanding smoothness, a real pleasure at any hour of the day.
Best.Nr. 9006-12
50g Pouch ( 152,00/kg)
 7,60
Best.Nr. 9006-13
100g Dose ( 149,00/kg)
 14,90
Best.Nr. 9006-14
200g Vorteildose ( 145,00/kg)
 29,00

(„Rum & Maple“)

Various sweet Virginia tobaccos, seasoned with a special flavour of
genuine Caribbean Rum, and blended with dark Cavendish that was
processed under addition of Canadian Maple Syrup. A pleasantly
smooth and not too sweet smoking tobacco with a nice bouquet.
( 140,00/kg)
 7,00
Best.Nr. 9006-25
50g Pouch
( 140,00/kg)
 14,00
Best.Nr. 9006-26
100g Dose
( 136,00/kg)
 34,00
Best.Nr. 9006-27
250g Vorteildose

Danish BLACK V. Mixture

CELLINI

(„Black Vanilla Mixture“)

Selected Virginia and Burley tobaccos are doubly fermented
and lavoured with the aroma of mellow Malagasy Vanilla for a rich
aromatic smoke with an appealing scent.
( 170,00/kg)
 6,80
Best.Nr. 9006-82
40g Pouch
( 170,00/kg)
 8,50
Best.Nr. 9006-17
50g Dose
A small trough in the 50g tin’s lid can also serve as a single pipe rest.
( 169,00/kg)
 16,90
Best.Nr. 9006-18
100g Dose
( 159,20/kg)
 19,90
Best.Nr. 9006-8
125g Faltbeutel

Danish BLACK V. Flake

Jacaranda

A composition of bright coloured Broad Cut and pleasantly sweet
Virginia tobaccos from sun-spoilt African districts with extra smooth
matured Black Cavendish. Aromatic fruit extracts and precious spices
are added to enrich the tobaccos’ own flavours and to create a most
pleasant smell in the air. A deliciously gentle smoking experience.
( 199,00/kg)
 19,90
Best.Nr. 9006-9
100g Dose

(„Black Vanilla Flake“)

An interesting speciality from the House of PLANTA: extra smooth
almost black flake tobacco matured under pressure to provide a sweet
and disctreetly fruity pleasure. Slow burning with cool smoke.
( 216,00/kg)  10,80
Best.Nr. 9006-81
50g Dose

Burberry

Pipe Tobacco

Only precious hand-selected leaf tobacco grades are chosen for this
attractive colourful „Variant Cut” mixture. Seasoned with a whiff
of Pistachio Nectar to create a nicely creamy taste. A rich aromatic
delight with a cool smoke and nice smell in the air.
( 199,00/kg)
 19,90
Best.Nr. 9006-40
100g Dose

Blue Sapphire

Petersen & Sørensen
Eine luxuriöse Mischung - Ergebnis langer Tradition und Erfahrung
in der Herstellung von Pfeifentabak. Hocharomatische Würfel ruhen,
umgeben vom Duft edler Fruchtessenzen, wie kleine Edelsteine in
einem Bett aus samtigem Black Cavendish. Das brillante Aroma
verbindet sich mit den hochwertigen Tabaken zu einem außergewöhnlichen und reichhaltigen Geschmackserlebnis.
( 240,00/kg)  24,00
Best.Nr. 9006-73
100g Dose

PERGAMON

Sweet Virginia grades blended with finest Oriental tobaccos and
doubly fermented smooth Black Cavendish. Seasoned with fullbodied
velvety smooth Greek wine and exotic Oriental spices. An extra gentle
and yet rich aromatic smoking pleasure with a delicious bouquet.
( 222,00/kg)
 22,20
Best.Nr. 9006-53
100g Dose

GERMAIN’S MIXTURE No 7

„Mild like the climate on the Isle of Jersey”. A mixture of Bright
Virginia and Burley, seasoned with precious spices. Without Latakia.
Thanks to a special maturation process turns this blend into a mild
smoking mixture with an attractive fragrant aroma. Most interesting
also for cigarette smokers who want to find a way to pipe smoking.
( 152,00/kg)
 7,60
Best.Nr. 9006-1
50g Pouch
( 149,00/kg)
 14,90
Best.Nr. 9006-10
100g Dose
( 147,50/kg)
 29,50
Best.Nr. 9006-11
200g Vorteildose

classico riserva

A harmonious mixture of golden Virginia grades with mild Black
Cavendish and a fresh flowery Orange flavour. Best leaf tobacco from
Tuscany is added to enrich the Virgina’s characteristic flavour. Full
aromatic and yet pleasantly smooth with cool smoke.
( 178,00/kg)
 8,90
Best.Nr. 9006-45
50g Pouch
( 175,00/kg)
 17,50
Best.Nr. 9006-24
100g Dose

SANS SOUCI
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An exclusive noble mixture with a special fragrant bouquet convincing
by its elegance and refinement. Selected bright golden Virginia leaf
is blended with matured extra soft Black Cavendish and seasoned
with a gentle fruit and Caramel flavour composition. A pleasant rich
aromatic smoke of extra smooth character and nice smell in the air.
( 189,00/kg)
 18,90
Best.Nr. 9006-51
100g Dose
Described after the producer’s informations.

TORBEN DANSK „Ture“ rustic
An interesting Cherrywood Halfbent with
a concave and upward tapered bowl with an
extra broad base. Flared stem decorated with
an ivory-coloured slice of resin. Waisted saddle
mouthpiece. Good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0111-32 € 64,50
Original size see page 12.

MAC BAREN „Virginia No. 1” Ready Rubbed
A golden Ready Rubbed Navy Cut made of 100% natural
Virginia tobaccos, discreetly refined with a fine top flavour.
Best.Nr. 9007-14
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)

Best.Nr. 9007-15
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)

Best.Nr. 9007-35
250g economy
( 179,00/kg)


Your taste - your choice.
sweet

MAC BAREN „Golden Ambrosia” Ready Rubbed
A Ready Rubbed blend of Virginia, Burley and Modern Cavendish
with a smooth fruit-tinted Caramel and Mocca aroma.
Best.Nr. 9007-57
50g Pouch
( 179,00/kg)
 8,95
Best.Nr. 9007-16
100g Dose
( 179,00/kg)
 17,90

9,20
18,40
44,75

MAC BAREN „Virginia Blend” Ready Rubbed
A golden brown Ready Rubbed Virginia Blend in the typical Danish
style, a pleasantly sweet and aromatic tobacco deliciously smooth
thanks to the addition of a small amount of Burley.
Best.Nr. 9007-24
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40

MAC BAREN „Red Ambrosia” Danish Blend
Golden Virginia, Ready Rubbed Burley and Mac Baren’s Modern
Cavendish with a pinch of Oriental tobacco. A delicious top flavour
provides this blend with sweetness and the aroma of ripe cherries.
Best.Nr. 9007-58
50g Pouch
( 179,00/kg)
 8,95
Best.Nr. 9007-34
100g Dose
( 179,00/kg)
 17,90

MAC BAREN „Black Ambrosia” Loose Cut
This tobacco contains a rather high amount of Mac Baren’s Modern
Cavendish enriched with goldenem Virginia Loose Cut and refined
with a flavour composition of ripe natural fruit.
Best.Nr. 9007-18
50g Pouch
( 179,00/kg)
 8,95
Best.Nr. 9007-19
100g Dose
( 179,00/kg)
 17,90
MAC BAREN „Golden Blend” Ready Rubbed
A smooth blend of Burley and Virginia, matured under pressure and
rubbed out ready to smoke. Sweet spicy taste with hints of chocolate.
Best.Nr. 9007-32
100g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 17,50
Best.Nr. 9007-33
250g economy
( 175,80/kg)
 43,95
Described after the producer’s informations.

MAC BAREN „Harmony” Ready Rubbed
A well-balanced golden Danish Ready Rubbed Blend based on
Burley and Virginia with a small amount of Mac Baren Cavendish.
Best.Nr. 9007-23
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40
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MAC BAREN „Virginia Flake” Flake Cut
A golden brwon sweet spicy Flake tobacco mainly blended with
matured Virginias and a trace of Burley. Discreetly refined with a
fragrant slightly fruity Honey aroma.
Best.Nr. 9007-11
50g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 10,95

TORBEN DANSK „Grid“ polished
A flat pan-shaped Rhodesian style Halfbent of just medium filling
capacity. Its very broad thick-walled bowl is rounded all over for a
pleasant feel in your hand. Flared stem with ivory-coloured resin and
a rather slender saddle mouthpiece. Original size see page 11.
Best.Nr. 0110-30 74,50

MAC BAREN „Classic Amber” Loose Cut
A golden Virginia Broad Cut blended with Mac Baren’s Modern
Cavendish, enriched with scraps of the above namend Flake and
refined with a fragrant aromatic Vanilla flavour.
Best.Nr. 9007-52
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20
Best.Nr. 9007-53
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40

MAC BAREN „Original Choice”
Selected Virginia tobaccos provide this blend with a pleasant natural
sweetness. Blended with mild air-cured Burley and Mac Baren’s
delicious smooth Modern Cavendish.
Best.Nr. 9007-25
40g Pouch
( 185,00/kg)
 7,40
Best.Nr. 9007-250
100g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 17,50

MAC BAREN „Classic” Flake Cut
Natural sweet Virginia tobaccos, Mac Baren’s Modern Cavendish
and a pinch of Burley are refined wth a fragrant vanilla flavour and
matured together under pressure. Enjoy this slow burning Flake
tobacco with its cool and gentle rich aromatic smoke.
Best.Nr. 9007-26
50g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 10,95

MAC BAREN „Supreme Choice”
Sweet Virginia, Burley and Mac Baren’s Modern Cavendish in a
pleasantly smooth blend with a delicious fragrant cherry aroma.
Best.Nr. 9007-07
40g Pouch
( 185,00/kg)
 7,40
MAC BAREN „Absolute Choice”
Rich sweet Virginia, soft Burley and Mac Baren’s sweet aromatic
Modern Cavendish, enriched with the aroma of exotic fruit.
Best.Nr. 9007-36
40g Pouch
( 185,00/kg)
 7,40
Best.Nr. 9007-360
100g Dose
( 175,00/kg)
 17,50
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MAC BAREN „Classic” Loose Cut
A golden Virginia Broad Cut blended with Mac Baren’s Modern
Cavendish, enriched with scraps of the above namend Flake and
refined with a fragrant aromatic Vanilla flavour.
Best.Nr. 9007-27
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20
Best.Nr. 9007-28
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40
Best.Nr. 9007-285
125g sachet
( 172,00/kg)
 21,50
Described after the producer’s informations.

TORBEN DANSK „Modi“ polished
A rather large Rhodesian Halfbent
with a tall egg-shaped bowl on a
curved flat rhombic stem and saddle
mouthpiece. A very handy and wellbalanced thick-walled pipe with a large
filling capacity. Original size see page 5.
Best.Nr. 0110-26 € 84,50

MAC BAREN „Plumcake“ Navy Blend
The rich full-bodied Mac Baren classic. Ribbon Cut Virginia, Ready
Rubbed Burley and Cavendish, gently spiced by a pinch of Latakia
and sweet aromatic thanks to a splash of Jamaican Rum.
Best.Nr. 9007-7
50g Pouch
( 204,00/kg)
 10,20
Best.Nr. 9007-8
100g Dose
( 204,00/kg)
 20,40
Best.Nr. 9007-9
250g economy
( 195,80/kg)
 48,95

Your taste - your choice.

MAC BAREN „Mixture Modern“ Danish Blend
Creamy and aromatic with an unforgettable sweet and suave flavour,
slightly more intense and aromatic than the classical „Mixture“.
Best.Nr. 9007-01
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20
Best.Nr. 9007-02
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40

MAC BAREN CUBE „Silver”
A well-balanced creation, sweet and creamy with a gentle fruit flavour.
27 different grades of tobacco carefully matured for years, flavoured
with natural ingredients like sweet Canadian maple syrup, Caribbean
cane sugar, English Liquorice and finest chocolate.
Best.Nr. 9007-46
40g Pouch
( 240,00/kg)
 9,60
MAC BAREN „Mixture“ Scottish Blend
The MacBaren classic, smooth and aromatic with the unique flavour.
A mild sweet aromatic „Scottish Blend“ based on various Virginia
and Burley grades made up as a Ready Rubbed tobacco.
Best.Nr. 9007-5
50g Pouch
( 184,00/kg)
 9,20
Best.Nr. 9007-20
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40
Best.Nr. 9007-21
250g economy
( 179,00/kg)
 44,75
Described after the producer’s informations.

MAC BAREN „Mixture Flake“ Flake Cut
Mild and aromatic with the delicious unforgettable flavour of the classical Mac Baren „Mixture“, slow burning with a pleasantly cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 9007-065
50g Pouch
( 204,00/kg)
 10,20
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MAC BAREN „Danish Mixture“ Loose Cut
A fairly light coloured Danish Blend based on the „Mixture“, with
an interesting aromatic flavour, pleasantly smooth and sweet.
Best.Nr. 9007-48
100g Dose
( 184,00/kg)
 18,40

NEU
MAC BAREN „Dark Twist” Roll Cake
A special Spun Cut, two thirds made of plain Virginia, one third made of
Virginia and Kentucky leaf. Rich and smooth with a hint of smoky aroma.
Best.Nr. 9007-30
50g Pouch
( 204,00/kg)
 10,20
Best.Nr. 9007-31
100g Dose
( 204,00/kg)
 20,40
Best.Nr. 9007-12
250g economy
( 195,80/kg)
 48,95

Your taste your choice.

MAC BAREN „Club Blend” Roll Cake
The classical golden brown Spun Cut made fromVirginia leaf with a
core of Dark Fired Kentucky, deliciously aromatic without flavourings.
Best.Nr. 9007-13
100g Dose
( 209,50/kg)
 20,95

MAC BAREN „HH Pure Virginia”
A blend of 100% selected Air Cured and Flue Cured Virginia grades
from the world’s best growing areas for a genbuine natural sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 9007-865
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50

MAC BAREN „Roll Cake” Spun Cut
Medium brown Virginia Spun Cut with a Dark Fired Kentucky core,
refined with a discreet top flavour for a cool and gentle fragrant smoke
Best.Nr. 9007-2
100g Dose
( 235,00/kg)
 23,95

MAC BAREN „HH Bold Kentucky”
The strongest blend in the Mac Baren pipe tobacco range. Finest Fire
Cured Kentucky tobaccos enriched with golden Virginias to achieve
an more gentle taste. Recommended to the experienced pipe smoker.
Best.Nr. 9007-855
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50

MAC BAREN „Stockton” Roll Cake
A traditional Spun Cut of appr. 60% Virginia leaf and a core of appr.
40% Dark Fired Kentucky. A sweet smoky titbit, smooth and cool.
Best.Nr. 9007-1
100g Dose
( 239,50/kg)
 23,95

MAC BAREN „Navy Flake” Flake Cut
A medium brown Navy Cut prepared from Virginia, Burley and
Cavendish, with cool smoke, a gentle taste and a wonderful bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9007-10
50g Dose
( 219,00/kg)
 10,95
Best.Nr. 9007-40
100g Dose
( 215,00/kg)
 21,50

MAC BAREN „Latakia Blend” Roll Cake
A precious rarity: a sweet spicy Curly Cut with a core of Dark Fired
Kentucky and a pinch of Latakia. A cool and really delicious smoke.
Best.Nr. 9007-3
100g Dose
( 239,50/kg)
 23,95

MAC BAREN „HH Latakia Flake”
Bright Virginia, spicy Oriental leaf, Burley and a good portion of
Latakia, matured under pressure and hot steam. A complex natural
sweet and smoky taste experience of medium strength.
Best.Nr. 9007-845
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50

MAC BAREN „The Solent Mixture” English Mixture
An English Mixture of sweet Virginia with Latakia and the „Original
Mac Baren Cavendish“, refined with Jamaican Rum. Smoky but smooth.
Best.Nr. 9007-4
100g Dose
( 204,00/kg)
 20,40

MAC BAREN „HH Old Dark Fired”
A full-bodied Flake with a powerful earthy aroma, made from Dark
Fired Burley and air-cured Virginias, pressed under heat and steam.
Best.Nr. 9007-825
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50
Best.Nr. 9007-82
100g Dose
( 225,00/kg)
 22,50

MAC BAREN „HH Acadian Perique”
Virginia, Burley and Black Cavendish with Dark Fired Kentucky
and Acadian Perique from Louisiana. Pure tobacco taste without
aroma additions, with a broad spectrum of sweet and spicy flavours.
Best.Nr. 9007-815
50g Dose
( 225,00/kg)
 11,25
Best.Nr. 9007-81
100g Dose
( 220,00/kg)
 22,00

(was „Vintage Syrian“)
MAC BAREN „HH Vintage Latakia”
A nicely full-bodied blend an almost 50% amount of Latakia - and yet
pleasantly smooth, underlined with a precious Virginia’s sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9007-045
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50
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MAC BAREN „HH Burley Flake” NEW
A Burley-dominated Flake tobacco with fine notes of dark chocolate
and nuts, which also includes a carefully balanced amount of Virginia
to provide an extra touch of sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9007-875
50g Dose
( 230,00/kg)
 11,50
Best.Nr. 9007-87
100g Dose
( 225,00/kg)
 22,50
Described after the producer’s informations.

Rattray’s „The Cave” No. 91 Terracotta
An exemplary Version of the traditional English
or Irish Army-Bent with a conical fit waisted saddle mouthpiece and a sturdy metal-mounted stem. The very thick-walled
bowl has a good medium filling capacity. Mahogany brown
contrast stain with a polished finish.
Best.Nr. 0780-091  145,00

RATTRAY’S »BRITISH COLLECTION«

Already as a young man, Charles Rattray, born in Scotland in 1880, found great interest in
high quality pipe tobacco mixtures. He found a job in a neighbouring tobacco manufactory where he obtained
profound knowledge in the handling and processing of tobacco, and soon began to create private blends for regional tobacconists.
From 1903 he worked for Brown’s Tobacco Shop in Perth, which he took over in 1911 to continue the business under his own name.
Until today, the 14 blends of the British Collection are blended after the original recipes
that were developed by Charles Rattray more than a century ago.
RATTRAY’S »Hal O’ The Wynd«
A mixture of brown Fire Cured Kentucky, Virginia and Perique was
pressed as a flake tobacco and rubbed out by hand into a medium
strength „Broken Flake“. A full-bodied sweet and spicy pleasure
with a delectably soft smoke.
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-230
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S „Black Mallory”
A rather dark mixture of rich aromatic Virginia, fine spicy Oriental
leaf and a good portion of Latakia. Slow burning with a velvety
gentle smoke with even some pleasing sweetness in the background.
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9015-22
50g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-220
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S „Red Rapparee”
A classical „English Mixture“ with spicy Latakia, several different
Virginia grades of varying cutting width, blended with Dark Cavendish and a considerable amount of Oriental leaf. A rich full-bodied
and yet smooth smoking pleasure.
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9015-21
50g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-210
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S „Old Gowrie”
SElected dark Virginia, Kentucky and a pinch of Perique are matured
under pressure for up to 3 months, then cut into flake size and finally
rubbed out. A fairly powerful sweet spicy pleasure with cool smoke.
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9015-30
50g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-300
100g Dose
RATTRAY’S „Macbeth”
Enjoy the natural sweet flavours of pure fully matured 1st choice Virginia
in combination with aromatic Burley. The most delicius blends can
well go without extra additions, as proven by the »Macbeth« blend.
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-32
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-320
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Black Virginia«
A pure Black Cavendish produced from various Virginia tobaccos
in a heat fermentation process in the Scottish tradition. Spicy and
yet smooth with fine sweetness that reminds of the rich taste of
classical Westfalian black bread „Pumpernickel“.
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-233
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »7 Reserve«
An English style mixture on the base of selected Virginia grades
and Turkish Oriental tobacco, enriched of course with an optimal
portion of smooth smoky Latakia.
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9015-20
50g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-200
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Bagpiper’s Dream«
This mixture combines sweet Black Cavendish and golden Virginia
tobaccos with hand-ripped Virginia Flake and Curly. Your anticipitation will grow as you open the tin and let the incredible bouquet
of rich Brandy caress your nose. A promise: every puff is pure joy!
( 216,00/kg)
 21,60
Best.Nr. 9015-280
100g Dose
RATTRAY’S »Brown Clunee«
This delicious tobacco of powerful English character is based on a
dark rubbed-out flake of Virginia, Kentucky and Louisiana Perique.
A full-bodied smoking pleasure with spicy sweet taste.
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-270
100g Dose
Described after the producer’s informations.
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RATTRAY’S „Marlin Flake”
A dark Flake tobacco prepared from Dark Virginia, Black Cavendish
and Louisiana Perique after traditional methods. Fairly strong in taste
with a rich and full-bodied sweet spice flavour.
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9015-232
50g Dose
( 191,00/kg)
 19,10
Best.Nr. 9015-2320
100g Dose

Rattray‘s „Craggy Root“ No. 39
Klassisch inspiriertes, sehr handliches
Prince-Modell mit dem typischen dickwandigen flachen Kopf. Kleineres Füllvolumen. Fein
und griffig rusticiert, Holm mit bündigem Alu-Ring.
Best.Nr. 0779-039  89,00

Rattray‘s „Craggy Root“ No. 39
Best.Nr. 0779-039
 89,00

RATTRAY’S »SIGNATURE COLLECTION«
RATTRAY’S »Royal Albert«
An expertly blended mixture of three different grades of sweet Virginia
leaf with rich and smooth Black Cavendish and aromatic Burley. A fine
flavour composition of Honey and Orange with a background whiff of
the „all-time darling“ Vanilla was added to provide this blend with a
perfect finish.
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-254
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-255
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Buckingham«
This mixture combines Black Cavendish with bright and darker Virginia grades and aromatic Burley. Its essential secret reveals as you
light your pipe and taste the flavours of Hickory Nut, Bourbon Vanilla
and exotic Cinnamon. You should not miss this wonderful and really
outstanding tobacco!
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-250
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-251
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Westminster Abbey«
This blend is far away from clerical influence... and as you sense the
elegant bouquet of this mixture of Virginia, Burley, hand-rubbed Virginia
Flake and a pinch of Black Cavendish you will feel: every single puff
is „worth a sin“. And you will agree that, with its incredibly delicious
Caramel Cream aroma teasing your nose and palate this tobacco is a
real discovery.
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-260
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-261
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Tower Bridge«
An exceptional blend of Black Cavendish, golden and red Virginia in
combination with a precious matured Broken Flake. This vividly coloured
fragrant mixture captures the vibrating mood of a summer’s day in the
Caribbean: its flavours of juicy tropical fruit, smooth Vanilla and a dash
of Rum (of course!) will bring you a touch of real beach feeling for a
nice day!
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-256
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-257
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Union Jack«
An inimitable composition of Virginia and Burley tobaccos with Black
Cavendish, prepared as a vividly coloured Loose Cut. Enticingly refined
with a wonderful atoma of Italian Amaretto perfectly harmonizing with
the well-balanced tobacco flavours. A true masterpiece providing a most
delicious smoking pleasure.
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-258
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-259
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »Caribbean Dream«
This outstanding tobacco blended with golden brown Virginia, Black
Cavendish, Virginia Cube Cut and a small portion of Burley can, of
course not go without the addition of smooth fruity coconut and other
exotic flavours with a delicious Vanilla finish. A wonderful symphony
of exotic and sweet taste full of freshness. Welcome to the Caribbean!
( 223,00/kg)
 22,30
Best.Nr. 9015-262
100g Dose

RATTRAY’S »London Eye«
A noble Loose Cut pipe tobacco of excellent quality. The perfect combination of golden, red and dark Virginia grades cut to various size is enriched with Burley and Black Cavendish. Refined with the aroma of Rum,
Coconut and Macadamia for a delicious and really exceptional smoke.
( 213,00/kg)
 10,65
Best.Nr. 9015-252
50g Dose
( 193,00/kg)
 19,30
Best.Nr. 9015-253
100g Dose
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RATTRAY’S »Exotic Passion«
A vividly coloured mixture of golden Virginia leaf, nutty Burley and
rich Black Cavendish. As you open the tin, the unmistakable bouquet
of sweet juicy oranges will caress your nose. The flavour composition
is completed with the aroma of mango and exotic passion fruit. Refined
with a pinch of maple syrup, this Loose Cut blend will unfold its excellent
and finely tuned harmony.
( 224,00/kg)
 22,40
Best.Nr. 9015-263
100g Dose
Described after the producer’s informations.

JIRSA No. 191 Polished
An elegant Cutty style Lovat pipe, inspired by shapes with a 500
year tradition. Dynamically curved, light in weight and appearance.
Medium to good medium filling capacity. Made for 9mm filters.
Original size see page 144. Best.Nr. 0461-191  74,50

ROYALTY
A classical medium strength English Mixture of really outstanding
pithiness. Produced according to traditional methods with matured
Virginia and Oriental tobaccos including the „obligatory“ pinch of
spicy Latakia so characteristic of this tobacco specialty.
Best.Nr. 9050-021
50g Dose
( 383,00/kg)
 19,15

DANISH MIXTURE
An excellent classical Danish Mixture prepared from only the best
Virginia- and Burley tobaccos, enriched with a pinch of „toasted“
Black Cavendish. With its constantly well-balanced tobacco taste,
this blend develops an outstandingly pleasant smell in the air which
makes it a very pleasant experience also to people around you.
Best.Nr. 9050-027
50g Dose
( 300,00/kg)
 15,00

ARGENTINA
A medium strength pipe mixture made of doubly fermented Black
Cavendish and mature oven-cured Virginia grades from Argentina
with a pleasant taste of honey.
Best.Nr. 9050-015
50g Pouch
( 206,00/kg)
 10,30

ENGLISH MIXTURE.
A traditional English style Medium Cut blend of Virginia, Burley
and Latakia. A pinch of precious spicy Perique tobacco is added to
refine its natural taste. A wonderful pipe tobacco with a really fine
and lasting pleasant taste.
Best.Nr. 9050-023
50g Dose
( 300,00/kg)
 15,00

BRAZIL
A first class pipe mixture made of doubly fermented Black Cavendish and mature oven-cured Virginia grades from Brazil prepared in
varying cutting width for a delicious mild and fresh-fruity smoke.
Best.Nr. 9050-013
50g Pouch
( 206,00/kg)
 10,30

SCOTTISH MIXTURE
A light Medium Cut Mixture, aromatic, fresh and flowery in taste and also very enjoyable to the smoker‘s surroundings. One of
the most popular pipe tobacco blends, prepared from only selected
Virginia, Burley, Kentucky and some Oriental tobacco, deliciously
refined with finest matured Scotch Whisky.
Best.Nr. 9050-025
50g Dose
( 300,00/kg)
 15,00

MALAWI
An outstanding combination of matured Burley and oven-cured
Virginia, both grown in Malawi, blended with rich Danish Dark
Cavendish. Hand-selected original sun-cured Mexican Vanilla is
added to enrich and improve this rather powerful pipe tobacco’s
typical sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 9050-011
50g Pouch
( 206,00/kg)
 10,30

Described after the producer’s informations.
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HU Hadde‘s Best Irish
Bright and golden brown Virginias with a good portion of Louisiana
Perique and Dark Fired Kentucky. An Irish style casing is added to provide this blend with „that certain something“ without drowning the precious tobacco characteristics. A tempting experience for both lovers of
flavoured blends as well as for friends of natural sweet taste tobaccos.
Best.Nr. 9501-100
(E 196,00/kg) 100g Dose
E 18,95

HU The Untouchables
Hans Wiedemann (HU Tobacco) and Michael Apitz (M. A.Private
Blends) have both created pipe tobacco lines which have gained great
esteem among pipe smokers in Germany and also worldwide. Now they
have decided to co-operate and to create this new exceptional blend.
The basic mixture consists of matured Ready Rubbed Virginia and a pinch
of smooth Black Cavendish. Aroma of Cedarwood and Roses are added
as a final seasoning to marry perfectly with the tobacco’s original flavours.
Untouchable - incorruptible in terms of quality!
Hans Wiedemann & Michael Apitz
(E 255,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 12,75
Best.Nr. 9599-050

HU Anniversary 5 Years
5 years of HU Tobacco... Red and Bright Virginias made up as Ready Rubbed Flake and as Cross Cut, blended with spicy Kentucky, rich
Burley and refined with a discreet Balsamico topping, which creates a
nippy resinous taste. Truly a worthy Jubilee Tobacco perfectly suitable
to underline the „somehow different“ style of HU tobacco blends.
(E 207,00/kg) 100g Dose
E 20,70
Best.Nr. 9525-100

HU Dockworker
Strong chocolate-spicy Burley is the central ingredient of this Flake
tobacco, completed with spicy Oriental leaf and sweet Virginia. This
qzuite peculiar mixture will convince by its very complex and wellbalanced flavour texture. A medium to full strength Flake for lovers of
zesty rich and unspoilt tobaccos. No added flavourings!
(E 196,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 9,80
Best.Nr. 9508-050

HU Bahia O.
A dark pressed Ready Rubbed Flake of Indian and Brazilian Virginias with some „English“ Black Cavendish. Refined with a flavouring
composition of sweet nut, dark chocolate and bitter orange, optimally
balanced to marry with the sweet-spice character of the basic tobaccos.
(E 197,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 9,85
Best.Nr. 9518-050

HU Flanagan
Ätherischer Oriental leaf from Bulgarian growing districts and powerful Dark Fired Kentucky build the basic character of this Flake tobacco.
Sweet Zambia Virginia, a whiff of Perique and handstripped Virginias
from India complete this wonderfully rich mixture. A full-bodied strong
and yet elegant Flake for friends of natural tobacco. No added flavourings!
(E 187,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 9,35
Best.Nr. 9509-050

HU Daddy Geffti
Daddy Geffti is a queer and at the same time highly interesting mixture of unflavoured Black Cavendish, Dark Fired Kentucky and a small
amount of Latakia. The added flowery-fresh aroma creates a wonderfully contrasting flavour palette with the tobaccos used. A medium
strength blend with and unequalled tangy, spicy and aromatic taste.
(E 178,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 8,90
Best.Nr. 9521-050

HU Haymaker
A pleasantly sweet Virginia Flake with grades from India, Philippines and
Brazil captivating connoisseurs with its rich aroma and its kind-hearted
smoking qualities. Easy to rub out or fill in by the whole slice, an uncomplicated tobacco with a complex aroma, a really satisfying pleasure
for your day‘s leisure hours.
(E 191,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 9,55
Best.Nr. 9517-050

HU Darkwood Scenery
Why do flavoured tobacco blends always be sweet and fruity? With this
mixture, the makers chose a completely different approach. The medium strength bsic blend of Virginia, Oriental, some Black Cavendish
and rich Burley was refined with a flavouring composition of liquorice,
cloves, black pepper, sandalwood and a discreet fruit essence to bring
you a spicy-sweet smoke from the first to the last puff.
(E 212,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 10,60
Best.Nr. 9527-050

HU Sunset
Poweful Virginia grades from India are blended with a nippy sweetspicy Philippine Virginia and then pressed for three days. The following
30-day maturing process still under pressure creates a zesty sweet Flake
tobacco in best English tradition. Its rich wonderfully balanced flavours
will provide you with a cool and mellow smoking pleasure.
(E 197,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 9,85
Best.Nr. 9510-050

HU Moroccan Bazaar
The rich variety of scents in an oriental spice market was the original inspiration for this exotic blend. Various Virginia Ribbon Cuts and Ready Rubbed Flakes with a little Black Cavendish, flavoured with spicy
notes of pepper, cinnamon, star anise, incense, cloves and coriander as
well as sweet tones of ginger, jasmine, honey and ripe figs. Try this rich
aromatic sweet-spicy tobacco for an inspiring smoking pleasure.
(E 196,00/kg) 50g Dose
E 9,85
Best.Nr. 9528-050

HU Scotney
A Virginia/Perique Ready Rubbed Flake in the best English tradition.
Dark brown, aromatic, strong - these are characteristics of this blend of
three different Indian Virginia grades and a 10% amount of Perique. By
long-term pressing and an extended maturing perieod under addition of
a discreet top flavour it reaches its unmistakeable full and mellow taste.
(E 251,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 12,55
Best.Nr. 9524-050

HU Tillerman
Virginia grades from Tanzania, Zambia, India and the Philippines are
chosen for the basic blend of this medium strength Flake. A discreet nut
and chocolate flavour composition was added to harmoniously support
the tobacco’s own natural sweet taste. A delicious pleasure of complex
character, for a joyful smoke at any time of the day.
(E 187,00/kg)
50g Dose
E 9,35
Best.Nr. 9507-050
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Our choice of HU tobaccos is limited to blends that are specially
poduced by DTM Dan Tobacco for HU Tobaccos.
More blends from HU Tobacco are shown under www.hu-tobacco.de
Described after the producer’s informations.

Pipe
PETERSON
„Aran“ No. B 50
no longer available

To cut down your
plug tobaccos we recommend:
OPINEL - the French pen knife classic.
Lockable stainless steel blade (76 mm).
Solid natural-color beech wood handle.
Best.Nr. 4101-060  9,95

PETERSON „Sunset Breeze”

Golden and reddish-brown Virginia tobaccos with chocolate-spiced
Burley and roast-tinted sweet Black Cavendish, crowned by a fine
Amaretto flavour that also marks the fragrant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-06
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON „Old Dublin”

An Irish style Latakia Mixture of selected sweet Virginia grades with
fine flowery Oriental tobaccos. Slow burning with cool and gentle
smoke of rich aroma with smoky spice and discreet sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9015-05
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON’S „Luxury Blend”

This well-balanced aromatic blend of three different Virginia grades,
sweet Black Cavendish and smooth Burley was refined with a fragrant
flavour composition of ripe oranges, honey and Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9015-09
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON „Irish Oak”

A medium strength full-bodied and spicy blend of Cavendish with
Zimbabwe Virgina, Burley from Thailand and a pinch of Louisiana
Perique long-term fermented in oak barrels. Sweet and mellow taste.
Best.Nr. 9015-02
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON „Irish Mixture”

A spicy aromatic medium strength mixture of Virginia and Burley
tobaccos blended with a small amount of Dark Fired Kentucky.
Seasoned with discreetly sweet Irish Whiskey which harmoniously
unites with the slightly smoky flavours of the Kentucky leaf.
Best.Nr. 9015-03
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON „Killarney”

Selected Virginia, Burley, Maryland and Black Cavendish, seasoned
with a gentle Cream Caramel flavour and blended with a rubbed-out
Virginia flake which results in a cool smoke with fantastic aroma.
Best.Nr. 9015-07
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00
PETERSON „Aran Mixture“
An extraordinary mixture of carefully matured Virginia tobaccos and
sweet and smooth Black Cavendish. A whiff of vanilla and flower
petals were expertly added to provide this Irish style aromatic tobacco
with a pleasant smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-17
40g Pouch
( 200,00/kg)
 8,00
Described after the producer’s informations.

PETERSON „3 P’s“ Perfect Plug
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A dark Flake tobacco prepared from selected African and Brazilian
Virginia tobaccos and smooth Burley from Malawi. Pressed under
heat with a traditional casing added and then left to mature. Packed
in one piece as a solid uncut „plug“. Full-bodied and rich in taste
with fruit-tinted flavours, slow burning with a cool mellow smoke.
Best.Nr. 9015-13
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON
„Aran“ No. 999
no longer available

PETERSON „Founder’s Choice”

A fresh fruity mixture of various Virginia grades, pressed and diced
Oriental leaf and Burley, smooth Black Cavendish and bright golden Virginia, refined with rich flavours of vanille, rum and mango
Best.Nr. 9015-155
100g Dose
( 214,00/kg)
 21,40

PETERSON „Irish Dew Mixture”

A wonderful mixture of mature Virginia and toasted Burley with a
delicious undertone of Whiskey and fruit blossoms. Hints of sweet
vanilla and a pinch of chocolate refine this tobacco‘s pleasant taste
and smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-18
40g Pouch
( 200,00/kg)
 8,00

PETERSON „Original 1865 Mixture“

A luxurious blend in the traditional style. Finest selected Virginia tobaccos of various origin are blended with smooth Latakia to create a
full-bodied spicy dram for the demanding smoker.
Best.Nr. 9015-865
100g Dose
( 214,00/kg)
 21,40

PETERSON „Connoisseur’s Choice”

PETERSON „Hyde Park”

A rich aromatic mixture based on Black Cavendish blended with
golden and red Virginias and scraps of a zesty Virginia Flake. A very
pleasant and delicious snoking experience accompanied by fine notes
of tropical fruit aroma, vanilla and rum.
Best.Nr. 9015-15
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

A traditional English Mixture of golden and Dark Fired Virginias,
sun-cured tobacco from India and aromatic Burley. The addition of
Rum and maple syrup the blend takes on its mahogany colour and
provides the smoker with really exclusive and tasty pleasures.
Best.Nr. 9015-14
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON „De Luxe Mixture”

An aromatic blend of selected sweet Virginia leaf from Brazil and
Africa with a rubbed-out sweet fermented Black Cavendish. Carefully refined with a special flavour composition of vanilla, walnuts
and honey to create a round taste and pleasant bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9015-11
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

PETERSON „University Flake”

PETERSON’S „Sherlock Holmes”

PETERSON „Irish Flake“

A mellow English style Red Virginia Mixture with the sweet and
gently spice-tinted frich flavours of the matured tobaccos. Slow and
evenly burning with cool and gentle smoke and a nice smell in the air.
Best.Nr. 9015-01
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00

A full-bodied Irish style Virginia Flake matured under addition of a
pinch of Dark Fired Kentucky to add some spice to the sweet Virginia.
Slow burning with a cool and mellow smoke.
Best.Nr. 9015-04
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00
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A dark Flake specialty with Air Cured, Flue Cured and Dark Fired
Virginia tobaccos. Slowly fermenting the tobaccos under pressure
unfolds their rich sweet and full-bodied taste.
Best.Nr. 9015-12
50g Dose
( 240,00/kg)
 12,00
Described after the producer’s informations.

SAMUEL GAWITH & SONS / KENDAL - THE ENGLISH ORIGINALS

Samuel Gawith’s „1792 Flake Tobacco“
A traditional English flake made from Dark Fire-Cured tobaccos,
oven-baked, with a Toquin flavour applied after the ageing process
Best.Nr. 9044-32
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Balkan Flake“
Cyprus Latakia was added to an already popular Virginia blend. The
result - „a perfect marriage“. Medium strength with creamy smoke.
Best.Nr. 9044-18
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „BC Pipe Tobacco“		(wasBlackCherry)
A rich Black Cavendish, lightly stoved and refined with a beautiful
Cherry flavour. A rich tobacco of medium strength, not too sweet
Best.Nr. 9044-34
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Best Brown Flake“
A blend of pure Virginias originating from old and traditional seeds.
The favourite flake tobacco of the Virginia lover for many decades.
Best.Nr. 9044-26
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Black XX“
Dark Fired tobaccos spun into a rope and oven-baked. A traditional
specialty guaranteed to please all friends of rich and powerful taste
Best.Nr. 9044-52
50g Dose
( 330,00/kg)
 16,50
Samuel Gawith’s „Bothy Flake“
A full-bodied Virginia blend with a small portion of Latakia, refined
with the essence of a peat-tinted Malt Whisky. A real Highlander!
Best.Nr. 9044-41
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Brown No. 4 Kendal Twist“
Reddish brown Fire Cured Virginia, spun into a rope and left to mature for 4 weeks. A tobacco preparation in the traditional English style.
Best.Nr. 9044-54
50g Dose
( 330,00/kg)
 16,50
Samuel Gawith’s „Cabbie’s Mixture“
GoldenVirginia and Louisiana Perique spun into a rope to mature.
Delicious Virginia taste with the aroma and bouquet of dried figs.
Best.Nr. 9044-56
50g Dose
( 330,00/kg)
 16,50
Samuel Gawith’s „Celtic Talisman Mixture“
A medium strength blend of Bright Virginia, Burley and Black
Cavendish, seasoned with the aroma of cherries and vanilla
Best.Nr. 9044-46
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
The Kendal Mayor’s Collection - „CF Flake“
(was Chocolate Flake)
The major player in this aromatic blend is Virginia tobacco with added
Latakia and Burley plus delicious chocolate.A luxurious tasting flake.
Best.Nr. 9044-10
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Commonwealth Full Strength Mixture“
An English Classic at its best: selected matured Virginias are blended
with smoky Cyprus Latakia. A powerful but still fairly gentle smoke.
Best.Nr. 9044-44
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Fire Dance Flake“
A brown Virginia flake with the flavour of Blackberries, with the
addition of Brandy and rounded off with smooth Vanilla.
Best.Nr. 9044-20
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Full Virginia Flake“
Carefully blended Bright Virginias that turn dark brown after baking.
Slow-burning with the flavour of Fig and Dark Molasses. Delicious!
Best.Nr. 9044-28
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Beschreibungen nach Angaben der Hersteller.
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Samuel Gawith’s „Golden Glow Flake“
A classical medium strength flake tobacco, a blend of extra sweet
golden Virginia leaf, a full-bodied gentle pleasure with a cool smoke.
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Best.Nr. 9044-48
50g Dose
Samuel Gawith’s „Grousemoor“
A selection of Virginia, hand blended and ribbon cut, lightly stoved
and flavoured after the ageing. A cool and fresh smoke. Medium.
Best.Nr. 9044-36
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „K C Flake“
(was Kendal Cream Flake)
A blend of Virginias and Burley with a very attractive subtle aroma.
A gentle and light-hearted tobacco with plenty of creamy smoke.
Best.Nr. 9044-22
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Lakeland Dark“
Oven-baked Virginia and Kentucky tobaccos, pressed into a flake and
rubbed out ready to smoke. A strong blend with a mossy bouquet.
Best.Nr. 9044-58
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Navy Flake“
Virginia and Latakia tobaccos combined with Old Rum in the true
tradition of England’s sea-farers. A sweet and spicy smoke. Medium.
Best.Nr. 9044-24
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Perfection Tobacco“
The light application of Vanilla brings out the complexities of the
Virginias, Oriental tobaccos and Latakia in this smooth mixture.
Best.Nr. 9044-42
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
The Kendal Mayor’s Collection - „Sam’s Flake“
The major player in this aromatic blend is Virginia tobacco with added
Latakia and Burley plus delicious chocolate. A luxurious tasty flake.
Best.Nr. 9044-12
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Skiff Mixture“
An expertly blended combination of lightly stoved Virginias and
Oriental tobaccos with mild spice and a discreet natural sweetness.
Best.Nr. 9044-40
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Squadron Leader Tobacco“
A classical blend of Bright Virginias, Latakia and Oriental tobaccos.
Pleasantly smooth and cool with very gentle smoky spice.
Best.Nr. 9044-38
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
The Kendal Mayor’s Collection - „St. James Flake“
Genuine Perique and Virginias, baked to perfection. A luxury flake
for the connoisseur, rich and dark with excellent smoking qualities.
Best.Nr. 9044-14
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Springtime Flake“
A blend of Virginias with Louisiana Perique matured in Sherry casks.
Best.Nr. 9044-71
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „English Summer Flake“
A rich and sweet Virginia blend, evenly glowing with a cool smoke.
Best.Nr. 9044-72
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Scottish Autumn Flake“
Slowly press-matured Virginia tobaccos with the typical sweet taste.
Best.Nr. 9044-73
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60
Samuel Gawith’s „Wintertime Flake“
Press-matured Virginias with spicy Latakia, a cool and mellow smoke.
Best.Nr. 9044-74
50g Dose
( 272,00/kg)
 13,60

AROMA CIGARILLOS

There isn’t always enough time to smoke a pipe...
Here are some attractive alternatives for a five minute smoking
pleasure - sweet and tasty, smooth and always with a nice bouquet.

Cigars on this page are
not sold singly

Shown in appr.
60 % original size

V

ORIGINAL BLACK from the House of PLANTA, Berlin
Popular filtered slender small cigars with a fragrant rich aromatic
pipe tobacco filler with vanilla flavour.
Best.Nr. C 10-100
( 0,195) 20er Kartonschachtel
 3,90

Authentic Cigars

Rustic cigars with a Broadleaf wrapper matured for more than 12
months. Made in the Dominican Republic in the traditional way
with 100% natural tobaccos of international origin. Packed by 5
cigars in soft air-tight pouches sealed for an optimum of freshness.

ORIGINAL WILD C from the House of PLANTA, Berlin

BACKWOODS Cigars „Caribe” (Wild Rum)

Best.Nr. C 06-77

(St.  0,760)

Ø 13,0 - L 115 mm
5er Weichpackung
 3,80

Popular filtered slender small cigars with a fragrant rich aromatic
pipe tobacco filler with wild cherries flavour.
Best.Nr. C 10-098
( 0,195) 20er Kartonschachtel
 3,90

BACKWOODS Cigars „Authentic” (Aromatic) Ø 13,0 - L 115 mm
Best.Nr. C 06-772
(St.  0,760) 5er Weichpackung
 3,80

CANDLELIGHT MINI CIGARS Ø 8,0 mm - L 76 mm
Slender small cigars with a natural leaf wrapper and a fragrant smooth
aromatic filler. Packed by 10 cigars in a slender cardboard box.
CANDLELIGHT MINI RED (Cherry)
( 0,220) 20er Kartonschachtel
 2,20
Best.Nr. C 07-166
CANDLELIGHT MINI Gold (Vanilla)
( 0,220) 20er Kartonschachtel
 2,20
Best.Nr. C 07-166

BACKWOODS Cigars „Blue” (Vanilla)
Best.Nr. C 06-773

(St.  0,760)

Ø 13,0 - L 115 mm
5er Weichpackung
 3,80

FINKA 100% Tobacco from the House of PLANTA, Berlin
Elegant medium size small cigars with a fine Sumatra or Brazil
wrapper, flavoured with sweet fragrant pipe tobacco aroma.
Ø 9 - L 90 mm, packed by 20 in a wooden box.

FINKA Brasil - with a rich brown sweet-spice Brazil wrapper.
Best.Nr. C 10-021
(St.  0,480) 20er Holzkistchen
 9,60
FINKA Sumatra -with a fine light brwon Sumatra wrapper.
Best.Nr. C 10-020

(St.  0,480)

20er Holzkistchen

 9,60
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MOODS - Premium small cigars from the House of Dannemann,
plain and filtered, with a fine aromatic taste and tropical fruit flavour.
MOODS un-filtered
Best.Nr. C 08-022
( 0,330) 20er Kartonschachtel
 6,60
MOODS Filter
Best.Nr. C 08-023
( 0,335) 20er Kartonschachtel
 6,70

Rattray‘s
„The Dune“ No. 67 sand tan
An elegant and light-weighted Halfbent with
a dynamically shaped Dublin bowl, a plain brass
band mounted to its slender stem. Reddish brown
sandblasted finish. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0792-067  109,00

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece
Rattray‘s
„The Druids“ No. 34 Sandblast
A wonderful Stand-Up-Poker pipe, exemplary in shape and proportions, rather
thick-walled but not too strong or heavy. Mahogany brown sandblasted finish. The stem is mounted with
a nickel silver band. Medium to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0791-034  109,00

Rattray’s „Dark Ale” No. 106
The model No. 106, Heiko Behrens’ favourite. Here is another version
of that elegantly curved Halfbent with the rather thick-walled cylindric
bowl of medium filling capacity, now with a transparent dark grey
contrast stain and polished finish, the stem decorated
with a narrow knurled nickel silver band.
„Cumberland“ style acrylic
fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0793-106
 99,00

Pipe Tamper
„Bamboo Light“
Naturally grown Bamboo
with chromium-plated brass
parts. Slightly concave
tamper foot, with a long
reamer awl inside.
Best.Nr. 5001-227
 29,00
Shown in the
original size

Rattray’s „The Cave” No. 91 Sandblast
An exemplary Version of the traditional English or Irish
Army-Bent with the long conical fit waisted saddle mouthpiece
and the sturdy metal-mounted stem. The very thick-walled
bowl has a good medium filling capacity. A really wellbalanced pipe. Sandblasted relief with a black finish.
Best.Nr. 0781-091  119,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
„The Cave“
No. 91

RATTRAY’S „Red Rapparee”

More RATTRAY‘s
tobaccos are shown
on pages 104 and 105

A classical „English Blend“ with spicy Latakia, several Virginia grades
of varying cut size, Dark Cavendish and a considerable amount of
Oriental leaf. A rich full-bodied and yet smooth smoking pleasure.
( 196,00/kg)
 9,80
Best.Nr. 9015-21
50g Dose
Described after producer’s information.

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Rattray‘s „The Druids“ No. 35 Sandblast
A beautiful and really well-proportioned Bent of flowingly curved
shape with a very thick-walled and handy spherical bowl.
The stem mounted with a nickel silver band and
equipped with a „Cumberland“ style acrylic
fishtail mouthpiece. Medium to good
medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0794-035
 109,00

„Old Boy”
Pipe Lighter Bruyère sand
The long-term reliable nostalgic
pipe lighter with the openly installed
flint ignition mechanism. A lockable tamper
with reamer awl is integrated in the bottom.
Chromium-plated top and bottom, the body
coated with real briarwood with a dark
walnut brown sandblasted finish.
Best.Nr. 3720-003  209,00
Rattray’s „Black Sheep” No. 106
An elegantly curved Halfbentwith a rather
thick-walled cylindric Billiard bowl of medium
filling capacity. Matted black finish, the stem
decorated with a knurled nickel silver band.
Black acrylic fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0795-106
 99,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Rattray’s „Dark Ale” No. 109
An elegant London shape of classical
proportions and a light stature with a rather
thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity.
Transparent dark contrast stain with polished finish,
the stem decorated with a narrow knurled nickel
silver band and equipped with a „Cumberland“
style acrylic fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0793-109  99,00

To carry along your pipes and your daily ration of
tobacco, we can recommend leather cases and pouches
from Rattray‘s „Black Knight“ range of pipesmokers
accessories, presented in this catalogue on page 115.

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece
Shown in the
original size

Rattray’s „Angel’s Share” No. 106
The model No. 106 must really have had a profound
effect on Heiko Behrens. So, here is another version of
that elegantly curved Halfbent with the rather thick-walled
cylindric Billiard bowl of medium filling capacity, here with a
brilliant reddish brown contrast stain polished finish. Equipped
with a yellow amber style acrylic fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0796-106  99,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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With the invention of the „Briar Cigar“ some years ago, the
American Freehand Artist Chris Morgan has caused some
sensation in the world of pipes. Now he „piles the fire up“
with the attractive „Black Jack“ pipe range.

The pipes on the left impress by their nicely compact and
stout shape. Their sandbasted relief has a silky black finish,
stems mounted with a narrow nicke silver band. All three
pipes equipped with a short saddle acrylic mouthpiece.

„Black Jack“
No. 15

At the bottom of this page you see a long
„Churchwarden“ pipe, supplied with an
additional short mouthpiece, and
a slender Bulldog style Lovat.
„Black Jack“
No. 18

Shown in the
original size

„Black Jack“
No. 20
Chris Morgan „Black Jack“ No. 15
A chubby, cuddly and extra thick-walled
Bulldog style bowl on a very fat stem with
a short saddle mouthpice. Smaller to almost
medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1480-015
e 99,00
Chris Morgan „Black Jack“ No. 18
A cute little Quarterbent with a thick-walled
spherical bowl on a strong stem with a short
saddle mouthpiece. Small filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1480-018
e 99,00
Chris Morgan „Black Jack“ No. 20
A light-weighted pockert size Calabash pipe
with a rather thick-walled bowl on a strong
stem with a short saddle mouthpiece.Holm
und kurzem Sattelmundstück. Smaller to almost medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1480-020
e 99,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
„Black Jack“
No. 21

Chris Morgan „Black Jack“ No. 21
A „Churchwarden“ pipe in the Army style with a classical
thick-walled Apple bowl of just medium filling capacity.
Each pipe is supplied with two mouthpieces.
Best.Nr. 1480-021 e 109,00
Chris Morgan „Black Jack“ No. 22
An elegant light-weighted Lovat model
with a classical slender Bulldog bowl on a long
diamond-shaped stem with a short saddle mouthpiece. Narrow conical tobacco hole with
a just below medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1480-022 e 99,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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1

2

3+4

5+6

7

„Black Knight“
Smooth grained leather pipe cases and tobacco pouches

A small range of practical pipe smoker’s essentials, solidly crafted with classical designs
at amazingly good prices. Made of finely grained black leather with a nice soft feel. Interior linings
and equipment are made of customary black imitation leather, pouches are lined with natural rubber.
As a quality seal, all items are marked with the RATTRAY’s „Triskele“ button.

4 RATTRAY’S combo case for 2 pipes (not shown) 17 x 10 x 7 cm

1 RATTRAY’S case for 3 pipes

18,5 x 13 x 7 cm
The front flap with magnetic buttons covers two flat full-size pockets,
one in the flap’s reverse side, one on the case’s front side. The pipe compartment with a heavy-duty zip is equipped with three loops to hold the
pipes and, on the opposite side, a flat pocket with a broad loop to hold
a bag of pipe cleaners. The middle bar bears a quiver for a pipe tamper.
 75,00
Best.Nr. 2008-713

A space-saving case for 2 pipes and tobacco with a large fold-up
tobacco compartment, its cover flap with two hidden magnetic
buttons has a small extra zip pocket for filters or a tamper. The
spacious pipe compartment with a long medium size zip is comfortably accessable from the bottom.
 45,00
Best.Nr. 2008-702

5 RATTRAY’S stand-up tobacco pouch, small 11 x 7 x 2,5 cm
The classical foldable stand-up tobacco pouch holding appr. 20g of
tobacco, the inside is lined with natural rubber.
 32,50
Best.Nr. 2008-704

2 RATTRAY’S case for 2 pipes
18,5 x 9,5 x 6 cm
The front flap with magnetic buttons covers two flat full-size pockets,
in the flap’s reverse side and on the case’s front side. The pipe compartment with a heavy-duty zip is equipped with two loops for the pipes
and, on the opposite side, a flat pocket with a detachable rubber-lined
fold-up tobacco pouch. The middle bar bears a quiver for a pipe tamper.
 65,00
Best.Nr. 2008-712

6 RATTRAY’S stand-up tobacco pouch, large

15 x 7 x 2,5 cm
The classical foldable stand-up tobacco pouch holding appr. 30 - 35g
of tobacco, the inside is lined with natural rubber. (not shown)
Best.Nr. 2008-705
 37,50

3 RATTRAY’S combo case for 1 pipe

17 x 9 x 6,5 cm
A space-saving case for 1 pipe and tobacco with a large fold-up tobacco compartment, its cover flap with two hidden magnetic buttons
has a small extra zip pocket for filters or a tamper. The spacious
pipe compartment with a medium size zip opens from the bottom.
 42,50
Best.Nr. 2008-701

RATTRAY’S PIPES
are shown on the preceding pages 112 and 113
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7 RATTRAY’S roll-up tobacco pouch, large
15 x 7 x 2,5 cm
The classical flat custom size foldable roll-up tobacco pouch holding
appr. 30 - 35g of tobacco, the inside is lined with natural rubber.
 35,00
Best.Nr. 2008-706
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

HOW TO BREAK IN A NEW BRIAR PIPE

PIPE REPAIR SERVICE

Every now and then, pipes are returned to us or to the manufacturers and
complained about the bowl having been severely burnt or even cracked. In a
large number of cases this damage cannot be traced back to material defects
but was caused by improper handling by the owners of the pipe. For this
reason we have found it appropriate to give you some hints and explanations
on this matter and on how to avoid unpleasant experience.

For all pipe repairs it is absolutely neccessary that you send in the
pipe bowl, if possible together with the original mouthpiece to make it
easier for our craftsmen to find the right mouthpiece. For mouthpieces with
the maker‘s brand stamp or logo we will have to forward your pipe to the
manufacturer, which will mean higher costs due to extra mailing expenses,
and a longer waiting period.

All briar pipes need to be „broken in“, this also goes for pipes with a precoated tobacco hole as they are common nowadays. One of the main characteristics of any kind of wood is: it is inflamable, and briarwood is in no
way an exception. To break in a pipe means nothing but getting the briar
accustomed to the heat of glowing tobacco inside the bowl. This is mainly achieved by gradually building up a carbon layer on the tobacco hole’s
walls, a compound of tobacco ashes and tars which, after some time provides a rather effective protection to the briar. Still, burning the surface of
the wood inside the bowl is, to some extent, inevitable. To keep this erosive
process at a lowest possible level it is most important to puff and drag most
carefully and gently during the first ten or fifteen fills.

We try hard to carry out all repairs with greatest care and at fair prices. Still
we must reserve the decision for ourselves not to work on a pipe in case we
find the efforts not justified or if there is no prospect of lasting success to
a repair. As a rule, repairs are done within 4 - 6 weeks after receipt (please
allow some more time during holiday terms in summer and around Christmas
and New Year). Should your pipes, upon a first check, prove to require more
effort and costs than one could expect from the figures in our price list, we
will inform you before taking up any work on your pipes.
Many pipes have absorbed quite a lot of moist and tars during long time use, and
the briar may therefor have become slightly brittle and might unexpectedly crack
or split even when treated with utmost cautiousness. For this reason all pipe repairs will only be carried out on the customers own risk. This applies in particular
to repairs on Meerschaum pipes due to the very delicate nature of their material.

In accordance with most contemporary pipe producers, we recommend to
smoke a new pipe with the bowl three quarters or completely full. The tobacco should be filled in loosely and only be gently stuffed before being
lit. In the course of smoking the ashes on top will now and then have to be
pressed down very softly with a tamper (more like stroking) to make the tobacco burn evenly. It is certainly not wrong to break in pipes „the traditional
way“ with the bowl at first only quarter full, then half and finally full, but
it requires much more caution and bears risks that should never be played
down. In a bowl only sparsely full the heat will spread out unevenly causing
tensions in the wood between the cool top and the hot bottom of the bowl.
This may result in hairline cracks that may turn into starting points for more
severe burns. Small quantities of tobacco are less easy to light and they
require more intense permanent puffing to keep the tobacco burning, which
again means fanning the glowing ashes.

turning mouthpieces on a lathe

Should your pipe be overheated (that is when it hurts as you hold the bowl to
the back of your hand) you best put it aside and let it cool down completely.
You can then relight it and carefully continue smoking. Any nastily bitter
taste or smell coming up definitely indicates that you have begun to severely
burn the wood. In this case, stop at once, let the pipe go out and allow it to
cool down. Then gently ream out ashes and tobacco (take care not to scrape
too hard into the walls of the bowl) and check the interior of the bowl for
possible burns. If noticed in time and not neglected, these mostly superficial
burns can effectively be mended and the pipe can then be used again without
any negative effects on its smoking qualities or taste. Those who torture
their pipe by constant hard puffing (for fear to let the fire go out) will risk
deep burns and even fatal damage to the pipe bowl.

grindig down mouthpiece to pipe stem

buffing mouthpiece and pipe stem

The following repair jobs can be done for you:
new ebonite mouthpiece, straight, normal bit
new ebonite mouthpiece, curved, normal bit
new ebonite mouthpiece, straight, P-lip bit
new ebonite mouthpiece, curved, P-lip bit

Always smoke the tobacco as far down as possible, but avoid teasing the
pipe too much in order to incinerate even the last tiny crumb of tobacco.
After every fill of tobacco, clean your pipe thoroughly using cotton pipe
cleaners, then allow it to rest and dry out for at least one day. A pipe that is
constantly smoked only half way down or smoked too often in a short period
of time will soon accumulate large quantities of moist and tars in the bottom
part of the bowl and in the stem. The briar will gradually become soaking
wet and the pipe will finally create its own special stench that reminds less
of nice tobacco smell than of a sun-exposed garbage can (which will then
be the best place for it).

 22,00
Churchwarden mouthpiece (please ask for availability)
new ebonite fancy mouthpiece (blanks, re-shaped by hand)
 25,00
 21,00
mouthpiece, black acrylic resin
Where suitable blanks are not available, we will have to make a fully handcut
mouthpiece and charge your for it.
 40,00
handcut mouthpiece, black acrylic resin
 48,00
handcut mouthpiece, ebonite (black or „Cumberland“)
handcut mouthpiece, special „Cultured Amber“ rarely available - please ask
new joint system for repairs of Meerschaum pipes
metal bands mounted (in case of cracked stems)
drilling for conversion to filter pipes (additional price)
mouthpiece decoration rings (additional price per ring)

 15,00
 12,00
 9,50
 7,50

New finish:
 40,00
Pipe papered, new stain put on, wax polished or matted.
With reservations: pipes severely saturated with moist and tars, with
too many fillings and also laquered pipes will not be worked on.

Last, but not least the consistancy of your tobacco is of quite some importance. If too damp, it is hard to be set alight and requires excessive puffing
to be kept burning, if too dry it will burn down too fast. In both cases the
result is the same: the pipe will overheat, the smoker has no real control of
the tobacco’s burning process inside his pipe and will risk damage.

For all other additional work we will charge material costs plus time needed
at a rate of  49,50 per hour.

Should you ever run into a mishap described above and fear you might have
to write off your new pipe, you can trustingly turn to us and send in your
pipe, best as soon as first signs of defects begin to show. A short stay in our
„pipe hospital“ has already saved the lives of quite a number of pipes.
yours

15,50
16,50
19,00
20,00

Unfortunately, there is not too much choice of rough-cut P-lip shapes, we
reserve ourselves to choose a normal bit mouthpiece instead.

Filter pipes require even more attention during their break-in period, as the
filters do not only obstruct the pipe‘s draught to a certain extent but also suppress some of the tobacco‘s aroma, especially the more bitter components
and thus reduce your ability to detect clues of burning wood by taste. Heat
control by periodically grabbing the bowl firmly is even more important
with a filter pipe.

We wish you a pleasant start into the pipe world
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Please keep in mind that our minimum order values also apply
to our repair service. It might be useful to order goods at the same
time when sending in pipes for repairs. Repairs are normally done
within 1 month after their receipt. For further inquiries concerning
your repair order, please leave your fax number or e-mail address.

PETERSON „Aran“ No. B 01
A powerful long Bent with a compact and very
thick-walled Pot bowl on a sturdy stem with a strong
and fairly long fishtail mouthpiece. A pleasantly
handy pipe with a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0760-001  89,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
PETERSON
„Aran“ No. 606
The Pot pipe with a broad
flat and very thickm-walled
bowl - Peterson’s stcks closely
to the traditional designs. With its
just medium filling capacity, this is
an ideal pipe for Flake tobacco lovers.
Best.Nr. 0760-606
 89,00

PETERSON „Aran“ No. 69
A medium size classical Billiard Bent, the bowl with wellcalculated walls for its medium filling capacity. Tapered
stem and fishtail mouthpiece. A well-balanced pipe,
pleasantly light in weight and .
Best.Nr. 0760-069  89,00

»ARAN«
PETERSON
„Aran“ No. xL02
This model is almost emblematic
of traditional Irish joy of pipes and
tobacco. Powerful, hand-friendly and
cuddly, extra thick-walled and really wellbalanced - and ever so kind-hearted in its
smoking qualities. A pipe of medium filling
capacity that should be part of every collection.
Best.Nr. 0760-002
 89,00

Shown in the
original size

PETERSON
„Aran“ No. 106
An elegant version of the
classical London shape with
a medium height and rather thickwalled bowl of good medium filling
capacity. Rather strong stem with a
medium length fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0760-106  89,00
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Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

COSI TABELLINI
Shown in
appr. 60 % of
original size

More
tobacco jars
by Cosi Tabellini
shown on page 126

Pewter
table stand
for 3 pipes

Tobacco jar,
white ceramic
with pewter,
new height 18cm

Tobacco jar,
glass with pewter
Pipes in
ashtrays and
pipe stand for
decoration only

Pewter ashtrays with
circular trough pipe rest
left: Ø 15 cm - right: Ø 20 cm

COSI TABELLINI

Noble handcrafted Italian pewter

The Italian manufactory COSI TABELLINI have specialized on high grade
pewter tableware, in particular combinations of ceramic material or glass with
solid pewter. The elegant designs are skillful reflections of historic examples.
Pewter table stand for 3 pipes
Large pipe stand of interesting shape that will bring out your precious
pipes at their best. The soaring plane shaped like a tent roof ends
in a short sturdy pole with a handy knob that can serve as handle to
carry the stand around. Decorated with chased flower ornaments.
Best.Nr. 2005-840
Höhe 12 cm, Ø 20,5 cm
 147,50

Tobacco jar, white ceramic with pewter
Cylindrical glazed white ceramic jar with lid and base made of solid
pewter with antique finish . Holds a good 100g tobacco. The inner
rim of the heavy lid is lined with a thick foam rubber ring in order
to seal the jar by the lid’s own weight and to keep the tobacco in
perfect smoking condition for a long time.
Best.Nr. 2005-662
new height 18 cm, Ø 11 cm
 139,00

Tobacco jar, glass with pewter
Cylindrical glass jar with lid and base made of solid antique finish
pewter. Available in two sizes for appr. 100g or appr. 250 g of tobacco.
The upper rim of the glass container is mounted with a special sealing
ring with thin lamella that nestle into the pewter lid and guarantee
an almost air-tight sealing of the jar.
Best.Nr. 2005-572
height 15,5 cm, Ø 12 cm
 115,00
Best.Nr. 2005-570
height 25,0 cm, Ø 12 cm
 127,50
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Pewter ashtrays with circular trough
These very stylish and yet unpretentious and functional ashtrays with
their circular pipe rest trough and concentric cork have accompanied
our smoking pleasures as decorative assistants since many years. The
more we are glad to present them again in our catalogue.
Pewter pipe ashtray Ø 15 cm space for 3 pipes
Best.Nr. 2005-861		
 98,50
Pewter pipe ashtray Ø 20 cm space for 5 pipes
Best.Nr. 2005-860		
 114,50
Best.Nr. 3501-4
spare cork for both ashtrays

2,50

MASTRO BERALDI
No. 12 „Fullbent“ rustic
EA handy and really well-balanced Fullbent
with a slender tall egg-shaped bowl with well-calculated
walls for its good medium to almost large filling capacity.
The wavy rustic carving give the bowl an intresting look
and an nice feel. The Fancy mouthpiece with a strong
and very broad bit is handmade from green acrylic
resin with an ivory-coloured saddle.
Best.Nr. 1036-12 E 125,00

MASTRO BERALDI
No. 13 „Egg Shape Bent“ polished
A large Fullbent of interestingly elegant and
öight appearance with a tall and sleender egg-shaped
bowl with well-calculated walls to provide a large filling
capacity. Short and slender stem with a long Fancy saddle
mouthpiece handmade from individually marbled ivorycoloured acrylic resin. Strong broad bit.
Best.Nr. 1036-13 E 160,00
Wie bei den meisten handgefertigten Individualpfeifen
sind Abweichungen von den
Abbildungen möglich.

MASTRO BERALDI
No. 14 „Fullbent Bog Oak“
A large and compact Fullbent of classical shape
with a tall and thick-walled bowl carved from
prehistorical Bog Oak. The fairly narrow
tobacco hole has a good medium filling
capacity. Rather strong stem with a
lpowerful handcut saddle mouthpiece
made of marbled amber-coloured
acrylic resin. Very strong broad bit.
Best.Nr. 1036-14 E 160,00

Shown in the
original size

MASTRO BERALDI pipes
are manufactured completely
by hand by the Italian pipemaker Aldo Pierluigi in his
family business in Rome - of
course also working with the
commonly used tools and machinery for turning bowls and
mouthpieces, for papering and
for the final bowl polishing.
Aldo Pierluigi uses selected
seasoned Italian briar for his
creative artwork. His designs
appeal by their interesting and
quite unusual shapes carved as
real free-style individuals.
With his MASTRO BERALDI
range, the objective is to provide
the pipe smoker with high-grade
handmade pipes on a really affordable and amazingly reasonable price level.

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

MASTRO BERALDI
No. 15 „Dublin Lovat“ polished
A large and yet light pipe with a rather thick-walled gobletshaped bowl of good medium filling capacity. Slightly flared
extra long stem with a short handcut saddle mouthpiece made
of marbled amber-coloured acrylic resin. Strong broad bit.
Best.Nr. 1036-15 E 160,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Damiano Rovera
No. 36 „Ritmica“ Silver rustic
A light and elegant Prince Halfbent with a hand-friendly rounded
very thick-walled bowl on a flat oval stem with a slice of light-cloured
precious wood and a very slender fishtail mouthpiece. Wavy rustic relief resembling the straight grain structure of plateau briar, black and red finish.
Best.Nr. 0204-036
 255,00

Damiano Rovera
No. 37 „Ritmica“ Ivory & Silver rustic
A dynamic and elegant Halfbent inspired by Danish
style pipes, very thick-walled in the flat bottom region
and really nice to grip. Good medium filling capacity.
Finely stitched rustic relief with black and red finish.
Stem with ivory-acrylic decoration, silver-mounted
saddle mouthpiece made of blue marbledd acrylic.
Best.Nr. 0204-037
 255,00

No. 37 „Ritmica“
Ivory & Silver
rustic

Damiano Rovera
No. 38 „Armony“ Silver polished
An optimally proportioned classical style
pipe with a rather thick-walled and slightly
taller Pot bowl of medium fillin g capciy. Slender
stem with a narrow levelled silver band and straight
tapered fishtail mouthpiece with an excellent bit.
Best.Nr. 0204-038  295,00
Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

No. 39 „Armony“
Ivory & Silver
polished

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Damiano Rovera
No. 39 „Armony“
Ivory & Silver polished
A well-balanced Bent with a really
hand-friendly rounded and very thickwalled bowl of medium filling capacity.
The strong stem is decorated with marbled
ivory-coloured acrylic, the waisted saddle mouthpiece is mounted with a silver band.
Best.Nr. 0204-039
 295,00

Damiano Rovera No. 26 „M. A. Skyscraper“ Ritmica
For quite a while, Michael Apitz had been searching for a real „Skyscraper“ pipe with an extra tall
bowl. Being very fond of Damianio Rovera’s realisation of classical pipe shapes, he asked him
wouldn’t he like to... and Damiano did! That‘s how this extraordinary design came about. And
Damiano’s special wavy „Ritmica“ rustic carving seemed to be the perfect finish for this unique
pipe. The „Skyscraper“ is, of course, not an „average everday pipe“ - its giant filling capacity will
require the cautious approach of an experienced smoker to find real lasting pleasure from this pipe.
 259,00
Best.Nr. 0204-026

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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No. 26 „M. A. Skyscraper“
Height 77-80 mm, Ø 42-44 mm, length appr. 137 mm
tobacco hole slightly conical, Ø appr. 21 mm

Damiano Rovera is the descendant of on eof the best known pipemaker families in Varese
in Northern Italy. He learned the pipemaking craft in the workshop of his father Dorelio
Rovera, whose handmade pipes under the name Ardor had already once been presented long
ago in our Danske Pipe 1988 catalogue. In the meantime, Damiano follows in his father’s
footsteps and has developed his own crative style.
The Rovera family buy their briarwood mainly in Tuscany and Sardinia and, with their stock
continuously freshened up, stored rto carefully dry out for up to 10 years. To guarantee an
optimum in smoking abilities, Damiano takes greatest care for the individual relation of
size, width of tobacco hole and smoke hole on every pipe. The shape of any pipe should be
harmonious in itself so it will obtain its own personality.
Here we present a new choice of Damiano Rovera’s beautiful handmade pipes. They express
his joy of fresh innovative as well as classical pipe creations on a high level of craftmanship.

INVITATION

DAN PIPE’s X-MAS PIPE SHOW
featuring

DAMIANO ROVERA

At our traditional annual Pipemakers Show in the
Advent season, Italian pipemaker Damiano Rovera
will be our guest and present a choice of pipes from his
artistic production also including shapes beyond our
annual l2019 catalogue assortment.

Friday, Nov. 30th 2018 : 10 a. m. - 18 p. m.
Saturday, Dec. 1st 2018 : 10 a. m. - 16 p. m.
Damiano Rovera
No. 40 „Ritmica“ Silver rustic Tan
Here you see the counterpart of the classical Pot pipe on the preceding
page 120, and it is a dream to all lovers of traditional straight pipe shapes.
Light-weighted and handy with a thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity
on a slender silver-mounted stem with an elegant saddle mouthpiece.
Finely stitched rustic relief with a reddish-brown finish.
 235,00
Best.Nr. 0204-040

Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Damiano Rovera
No. 41 „Armony“ polished
A cuddly Halfbent with a really hand-friendly
rounded bowl that reminds a bot of the classical Prince
shape. With its thick walls it provides a just medium filling
capacity. Stem mounted with a knob of polished aluminium.
Danish style lathe-turned Fancy mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0204-041  265,00

No. 41 „Armony“
polished

No. 42 „Ritmica“
Ivory rustic
Damiano Rovera
No. 42 „Ritmica“ Ivory rustic
„Cherrywood“ style and „Stand-Up-Poker“ pipes
have seen a real renaissance during the past years both
in the traditional style as well as with modern designs.
This Is Damiano’sversion, a sturdy compact and certainly
stable pipe with an extra thick-walled bowl of medium filling
capacity and a finely stitched rustic relief with black and red finish.
Its rather strong stem with a slice of discreetly marbled ivory-coloured
acrylic and a slender short saddle mouthpiece. Despite its rather
chubby stature a pipe of elegant and light appearance.
 225,00
Best.Nr. 0204-042
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SAVINELLI
No. 315 „Stromboli“ nature
An unequalled prime example of elegance and lightness, a classical Prince
pipe with a flat thick-walled bowl of just medium filling capacity, the slender
stem mounted with a levelled nickel silver band. Orange brown polished
finish. Long and slender fishtail mouthpiece with a finely shaped bit.
Best.Nr. 1429-315  145,00

Balsawood filters 9mm
are presented on page 159
No. 320 „Stromboli“
nature

SAVINELLINo. 320 „Stromboli“ nature
Savinelli’s most popular compact and chubby Halfbent
with an extra thick-walled bowl and a stubby stem mounted
with a levelled nickel silver band and equippped with a short
chubby fishtail mouthpiece. Orange brown polished finish. Wide
tobacco hole with a good medium to larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1429-320
 145,00
All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece
Shown in the
original size

No. 616 „Marte“
brown

„Eddie“
Pipe lighter, black finish
Designed in the 1920s style with
flint ignition. Double valve with an extra
soft diagonal flame. Fold-out tamper and
reamer awl are integrated in the column on
the left. Full-metal tank. Made in Japan.
Best.Nr. 3723-310  99,00

SAVINELLI No. 616 „Marte“ brown
Savinelli’s strong sturdy Billiard Bent of classical style,
very well-balanced and nice to grip. The very thick-walled
bowl with light brown polished finish has a medium filling
capacity. The short and sturdy stem is mounted with a levelled
band of aluminium and copper. A reliable everday pipe.
Best.Nr. 1466-616  175,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For
non-filter smoking we will supply an
adaptor on demand (see text on p. 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

No. 311 „Dolomiti“
rustic

SAVINELLI No. 311 „Dolomiti“ rustic
A handy „Cherrywood“ Lovat with a powerful thickwalled bowl on a slender stem. Medium filling capacity.
Finely chiseled rustic relief with a light brown finish. Short
marbled brown acrylic saddle mouthpiece decorated with
a band of light horn-coloured acrylic resin.
Best.Nr. 1468-311  125,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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SAVINELLI No. 320 „Marte“ rustic
Savinelli’s most popular compact and chubby Halfbent
with an extra thick-walled bowl and a stubby stem mounted with
a levelled band of aluminium and copper. Short chubby fishtail
mouthpiece. Finely chiseled rustic finish.Wide tobacco hole
with a good medium to larger filling capacity.
 145,00
Best.Nr. 1467-320

Balsawood filters 9mm
are presented on page 159
SAVINELLI
No. 128 „Stromboli“ nature
A classical light-weighted London shape
of ideal proportions. The handy bowl stained in
an orange brown colour with a polished finish has
properly thick walls for its good medium filling capacity.
The slender stem is mounted with a levelled nickel silver band.
The elegant fishtail mouthpiece has a nice flat bit.
Best.Nr. 1429-128
 145,00

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
SAVINELLI No. 641 „Stromboli“ nature
Handy, nice to grip and optimally balanced - the classical compact
„Irish Fullbent“, now produced in „Bella Italia“. A really robust
pipe with a very thick-walled rounded bowl of just medium
filling capacity. The short fat stem is mounted with a
levelled nickel silver band. Orange brown polished
finish. The strong and rather long saddle mouthpiece has an excellently carved flat bit.
Best.Nr. 1429-641  145,00

Shown in the
original size
„Eddie“
Pipe lighter, satinated finish
Designed in the 1920s style with flint
ignition. Double valve with an extra
soft diagonal flame. A foldable
tamper and a reamer awl are
integrated in the column on
the right. Full-metal tank.
Made in Japan.
Best.Nr. 3723-661
 99,00
Shown in the
original size

Since 1876, the name SAVINELLI stands for quality and
excellent styling and has significantly contributed to establish
the worldwide fame of modern Italian pipe design.
SAVINELLI
No. 101 „Ermes“ rustic
A really well-proportioned and nicely compact Billiard pipe.
Thick-walled bowl with a conical tobacco hole of medium filling
capacity. The thickset stem is mounted with a sheet of aluminium.
Black and red rustic finish. Fuller medium length fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1439-101  99,00
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ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 616 Rustic
A strong compact Billiard Bent of classical style, very well-balanced
and nice to grip. Very thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity
with a finely carved rustic surface and black finish. The short and
sturdy stem is equipped with a strong fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1411-616  65,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00
ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 106 Black
A pleasantly light-weighted smll London pipe
of ideal proportions, its handy bowl with wellcalculated walls to provide a just medium filling
capacity. Slender fishtail mouthpiece with flat bit.
Transparent brownish black polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1410-106
 69,00

SAVINELLI have recently
acquired the name rights of their
longtime competing company
ROSSI, formerly the world’s
greatest pipe factory.

„Vulcano“
No. 616 Black

Pipes for this new sub-brand are made with
fewer production steps. With this range „Vulcano“,
available with two different finishes, you can buy genuine
Savinelli models at amazingly low prices, also produced in
the Savinelli manufactory. All pipes are equipped with an acrylic
mouthpiece. We can highly recommend these pipes for your
everyday use and also to all pipe smoking beginners.
ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 616 Black
A strong compact Billiard Bent of classical style, very well-balanced
and nice to grip. Very thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity.
Transparent brownish black stain with a polished finish. The short
and sturdy stem is equipped with a strong fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1410-616  69,00

ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 315 Rustic
An elegant and light classical Prince pipe with a flat thick-walled
bowl of just medium filling capacity, a slender stem and a long
and slender fishtail mouthpiece. Rustic relief with black finish.
Best.Nr. 1411-315
 65,00

Shown in the
original size

ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 320 Black
Here comes Savinelli’s popular chubby Halfbent with the extra thick-walled
bowl and stubby stem. Transparent brownish black stain with a polished
finish. Wide tobacco hole with a good medium to larger filling capacity.
 69,00
Short sturdy fishtail mouthpiece. Best.Nr. 1410-320
„Vulcano“
No. 320 Black

All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

ROSSI
„Vulcano“ No. 128 Rustic
A classical light-weighted London
shape of ideal proportions. Handy bowl
sufficiently thick-walled for its good medium
filling capacity. Rustic relief with a black finish.
Slender stem with an elegant fishtail mouthpiece..
Best.Nr. 1411-128
 65,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 606 Black
A classical Billiard Bent of really elegant appearance. Rather thickwalled bowl of good medium filling capacity with a slender stem and a
nicely long fishtail mouthpiece. Transparent brownish black stain
with a polished finish. Best.Nr. 1410-606  69,00

ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 106 Rustic
A pleasantly light-weighted smll London pipe
of ideal proportions, its handy bowl with wellcalculated walls to provide a just medium filling
capacity. Slender fishtail mouthpiece with flat bit.
Rustic relief with black finish.
 65,00
Best.Nr. 1411-106
Shown in the
original size

All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 606 Rustic
A classical Billiard Bent of really elegant appearance.
Rather thick-walled bowl of good medium filling capacity
with a slender tapered stem and a nicely long fishtail
mouthpiece. Rustic relief with black finish.
Best.Nr. 1411-606  65,00

„Vulcano“
No. 606 Rustic

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 315 Black
An elegant and light classical Prince pipe with
a flat thick-walled bowl of just medium filling capacity,
a slender stem and a long and slender fishtail mouthpiece.
Transparent brownish black stain with a polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1410-315
 69,00

ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 320 Rustic
Here comes Savinelli’s popular chubby Halfbent with the extra thickwalled bowl and stubby stem. Rustic relief with black finish.Wide tobacco hole
with a good medium to larger filling capacity. Short sturdy fishtail mouthpiece.
 65,00
Best.Nr. 1411-320

„Vulcano“
No. 320 Rustic

ROSSI „Vulcano“ No. 128 Black
A classical light-weighted London shape of
ideal proportions. Handy bowl sufficiently thickwalled for its good medium filling capacity. Transparent
brownish black stain with a polished finish. Slender stem
with an elegant fishtail mouthpiece. Best.Nr. 1410-128  69,00
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2

6

3

JIRSA No. 210 Light polished
A cute little Halfbent, short and light
weighted, a practical pocket pipe.
Best.Nr. 0461-210  69,50
(original size see page 147)

7

4 Solid glass pipe ashtray
A practical pipe smoker’s equipment in a timeless stylish design with
a hemispheric cork cushion to poke your pipe on, and two pipe rests.
Ø 16,5 cm, height appr. 4 cm
 14,95
Best.Nr. 3906-831			
spare cork:
 2,95
Best.Nr. 3501-5			

4

5 COSI TABELLINI Fayence-Topf mit Zinnfuß
Hand-painted in the style of „Delft’s Fayence“. Lid and base solid
pewter with antique finish. Made after historical originals. This jar
is meant for everyday use, not for long-term storing (not air-tight).
Moisture from the tobacco condenses on the cool ceramic walls
which keeps the tobacco in good smoking condition for several days.
Holds appr. 30 - 40g tobacco. Ø 10,5 - H 13,5 cm
Best.Nr. 2005-440			
 123,00

Lambskin tobacco pouches with natural rubber lining
1 „Container” stand-up tobacco pouches
Lanbskin with natural rubber lining and press button fasteners. Small,
but very spacious, with its 15 - 20g tobacco filling capacity ideal for
your jacket pocket or your pipe case.
Best.Nr. 2004-37		
 32,00
Low price imported version:
Best.Nr. 3902-31		
 23,50

More pewter items by COSI TABELLINI are shown on page 118.

6 Leather quiver for 100g PE-glass tobacco jars.
Plastic pots or jars in your living room are not to everybody’s taste.
With these quivers made of black leather you can decoratively
„camouflage“ our practical 100g PE-jars shown on page 149.
Best.Nr. 2004-52
(100g jar included)
 32,50

2 „Container” stand-up tobacco pouch, extra large
A reasonable imported version with a capacity of appr. 25 - 30g
tobacco, also suitable to be stowed in larger pipe cases.
Best.Nr. 2008-301		
 22,50
3 „Roll Up” tobacco pouches
Very comfortable handling, always popular and much in demand.
small (for appr. 25g tobacco): Best.Nr. 2008-1
 28,50
large (for appr. 40g tobacco): Best.Nr. 2004-18
 39,50
(the large Roll-Up pouch resembles the appearance of pos. 2)
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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7 Nubuck leather case for 3 pipes
A handy and pleasantly small pipe case made of finely ground greased
leather in the outdoor style with a brass zip. Front pocket with magnetic buttons and a second flat pocket with zip on the reverse side.
The inner lining with pipe loops and the integrated detachable small
tobacco pouch are all made of smooth greyish blue suede leather.
Suitable for smaller to medium size pipes (straight or slightly bent).
Best.Nr. 2008-060		
 65,00

The

Calabash Pipe

In our view, the prettiest and closest to the original Calabash pipe
ever created out of briarwood. On a special machine, the smokehole is carved in a curve exactly following the pipe stem’s outline.

»First«
Calabash Spigot 97 Sabbiata
Medium filling capacity. Cap on stem and
band on acrylic mouthpiece made of 925 silver.
Best.Nr. 0121-997  120,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

„Classic“ 2018 Noce
This large Billiard pipe of optimal
proportions will delight all lovers of
the classics. The tall bowl with the transparent blackish-brown glossy finish has a
large filling capacity. Stem and slender
fishtail mouthpiece mounted
with nickel silver rings.
Best.Nr. 0123-2018
 140,00

Pipe Tool
Best.Nr. 5001-044
 17,25
Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

Pipe Tool
Three-part pipe tamper.
Black acrylic with nickel silver
tamper, reamer awl.
Best.Nr. 5001-043
 14,00

„Classic“ 2020 Rocciata
A nicely large Bent mit einem extra thickwalled Tulip bowl of large filling capacity, nicely
handy with its rusticated relief, and a real masterpiece
for friends of large hand-filling pipes. The rather slender
stem and the slender fishtail mouthpiece, both mounted with
nickel silver in the Spigot style add an extra air of elegance.
Best.Nr. 0123-2020  120,00

„Junior“
No. 2710 Sabbiata Noce
A wonderfully light and pleasantly small
sand- blasted „Cherrywood“ pipe of classical proportions with sufficiently thick walls for its just medium to
smaller filling capacity. And, yes: it is made for 9mm filters!
Best.Nr. 0133-710
 75,00

„Mara“ 1621
Naturale

„Mara“ 1621 Naturale
An interesting idea created by Brebbia: A large handfilling pipe made of light natural-colour Limewood, the
tobacco hole lined with heat-resistant meerschaum. Waisted
saddle mouthpiece made of marbled honey-coloured
acrylic. Good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0129-621  50,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Classic“ 2017 Noce
A floatingly curved elegant Billiard Bent in the Spigot style. Its
very thick-walled bowl has a larger filling capacity. Stem and
slender fishtail mouthpiece mounted with nickel silver rings.
Transparent deep brown contrast stain with polished finish.
A well-balanced pipe with reliable smoking abilities.
 140,00
Best.Nr. 0123-2017

Pipe Tool
A two-part pipe tamper
made of black acrylic with
nickel silver tamper foot,
reamer awl and decoration.
Best.Nr. 5001-043  14,00

„Mara Classic“ 1001 Naturale
A classical Billiard pipe of slightly larger
size, the bowl made of natural-coloured light
limewood. The with tobacco hole of medium filling
capacity is lined with heat-resistant meerschaum.
Marbled yellow amber acrylic fishtail mouthpiece.
 50,00
Best.Nr. 0129-001

„Hornet“ Rocciata
Swing, elegance and playful easiness are the apparent attributes of this beautiful
variation of the traditional Calabash shape. The bowl with its domed top merges floatingly
into the long flared stem with a rather short Fancy style saddle mouthpiece.
Rather thick-walled with a medium filling capacity
(pointed conical tobacco hole).
Best.Nr. 0125-019
 140,00

Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

„Fat Bob“ No. 2114 Sabbiata
Yes indeed, it’s fat! ... and yet elegant with „that certain something“.
A compact hand-filling Rhodesian pipe with an extremely thick-walled
broad and flat bowl with a diamond-shaped stem and mouthpiece.
Just medium filling capacity.
Sandblasted relief with a
walnut-brown finish.
Best.Nr. 0134-114
 110,00

„Classic“ 2018 Sabbiata
This large Billiard pipe with
optimal proportions will delight
all lovers of the classics. The tall
bowl with a sandblast relief and black
and brown finish has a large filling capacity.
Stem and slender fishtail mouthpiece mounted
 110,00
Best.Nr. 0121-2018

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
- 128 -
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»First«
Calabash Spigot 97 Noce
Medium filling capacity. Stem
and acrylic mouthpiece mounted
with 925 silver. Transparent deep
brown stain with glossy finish.
Best.Nr. 0120-997  150,00

The

Calabash Pipe

In our view, the prettiest and most true to the
original Calabash pipe ever created from briarwood. On
a spedial machine, the smokehole is carved in a curve
exactly following the outline of the pipe stem.
3-part briarwoodpipe tamper
Lathe-turned briarwood.
Brass tamper, reamer awl
and decoration rings. Brown
colour with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 5001-5200  31,00

briarwood
pipe tamper

„Oom Paul“ Rocciata

A most popular all-time pipe classic, named after
„Oom“ Paul Krueger, leader of the Boers in South
Africa who was said to have specially fancied this
type of pipe for his daily smoking. Here we present
the „old fashioned“ pipe in an interesting new design.
A very tall and fairly thick-walled bowl, very wellbalanced and easy to hold with your teeth. Equipped
with a light brown briarwood lid pierced with airholes,
hanging on a fine silver chain that is fixed to the
long waisted acrylic mouthpiece. Fairly large filling
capacity. Nicely carved walnut brown rustic finish.
Best.Nr. 0123-09
 130,00
All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece

„The Egg“

With this futuristic design, Brebbia has again created
a real „smash hit“. „The Egg“, a modern version of the
traditional „Oom Paul“, captures with its flowing curves,
its really pleasant feel and its excellent balance when held
with your teeth. Its egg-shaped bowl, extra thick-walled in
the bottom area, has a large filling capacity. The smoke hole
in the bowl is drilled in a curve. As a special gimmick,
a hemispheric „stopper“ is supplied with every pipe
meant to cap the tobacco hole (when interrupting
your smoke is required, just insert the stopper,
turn the mouthpiece over the bowl and slip
the pipe into your pocket).

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

„The Egg“ Noce (polished)
Best.Nr. 0148-011
 130,00
Shown in the
original size

„The Egg“
Sabbiata
(sandblasted)
Best.Nr. 0148-021
 110,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Classic“ 2019 Noce
A rather large Quarterbent of dynamic shape designed in the Spigot
style with nickel siver bands on stem and fishtail mouthpiece. Its very
thick-walled bowl of conical shape with a chamfered broad bottom
will pleasantly nestle into your hand. Medium to good medium filling
capacity. Transparent deep brown contrast stain with glossy finish.
Best.Nr. 0123-2019
 140,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

„Sun“ No. 8310
Brebbia‘s large and wonderfully
shaped classical Canadian, the pipe with
the extra long flat oval stem. The handy bowl
has sufficiently thick walls for its good medium
capacity. Short amber acrylic fishtail mouthpiece decorated with a thin slice brass.
Best.Nr. 0147-310
 110,00

Shown in the
original size

„Fat Bob“
No. 2113 Sabbiata
An exemplary „Pan“ pipe inspired by Danish
designs. Flat and really broad bowl of medium filling
capacity with extremely thick walls. Short broad oval stem
with a medium length fishtail mouthpiece. Sandblasted with a
black and brown finish. A big pipe for big hands.
Best.Nr. 0134-113  110,00
„Italia 60“ Sabbiata Mogano
A compact powerful Billiard Bent of floatingly curved shape. Its very thickwalled bowl has a larger filling capacity. The sturdy stem is mounted with
a polished 925 silver band, the adequately strong fishtail mouthpiece has
a comfortable bit. Sandblasted relief with black and brown finish.
Best.Nr. 0149-060
€ 130,00

»Smokers Knife«
Rodgers of Sheffield
The flat pipe smoker’s tool with
hardened stainless steel blades and
satinated stainless steel body with an
aluminium tamper knob. The sharpened
hollow-ground knife blade can also
be used for cutting plug tobacco.
Best.Nr. 3802-547 € 29,50
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

„Fat Bob“ No. 2112 Sabbiata
An extra thick-walled pipe of gigantic dimensions,
„custom-made“ for big hands. An energetic „door-knocker“
with a flat bowl of medium filling capacity. Short fat fishtail
mouthpiece. Sandblasted relief with black and brown finish.
Best.Nr. 0134-112  110,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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„Fat Bob“ No. 2114 Noce
Yes, fat! ... and yet elegant with „that certain something“. A compact handfilling Rhodesian pipe with an extremely thick-walled broad and flat
bowl with a diamond-shaped
stem and mouthpiece.

„Fat Bob“
No. 2114 Noce
Perfectly right for big hands.
The wide tobacco hole has a
just medium filling capacity.
Transparent deep brown colour
stain with glossy finish.
Best.Nr. 0136-114  140,00

„Junior“
No. 2773 Sabbiata Noce
A really elegant little Lovat pipe of
perfect proportions, wonderfully low in
weight. And yes, it is made for 9mm filters!
Sandblasted black and brown finish. Sufficiently
thick-walled with a just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0134-773  75,00

„Classic“ 2019 Sabbiata Mogano
A rather large Quarterbent of dynamic shape designed in the Spigot style with nickel siver bands
on stem and fishtail mouthpiece. Its very thick-walled bowl of conical shape with a chamfered
broad bottom will pleasantly nestle into your hand. Medium to good medium filling capacity.
Sandblasted relief with a black and brown finish.
Best.Nr. 0121-2019
 110,00
Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece
»Mara Classic« No. 834 Naturale
A beautiful and really well-proportioned Bent of
loatingly curved shape with a very handy spherical bowl
made of light natural-coloured limewood. Its meerschaum-lined tobacco hole has a smaller filling capacity. Slender stem
with a medium length amber-couloured acrylic mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0129-834  50,00
„Classic“ 2016 Sabbiata
An interesting large sandblasted Spigot
style Quarterbent with a flat broad Pot bowl,
very thick-walled with a medium filling capacity.
Stem and fishtail mouthpiece with nickel silver bands.
Best.Nr. 0121-2016
 110,00

„Classic“ 2015 Noce
This attractive large Prince Spigot pipe with a flat,
broad and extra thick-walled bowl has a really nice feel.
Stem and diamond-shaped fishtail mouthpiece are mounted with
nickel silver. Transparent deep brown colour stain with glossy
finish. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0123-2015
 140,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
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Giordano »Opera« No. 14261
This classical style pipe has a bowl of medium
filling capacity with a shape somewhere between Pot
and Billiard and rather thick-walled in the bottom region.
Slender stem with a saddle mouthpiedece decorated with
a thin aluminium band. Finely brushed black rustic finish.
Best.Nr. 1053-261
 59,00

Giordano »Medusa« No. 14600
A pleasantly handy Halfbent with an extra thick-walled spherical
bowl on a rather slender stem with a long saddle mouthpiece decorated
with a rotationally coloured black and white acrylic band. Medium filling
capacity. Reddish-brown colour stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1042-600
 79,00
Giordano
»Medusa«
No. 14600

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Giordano »Traviata« No. 14254
A very elegant London pipe of nicely light
weight and appearance. Its tall and very slender
bowl with a conical tobacco hole has sufficiently thick
walls to provide a good medium filling capacity. Slender
Fishtail mouthpiece decorated with a thin aluminium band.
Reddish light brown colour stain with püolished finish.
Best.Nr. 1040-254  75,00

Shown in the
original size

Attractive filter pipes from Italy, solidly and accurately crafted with predominantly classic-inspired shapes
made up with appealing finishes. All pipes are equipped with an acrylic mouthpiece. These pipes will
convince your with their really favourable price-percormance ratio and reliably good smoking abilities.

Michael Apitz

All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

Giordano
»Opera«
No. 14265

Giordano „Opera« No. 14265
A light and elegant Apple Bent with a handy and rather
flat bowl very thick-walled in the lower part. Slender stem
with a longer saddle mouthpiece decorated with a thin aluminium
band. Just medium filling capacity. Finely brushed black rustic finish.
Best.Nr. 1053-265
 59,00

Giordano
»Chiara« naturale
No. 14681
Giordano »Chiara« naturale No. 14681
A light and elegant Billiard Bent Billiard-Bent with a slightly
taller bowl very thick-walled in the bottom area. Slender stem with a
levelled band of polished aluminium and an adequately slender saddle
mouthpiece made of ivory-coloured acrylic resin. Good medium
filling capacity. Orange-brown stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1053-681
 79,00
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Giordano »Traviata« No. 14251
This classical style pipe has a bowl of medium
filling capacity with a shape somewhere between Pot and
Billiard and rather thick-walled in the bottom region. Slender stem
with a saddle mouthpiedece decorated with a thin aluminium
band. Reddish light brown colour stain with polished finish
Best.Nr. 1040-251
 75,00

Giordano »Giulia« No. 14733
A Billiard-Bent with a slightly bellied and taller hand-friendly bowl very
thick-walled in the bottom area. Slender stem with a Cumberland acrylic fishtail
mouthpiece decorated with an aluminium band lined with carbon farbric.
			
Good medium filling capacity.
			
Sandblasted with black finish.
			
Best.Nr. 1041-733
			
 79,00

COLIBRI „Pacific“ Chrom
A rather large handy pipe lighter with
piezoelectric ignition and horizontal flame.
A pipe tamper with a reamer awl is integrated
in the bottom and can be locked by twisting
when pulled out. A fuel control window
is installed in the narrow end.
Best.Nr. 4008-586  49,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Giordano »Vesuvio« No. 14592
A really elegant and light Lovat pipe with a an extra thick-walled
and rather flat Prince bowl on a slender stem with a shorter saddle mouthpiece decorated with a rotationally coloured black and white acrylic band.
Medium filling capacity. Reddish-brown colour stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1042-592
 85,00

Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

Giordano »Traviata« No. 14255
A light and elegant Apple Bent with a handy and rather flat
bowl very thick-walled in the lower part. Slender stem with a longer
saddle mouthpiece decorated with a thin aluminium band.
Just medium filling capacity. Reddish light brown
colour stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1040-255
 75,00
Giordano
»Opera« No. 14264
A very elegant London pipe nicely
light in both weight and appearance. Its
tall and slender bowl has a conical tobacco hole
with sufficiently thick walls for its good medium filling
capacity. Slender Fishtail mouthpiece decorated with a thin
aluminium band. Finely brushed black rustic finish.
 59,00
Best.Nr. 1053-264

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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The Santambrogio pipe manufactory, founded in 1912, is one of the few left in the
world today that can look back on a family tradition of three generations. Stefano
Santambrogio, grandson of the founder has taken over in 1981. With his new contemporary designs of handmade character he ranks among the most successful producers in Italy today. Thanks to their skillfully crafted quality, his pipes guarantee
best conditions for a comfortable and satisfactory smoking pleasure.

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 14 „Calabash Large“ smooth
This large vividly curved pipe created after
historical examples is a real eye-catcher.
Handy, nice to grip and well-balanced,
with rather strong walls and a conical
tobacco hole of larger filling capacity. The
curved stem is decorated with a slice of precious
wood. The waistedlathe-turned saddle mouthpiece
is made of marbled onyx-coloured acrylic.
Best.Nr. 0240-14
 128,00

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 15 „Fat Pot“ rustic
Hand-filling, compact and
extremely thick-walled - a short
little „Chubby“ that you just have
to take into your heart. The bowl has a
medium filling capacity. The sturdy stem
is decorated with a slice of precious wood.
Short horn-coloured acrylic saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0241-15  89,00

In front of his grandfather’s
picture, Stefano Santambrogio
presents creations from his
current pipe production.

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 16 „Sloping Bent“ smooth
A large pipe with a rather tall hand-friendly and
thick-walled bowl with a sloping top, inspired by
Danish creations. Medium to good medium filling
capacity. The tapered stem decorated with a band of
briarwood and ivory resin passes into a slender fishtail
mouthpiece giving the pipe an elegant appearance.
Best.Nr. 0240-16
 110,00

Shown in the
original size

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 17 „Rhodesian“ rustic
A very thick-walled and hand-friendly version of the classical
predecessor model. The flared stem is decorated with a band of
light-coloured wood framed by ivory-coloured resin and equipped
with a lathe-turned slender mouthpiece which makes this rather
large pipe look pleasantly light. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0241-17  89,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

SANTAMBROGIO No. 18 „Calabash Small“ rustic
This pretty rather petite and pleasantly light-weighted Halfbent modifies
the traditional Calabash shape in a very elegant fashion. The bowl has
sufficiently thick walss for its medium filling capacity. The stem is
decorated with a band of light-coloured wood framed by ivorycoloured resin. The slender lathe-turned mouthpiece is made
of marbled „Cumberland“style acrylic.
Best.Nr. 0241-18  89,00

Shown in the
original size

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 19 „Chubby“ smooth
An uncommonly short and compact variation of
the classical Cherrywood model. Slightly conical bowl
with thick walls, the bottom flattened down for free standing.
The fat stem is mounted with a beaded aluminium band and
equipped with a short sturdy fishtail mouthpiece made of
horn-coloured acrylic. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0240-19
 110,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

COLIBRI „Pacific“ Black & Chrome
A rather large handy pipe lighter with
piezoelectric ignition and horizontal flame.
A pipe tamper with a reamer awl is integrated
in the bottom and can be locked by twisting
when pulled out. A fuel control window
is installed in the narrow end.
Best.Nr. 4008-585  49,00
All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 20 „Danish Bent“ rustic
Another Bent pipe inspired by Danish Freehand
shaping. Its extra strong and thick-walled rounded bowl
of uniquely dynamical elegance is really nice to grip and has
a medium filling capacity. The tapered stem decorated with a
band of briarwood framed by slices of ivory-coloured resin
passes into a slender fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0241-20
 89,00

No. 20 „Danish Bent“
rustic

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 21 „Bent Albert“ smooth
This lively curved version of an
English classic has, thanks to modern
shaping gained contemporary dynamical
elegance. The bowl with rather thick-walls
has a just medium filling capacity. The flared
stem is decorated with a band of light precious
wood framed by slices of ivory-coloured resin.
Lathe-turned mouthpiece with a slim fishtail bit.
Best.Nr. 0240-21
 110,00
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No. 18
„Small Calabash“
smooth

SANTAMBROGIO No. 18 „Calabash Small“ smooth
This pretty rather petite and pleasantly light-weighted Halfbent
modifies the traditional Calabash shape in a very elegant fashion.
The bowl has sufficiently thick walss for its medium filling capacity. The stem is decorated with a band of light-coloured wood
framed by ivory-coloured resin. The slender lathe-turned mouthpiece is made of marbled „Cumberland“style acrylic.
Best.Nr. 0240-18  110,00
All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece
No. 19 „Chubby“
rustic

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 19 „Chubby“ rustic
An uncommonly short and compact variation of
the classical Cherrywood model. Slightly conical bowl
with thick walls, the bottom flattened down for free standing.
The fat stem is mounted with a beaded aluminium band and
equipped with a short sturdy fishtail mouthpiece made of
horn-coloured acrylic. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0241-19
 89,00

SANTAMBROGIO No. 17 „Rhodesian“ smooth
A very thick-walled and hand-friendly version of the classical
predecessor model. The flared stem is decorated with a band of
light-coloured wood framed by ivory-coloured resin and equipped
with a lathe-turned slender mouthpiece which makes this rather
large pipe look pleasantly light. Just medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0240-17
 110,00

Shown in the
original size

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
SANTAMBROGIO No. 16 „Sloping Bent“ rustic
A large pipe with a rather tall hand-friendly and thick-walled bowl
with a sloping top, inspired by Danish creations. Medium to good
medium filling capacity. The tapered stem decorated with a band of
briarwood and ivory resin passes into a slender fishtail
mouthpiece giving the pipe an elegant appearance.
Best.Nr. 0241-16  89,00
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Matured Virginia, Louisiana Perique and Black Cavendish with a
subtle „English touch“ in the background, a combination of various
cutting styles such as Cubic Cut, Ready Rubbed and Loose Cut. A
palatable of sweet liquorice is added to provide a sweet and mild
smoking pleasure as appriciated by lovers of natural taste tobaccos.
( 200,00/kg)
 10,00
Best.Nr. 8207-50
50g Dose
( 161,00/kg)
 40,25
Best.Nr. 8207-250
250g Spar-Pack
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
Fred the Frog

No. 14
„Calabash Large“
rustic

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 14 „Calabash Large“ rustic
This large vividly curved pipe created after historical examples
is a real eye-catcher. Handy, nice to grip and well-balanced,
with rather strong walls and a conical tobacco hole of larger
filling capacity. The curved stem is decorated with a slice of
precious wood. The waisted lathe-turned saddle mouthpiece is
made of marbled onyx-coloured acrylic.
Best.Nr. 0241-14
 98,00

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 15 „Fat Pot“ smooth
Hand-filling, compact and extremely thick-walled.
A short little „Chubby“ that you just have to take into
your heart. The bowl has a medium filling capacity. The
sturdy stem is decorated with a slice of precious wood.
Short horn-coloured acrylic saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0240-15  110,00

All pipes equipped with
an acrylic mouthpiece

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Shown in the
original size

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 20 „Danish Bent“ smooth
Another Bent pipe inspired by Danish Freehand
shaping. Its extra strong and thick-walled rounded bowl
of uniquely dynamical elegance is really nice to grip and has
a medium filling capacity. The tapered stem decorated with a
band of briarwood framed by slices of ivory-coloured resin
passes into a slender fishtail mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0240-20
 110,00

Pipe tool „Stainless Steel/Carbon“
A very flat three-parts pipe knife with a
long awl and a serrated spatula. Both
sides of the stainless steel body
are lined with carbon fabric
Best.Nr. 5001-30 E 21,50
No. 20 „Danish Bent“
smooth

SANTAMBROGIO
No. 21 „Bent Albert“ rustic
This lively curved version of an
English classic. Thanks to modern
shaping, it now shows contemporary
dynamic elegance. Its rather thick-walled
bowl has a just medium fillingcapacity. The
flared stem is decorated with a band of precious
wood framed by slices of ivory-coloured resin.
Lathe-turned mouthpiece with a slim fishtail bit.
Best.Nr. 0241-21
 89,00
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Passatore No. 791 »Cesare« Naturale
The sporty English classic: a slender and nicely
light-weightedBilliard pipe with a panelled bowl. With
its sufficiently calculated walls it provides a just medium
filling capacity. Square stem with a slightly longer horncoloured acrylic saddle mouthpiece with a narrow band of
aluminium. Light reddish-brown stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1546-791  58,00

No. 013
»Carbone Nero«
Passatore No. 013 »Carbone Nero«
A handy Bent pipe of nicely light appearance with
a fairly tall egg-shaped and rather tick-walled bowl of
medium filling capacity. „Carbon fibre“ style silky sheen
finish. Crystal clear acrylic saddle mouthpiece with a blackened
smoke hole. Stem mounted with a levelled double aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1546-013  66,00

No. 165
»Graziosa Oliva«

Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

Passatore No. 165 »Graziosa Oliva«
A light-weighted dynamically curved Halfbent
made of olivewood. The rather flat and broad
bowl with its chamfered top reminds a bit of
classical Rhodesian pipes. With rather thick
walls it provides a smaller filling capacity.
Amber-coloured acrylic saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1541-165  65,00

»Pico«
No. 113 Rosso

All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

Passatore No. 502 »Bella Oliva«
A handy Halfbent in a vivid design, made of
solid olivewood. Thick-walled bowl of medium
filling capacity, with a roof-shaped stem rounded
from underneath. Waisted acrylic saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 1540-502  59,50

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Passatore
»Pico« No. 113 Rosso
A pretty little Fullbent with a ballshaped and very thick-walled bowl
on a slender stem with a short saddle
mouthpiece. Small filling capacity. A
cuddly little „nose warmer“ for a satisfactory 15-minute smoking pleasure.
Best.Nr. 1545-113  45,00

Passatore „Poker“ No. 492 Rosso
A nicely compact, short and leight-weighted version of the
all-time classic. Rather thick-walled bowl of just medium filling
capacity on a fairly slender stem with a short saddle mouthpiece
decorated with a narrow aluminium band. Red
contrast stain with polished finish
Best.Nr. 1545-492
 52,50

»BH-P1000« Pipe Lighter red marble
This pipe lighter has all a pipe smoker wants for his
daily needs: tamper, spade and reamer awl... and a light,
of course. The little helpers integrated in the bottom edge
can be singly folded out. Piezo ignition, horizontal flame.
Best.Nr. 4007-003  42,00
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

»Pico«
No. 102 Naturale
Shown in the
original size

Passatore
»Pico« No. 102 Naturale
A beautiful Apple Halfbent with a
rounded bowl on a slender stem with
a short saddle mouthpiece. Thick-walled
and handy with a small filling capacity.
Orange-brown contrast polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1545-102  45,00

All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

No. 161
»Graziosa Oliva«

Passatore No. 161 »Graziosa Oliva«
A handy and fairly light-weighted classical
Bent made of solid olivewood. Thickset bowl
with a fairly slender stem. Black acrylic saddle mouthpiece decorated with a band of brass and
olivewood. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1542-161  65,00
Passatore No. 172 »Splendida Oliva«
A well-balanced handy Fullbent with a ballshaped extra thick-walled bowl of just medium
filling capacity, made of solid olivewood. Brown amber
acrylic saddle mouthpiece decorated with a raised
ring of horn-coloured marbled amber resin.
Best.Nr. 1541-172  67,00

Pipes made of solid olivewood

Olivewood is a naturally grown and fairly hard material with a
very attractive vividly marbled grain. These pipes smoke evenly
without any burn problems or irritation by bitter taste (provided they
have been broken in carefully). Our experience has been confirmed by
the great approval these pipes have found among our customers. Being
slightly more porous than briar, olivewood may adsorb more moist and
tars, so these pipes should more frequently be allowed a rest for recreation.

No. 172
»Splendida Oliva«

Passatore No. 163 »Graziosa Oliva«
A typical London pipe with classical proportions
made of solid olivewood. Almost cylindrical and
rather thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity on
a slightly longer stem. Black acrylic fishtail mouthpiece
decorated with a band of brass and olivewood.
Best.Nr. 1542-163  65,00
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All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

Passatore
No. 173 »Splendida Oliva«
Typisches London-Modell mit recht
dickwandigem Kopf von mittlerem Füllvolumen und stimmig dimensionierter Holm. Fishtailmundstück aus hornfarben marmoriertem Acryl mit erhabenem Zierring aus hellem Acryl. Guter fester Biss.
Best.Nr. 1541-173  67,00

Passatore No. 513 »Olive & Schiuma«
A well-balanced Billiard Bent made of olivewood with a
rather slender bowl on a straight slender stem. The meerschaum-lined tobacco hole has a just medium filling capacity.
The saddle mouthpiece is decorated with a double aluminium
band. A pretty pipe highly recommended to all those
who tend to smoke their pipes fairly hot.
Best.Nr. 1541-513  69,50

»BH-P1000«

Pipe Lighter Satina
This pipe lighter has all for
a pipe smoker’s daily needs:
tamper, spade and reamer awl...
and a light, of course. The little
helpers integrated in the bottom
edge can all be singly folded out.
Piezo ignition, horizontal flame.
Best.Nr. 4007-001  42,00

No. 513
»Olive & Schiuma«

Passatore
No. 162 »Graziosa Oliva«
A very handy and wellbalanced Fullbent with a ballshaped extra thick-walled bowl
of medium filling capacity, made
of solid olivewood. Black acrylic
saddle mouthpiece decorated with
a band of brass and olivewood.
Best.Nr. 1542-162  65,00

No. 162
»Graziosa Oliva«

Shown in the
original size

Passatore No. 792 »Cesare« Rosso
The sporty English classic: a slender and nicely
light-weightedBilliard pipe with a panelled bowl. With
its sufficiently calculated walls it provides a just medium
filling capacity. Square stem with a slightly longer horncoloured acrylic saddle mouthpiece with a narrow band of
aluminium. Dark red contrast stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1546-792  58,00

All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

No. 012
»Carbone Nero«
Passatore No. 012 »Carbone Nero«
Sehr handliche, schwungvoll leichte Bent mit
gedrungenem dickwandigem Kopf auf eher schlankem
Holm. Seidenglänzendes Finish im Carbon-Look. Kräftiges
Sattelmundstück aus kristallklarem Acryl mit geschwärztem
Rauchkanal und recht flachem Biss. Zierring aus poliertem
Aluminium. Gerade mittleres Füllvolumen.
Best.Nr. 1546-012  66,00
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Passatore »Poker« No. 491 Naturale
A nicely compact, short and leight-weighted version of the
all-time classic. Rather thick-walled bowl of just medium filling
capacity on a fairly slender stem with a short saddle mouthpiece
decorated with a narrow aluminium band. Orangebrown contrast stain with polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1545-491  57,00

Passatore »Pico« No. 112 Rosso
A beautiful Apple Halfbent with a rounded bowl on a slender stem
with a short saddle mouthpiece. Thick-walled and handy with a
small filling capacity.Red contrast stain polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1545-112
 45,00

»BH-P1000« Pipe Lighter matted black
This pipe lighter has all a pipe smoker wants for his
daily needs: tamper, spade and reamer awl... and a light,
of course. The little helpers integrated in the bottom edge
can be singly folded out. Piezo ignition, horizontal flame.
Best.Nr. 4007-002  42,00
»Pico«
No. 103 Naturale

Shown in the
original size
All pipes with an
acrylic mouthpiece

Passatore »Pico«
No. 103 Naturale
A pretty Fullbent with a
ball-shaped and very thick
walled bowl on a slender stem
with a short saddle mouthpiece.
Small filling capacity. A cuddly
little „nose warmer“ for a satisfactory 15-minute smoke. Orangebrown contrast stain polished finish.
Best.Nr. 1545-103  45,00

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Passatore No. 514 »Olive & Schiuma«
An elegant Prince pipe made of olivewood with a handy thick-walled
meerschum-lined bowl of just medium filling capacity. Rather
slender stem with a longer fishtail mouthpiece decorated
with a layered aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1541-514
 69,50

Passatore
No. 515 »Olive & Schiuma«
A typical London shape made of olivewood with a meerschaum-lined bowl of just
medium filling capacity. Rather long fishtail mouthpiece
decorated with a layered black acrylic and aluminium band.
Best.Nr. 1541-515  69,50
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Stylish pipe cabinets with
walnut and root veneer.
Imported from Italy.
These pieces of furniture from experienced Italian
cabinetmakers have convinced us over the past years
by best workmashipp and their stylish and functional
design. Vividly grained root veneer and warm brown
walnut with a silky shine finish. Well-shaped pipe rests
for all average size pipes. Constant air flow is achieved
by special holes in both sides. Glazed doors with self-shut
hinges and polished brass knobs.
Cabinet 2 (40 pipes) and 4 (36 pipes) are equipped with
bottom drawers to stow away all sorts of equipment like
cleaners, filters etc. These drawers are secured against
falling out. The tall and slender cabinet for 40 pipes (2)
has only one single door.

1 Twin-door cabinet for 120 pipes:

Glass panes with antique style prism-cut..
Width 74 cm - Height 105 cm - Depth 15,5 cm
 1.880,00
Best.Nr. 3241-120

2 Cabinet for 40 pipes:

Width 44 cm - Height 74,5 cm - Depth 14,5 cm
 960,00
Best.Nr. 3241-40

3 Twin-door cabinet for 60 pipes:

Width 62,5 cm - Height 69,5 cm - Depth 14,5 cm
 1.100,00
Best.Nr. 3241-60

4 Twin-door cabinet for 36 pipes:
Width 62,5 cm - Height 52 cm - Depth 14,5 cm
 990,00
Best.Nr. 3241-36

Shipping costs are not included when delivered to
countries outside Germany.

3
1
4

2

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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JIRSA »MAGISTER KELLY’S MIXTURE«
Another new blend created in accordance with Olda Jirsa and
named after the spiritualist and alchemist Edward Kelly who
lived in Prague at the end of the 16th century.
High grade golden brown Virginia rich in natural sugar is prepared as a Ready Rubbed tobacco. A completely new flavouring
composition based on fragrant Bergamot was specially created
for this blend in order to achieve a perfect „marriage“ with the
tobacco. Refined with a whiff of Vanilla, it will provide you with
a delicious smoke that will also convey the tobacco’s own taste.
Best.Nr. 8033-50
50g Dose ( 200,00/kg)  10,00
Best.Nr. 8033-250 250g Spar-Pack ( 169,20/kg)  42,30
JIRSA No. 213 Polished
The classics are inspiration to
Olda Jirsa now and then, as seen
in this contemporary version of the
traditional Bulldog. Its tall bowl with
the typical fine groove in a lowered
position has thick walls and a good
medium filling capacity. The sturdy
flared stem is decorated with a knob of
horn-coloured resin and equipped with a
rather slender saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0461-213  74,50

JIRSA
No. 217 Rustic brown
Olda Jirsa has a heart for friends of large and compact pipes and
prooves it with this new model with an extra thick-walled and edgy
heart-shaped edgy bowl of medium filling capacity. The short strong
stem is decorated with a knob of horn-coloured resin and
equipped with a rather slender saddle mouthpiece.
		
Best.Nr. 0463-217
 54,50

All mouthpieces
made of
special black resin

JIRSA No. 174 Polished
The extremely thick-walled streamlined bowl
„leaning against the wind“ provides this pipe with a special dynamic force.
The chubby bowl with its flattened down back face is designed to allow a perfect grip.
The short sturdy stem, slightly flared, is decorated with a slice of marbled resin and
equipped with a short saddle mouthpiece. The bowl has a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0461-174
 74,50
Shown in the
original size

JIRSA
No. 107 Rustic brown
A nicely compact and chubby Halfbent
with a very thick-walled bowl of medium
filling capacity. Its „fat“ stem is decorated
with a rounded slice of light horn-coloured
resin. The slim saddle mouthpiece adds an
air of lightness to this nicely podgy pipe.
Best.Nr. 0463-107  49,50
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
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JIRSA No. 132 Polished
The „Olifant“ shape was made popular by
Danish pipemakers. Here Olda Jirsa presents his own
new and very special version: Bowl and stem of this extra compact pipe run in
a dynamical curve like a horn. The very thick-walled bowl has a medium filling capacity
and, with its sharp edges on both sides, nestles perfectly to your hand. The medium length
saddle mouthpiece is mounted with a band of marbled resin.
Best.Nr. 0461-132
 74,50
Shown in the
original size

JIRSA No. 213 Rustic brown
The classics are inspiration to Olda Jirsa now and
then, as seen in this contemporary version of the traditional Bulldog.
Its tall bowl with the typical fine groove in a lowered position has thick
walls and a good medium filling capacity. The sturdy flared stem is
decorated with aknob of horn-coloured resin and equipped with a
rather slender saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0463-213  54,50

Pipe knife stainless steel and wood
3-parts pipe tool with stainless steel
blades, mounted with pakkawood.
Aluminium tamper foot.
Best.Nr. 5001-141  9,50

JIRSA No. 90 Light polished
A wonderfully light-weighted, wonderfully flat version of the classical Rhodesian
shape with a broad and very thick-walled bowl
of small filling capacity. Slender diamond
shaped stem with a saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0461-090  74,50
JIRSA No. 174 Rustic brown
The extremely thick-walled streamlined bowl leaning forward makes
this pipe appear with a special dynamic force. The chubby bowl with
its flattened down back face is designed to provide a perfect grip. The
short sturdy stem, slightly flared, is mounted with a slice of marbled
resin and equipped with a short saddle mouthpiece.
The bowl has a medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0463-174
 54,50

All mouthpieces made
of special black resin

NE

W

JIRSA No. 191 Polished
An elegant Cutty style Lovat pipe, inspired by
one of the most tradition-steeped shapes that delights us
with new design variation since more than 500s. Dynamically
curved, light in weight and appearance. Discreetly flared
long stem slightly flattened from underneath. Medium
to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0461-191  74,50
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All pipes made for 9mm filters.
For non-filter smoking we will
supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on page 24).
Best.Nr. 1901-0
€ 2,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

JIRSA No. 90 Rustic brown
A wonderfully light-weighted, wonderfully flat version of the classical
Rhodesian shape with a broad and very thick-walled bowl of
small filling capacity. Slender diamond-shaped stem
with a saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0463-090
 49,50

With his attractive and often
quite unusual pipe creations, Olda Jirsa
has accompanied us since more than 15 years.
The products of this humorous Czech pipemaker have
always proven to be reliable companions with really kind-hearted
smoking abilities. JIRSA pipes are equipped with special resin mouthpieces.
Their light-proof material was tested for its non-toxic properties. Its
physical features are quite similar to those of acrylic resin,
and it is even slightly lighter in weight.
JIRSA
No. 215 Light polished
This pipe with its floatingly
curved streamlined shape made
Holger Frickert go into raptures. You
simply want to grasp it and just not let it
go again... Its bowl has extra thick walls and
a smaller filling capacity and it litterally winds
into the tapered flat oval stem and mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0461-215  74,50

All mouthpieces
made of
special black resin

JIRSA No. 28 Rustic black
A sturdy and yet almost delicate Stand-Up
pipe with a thick-walled bowl on a short flared
stem decorated with polished briar. Strong short
saddle mouthpiece. Smaller filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0463-028  49,50

„Pipe G“ Pipe Lighter
Good value - functional and shapely. Horizontal
flame, piezoelectric ignition. Coated with a
matt granulated black lacquer, top and
bottom with dark chrome-plating.
Best.Nr. 4005-950  13,00

Shown in the
original size
JIRSA
No. 107 Light polished
A nicely compact and chubby Halfbent with a very
thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity. The „fat“
stem is decorated with a rounded slice of horn-coloured
resin. The slim saddle mouthpiece adds an air
of lightness to this nicely podgy pipe.
Best.Nr. 0461-107  74,50
NE

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00

W
JIRSA No. 191 Rustic brown
An elegant Cutty style Lovat pipe,
inspired by one of the most tradition-steeped
shapes that delights us with new design variation
since more than 500 years. Dynamically curved, light
in weight and appearance. Discreetly flared long stem
slightly flattened from underneath. Medium
to good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0463-191  54,50
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JIRSA No. 207
Polished

JIRSA No. 207 Polished
A nicely compact and chubby Halfbent
with a very thick-walled bowl of medium
capacity girdled with a black rustic band. Its
sturdy stem is decorated with a slice of horncoloured resin. The slender saddle mouthpiece
adds an air of lightness to this nicely podgy pipe.
Best.Nr. 0466-207  64,50

JIRSA No. 132
Rustic brown
Shown in the
original size

JIRSA
No. 132 Rustic brown
Olda Jirsa presents his own new
and very special version of the „Olifant“ shape:
Bowl and stem of this extra compact pipe run in a vivid
curve like a horn. Very thick-walled bowl of medium filling capacity. With
its sharp edges on bothsides, nestles perfectly to your hand. The medium
length saddle mouthpiece is mounted with a band of marbled resin.
Best.Nr. 0463-132  54,50

Pipe Knife
black and red metallic
A very elegant full-metal
pipe smoker’s tool of beautiful
shape with a rounded spatula
and a long pointed reamer awl.
Best.Nr. 5001-145  15,75

JIRSA No. 217 Polished
Olda Jirsa has a heart for friends of large and compact pipes and prooves it
with this new model with an extra thick-walled and edgy heart-shaped edgy
bowl of medium filling capacity. The short strong stem is decorated with a knob
of horn-coloured resin and equipped with a rather slender saddle mouthpiece.
Best.Nr. 0461-217  74,50

All mouthpieces made
of special black resin
JIRSA No. 186
Rustic brown

JIRSA No. 186 Rustic brown
An unusual creation from Olda Jirsa’s
shape collection. A large and surprisingly
hand-friendly Fullbent with a thick-walled
bowl of triangular cross-section with rounded
edges that cuddle into your bent fingers. The vividcurve of slender stem and saddle mouthpiece give
it a nicely light appearance. Larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0463-186  54,50
JIRSA No. 28 Polished
A sturdy and yet almost delicate
Stand-Up pipe with a nicely thick-walled
conical bowl on a short flared stem decorated
with a narrow groove. Strong short saddle
mouthpiece. Smaller filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0462-028  64,50

All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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JIRSA No. 210 Light polished
A cute little Halfbent with a very thick-walled ball-shaped bowl
of smaller filling capacity. Nicely short and light-weighted,
easy to stow away in your pocket.
Best.Nr. 0461-210  69,50

All pipes made for 9mm
filters. On demand, we
will supply an adaptor
for non-filter smoking:
Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
(see our remarks on p. 24)

JIRSA No. 210 Rustic brown
As described above, with rustic finish.
Best.Nr. 0463-210  49,50
Shown in the
original size

JIRSA No. 207
Rustic black
A nicely chubby and thick-walled
Halfbent pipe of medium filling
capacity, the black rustic-finished bowl
attractively girdled with band of mahogany-coloured smooth briar. The „fat“
stem is decorated with a slice of horncoloured resin. The slim saddle mouthpiece
adds an air of lightness to this nicely podgy pipe.
Best.Nr. 0467-207  49,50

JIRSA No. 207
Rustic black

JIRSA
No. 215 Rustic brown
This pipe with its curved streamlined shape
made Holger Frickert go into raptures. You just want
to grasp and not let go again... Its bowl has extra
thick walls and a smaller filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0463-215  49,50

JIRSA No. 215
Rustic brown

JIRSA No. 186 Polished
A really outstanding creation, a large and
surprisingly hand-friendly Fullbent with a thickwalled bowl of triangular cross-section and rounded
edges that perfectly nestle to your bent fingers.
The bowl has a larger filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 0461-186  79,50
All mouthpieces made
of special black resin

JIRSA No. 186
Polished
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JIRSA »OLDA’S LOUNY BLEND«
Created in accordance with Olda Jirsa and named after his
birthplace Louny in the Czech Republic.
An aromatic and optimally balanced blend of Virginia, Burley
and Black Cavendish. A Premium Blueberry flavour composition with a touch of Vanilla was added to provide a really full-bodied smoking pleasure that will also convince the spoilt smoker.
Best.Nr. 8032-50
50g Dose ( 200,00/kg)  10,00
Best.Nr. 8032-250 250g Spar-Pack ( 169,20/kg)  42,30
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Transparent
tobacco jars

„Humydrole”
tobacco humidifiers
Black matted
glaze ceramic
tobacco jar

In the ashtray:
Rodgers of Sheffield
»Smoker‘s Knife«
The flat smoker’s tool with a
sharpened spatula blade and a
reamer awl made of hardened
stainless steel. Satinated body.
Best.Nr. 3802-547
 29,50
Pipe ashtray
black matted
glaze ceramic

„Pipe Cover”

Pipe
comfy seat

„Pipe Cover”
The ideal protection
against overheating
the pipe and against
flying sparks when
smoking outdoors.
Hardened steel,
chromium plated.
Pipe Cover 1 piece
Best.Nr. 6601-1
 2,50

Pipe Cover 5 pieces
Best.Nr. 6601-5
 11,00

„Pipe Jack”
the flat foldable
pocket pipe rest
„Car Pipe Stand“
Your flexible friend - the
safe pipe stand in your car.
Best.Nr. 3302-1  5,95

Black matted glaze ceramic tobacco jar.
Designed to go along with the ashtray described below. Handy lid with
a rubber sealing ring on a hardwood socket with integrated moistener
sponge. Holds appr. 250g tobacco. Ø appr. 14,5 cm, height appr. 11,5 cm.
Best.Nr. 2007-6
 45,00

Low-price transparent jars made of crystal-clear polystyrol (PS).
The ideal storage containers for tobacco. With neutral label stickers.
For 100g:
1 jar
Best.Nr. 3601-100
 3,95
3 jars
Best.Nr. 3601-103
 10,00

For 250g:

1 jar
3 jars

Best.Nr. 3601-250
Best.Nr. 3601-253

 4,40
 11,00

„Humydrole” tobacco humidifiers
Easy to handle: dip in clear water for appr. 2 minutes, wipe dry and place
into the dried-out tobacco in an air-tight jar. The tobacco will regain its
optimum moist within 1 or 2 days, then remove the „Humydrole“ again.
Best.Nr. 6301-2
single price cut!!
 1,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Pipe ashtray made of matted black glaze ceramic. With sloping rests for
3 pipes and a natural cork cushion in the centre. Diameter appr. 15cm
Best.Nr. 3001-256
 37,50

Pipe comfy seat (imported version) - made of soft black Nappa leather,
ideal for the use on your desktop, also suitable for pipes with a big bowl.
Best.Nr. 2007-70
 9,90
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„Pipe Jack” - foldable pocket pipe rest. The ideal helper when you’re
out and about. Fits in any pocket and also looks nice in a glass cabinet.
single:
Best.Nr. 3301-1
 2,30
pack of 6:
Best.Nr. 3301-6
 12,30

Useful leather accesories for pipe smokers

Smooth lambskin combinated pipe and tobacco cases.
Ideal for summer days or other occasions when you prefer to only take
the most necessary equipment along for your pipe smoking without
having to carry too much weight. These practical small cases have a
rubber-lined tobacco compartment and a separate compartment for
one or two pipes of average size. Made of smooth black lambskin.

Leather quiver for 100g PE-glass tobacco jars.
Plastic pots and jars in the living room are not to everybody’s taste.
With these quivers made of black leather our practical 100g PE-jars
of page 132 can be decoratively „camouflaged“.
Best.Nr. 2004-52
(100g jar included)
 32,50

Combi-Case for 1 pipe:

Combi-Case for 2 pipes:

Combi-Case for 1 pipe
2007-131

Best.Nr. 2007-131

Best.Nr. 2007-871

 19,90

 22,50

Combi-Case for 2 pipes
2007-871

Combi-Case
for 2 pipes
2007-871

Pipe
cleaner
sleeve
2007-1
Combi-Case
for 2 pipes
2007-132
„Container“
stand-up
tobacco pouch
2004-37
Single pipe
comfy seat
2004-12

„Pipe Sleeve”
2007-721

Pipe tamper sleeves
2004-62 and 2004-33

Nappa
pipe bag
2007-705

Leather
pocket pipe stand
3240-0

„Container” stand-up tobacco pouch
Made in Germany. Small but spacious, very practical. Soft black
lambskin with natural rubber lining. Stud fasteners. (also see p. 126).
 32,00
Best.Nr. 2004-37
Available also as low-price imported version:
Best.Nr. 3902-741
 23,50
Pipe tamper sleeves made of black leather
Best.Nr. 2004-33
simple version:
Best.Nr. 2004-62
with protective flap:

Pipe cleaner sleeve made of firm black leather.
Best.Nr. 2007-1		




3,50
4,50



4,50

Single pipe comfy seat made of soft black Nappa leather.
Best.Nr. 2004-12
 11,50

„Pipe Sleeve“ Soft lambskin bag with zip, for a single pipe of bent
or straight shape and also of larger size.
 14,50
Best.Nr. 2004-11
Pocket pipe stand made of thick firm black leather.
Best.Nr. 3240-0
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Nappa pipe bag Soft black lambskin, with drawstring.
Best.Nr. 2007-705



7,25

 12,50

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Aldo Morelli Fiorita Nature No. 481
A chubby thick-walled Apple Bent with a
very good feel. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-481  59,00

»FIORITA«
Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Nature No. 480
Billiard pipe with a cylindrical
bowl sufficiently thick-walled for
its good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-480  59,00

Shown in the
original size
Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Nature No. 484
An elegant Calabash Bent, thick-walled
and pleasantly handy. Good
medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-484
 59,00

On this double-page, Aldo Morelli presents the
»FIORITA« nice-price range of four pipe shapes,
all of them available in three attractive versions:
Nature, light brown, polished, Sand, sandblasted
with a red finish and Black with a black glossy finish.
Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Sand No. 503
A light-weighted Halfbent with
a fairly thick-walled Apple bowl
of good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-503  49,00

Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Black No. 513
A light-weighted Halfbent with
a fairly thick-walled Apple bowl
of good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-513  49,00

Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Sand No. 501
A chubby thick-walled Apple
Bent with a very good feel.
Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-501  49,00

All pipes with a slender acrylic fishtail mouthpiece an a gilded cap decoration on the stem.
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.
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Aldo Morelli Fiorita Black No. 514
Elegant Calabash Bent, thick-walled
and pleasantly handy. Good
medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-514
 49,00

Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Sand No. 500
Billiard pipe with a cylindrical
bowl sufficiently thick-walled for
its good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-500  49,00

»FIORITA«
Shown in the
original size

Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Sand No. 504
An elegant Calabash Bent,
thick-walled and pleasantly handy.
Good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-504  49,00
Aldo Morelli Fiorita Black No. 510
Billiard pipe with a cylindrical bowl sufficiently
thick-walled for its good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-510  49,00

Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Nature No. 483
A light-weighted Halfbent with
a fairly thick-walled Apple bowl
of good medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-483
 59,00

On this double-page, Aldo Morelli presents the
»FIORITA« nice-price range of four pipe shapes,
all of them available in three attractive versions:
Nature, light brown, polished, Sand, sandblasted
with a red finish and Black with a black glossy finish.

Aldo Morelli
Fiorita Black No. 511
A chubby thick-walled Apple Bent with
a very good feel. Medium filling capacity.
Best.Nr. 1831-511  49,00
All pipes with a slender acrylic fishtail mouthpiece an a gilded cap decoration on the stem.
All pipes made for 9mm filters. For non-filter
smoking we will supply an adaptor on demand
(see remarks on p. 24). Best.Nr. 1901-0 € 2,00
- 151 -
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CARVE YOUR
OWN PIPE
This creative hobby has become very popular among
pipe smokers in Germany
and also in other parts of
the world since many years.
What about you? Wouldn’t
you like to have a try?!
In pipemaking, the main
work meanss filing and
papering. Only a few
tools are needed and
may have to be bought
in a hardware store if not
already present. Pipe bowl
and stem are shaped with
coarse and fine grid files
and sanding paper. Additional hobby drill tools
can also be of help.
All necessary materials
can be ordered from our
catalogue. All you have to
bring along is some talent
and skill and you will find:
it really isn’t too difficult.

Sample: The large „Wafer Cone“ freehand pipe,
one of Holger Frickert’s early creations (1981)

DAN PIPE’S HOBBY - SEITE

„PFEIFEN SELBST GEMACHT” - Video-Film

Exclusiv to DAN PIPE:

„Carve your own pipe“ - a video tape produced by DAN PIPE to
illustrate the creation of a briar pipe using the materials offered here.
This video is only available with German words but will be supplied
to foreign countries with a detailed instruction leaflet in English.
Video-Film „PFEIFEN SELBST GEMACHT”
DVD Video

Best.Nr. 1340-2 E

R. O. C. Special colour stains

These special alcohol-based liquid colour stains were originally
developed as leather dyes, but they have proved to be optimal wood
stains, and they have been used by many Danish pipemakers since
decades. You can choose from twelve different colours that now all
come in 40ml bottles. The following shades are available:

 35,75

1388-11: Yellow (gul)
1388-12: Orange
1388-13: Tan (ocker)
1388-14: Red (rød)
1388-15: Lilac (lilla)
1388-16: Mahogany light (guldbrun)

Basic equipment for Hobby PIPEMAKERS
Instructions (English version)

Best.Nr. 1340-7 E

 0,50

Special colour stains, ready to use, bottle of 40ml
1 Tan (ocker)
Best.Nr. 1388-13 ( 10,50/100ml)
2 Mahagony light
Best.Nr. 1388-16 ( 10,50/100ml)
3 Dark brown
Best.Nr. 1388-18 ( 10,50/100ml)
4 Black (for contrast)
Best.Nr. 1388-22 ( 10,50/100ml)






Spezialbeizen 1 - 4 im Set
4 x 40ml
Best.Nr. 1388-24

 16,20

( 10,13/100ml)

4,20
4,20
4,20
4,20

Each colour in a 40 ml bottle

 6,25

Pipe bowl wax, emulsified
Pipe Wax (50ml)

Best.Nr. 6501-1

 6,25

The hobby catalogue price list is annually replaced. The current
price list 2018/2019 (orange paper) is valid from October 2018.
it can be copied and printed from our homepage www.danpipe.de
Procuring raw materials for hobby pipemaking and pipe repairs has
become more and more difficult over the past years due to the fact that
some producers or suppliers had to close down their business or had
to cut down their assortment for reasons of fading demands. Therefor
delivery delays may occur with some items from our assortments.

Complete equipment pack with instructions,
grab handle, sanding strips (3 x), colour stains (4 x), mouthpiece
polish and pipe wax.
Best.Nr. 1340-8
 37,50
We also recommend our Polishing Kit as shown and described on
page 155 (Best.Nr. 6507-1). It was designed to be operated with a
standard hobby drill and will allow you to effectively polish pipe
bowls and mouthpieces almost exactly like a professional pipemaker.

 4,20

This special catalogue is meant for all advanced hobby pipemakers
and offers a larger variety of briar blocks, mouthpieces etc. plus various hints and advice in addition to our instructions for pipemaking.
This extra catalogue is now also available in an English version on
our homepage www.pipetobacco.de.

Grab handle for fixing the briar block, conic tapered, square end
with square end
Best.Nr. 1382-3
 3,00
Best.Nr. 6502-1

( 10,50/100ml)

DAN PIPE HOBBY Catalogue

Sanding textile strips, corundum twill grid 100 - 180 - 400
3 strips of 100 x 4 cm
Best.Nr. 1382-2
 7,50

Mouthpiece polish
Pipe Polish (50ml)

1388-17: Mahogany dark (rødbrun)
1388-18: Dark brown (mørkebrun)
1388-19: Deep brown (jordbrun)
1388-20: Green (grøn)
1388-21: Blue (bla)
1388-22: Black (sort)
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The procurement hobby- and reparir material has become more
and more difficult over the past years. Quite a number of producers and suppliers have reduced their assortments or even closed
down. Do we must ask your understanding for supply shortages
that may occur here and there.
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

DAN PIPE’S HOBBY - SEITE
pfeifen selbst gemacht

stem angle 30°
no longer available

stem angle 60°

stem angle 90°

To illustrate the drilling angles, black marking
lines were drawn on the blocks in this photograph. Blocks are supplied without those marks.
Divergence from the picture in terms of shape
and mouthpieces (saddle or fishtail) may occur.

Plateau,
drilling angle 60°
Plateau,
drilling angle 80°

BRIARWOOD HOBBY BLOCKS
Standard blocks with pre-turned stem
and a black acrylic mouthpiece (see upper row):

Plateau blocks with acrylic mouthpiece and
rectified stem face (see lower row):

Stem angle 90° 9mm filter (for straight pipes)
Best.Nr. 1364-90		

 29,50

Stem angle 80° 9mm filter (for slightly curved pipes)
Best.Nr. 1364-80		

 29,50

Stem angle 60° 9mm filter (for bent pipes)
Best.Nr. 1364-60		

 29,50

For stem and mouthpiece angle 80°
9mm Filter:
Best.Nr. 1352/82
without Filter:
Best.Nr. 1351/82
For stem and mouthpiece angle 60°
9mm Filter:
Best.Nr. 1352/62
without Filter:
Best.Nr. 1351/62

 39,50
 39,50
 39,50
 39,50

We buy these blocks assorted by the bale and choose a medium size
for this offer. The general size can vary from one shipment to the next.

The shape of mouthpieces may be different from the block shown.
Standard blocks for non-filter smoking are no longer available.

More hobby blocks in other sizes and also raw briar blocks can be
found in our hobby catalogue (see previous page 150).

Important remarks on our hobby block assortment
Briarwood is a natural material and therefor always different in its
consistency. Like other root material, briar is often infiltrated with
small impurities or cracks which only become visible under the first
file cuts. This is one of the less pleasant circumstances that every
pipemaker has to deal with even if the block looks perfect from the
outside. Please, understand that we do not pre-assort blocks by their
grain. Thus, every customers has an equal chance with the blocks.

All blocks are examined for superficially visible defects, and faulty
blocks are sorted out. Should you still discover flaws on blocks
we have supplied, please return this block before you start your
work. We will then immediately replace the faulty block. We are
not liable for defects that come up in the course of working the
block (briar, as we said, is a natural material).
Briar blocks that were already worked cannot be replaced.
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FALCON - one of the world’s best selling pipes.

A little calculation exampel:
1 stem Alu + 5 bowls = 5 pipes

A really ingenious system: nearly all moist and tars are collected
in the pan carrying the briar bowl. On its way through the
exposed tube in the stem’s centre, the smoke will
cool down to pleasantly mild temperatures.

 27,50 +  137,50 =  165,00
Price for 1 pipe: only  33,00
Example 1
Stem: Elox curved
Bowl: No.5 Dublin
(Best.Nr. see below)

Shown in the
original size

Stem: Alu curved

Example 2
Stem: Alu straight
Bowl: No.4 Billiard
(Best.Nr. see below)

Technical features may
be subject to change
without notice.

Screw-in bowl with thread for an easy change.
Bottom pan collecting tars and moist.
Exposed smoke tube for optimal cooling.

No. 1 Dover

Stems are made of light-weighted Aluminium, available as „Alu”
(silver coloured) or „Elox“ (brown colour). You can choose among
six different bowls that can be screwed on or off as you please. The
extra firm and yet elastic Nylon mouthpieces are permanently fixed to
the stem, repairs are not possible (but they really do last an eternity...)

Briar bowls for FALCON Pipes

No. 2 Genoa

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

Dover
Genoa
Algiers
Billiard
Dublin
Apple

(small to medium)
(small to medium)
(small to medium)
(small filling cap.)
(small filling cap.)
(small filling cap.)

Stems for FALCON Pipes
Alu (silvery) straight
Alu (silvery) curved
Elox (brown) straight
Elox (brown) curved

No. 4 Billiard

(filling capacity in brackets)

Best.Nr. 1503-1
Best.Nr. 1503-2
Best.Nr. 1503-3
Best.Nr. 1503-4
Best.Nr. 1503-5
Best.Nr. 1503-6








27,50
27,50
27,50
27,50
27,50
27,50

Best.Nr. 1501-1
Best.Nr. 1501-2
Best.Nr. 1502-1
Best.Nr. 1502-2






27,50
27,50
29,25
29,25

No. 5 Dublin

All stems and bowls can be interchanged any way you like.

No. 3 Algiers

FALCON „Dry Rings“ to support moist collection in the pan:
Best.Nr. 1510-1		
25 rings  3,50
Best.Nr. 1510-10
300 rings  35,00
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No. 6 Apple

TORBEN DANSK
„Pipe Care“
white elephant
bristle bleaners

Pipe-Reamer
no longer available

Senior
Pipe-Reamer

The
Polishing Kit.
Makes your pipes shine..

Put an end to tarnished mouthpieces
with worn and scratched bits and to dull
and shabby looking pipe bowls!
Our DAN PIPE Polishing Kit will help
you regain your pipes’ pretty appearance.
„PIPE CARE“
Designed for the use on all hobby drills.
Polishing Cloth
Contents: 2 buffing cotton wheels, 1 carrier shaft,
2 x 220g special wax for pre-polishing and high shine buffing.
Best.Nr. 6507-1

DAN PIPE Polishing Kit		

 38,50

Parts also singly available:
Best.Nr. 6507-2
buffing wheel (Ø 15 cm)
 8,50
Best.Nr. 6507-3
carrier shaft		  7,50
Best.Nr. 1380-1
pre-polishing wax ca. 220g ( 3,41/100g)
 7,50
Best.Nr. 1380-2
high shinme wax ca. 220g ( 3,41/100g)
 7,50
Not enclosed in this kit, but very useful (requires its own buffing wheel):
Best.Nr. 1380-3
Carnauba wax, block of 50g		  7,00
TORBEN DANSK „Pipe Care” (top right)
For cleaning and polishing mouthpieces and bowls by hand.
„Pipe Clean” disssolves tarry deposits from smokeholes,
„Pipe Polish” for polishing mouthpieces,
„Pipe Wax” for the care and polish of pipe bowls.
Best.Nr. 6504-3

„Pipe Care” Kit

Parts also singly available:
Best.Nr. 6501-1
„Pipe Wax”
Best.Nr. 6502-1
„Pipe Polish”
Best.Nr. 6503-1
„Pipe Clean”
Best.Nr. 6503-200 „Pipe Clean”

50 ml
50 ml
50 ml
200 ml

( 9,97/100ml)

 14,95

( 12,50/100ml)
( 12,50/100ml)
( 9,00/100ml)
( 3,48/100ml)






6,25
6,25
4,50
6,95

white elephant bristle pipe cleaners

Best.Nr. 6004-1
Best.Nr. 6004-10

80 cleaners
800 cleaners

( 0,028/pc.)
( 0,024/pc.)

 2,20
 19,25

DAN PIPE’s PIPE CARE Polishing Cloth.
Smooth wax impregnated polishing cloth for mouthpieces and pipe bowls.
Tested and approved by all pipe smoking staff members of DAN PIPE.
The colour of the fabric may vary.
Best.Nr. 6505-01		 only  4,95
To reduce the carbon layer that gradually builds up inside your pipe
bowl to an appropriate measure, we recommend special reamer tools:

4 x 4 PIPE REAMER

As an equal successor to the legendary Swiss Made pipe reamer PIPNET
we recommend the 4 x 4 PIPE REAMER. We have had it tested in our
workshop and by our customers - with a pleasing result: A tool kit of four
cutting heads (Ø 16, 18, 20, 22 mm), each with four sharp blades, and a
lever handle. Carve out your pipe’s carbon layer starting with the smallest
diameter. The cutting heads are inserted in the handle one after the other.
A really effective, reliable and reasonable tool for the care of your pipes.
Best.Nr. 6403-4
 18,50

SENIOR PIPE-REAMER
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Solid handy pipe reamer with three smoothly adjustable cutting blades.
Integrated spiral drill to ream out tars from the pipe stem’s smokehole..
Best.Nr. 6407-1		
 26,50
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

4

2

3
6
5
7

1

8

Shown in the
original size.

9

Pipe tampers and smoker’s knives.
The essential helping tools for every pipe smoker
1 „Smokewell“

Long stainless steel tamper with leather sleeve.
Best.Nr. 5001-3
 6,95

2 Classical pipe tamper

From Czech production, hardened steel.
Best.Nr. 5001-1
1 tamper
 1,10
...and for all those who keep loosing theirs:
Best.Nr. 5001-10
10 tampers
 8,95

3 Stainless Steel Tamper

6 Stainless Steel Tamper

3-parts pipe tool in an elegant modern design.		
Best.Nr. 3902-061
 4,95

7 Smoker’s Knife „Pipe“ Stainless Steel

Flat pipe-shaped body with spatula and awl.
Best.Nr. 3902-007
 7,50

8 Smoker’s Knife „Dolphin“ Rosewood

Rosewood on brass, stainless steel spatula and awl.
Best.Nr. 3902-11
 12,50

With reamer awl and spatula, pleasantly flat.		
Best.Nr. 3902-12
 11,50
(version with leather sleeve no longer available)

9 Pipe Knife „Pipe Shape“

Stainless steel, with flattened-out reamer end.
Best.Nr. 5001-13
 10,50

10 VAUEN „Automatic“ leather-coated

4 Horseshoe-Nail Tamper

5 VAUEN „Automatic“ Chrome plated

The famous pipe tamper with push-button action.
Best.Nr. 5001-064
 19,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Stainless steel, satinated, with Palisander inlay.
Best.Nr. 5001-306
 8,95
Best.Nr. 5001-052 S
Best.Nr. 5001-052 R

black
burgundy

 24,00
 24,00

More tampers p. 43, 54, 55, 112, 127-130, 137, 144, 146, 148, 157
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10

1

7

2
3
5

4

6

Shown in the
original size.

10

Pipe tampers and smoker’s knives.
The essential helping tools for every pipe smoker
8

9

6

1 Dunhill’s „Junior“ Pipe Gadget

2-parts tamper, black resin. Stainless awl with gold-plated foot.
Best.Nr. 5001-117		
 60,00

7 Rodgers of Sheffield »Smokers Knife«

Flat smoker’s tool with stainless sharpened spatula and reamer awl.
Best.Nr. 3802-547		
€ 29,50

2 Sillem’s pipe tamper with screwed-in stainless steel reamer awl.
Best.Nr. 3720-1110
Best.Nr. 3720-3110

Sterling Silver
silver-plated

11

RATTRAY’s pipe tamper „Lines“
Chromium-plated with black lacquer, with a long reamer awl.
Best.Nr. 5001-225		  26,00

 249,00
 96,00

8 Smoker’s Knife with laminated wood

Stainless body with laminated wood, stainless steel blades.
Best.Nr. 3802-141
 9,50

3 „Passatore“ Briar pipe pamper 3-parts tool made with solid
briar with nickel silver bands. Brass tamper and reamer awl.
Best.Nr. 5001-5200
 31,00

9 Smoker’s Knife „Grey Marble“

Pipe tamper with push-button action. Briar-coated steel tube.
Best.Nr. 5001-580		
 54,00

10 Smoker’s Knife „Pipe Shape“ Rosewood

Pipe tamper with push-button action. Mat black rubber coating.
Best.Nr. 5001-599		
 22,00

11 Smoker’s Knife „Passatore“ Chrome matted

Stainless steel body and blades, decorated with marbled acrylic.
Best.Nr. 3902-152
 14,50

4 VAUEN „Automatic“ tamper „Bruyère“

Flat stainless steel body and blades, decorated with rosewood.
Best.Nr. 3902-111
 8,50

5 VAUEN „Automatic“ tamper „Soft Touch“

More tampers on page 43, 54, 55, 112, 127-130, 137, 144, 146, 148, 155
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Stainless steel rounded spatula blade and a long pointed awl.
Best.Nr. 5001-144		
 15,75
Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Pipe Cleaners DAN PIPE white cotton, conical
Best.Nr. 6001-1 100 cleaners ( 0,020 each)  2,00
Best.Nr. 6001-10 1000 cleaners ( 0,018 each)  17,75
Pipe Cleaners BLITZ SYSTEM with red bristles
Best.Nr. 6002-1
80 cleaners ( 0,031 each)  2,50
Best.Nr. 6002-10 800 cleaners ( 0,028 each)  22,00
Pipe Cleaners white elephant with brown bristles
Best.Nr. 6004-1
80 cleaners ( 0,028 each)  2,20
Best.Nr. 6004-10 800 cleaners ( 0,024 each)  19,25
Pipe Cleaners VAUEN, with blue bristles
Best.Nr. 6006-1
80 cleaners ( 0,035 each)  2,80
Best.Nr. 6006-10 800 cleaners ( 0,032 each)  25,75
Pipe Cleaners VAUEN for Chruchwardens, 33 cm
Best.Nr. 6005-1
50 cleaners ( 0,085 each)  4,25
Best.Nr. 6005-5 250 cleaners ( 0,076 each)  18,95
Paper filters

Philt Pads

Dry-Smoke insets for your pipe bowl

To be placed in the bottom of the pipe bowl before
you fill in the tobacco. Their absorbent moist collecting
abilities lead to dryer smoke, and they also help improving
the tobacco’s total combustion particularly in bent pipes.

Meerschaum
Granules

Sharrow Philt Pads, gerippte Halbkugeln aus Kreide (GB)
Best.Nr. 6101-10
10 pads ( 0,155/Stück)  1,55
Best.Nr. 6101-100 100 pads ( 0,135/Stück)  13,50
Filter Crystals, Silicagel (see page 159)
Best.Nr. 6102-610
appr. 12g
( 24,59/100g) 
Best.Nr. 6102-615 appr. 60g
( 10,42/100g) 

white elephant Meerschaum Granules

Best.Nr. 6229-2
Best.Nr. 6229-3

appr. 20g
appr. 90g

( 14,75/100g)
( 8,33/100g)

2,95
6,25

 2,95
 7,50

Paper filters - Made of highly absorbant pure cellulose paper.

VAUEN „Dr. Perl” Trockenrauchfilter (fits all 9mm filter pipes)
With acetate fibre core, more effective, but still with an easy draught.
Best.Nr. 6109-40
40 filters ( 0,098/Stück)  3,90
Best.Nr. 6109-400
400 filters ( 0,089/Stück)  35,85
Paper filters 6mm
Best.Nr. 6106-36
36 filters
Best.Nr. 6106-432
12 x 36 filters

( 0,108/Stück)
( 0,096/Stück)

DAN PIPE’s
„PIPE CARE“
„PIPE CARE“
Polishing Cloth
also see page 155
Best.Nr. 6505-01  4,95

 3,95
 41,50

DUNHILL’s pipe care articles

Paper filters for „non-filter“ pipes with 3,5 to 5 mm smokehole
Paper filters Ø 4mm (Heibe Gr. 3)
Best.Nr. 6103-60
60 filters (
Best.Nr. 6103-360
360 filters (

0,079/Stück)
0,074/Stück)

 4,75
 26,50

Paper filters Ø 3mm (Heibe Gr. 4)
Best.Nr. 6104-100
100 filters (
Best.Nr. 6104-600
600 filters (

0,068/Stück)
0,063/Stück)

 6,75
 37,50

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

DUNHILL’s
Pipe Care Cloth
and
Pipe Bowl Polish

DUNHILL’s „Pipe Care Cloth”
Extra soft fleece impregnated with a wax and silicone polishing agent.
Best.Nr. 6506-1			  16,00
DUNHILL’s „Pipe Bowl Polish”
Best.Nr. 6506-2
Tube 9 g
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( 122,22/100g)

 11,00

DUNHILL’s „Mouthpiece Polish” (not shown)
Best.Nr. 6506-3
Tube 9 g ( 122,22/100g)

 11,00

For an optimum of taste
and pleasure, make sure to
replace filter cartridges regularly.
Remove filters after smoking and insert a
fresh one before you fill your pipe again.

white elephant

The STANWELL Aktivkohle-Filter (charcoal filters), filled with
granulated highly absorbant charcoal. Ceramic caps on both ends of
the filter tube, specially designed for a good draught and to additionally swirl the smoke to increase the reduction of moist and tars. And,
not to forget, they allow you to insert the filter cartridge either way.

Aktiv Kohle Filter 9mm and 6 mm
„white elephant“ filters have heat resistant tasteless ceramic caps
on both ends of the tube made of absorbant cellulose paper, and you
can inserted the filter cartridge either way. These charcoal filters
are filled with soft charcoal granules with a large highly absorbant
surface for an effective moist and tar reduction.
Natur Meerschaum Filter are filled with tasteless granules of natural
Meerschaum famous for their highly absorbant abilities.

STANWELL Aktivkohle-Filter (9mm)
Best.Nr. 6259-40
40 filters (
Best.Nr. 6259-400
10 x 40 filters (

0,125/Stück)
0,116/Stück)

 5,00
 46,40

„white elephant” Aktiv Kohle Filter 9mm
Best.Nr. 6229-40
40 filters ( 0,088/Stück) 
Best.Nr. 6229-400
10 x 40 filters ( 0,081/Stück) 

3,50
32,50

STANWELL Aktivkohle-Filter (9mm)
Best.Nr. 6259-1
100 filters (

0,110/Stück)

 11,00

„white elephant” Aktiv Kohle Filter 9mm
Best.Nr. 6229-200 Beutel 200 filters ( 0,078/Stück) 

15,50

STANWELL Aktivkohle-Filter (9mm)
Best.Nr. 6259-2
200 filters (
Best.Nr. 6259-20
5 x 200 filters (

0,100/Stück)
0,095/Stück)

 20,00
 94,70

„white elephant” Natur Meerschaum Filter 9mm
Best.Nr. 6219-40
40 filters ( 0,096/Stück) 
Best.Nr. 6219-400
10x 40 filters ( 0,086/Stück) 

3,85
34,50

„white elephant” SUPER MIX Filter 9mm
Charcoal and Meerschaum granules combined in one filter.
Best.Nr. 6220-150
150 filters ( 0,085/Stück)  12,75

Aktivkohle-Filter 9mm (charcoal filters) with an excellent filter
action and draught ability. Cartridge made of purified cellulose
paper, filled with dustfree charcoal granules to absorb large quantities
of moist and to reduce tars. The blue cap with circular perforation
prevents coal from being suck into your mouth. VAUEN filters must
always be inserted into the mouthpiece with the blue cap first..

„white elephant” Aktiv Kohle Filter 6mm
Best.Nr. 6206-1
45 filters ( 0,128/Stück) 
Best.Nr. 6206-5
5 x 45 filters ( 0,119/Stück) 

DRY SYSTEM

VAUEN „Dr. Perl junior” Aktivkohle-Filter 9mm
Best.Nr. 6209-40
Junior 40 filters ( 0,113/Stück)  4,50
Best.Nr. 6209-400
10 x 40 filters ( 0,105/Stück)  41,80

Pipe filters made of porous absorbant balsawood, available in
two versions for all 6mm and also 9 mm pipes. These natural filters
collect tars and moist without obstructing the pipe’s easy draught.

VAUEN „Dr. Perl junior” Aktivkohle-Filter 9mm 9mm
Best.Nr. 6209-1
Jubig 100 filters ( 0,101/Stück)  10,10
Best.Nr. 6209-10
10 x 100 filters ( 0,095/Stück)  94,80
VAUEN „Dr. Perl junior” Aktivkohle-Filter 9mm
Best.Nr. 6209-18
Jumax 180 filters ( 0,096/Stück)  17,20
Best.Nr. 6209-144
8 x 180 filters ( 0,087/Stück)  124,90

5,75
26,75

SAVINELLI DRY SYSTEM Balsaholz-Filter 6mm
Best.Nr. 6236-1
20 filters ( 0,105/Stück)
Best.Nr. 6236-30
„Big“ 300 filters ( 0,080/Stück)
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SAVINELLI DRY SYSTEM Balsaholz-Filter 9mm
Best.Nr. 6239-1
15 filters ( 0,227/Stück)
Best.Nr. 6239-20
„Big“ 200 filters ( 0,180/Stück)

 2,10
 24,00
 3,50
 36,00

Technical features may be subject to changes without notice.

Allgemeine Geschäftsbedingungen mit Kundeninformationen & Informationen zum Datenschutz

A. Allgemeine Geschäftsbedingungen mit Kundeninformationen

Abweichend hiervon geht die Gefahr des zufälligen Untergangs und der zufälligen Verschlechterung der
verkauften Ware auch bei Verbrauchern bereits auf den Kunden über, sobald der Verkäufer die Sache dem
Spediteur, dem Frachtführer oder der sonst zur Ausführung der Versendung bestimmten Person oder Anstalt ausgeliefert hat, wenn der Kunde den Spediteur, den Frachtführer oder die sonst zur Ausführung der
Versendung bestimmte Person oder Anstalt mit der Ausführung beauftragt und der Verkäufer dem Kunden
diese Person oder Anstalt zuvor nicht benannt hat.

1) Geltungsbereich
1.1 Diese Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen (nachfolgend „AGB“) der Dan Pipe - Dr. Behrens KG
(nachfolgend „Verkäufer“), gelten für alle Verträge über die Lieferung von Waren, die ein Verbraucher
oder Unternehmer (nachfolgend „Kunde“) mit dem Verkäufer hinsichtlich der im Katalog des Verkäufers
dargestellten Waren unter Verwendung von Fernkommunikationsmitteln (z. B. Telefon, Fax, E-Mail, Brief)
ausschließlich durch individuelle Kommunikation im Sinne des § 312j Abs. 5 Satz 1 BGB abschließt.
Hiermit wird der Einbeziehung von eigenen Bedingungen des Kunden widersprochen, es sei denn, es ist
etwas anderes vereinbart.

5.5 Der Verkäufer behält sich das Recht vor, im Falle nicht richtiger oder nicht ordnungsgemäßer Selbstbelieferung vom Vertrag zurückzutreten. Dies gilt nur für den Fall, dass die Nichtlieferung nicht vom Verkäufer zu vertreten ist und dieser mit der gebotenen Sorgfalt ein konkretes Deckungsgeschäft mit dem Zulieferer abgeschlossen hat. Der Verkäufer wird alle zumutbaren Anstrengungen unternehmen, um die Ware zu
beschaffen. Im Falle der Nichtverfügbarkeit oder der nur teilweisen Verfügbarkeit der Ware wird der Kunde
unverzüglich informiert und die Gegenleistung unverzüglich erstattet.

1.2 Für den Erwerb von Gutscheinen gelten diese Geschäftsbedingungen entsprechend, sofern insoweit
nicht ausdrücklich etwas Abweichendes geregelt ist.

5.6 Bei Selbstabholung informiert der Verkäufer den Kunden zunächst per E-Mail darüber, dass die von
ihm bestellte Ware zur Abholung bereit steht. Nach Erhalt dieser E-Mail kann der Kunde die Ware nach
Absprache mit dem Verkäufer abholen. In diesem Fall werden keine Versandkosten berechnet.

1.3 Verbraucher im Sinne dieser AGB ist jede natürliche Person, die ein Rechtsgeschäft zu Zwecken abschließt, die überwiegend weder ihrer gewerblichen noch ihrer selbständigen beruflichen Tätigkeit zugerechnet werden können. Unternehmer im Sinne dieser AGB ist eine natürliche oder juristische Person oder
eine rechtsfähige Personengesellschaft, die bei Abschluss eines Rechtsgeschäfts in Ausübung ihrer gewerblichen oder selbständigen beruflichen Tätigkeit handelt.

6) Eigentumsvorbehalt
6.1 Gegenüber Verbrauchern behält sich der Verkäufer bis zur vollständigen Bezahlung des geschuldeten
Kaufpreises das Eigentum an der gelieferten Ware vor.

2) Vertragsschluss
2.1 Die im Katalog des Verkäufers enthaltenen Produktbeschreibungen stellen keine verbindlichen Angebote seitens des Verkäufers dar sondern dienen zur Abgabe eines verbindlichen Angebots durch den
Kunden. Der Kunde kann das Angebot telefonisch, schriftlich, per Fax oder per E-Mail abgeben. Sollte dem
Katalog ein Bestellformular beiliegen, kann der Kunde auch dieses für die Abgabe seines Angebots nutzen,
indem er das Formular ausfüllt und per Post, per Fax oder per Email an den Verkäufer zurück sendet.

6.2 Gegenüber Unternehmern behält sich der Verkäufer bis zur vollständigen Begleichung aller Forderungen aus einer laufenden Geschäftsbeziehung das Eigentum an der gelieferten Ware vor.

2.2 Der Verkäufer kann das Angebot des Kunden innerhalb von sieben Tagen annehmen,
- indem er dem Kunden eine schriftliche Auftragsbestätigung oder eine
Auftragsbestätigung in Textform (Fax oder E-Mail) übermittelt, wobei insoweit der Zugang der Auftragsbestätigung beim Kunden maßgeblich ist, oder
- indem er dem Kunden die bestellte Ware liefert, wobei insoweit der Zugang der Ware beim Kunden
maßgeblich ist, oder
- indem er den Kunden nach Abgabe von dessen Bestellung zur Zahlung auffordert.
Liegen mehrere der vorgenannten Alternativen vor, kommt der Vertrag in dem Zeitpunkt zustande, in dem
eine der vorgenannten Alternativen zuerst eintritt. Nimmt der Verkäufer das Angebot des Kunden innerhalb
vorgenannter Frist nicht an, so gilt dies als Ablehnung des Angebots mit der Folge, dass der Kunde nicht
mehr an seine Willenserklärung gebunden ist.

6.3 Handelt der Kunde als Unternehmer, so ist er zur Weiterveräußerung der Vorbehaltsware im ordnungsgemäßen Geschäftsbetrieb berechtigt. Sämtliche hieraus entstehenden Forderungen gegen Dritte tritt der
Kunde in Höhe des jeweiligen Rechnungswertes (einschließlich Umsatzsteuer) im Voraus an den Verkäufer
ab. Diese Abtretung gilt unabhängig davon, ob die Vorbehaltsware ohne oder nach Verarbeitung weiterverkauft worden ist. Der Kunde bleibt zur Einziehung der Forderungen auch nach der Abtretung ermächtigt.
Die Befugnis des Verkäufers, die Forderungen selbst einzuziehen, bleibt davon unberührt. Der Verkäufer
wird jedoch die Forderungen nicht einziehen, solange der Kunde seinen Zahlungsverpflichtungen dem
Verkäufer gegenüber nachkommt, nicht in Zahlungsverzug gerät und kein Antrag auf Eröffnung eines Insolvenzverfahrens gestellt ist.

6.2 Gegenüber Unternehmern behält sich der Verkäufer bis zur vollständigen Begleichung aller Forderungen aus einer laufenden Geschäftsbeziehung das Eigentum an der gelieferten Ware vor.

7) Mängelhaftung
Ist die Kaufsache mangelhaft, gelten die Vorschriften der gesetzlichen Mängelhaftung. Hiervon abweichend gilt:

2.3 Die Frist zur Annahme des Angebots beginnt am Tag nach der Absendung des Angebots durch den Kunden zu laufen und endet mit dem Ablauf des siebten Tages, welcher auf die Absendung des Angebots folgt.

7.1 Handelt der Kunde als Unternehmer,
- hat der Verkäufer die Wahl der Art der Nacherfüllung;
- beträgt bei neuen Waren die Verjährungsfrist für Mängel ein Jahr ab Gefahrübergang;
- sind bei gebrauchten Waren die Rechte und Ansprüche wegen Mängeln grundsätzlich ausgeschlossen;
- beginnt die Verjährung nicht erneut, wenn im Rahmen der Mängelhaftung eine Ersatzlieferung erfolgt.

2.4 Bei einer Bestellung von alkoholischen Getränken bestätigt der Kunde mit Absenden der Bestellung,
dass er das gesetzlich erforderliche Mindestalter erreicht hat und verpflichtet sich dafür Sorge zu tragen,
dass entweder er oder eine von ihm bevollmächtigte volljährige Person die Ware entgegen nehmen darf.
2.5 Bei einer Bestellung von Tabakwaren bestätigt der Kunde mit Absenden der Bestellung, dass er das
gesetzlich erforderliche Mindestalter erreicht hat und verpflichtet sich dafür Sorge zu tragen, dass entweder
er oder eine von ihm bevollmächtigte volljährige Person die Ware entgegen nehmen darf.

7.2 Handelt der Kunde als Verbraucher beträgt die Verjährungsfrist für Mängelansprüche bei gebrauchten
Waren ein Jahr ab Ablieferung der Ware an den Kunden, mit der Einschränkung der nachfolgenden Ziffer.
7.3 Die in den vorstehenden Ziffern geregelten Haftungsbeschränkungen und Verjährungsfristverkürzungen gelten nicht
- für Sachen, die entsprechend ihrer üblichen Verwendungsweise für ein Bauwerk verwendet worden sind
und dessen Mangelhaftigkeit verursacht haben,
- für Schadensersatz- und Aufwendungsersatzansprüche des Kunden, sowie
- für den Fall, dass der Verkäufer den Mangel arglistig verschwiegen hat.

3) Widerrufsrecht
3.1 Verbrauchern steht grundsätzlich ein Widerrufsrecht zu.
3.2 Nähere Informationen zum Widerrufsrecht ergeben sich aus der Widerrufsbelehrung des Verkäufers.
3.3 Das Widerrufsrecht gilt nicht für Verbraucher, die zum Zeitpunkt des Vertragsschlusses keinem Mitgliedstaat der Europäischen Union angehören und deren alleiniger Wohnsitz und Lieferadresse zum Zeitpunkt des Vertragsschlusses außerhalb der Europäischen Union liegen.

7.4 Darüber hinaus gilt für Unternehmer, dass die gesetzlichen Verjährungsfristen für den Rückgriffsanspruch nach § 478 BGB unberührt bleiben.

4) Preise und Zahlungsbedingungen

7.5 Handelt der Kunde als Kaufmann i.S.d. § 1 HGB, trifft ihn die kaufmännische Untersuchungs- und Rügepflicht gemäß § 377 HGB. Unterlässt der Kunde die dort geregelten Anzeigepflichten, gilt die Ware als genehmigt.

4.1 Sofern sich aus der Produktbeschreibung des Verkäufers nichts anderes ergibt, handelt es sich bei den angegebenen Preisen um Gesamtpreise, die die gesetzliche Umsatzsteuer enthalten. Gegebenenfalls zusätzlich
anfallende Liefer- und Versandkosten werden in der jeweiligen Produktbeschreibung gesondert angegeben.

7.6 Handelt der Kunde als Verbraucher, so wird er gebeten, angelieferte Waren mit offensichtlichen Transportschäden bei dem Zusteller zu reklamieren und den Verkäufer hiervon in Kenntnis zu setzen. Kommt der Kunde
dem nicht nach, hat dies keinerlei Auswirkungen auf seine gesetzlichen oder vertraglichen Mängelansprüche.

4.2 Bei Lieferungen in Länder außerhalb der Europäischen Union können im Einzelfall weitere Kosten anfallen, die der Verkäufer nicht zu vertreten hat und die vom Kunden zu tragen sind. Hierzu zählen beispielsweise
Kosten für die Geldübermittlung durch Kreditinstitute (z.B. Überweisungsgebühren, Wechselkursgebühren)
oder einfuhrrechtliche Abgaben bzw. Steuern (z.B. Zölle). Solche Kosten können in Bezug auf die Geldübermittlung auch dann anfallen, wenn die Lieferung nicht in ein Land außerhalb der Europäischen Union erfolgt,
der Kunde die Zahlung aber von einem Land außerhalb der Europäischen Union aus vornimmt.

8) Haftung
Der Verkäufer haftet dem Kunden aus allen vertraglichen, vertragsähnlichen und gesetzlichen, auch deliktischen Ansprüchen auf Schadens- und Aufwendungsersatz wie folgt:
8.1 Der Verkäufer haftet aus jedem Rechtsgrund uneingeschränkt
- bei Vorsatz oder grober Fahrlässigkeit,
- bei vorsätzlicher oder fahrlässiger Verletzung des Lebens, des Körpers oder der Gesundheit,
- aufgrund eines Garantieversprechens, soweit diesbezüglich nichts anderes geregelt ist,
- aufgrund zwingender Haftung wie etwa nach dem Produkthaftungsgesetz.

4.3 Dem Kunden stehen verschiedene Zahlungsmöglichkeiten zur Verfügung, die ihm im Katalog des Verkäufers mitgeteilt werden.
4.4 Ist Vorauskasse per Banküberweisung vereinbart, ist die Zahlung sofort nach Vertragsabschluss fällig,
sofern die Parteien keinen späteren Fälligkeitstermin vereinbart haben.

8.2 Verletzt der Verkäufer fahrlässig eine wesentliche Vertragspflicht, ist die Haftung auf den vertragstypischen, vorhersehbaren Schaden begrenzt, sofern nicht gemäß vorstehender Ziffer unbeschränkt gehaftet
wird. Wesentliche Vertragspflichten sind Pflichten, die der Vertrag dem Verkäufer nach seinem Inhalt zur
Erreichung des Vertragszwecks auferlegt, deren Erfüllung die ordnungsgemäße Durchführung des Vertrags
überhaupt erst ermöglicht und auf deren Einhaltung der Kunde regelmäßig vertrauen darf.

4.5 Bei Auswahl der Zahlungsart Lieferung auf Rechnung wird der Kaufpreis fällig, nachdem die Ware
geliefert und in Rechnung gestellt wurde. Bei Auswahl der Zahlungsart Lieferung auf Rechnung ist der
Kaufpreis innerhalb von 14 (vierzehn) Tagen ab Erhalt der Rechnung ohne Abzug zu zahlen, sofern nichts
anderes vereinbart ist. Der Verkäufer behält sich vor, bei Auswahl der Zahlungsart Lieferung auf Rechnung
eine Bonitätsprüfung durchzuführen und diese Zahlungsart bei negativer Bonitätsprüfung abzulehnen.

8.3 Im Übrigen ist eine Haftung des Verkäufers ausgeschlossen.
8.4 Vorstehende Haftungsregelungen gelten auch im Hinblick auf die Haftung des Verkäufers für seine
Erfüllungsgehilfen und gesetzlichen Vertreter.

4.6 Bei Auswahl der Zahlungsart SEPA-Lastschrift ist der Rechnungsbetrag nach Erteilung eines SEPALastschriftmandats, nicht jedoch vor Ablauf der Frist für die Vorabinformation zur Zahlung fällig. Der
Einzug der Lastschrift erfolgt, wenn die bestellte Ware das Lager des Verkäufers verlässt, nicht jedoch vor
Ablauf der Frist für die Vorabinformation. Vorabinformation („Pre-Notification“) ist jede Mitteilung (z.B.
Rechnung, Police, Vertrag) des Verkäufers an den Kunden, die eine Belastung mittels SEPA-Lastschrift
ankündigt. Wird die Lastschrift mangels ausreichender Kontodeckung oder aufgrund der Angabe einer
falschen Bankverbindung nicht eingelöst oder widerspricht der Kunde der Abbuchung, obwohl er hierzu
nicht berechtigt ist, hat der Kunde die durch die Rückbuchung des jeweiligen Kreditinstituts entstehenden
Gebühren zu tragen, wenn er dies zu vertreten hat.

9) Anwendbares Recht, Vertragssprache
9.1 Für sämtliche Rechtsbeziehungen der Parteien gilt das Recht der Bundesrepublik Deutschland unter
Ausschluss der Gesetze über den internationalen Kauf beweglicher Waren. Bei Verbrauchern gilt diese
Rechtswahl nur insoweit, als nicht der gewährte Schutz durch zwingende Bestimmungen des Rechts des
Staates, in dem der Verbraucher seinen gewöhnlichen Aufenthalt hat, entzogen wird.
9.2 Ferner gilt diese Rechtswahl im Hinblick auf das gesetzliche Widerrufsrecht nicht bei Verbrauchern, die
zum Zeitpunkt des Vertragsschlusses keinem Mitgliedstaat der Europäischen Union angehören und deren
alleiniger Wohnsitz und Lieferadresse zum Zeitpunkt des Vertragsschlusses außerhalb der Europäischen
Union liegen.

5) Liefer- und Versandbedingungen
5.1 Versandkosten
Der Mindestauftragswert beträgt 30,00 € zuzüglich 4,00 € Versandkosten
Ab einen Auftragswert von 60,00 € berechnen wir 2,00 € Versandkosten
Ab einen Auftragswert von 120,00 € liefern wir versandkostenfrei

9.3 Die Vertragssprache ist Deutsch.
10) Gerichtsstand
Handelt der Kunde als Kaufmann, juristische Person des öffentlichen Rechts oder öffentlich-rechtliches Sondervermögen mit Sitz im Hoheitsgebiet der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, ist ausschließlicher Gerichtsstand
für alle Streitigkeiten aus diesem Vertrag der Geschäftssitz des Verkäufers. Hat der Kunde seinen Sitz außerhalb des Hoheitsgebiets der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, so ist der Geschäftssitz des Verkäufers ausschließlicher Gerichtsstand für alle Streitigkeiten aus diesem Vertrag, wenn der Vertrag oder Ansprüche aus dem
Vertrag der beruflichen oder gewerblichen Tätigkeit des Kunden zugerechnet werden können. Der Verkäufer
ist in den vorstehenden Fällen jedoch in jedem Fall berechtigt, das Gericht am Sitz des Kunden anzurufen.

5.2 Die Lieferung von Waren erfolgt auf dem Versandweg an die vom Kunden angegebene Lieferanschrift,
sofern nichts anderes vereinbart ist.
5.3 Sendet das Transportunternehmen die versandte Ware an den Verkäufer zurück, da eine Zustellung beim
Kunden nicht möglich war, trägt der Kunde die Kosten für den erfolglosen Versand. Dies gilt nicht, wenn
der Kunde den Umstand, der zur Unmöglichkeit der Zustellung geführt hat, nicht zu vertreten hat oder
wenn er vorübergehend an der Annahme der angebotenen Leistung verhindert war, es sei denn, dass der
Verkäufer ihm die Leistung eine angemessene Zeit vorher angekündigt hatte. Ferner gilt dies im Hinblick
auf die Kosten für die Hinsendung nicht, wenn der Kunde sein Widerrufsrecht wirksam ausübt. Für die
Rücksendekosten gilt bei wirksamer Ausübung des Widerrufsrechts durch den Kunden die in der Widerrufsbelehrung des Verkäufers hierzu getroffene Regelung.
5.4 Handelt der Kunde als Unternehmer, geht die Gefahr des zufälligen Untergangs und der zufälligen Verschlechterung der verkauften Ware auf den Kunden über, sobald der Verkäufer die Sache dem Spediteur, dem Frachtführer
oder der sonst zur Ausführung der Versendung bestimmten Person oder Anstalt ausgeliefert hat. Handelt der Kunde als Verbraucher, geht die Gefahr des zufälligen Untergangs und der zufälligen Verschlechterung der verkauften
Ware grundsätzlich erst mit Übergabe der Ware an den Kunden oder eine empfangsberechtigte Person über.

11) Alternative Streitbeilegung
11.1 Die EU-Kommission stellt im Internet unter folgendem Link eine Plattform zur Online-Streitbeilegung bereit: https://ec.europa.eu/consumers/odr Diese Plattform dient als Anlaufstelle zur außergerichtlichen Beilegung von Streitigkeiten aus Online-Kauf- oder Dienstleistungsverträgen, an
denen ein Verbraucher beteiligt ist.
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11.2 Der Verkäufer ist zur Teilnahme an einem Streitbeilegungsverfahren vor einer Verbraucherschlichtungsstelle weder verpflichtet noch bereit.

Allgemeine Geschäftsbedingungen mit Kundeninformationen - Informationen zum Datenschutz - Widerrufsbelehrung

B. Informationen zum Datenschutz

C. Widerrufsbelehrung

1) Information über die Erhebung personenbezogener Daten und Kontaktdaten des Verantwortlichen

Verbrauchern steht ein Widerrufsrecht nach folgender Maßgabe zu, wobei Verbraucher jede natürliche Person
ist, die ein Rechtsgeschäft zu Zwecken abschließt, die überwiegend weder ihrer gewerblichen noch ihrer
selbständigen beruflichen Tätigkeit zugerechnet werden können:

1.1 Im Folgenden informieren wir Sie über den Umgang mit Ihren personenbezogenen. Personenbezogene
Daten sind hierbei alle Daten, mit denen Sie persönlich identifiziert werden können.

A. Widerrufsbelehrung

1.2 Verantwortlicher für die Datenverarbeitung auf dieser Website im Sinne der Datenschutz-Grundverordnung (DSGVO) ist Dan Pipe - Dr. Behrens KG, Hafenstr. 30, 21481 Lauenburg, Deutschland, Tel.: +49 (0)
41 53 - 59 89 0, Fax: +49 (0) 41 53 - 59 89 69, E-Mail: pipe@danpipe.de.
Der für die Verarbeitung von personenbezogenen Daten Verantwortliche ist diejenige natürliche oder juristische Person, die allein oder gemeinsam mit anderen über die Zwecke und Mittel der Verarbeitung von
personenbezogenen Daten entscheidet.

Widerrufsrecht
Sie haben das Recht, binnen vierzehn Tagen ohne Angabe von Gründen diesen Vertrag zu widerrufen. Die
Widerrufsfrist beträgt vierzehn Tage ab dem Tag, an dem Sie oder ein von Ihnen benannter Dritter, der nicht
der Beförderer ist, die letzte Ware in Besitz genommen haben bzw. hat.

1.3 Der Verantwortliche hat einen Datenschutzbeauftragten bestellt, dieser ist wie folgt zu erreichen: „Dr.
Sebastian Kraska, Marienplatz 2, 80331 München, (089)-18917360, skraska@iitr.de“

Um Ihr Widerrufsrecht auszuüben, müssen Sie uns
(Dan Pipe - Dr. Behrens KG, Hafenstr. 30, 21481 Lauenburg, Deutschland,
Tel.: +49 (0) 41 53 - 59 89 0, Fax: +49 (0) 41 53 - 59 89 69, E-Mail: pipe@danpipe.de)
mittels einer eindeutigen Erklärung (z. B. ein mit der Post versandter Brief, Telefax oder E-Mail) über Ihren
Entschluss informieren, diesen Vertrag zu widerrufen.
Sie können dafür das den Katalogen beigefügte Muster-Widerrufsformular verwenden, das jedoch nicht vorgeschrieben ist. Zur Wahrung der Widerrufsfrist reicht es aus, dass Sie die Mitteilung über die Ausübung des
Widerrufsrechts vor Ablauf der Widerrufsfrist absenden.

2) Kontaktaufnahme
Im Rahmen der Kontaktaufnahme mit uns (z.B. per Kontaktformular oder E-Mail) werden personenbezogene Daten erhoben, welche dies sind, können Sie aus dem Kontaktformular ersehen. Diese Daten werden
ausschließlich zum Zweck der Beantwortung Ihres Anliegens bzw. für die Kontaktaufnahme und die damit
verbundene technische Administration gespeichert und verwendet. Rechtsgrundlage für die Verarbeitung
der Daten ist unser berechtigtes Interesse an der Beantwortung Ihres Anliegens gemäß Art. 6 Abs. 1 lit. f
DSGVO. Zielt Ihre Kontaktierung auf den Abschluss eines Vertrages ab, so ist zusätzliche Rechtsgrundlage
für die Verarbeitung Art. 6 Abs. 1 lit. b DSGVO. Ihre Daten werden nach abschließender Bearbeitung Ihrer
Anfrage gelöscht, dies ist der Fall, wenn sich aus den Umständen entnehmen lässt, dass der betroffene
Sachverhalt abschließend geklärt ist und sofern keine gesetzlichen Aufbewahrungspflichten entgegenstehen.

Folgen des Widerrufs
Wenn Sie diesen Vertrag widerrufen, haben wir Ihnen alle Zahlungen, die wir von Ihnen erhalten haben,
einschließlich der Lieferkosten (mit Ausnahme der zusätzlichen Kosten, die sich daraus ergeben, dass Sie eine
andere Art der Lieferung als die von uns angebotene, günstigste Standardlieferung gewählt haben), unverzüglich und spätestens binnen vierzehn Tagen ab dem Tag zurückzuzahlen, an dem die Mitteilung über Ihren
Widerruf dieses Vertrags bei uns eingegangen ist. Für diese Rückzahlung verwenden wir dasselbe Zahlungsmittel, das Sie bei der ursprünglichen Transaktion eingesetzt haben, es sei denn, mit Ihnen wurde ausdrücklich
etwas anderes vereinbart; in keinem Fall werden Ihnen wegen dieser Rückzahlung Entgelte berechnet. Wir
können die Rückzahlung verweigern, bis wir die Waren wieder zurückerhalten haben oder bis Sie den Nachweis erbracht haben, dass Sie die Waren zurückgesandt haben, je nachdem, welches der frühere Zeitpunkt ist.

3) Datenverarbeitung zur Bestellabwicklung
3.1 Zur Abwicklung Ihrer Bestellung arbeiten wir mit dem / den nachstehenden Dienstleistern zusammen,
die uns ganz oder teilweise bei der Durchführung geschlossener Verträge unterstützen. An diese Dienstleister werden nach Maßgabe der folgenden Informationen gewisse personenbezogene Daten übermittelt.
3.2 Die von uns erhobenen personenbezogenen Daten werden im Rahmen der Vertragsabwicklung an das
mit der Lieferung beauftragte Transportunternehmen weitergegeben, soweit dies zur Lieferung der Ware
erforderlich ist. Ihre Zahlungsdaten geben wir im Rahmen der Zahlungsabwicklung an das beauftragte
Kreditinstitut weiter, sofern dies für die Zahlungsabwicklung erforderlich ist. Sofern Zahlungsdienstleister
eingesetzt werden, informieren wir hierüber nachstehend explizit. Die Rechtsgrundlage für die Weitergabe
der Daten ist hierbei Art. 6 Abs. 1 lit. b DSGVO.

Sie haben die Waren unverzüglich und in jedem Fall spätestens binnen vierzehn Tagen ab dem Tag, an dem Sie
uns über den Widerruf dieses Vertrags unterrichten, an uns zurückzusenden oder zu übergeben. Die Frist ist
gewahrt, wenn Sie die Waren vor Ablauf der Frist von vierzehn Tagen absenden. Sie tragen die unmittelbaren
Kosten der Rücksendung der Waren.
Sie müssen für einen etwaigen Wertverlust der Waren nur aufkommen, wenn dieser Wertverlust auf einen zur
Prüfung der Beschaffenheit, Eigenschaften und Funktionsweise der Waren nicht notwendigen Umgang mit
ihnen zurückzuführen ist.

4) Rechte des Betroffenen
4.1 Das geltende Datenschutzrecht gewährt Ihnen gegenüber dem Verantwortlichen hinsichtlich der Verarbeitung Ihrer personenbezogenen Daten umfassende Betroffenenrechte (Auskunfts- und Interventionsrechte), über die wir Sie nachstehend informieren:
- Auskunftsrecht gemäß Art. 15 DSGVO: Sie haben insbesondere ein Recht auf Auskunft über Ihre von
uns verarbeiteten personenbezogenen Daten, die Verarbeitungszwecke, die Kategorien der verarbeiteten
personenbezogenen Daten, die Empfänger oder Kategorien von Empfängern, gegenüber denen Ihre Daten
offengelegt wurden oder werden, die geplante Speicherdauer bzw. die Kriterien für die Festlegung der Speicherdauer, das Bestehen eines Rechts auf Berichtigung, Löschung, Einschränkung der Verarbeitung, Widerspruch gegen die Verarbeitung, Beschwerde bei einer Aufsichtsbehörde, die Herkunft Ihrer Daten, wenn
diese nicht durch uns bei Ihnen erhoben wurden, das Bestehen einer automatisierten Entscheidungsfindung
einschließlich Profiling und ggf. aussagekräftige Informationen über die involvierte Logik und die Sie betreffende Tragweite und die angestrebten Auswirkungen einer solchen Verarbeitung, sowie Ihr Recht auf Unterrichtung, welche Garantien gemäß Art. 46 DSGVO bei Weiterleitung Ihrer Daten in Drittländer bestehen;

Ausschluss bzw. vorzeitiges Erlöschen des Widerrufsrechts
Das Widerrufsrecht besteht nicht bei Verträgen zur Lieferung von Waren, die nicht vorgefertigt sind und für
deren Herstellung eine individuelle Auswahl oder Bestimmung durch den Verbraucher maßgeblich ist oder die
eindeutig auf die persönlichen Bedürfnisse des Verbrauchers zugeschnitten sind.
Das Widerrufsrecht erlischt vorzeitig bei Verträgen zur Lieferung versiegelter Waren, die aus Gründen des
Gesundheitsschutzes oder der Hygiene nicht zur Rückgabe geeignet sind, wenn ihre Versiegelung nach der
Lieferung entfernt wurde.
Das Widerrufsrecht gilt nicht für Verbraucher, die zum Zeitpunkt des Vertragsschlusses keinem Mitgliedstaat
der Europäischen Union angehören und deren alleiniger Wohnsitz und Lieferadresse zum Zeitpunkt des Vertragsschlusses außerhalb der Europäischen Union liegen.

- Recht auf Berichtigung gemäß Art. 16 DSGVO: Sie haben ein Recht auf unverzügliche Berichtigung Sie betreffender unrichtiger Daten und/oder Vervollständigung Ihrer bei uns gespeicherten unvollständigen Daten;

Allgemeine Hinweise

- Recht auf Löschung gemäß Art. 17 DSGVO: Sie haben das Recht, die Löschung Ihrer personenbezogenen
Daten bei Vorliegen der Voraussetzungen des Art. 17 Abs. 1 DSGVO zu verlangen. Dieses Recht besteht
jedoch insbesondere dann nicht, wenn die Verarbeitung zur Ausübung des Rechts auf freie Meinungsäußerung und Information, zur Erfüllung einer rechtlichen Verpflichtung, aus Gründen des öffentlichen
Interesses oder zur Geltendmachung, Ausübung oder Verteidigung von Rechtsansprüchen erforderlich ist;

1) Bitte vermeiden Sie Beschädigungen und Verunreinigungen der Ware. Senden Sie die Ware bitte in der Originalverpackung mit sämtlichem Zubehör und mit allen Verpackungsbestandteilen an uns zurück. Verwenden
Sie ggf. eine schützende Umverpackung. Wenn Sie die Originalverpackung nicht mehr besitzen, sorgen Sie
bitte mit einer geeigneten Verpackung für einen ausreichenden Schutz vor Transportschäden.

- Recht auf Einschränkung der Verarbeitung gemäß Art. 18 DSGVO: Sie haben das Recht, die Einschränkung der Verarbeitung Ihrer personenbezogenen Daten zu verlangen, solange die von Ihnen bestrittene Richtigkeit Ihrer Daten überprüft wird, wenn Sie eine Löschung Ihrer Daten wegen unzulässiger Datenverarbeitung ablehnen und stattdessen die Einschränkung der Verarbeitung Ihrer Daten verlangen, wenn Sie Ihre
Daten zur Geltendmachung, Ausübung oder Verteidigung von Rechtsansprüchen benötigen, nachdem wir
diese Daten nach Zweckerreichung nicht mehr benötigen oder wenn Sie Widerspruch aus Gründen Ihrer besonderen Situation eingelegt haben, solange noch nicht feststeht, ob unsere berechtigten Gründe überwiegen;

2) Senden Sie die Ware bitte nicht unfrei an uns zurück.
3) Bitte beachten Sie, dass die vorgenannten Ziffern 1-2 nicht Voraussetzung für die wirksame Ausübung des
Widerrufsrechts sind.

- Recht auf Unterrichtung gemäß Art. 19 DSGVO: Haben Sie das Recht auf Berichtigung, Löschung oder
Einschränkung der Verarbeitung gegenüber dem Verantwortlichen geltend gemacht, ist dieser verpflichtet,
allen Empfängern, denen die Sie betreffenden personenbezogenen Daten offengelegt wurden, diese Berichtigung oder Löschung der Daten oder Einschränkung der Verarbeitung mitzuteilen, es sei denn, dies erweist
sich als unmöglich oder ist mit einem unverhältnismäßigen Aufwand verbunden. Ihnen steht das Recht zu,
über diese Empfänger unterrichtet zu werden.
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- Recht auf Datenübertragbarkeit gemäß Art. 20 DSGVO: Sie haben das Recht, Ihre personenbezogenen Daten,
die Sie uns bereitgestellt haben, in einem strukturierten, gängigen und maschinenlesebaren Format zu erhalten
oder die Übermittlung an einen anderen Verantwortlichen zu verlangen, soweit dies technisch machbar ist;
- Recht auf Widerruf erteilter Einwilligungen gemäß Art. 7 Abs. 3 DSGVO: Sie haben das Recht, eine
einmal erteilte Einwilligung in die Verarbeitung von Daten jederzeit mit Wirkung für die Zukunft zu widerrufen. Im Falle des Widerrufs werden wir die betroffenen Daten unverzüglich löschen, sofern eine weitere
Verarbeitung nicht auf eine Rechtsgrundlage zur einwilligungslosen Verarbeitung gestützt werden kann.
Durch den Widerruf der Einwilligung wird die Rechtmäßigkeit der aufgrund der Einwilligung bis zum
Widerruf erfolgten Verarbeitung nicht berührt;

Telefon (Mo. - Fr. 9.00 bis 17.00 Uhr): 04153 - 59890
(Anrufbeantworter ab 17.00 Uhr)
Fax: 04153 - 598969 - E-Mail: pipe@danpipe.de
Online-Shop: www.danpipe.de

- Recht auf Beschwerde gemäß Art. 77 DSGVO: Wenn Sie der Ansicht sind, dass die Verarbeitung der Sie
betreffenden personenbezogenen Daten gegen die DSGVO verstößt, haben Sie - unbeschadet eines anderweitigen verwaltungsrechtlichen oder gerichtlichen Rechtsbehelfs - das Recht auf Beschwerde bei einer
Aufsichtsbehörde, insbesondere in dem Mitgliedstaat Ihres Aufenthaltsortes, Ihres Arbeitsplatzes oder des
Ortes des mutmaßlichen Verstoßes.

Bankverbindungen:

4.2 WIDERSPRUCHSRECHT
WENN WIR IM RAHMEN EINER INTERESSENABWÄGUNG IHRE PERSONENBEZOGENEN DATEN
AUFGRUND UNSERES ÜBERWIEGENDEN BERECHTIGTEN INTERESSES VERARBEITEN, HABEN
SIE DAS JEDERZEITIGE RECHT, AUS GRÜNDEN, DIE SICH AUS IHRER BESONDEREN SITUATION
ERGEBEN, GEGEN DIESE VERARBEITUNG WIDERSPRUCH MIT WIRKUNG FÜR DIE ZUKUNFT
EINZULEGEN. MACHEN SIE VON IHREM WIDERSPRUCHSRECHT GEBRAUCH, BEENDEN WIR
DIE VERARBEITUNG DER BETROFFENEN DATEN. EINE WEITERVERARBEITUNG BLEIBT ABER
VORBEHALTEN, WENN WIR ZWINGENDE SCHUTZWÜRDIGE GRÜNDE FÜR DIE VERARBEITUNG
NACHWEISEN KÖNNEN, DIE IHRE INTERESSEN, GRUNDRECHTE UND GRUNDFREIHEITEN
ÜBERWIEGEN, ODER WENN DIE VERARBEITUNG DER GELTENDMACHUNG, AUSÜBUNG ODER
VERTEIDIGUNG VON RECHTSANSPRÜCHEN DIENT.
WERDEN IHRE PERSONENBEZOGENEN DATEN VON UNS VERARBEITET, UM DIREKTWERBUNG
ZU BETREIBEN, HABEN SIE DAS RECHT, JEDERZEIT WIDERSPRUCH GEGEN DIE VERARBEITUNG
SIE BETREFFENDER PERSONENBEZOGENER DATEN ZUM ZWECKE DERARTIGER WERBUNG
EINZULEGEN. SIE KÖNNEN DEN WIDERSPRUCH WIE OBEN BESCHRIEBEN AUSÜBEN. MACHEN
SIE VON IHREM WIDERSPRUCHSRECHT GEBRAUCH, BEENDEN WIR DIE VERARBEITUNG DER
BETROFFENEN DATEN ZU DIREKTWERBEZWECKEN.

Raiffeisenbank Lauenburg eG Konto Nr. 166 707 BLZ 230 631 29
BIC/SWIFT: GENODEF1RLB - IBAN: DE94 2306 3129 0000 1667 07
Postbank Hamburg Konto Nr. 37 13 36 - 202 BLZ 200 100 20
BIC/SWIFT: PBNKDEFFXXX - IBAN: DE43 2001 0020 0371 3362 02

Fotografie: Everhard Finck, Holger Frickert
Layout, Grafik, Text und Satz: Holger Frickert
Repro: Einsatz Creative Production, Hamburg
Druck: Neef + Stumme, Wittingen

5) Dauer der Speicherung personenbezogener Daten
Die Dauer der Speicherung von personenbezogenen Daten bemisst sich anhand der jeweiligen gesetzlichen
Aufbewahrungsfrist (z.B. handels- und steuerrechtliche Aufbewahrungsfristen). Nach Ablauf der Frist werden
die entsprechenden Daten routinemäßig gelöscht, sofern sie nicht mehr zur Vertragserfüllung oder Vertragsanbahnung erforderlich sind und/oder unsererseits kein berechtigtes Interesse an der Weiterspeicherung fortbesteht.
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DELIGHTFUL
Inspiriert die TASTE
Seele
TObegeistert
INSPIRE den
YOUR
SOUL
und
Geschmack

AmphorA FULL
Best.Nr. 9005-02
AmphorA

VIRGINIA
Best.Nr. 9005-03

50g Pouch

( 184,00/kg)

50g Pouch

( 184,00/kg)




9,20
9,20

AmphorA Special Reserve No. 8
Best.Nr. 9005-05
50g Pouch
AmphorA

Special Reserve No. 2
Best.Nr. 9005-04
50g Pouch

For detailed information please see page 94

( 184,00/kg)



9,20

( 184,00/kg)



9,20

